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ABSTRACT
A Reformers’ Union:
Land Reform, Labor, and the Evolution of Antislavery Politics, 1790–1860
by
Sean Griffin
Adviser: James Oakes
“A Reformers’ Union: Land Reform, Labor, and the Evolution of Antislavery Politics, 1790–
1860” offers a critical revision of the existing literature on both the early labor and antislavery
movements by examining the ideologies and organizational approaches that labor reformers and
abolitionists used to challenge both the expansion of slavery and the spread of market
relationships. Extending the timeframe of the antislavery and labor movements backwards to the
1790s, this dissertation situates the origins of the pre-Civil War labor movement in republican
ideology and currents of transatlantic radical thought, and traces the rise of agrarian and
communitarian labor reform against the backdrop of the growing economic and political salience
of chattel slavery. While acknowledging and seeking to explain the real differences that divided
labor reformers and abolitionists throughout the period, “A Reformers’ Union” argues that
important strains within each movement shared common understandings about the limitations of
private property and the reach of the market. These shared understandings, and the discursive
debates that shaped them, eventually fostered important organizational and institutional
connections between the two movements, even as developments surrounding the slavery’s
expansion in the 1840s and 50s inextricably linked the cause of land reform to antislavery. Land
and labor reformers made critical contributions to the ideological foundations and popular appeal
of the Liberty, Free Soil, and Republican parties, thus highlighting both the limitations and the
potential of the politics of “free soil” and “free labor.”
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introduction
Sometime in October, 1828, a group of Philadelphia drew up a petition to Congress.
Published in the Mechanics’ Free Press, the artisan newspaper edited by Working Men’s Party
leader William Heighton, the petition recommended “placing all the PUBLIC LANDS, without
the delay of sales, within the reach of the people at large, by the right of a title to occupancy
only.” Enumerating their reasons for such a suggestion, the petitioners announced their alarm at
“the present state of affairs,” which they held “must lead to the wealth of a few, and thus place
within their reach the means of controlling all the lands of our country.” They expressed their
strong disapproval of “every species of monopoly and exclusive privileges,” particularly those
which produced such “unnatural exclusions” from access to land. Since all men, the petitioners
held, had “naturally, a birth-right in the soil”—and since, if this right was denied, “they may be
deprived of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”—the petitioners respectfully
recommended that the Public Lands “be reserved as a donation to the citizens of the United
States in the character of perpetual leases, free of rent” and conditional upon actual settlement.
The “true spirit of independence can not be enjoyed, by the great body of the People,” they
argued, without the recognition of a natural right to the land. The passage of a law granting them
“the FREE USE of so much of the Public Lands,” along with strong deterrents to land
speculation, were “the only effectual prevention of future monopoly and the best safeguard of the
American Republic.”1

1
“Memorial to Congress,” from the Mechanics’ Free Press, 25 October 1828; in John R. Commons and Helen L.
Sumner, eds., A Documentary History of American Industrial Society V (Cleveland: The Arthur Clark Co., 1910), 43–45.
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The 1828 petition was not the first time that a group of urban workingmen made an
appeal for access to the soil, nor would it be the last. With surprising regularity between the mid1820s and the beginning of the Civil War, urban workingmen looked to the land for salvation—a
fact that has gone unrecognized in most recent accounts of the early labor movement and related
responses to capitalist development in the period.2 Although the formation of trades unions, the
emergence of “Working Men’s” political parties and their eventual merger into the Jacksonian
Democrats, and the incidence of strikes and other militant labor actions in the period were all
critical to the development of the early labor movement, the importance of these developments
has been somewhat artificially magnified by generations of labor historians who sought to
explain the origins of twentieth-century unionism and the failure of socialism to appear in
American politics. Perhaps more importantly, these developments appear sporadic and halting
when compared to the consistency with which one reform in particular was articulated by
proponents of labor between the 1820s and 1860: the demand for free homesteads or equivalent
access to the land, framed as the recognition of a “right to the soil.”3
Despite what appears in retrospect to be a somewhat quixotic, even romantic, spectacle—
that of wage workers in the industrializing cities of the East casting their gazes wistfully
westward, even as the Jeffersonian dream of universal independent proprietorship was rapidly
receding into the past—demands for the recognition of a “right to the soil” would be central to
2

Important recent exceptions include Mark A. Lause, Young America: Land, Labor, and the Republican Community
(Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2005); Jamie L. Bronstein, Land Reform and Working-Class Experience in
Britain and the United States, 1800–1862 (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1999); Alex Gourevitch, From Slavery to the
Cooperative Commonwealth: Labor and Republican Liberty in the Nineteenth Century (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2015); Reeve Huston, Land and Freedom: Rural Society, Popular Protest, and Party Politics in Antebellum
New York (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000).
3
The question of “Why is there no socialism in the United States” was first raised in the form that has occupied
scholars ever since by the German sociologist Werner Sombart, in Patricia M. Hocking, trans., Why Is There No Socialism in the
United States (London: Macmillan Press, 1976; originally published 1906). This question became the point of departure for much
of the first generation of labor historiography that followed, including that of John R. Commons, Selig Perlman, Charles and
Mary Beard, and others. See also, Eric Foner, “Why Is There No Socialism in the United States,” History Workshop, No. 17
(Spring, 1984): 57–80.
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the evolving labor movement for decades to come. Nor was the Philadelphia petition an isolated
example conceived in an American-exceptionalist vacuum. As an examination of the ideology of
contemporaneous “Working Men’s” movements in cities like Philadelphia, New York, and
Boston shows, such demands were very much articulated within the framework of an
understanding of republican liberty and the proper relations between labor and capital shaped by
radical currents of thought from across the Atlantic. These currents, originating with European
social thinkers and English jacobins and transplanted to American shores by English and Irish
immigrants, maritime workers, and networks of print culture and correspondence, were wideranging and ideologically inconsistent, but they often shared a common feature, one that was
amplified in the American context where land and labor existed in inverse proportions to those
that obtained in the Old World. Labeled “agrarian” by adherents and enemies on both sides of
the Atlantic, this strain of republican thought, in its more mainstream usage, comported well with
both the agricultural economic environment of the Early Republic and the yeoman ideology of
Jefferson and Jackson. But in its more radical sense, “agrarianism” hearkened back to the
demands of the Roman Gracchi of 2nd Century B.C., who demanded the redistribution of landed
property to veterans and the urban poor. In this sense, agrarian ideas formed an ideological
touchstone for early European and American socialism, as evidenced by the fact that both friends
and enemies of redistributionist measures frequently used the terms interchangeably throughout
the pre-Civil War period.4

4

On “agrarianism” and the contemporary meanings and uses of the term in the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
Atlantic world, see Thomas P. Govan, “Agrarian and Agrarianism: A Study in the Use and Abuse of Words,” The Journal of
Southern History 30, No. 1 (February, 1964) 35-36; Arthur E. Bestor, Jr. “The Evolution of the Socialist Vocabulary,” Journal of
the History of Ideas, Vol. 9, No. 3 (June, 1948): 259–302; Carl Degler, “The Locofocos: Urban ‘Agrarians’,” Journal of
Economic History 16, No. 3 (September 1956), 322-33; John Ashworth, “Agrarians” and “Aristocrats”: Party Political
Ideology in the United States, 1837–1846 (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1983); Seth Cotlar, Tom
Paine’s America: The Rise and Fall of Transatlantic Radicalism in Early America (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press,
2011).
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Such agrarian demands for access to landed property were frequency coupled with a
second, related aspect of the pre-Civil War labor movement: the various efforts to organize labor
on a cooperative basis, often in intentional communities organized explicitly for that purpose.
Within two years of its unanswered petition to Congress, the Mechanics’ Free Press began
running a regular column dedicated “To industrious mechanics with small available capitals,”
urging them to pool their resources and become proprietors of the soil in small, self-sustaining
communities similar to those promoted by Robert Owen in the previous decade. Claiming that
“the existing state of society” was “unfavorable to the health, the morals, and the general
prosperity of the working classes,” the column’s anonymous author complained that, despite his
status as a master tradesman, his prospects for steady employment had been rendered negligible
“by an excess of workmen.” The same situation prevailed, he claimed, “among almost all kinds
of mechanics.” The solution lay not in politics or legislation, but in the self-directed efforts of
“mechanics of varied occupations” who might gather to practice agriculture and ply their
respective trades “upon a semi-co-operative principle.” A “public mart and standard of equal
exchange” would allow such a free-labor colony to escape from the tyranny of banks and paper
money, while control over production and the division of labor would allow its members to
regulate supply and demand, with the surplus being sold to meet demand in the surrounding
countryside, thus placing them “beyond the reach of fluctuating markets, and above the fear of
‘want of employment’.” The resulting communities would secure to workers “perpetual
independence,” freeing them from “RENT, that heavy link in the drag chain of oppression.”5
Both agrarian demands for the “right to the soil” and the efforts to organize cooperative
free-labor communities were integral parts of an ongoing response by northern workers to the
5
“To Industrious Mechanics who possess small available capitals,” Mechanics’ Free Press, May 22, 29, 1830. See also
Mechanics’ Free Press, June 5, 12; August 14; December 4, 1830.
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series of rapid and jarring economic changes associated with the advent of industrialization,
changes that included such phenomena as the intensification of the division of labor, the demise
of paternalistic labor relationships and the spread of wage labor, the advent of boom-and-bust
cycles of financial expansion and depression, and the entry of millions of workers into a
competitive market for wages. These developments, in turn, posed a unique set of questions in
the context of a slaveholding republic, questions that went to the heart of the nation’s identity
and its relationship to an evolving form of market capitalism in the Early Republic and
antebellum periods.
The solutions and reforms proposed by labor leaders, radical reformers, and ordinary
workingmen in the decades before the Civil War are relevant to antislavery, I argue, not only
because they were devised and implemented within the context of an evolving free labor
economy that developed in tandem with the slaveholder capitalism of the South, but because
these same ideas and approaches were applied by workingman-reformers as alternatives to both
slavery and free wage labor. To say this is not to argue that northern labor reformers and wage
workers were always or even usually sympathetic to abolitionism; indeed, this dissertation
examines and emphasizes the ways that labor reformers were often in conflict with abolitionists
over such issues as the contested meanings of freedom and slavery, the persistence of economic
and other forms of inequality, and the role of property rights in shaping the latter. But out of the
discursive debates over land, labor, and slavery in the 1830s and 40s emerged, if not a consensus,
a degree of cooperation and coalition-building between labor reformers and abolitionists that has
been largely overlooked by most of the recent literature on antislavery.6

6
Manisha Sinha’s The Slave’s Cause: A History of Abolition (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2016) is
a notable recent exception. Other recent volumes to examine the relationship between anticapitalism and antislavery include
Lause, Young America; Bronstein, Land Reform and Working-Class Experience; Gourevitch, From Slavery to the Cooperative
Commonwealth.
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In the second half of the 1840s, conflicts over the expansion of slavery into the territories
provided the catalyst for attempts by labor reformers and political abolitionists to overcome their
ideological differences and translate into action what they alternatively heralded as “universal
reform,” “integral emancipation,” or the “union of all reforms.” Not only did the market-driven
expansion of slavery and subsequent political conflict over the issue of slavery in the territories
intersect inescapably in the 1850s with one of the early labor movement’s most cherished
ambitions—the maintenance of the public lands as a safety-valve reserved for free labor—it
drove many labor reformers into an alliance for which the ideological innovations and rhetorical
interventions of the previous decade had already prepared them. By organizing “free labor”
experiments and political movements around their reforms, engaging in a sustained dialogue
with abolitionists, and finally entering into a tentative coalition with antislavery politicians, labor
reformers helped to mobilize northern workers for the antislavery cause and lay the twin
foundations of the Republican Party: free soil and free labor.
This dissertation purposefully confounds some of the categories that have long been
taken for granted in the literature on labor, slavery, and antislavery. Although I occasionally
employ the terms “workers” and “working-class,” I intentionally avoid making hard and fast
distinctions between a “working-class” labor movement and “middle-class” labor reform in the
pre-Civil War decades. This is not out of any hostility towards Marxian class analysis or
sympathy with the literature that has claimed that neither a self-conscious working class nor a
definable labor movement existed in pre-Civil War America; to the contrary, I believe that this
dissertation highlights, in sometimes surprising and unexpected ways, the ways that antebellum
workers were conscious of their role as a form of “labor” that was intrinsically, if not
irreconcilably, opposed to “capital.” But as the following pages show, many of the skilled craft

6

workers who played central roles in the Working Men’s movement and early trades unions of the
1820s and 30s frequently described themselves as “reformers,” while bourgeois reformers who
embraced the notion of a “harmony of interests” between labor and capital had no trouble
conceiving of themselves as part of the broader labor movement, and indeed often went further
than their more authentically working-class counterparts in conceiving of the complete overhaul
of what they termed the “Social System.”
Although the last several generations of scholarship on political economy and labor have
forever complicated the ways in which historians conceive of class in the United States of the
Early Republic and antebellum periods, the search for an “authentically” working class labor
movement and the insistence on rigid distinctions between “working” and “middle” class
reforms remains. These tendencies, sometimes fueled by the ideological needs and presentist
concerns of historians, have been evident in the framing of the relationship between abolitionists
and labor activists. Despite the careful treatment the subject has received over the years, the
historiographical debate over the relationship of the abolition movement to capitalism, begun by
Eric Williams in the 1940s and reformulated by Davis in the 1970s, remains essentially
unresolved.7 Meanwhile, the scholarship on “whiteness,” while adding immeasurably to our
understanding of how white workers conceived of their relationship to a political economic
system in which race and slavery continued to play leading roles, has sometimes tended to blur

7

David Brion Davis originally formulated the problem of whether, in Eric Foner’s concise phrasing, abolitionists’
acceptance of capitalist wage labor effectively “foreclosed the possibility of [more] radical criticism within northern society” in
1975 in The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Revolution 1770–1823 (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1999).
Since that time, the most important contributions to this debate have been made by Foner in Politics and Ideology, 74–76; Davis,
Thomas Haskell, and John Ashworth in Thomas Bender, ed., The Antislavery Debate: Capitalism and Abolitionism as a Problem
in Historical Interpretation (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992), and Johnathan Glickstein, “’Poverty Is Not
Slavery’: American Abolitionists and the Competitive Labor Market,” in Lewis Perry and Michael Fellman, eds., Antislavery
Reconsidered: New Perspectives on the Abolitionists (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Unversity Press, 1979), 195–218.
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the distinctions between slavery and other forms of race-based oppression and inequality or
made racial inclusivity the sole criteria for distinguishing among the various antislaveries.8
The resulting body of scholarship has therefore usually proceeded from the presumption
that abolitionists and labor reformers were fundamentally at odds with one another, even as
historians have argued that the key concerns of each were channeled into a compromised, and
possibly racist, Republican “free labor antislavery.” Although numerous studies have enhanced
our understanding of what Eric Foner termed the “ideology of free labor” almost forty years ago,
historians have yet to fully respond to his call to consider “how different Americans might have
infused it with different meanings.”9 This dissertation does not dispute the assertion that the labor
and antislavery movements were often at loggerheads, nor does it elide the role of race in
shaping the way different reformers approached the questions posed by the issues of the
eradication of slavery and the place of African Americans in a post-slavery nation. But it does
attempt to place the debates over these questions in a broad temporal and ideological context,
and suggest how different groups within the broader formations of antislavery and labor—
democratic radicals, land reformers, Working Men, Locofocos, Owenites, Fourierists,
Garrisonians, Libertymen, Republicans, free black abolitionists, and others—approached these
debates from different perspectives and contributed their own understandings to terms like “free
soil” and “free labor.” Just as significantly, it hopes to offer a fresh perspective on the way these
8
Exemplary works representing the “whiteness” school include David R. Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness,
Alexander Saxton, The Rise and Fall of the White Republic: Class Politics and Mass Culture in Nineteenth Century America
(New York: Verso, 2003).
9

See particularly the revised introduction to Eric Foner, Free Soil, Free Labor, Free Men: The Ideology of the
Republican Party Before the Civil War (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), ix–xxxix, as well as Foner,
Politics and Ideology in the Age of the Civil War (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1980); Jonathan A.
Glickstein, Concepts of Free Labor in Antebellum America (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1991), American
Exceptionalism, American Anxiety: Wages, Competition, and Degraded Labor in the Antebellum United States (Charlottesville
and London: University of Virginia Press, 2002); Robert J. Steinfeld, The Invention of Free Labor: The Employment Relation in
English and American Law and Culture, 1350 – 1870 (Chapel Hill and London: University of North Carolina Press, 1991); Amy
Dru Stanley, From Bondage to Contract: Wage Labor, Marriage, and the Market in the Era of Slave Emancipation (Chicago and
New York: University of Chicago, 1998); William Forbath, “The Ambiguities of Free Labor: Labor and the Law in the Gilded
Age,” Wisconsin Law Review, Vol. 4 (1985).
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movements helped determine the expectations and shape the outcomes of the political
realignment that took place beginning with the Wilmot Proviso in 1846 and culminating with the
formation and rise to power of the Republican Party in 1854–56. At the heart of the process that
resulted in antislavery becoming “at length” what Republican William H. Seward described as “a
respectable element in politics” were some very unrespectable, indeed decidedly radical, views.
What these less-than-respectable viewpoints shared in common was a wariness of the
economic changes associated with the rise to dominance of a market-based capitalist economy
and a skepticism towards the ideologies and arguments used to justify the emerging market in
competitive wage labor. While this dissertation shares the main contention of the recent literature
on “slavery and capitalism” that slavery was indeed capitalist, it seeks to further define what
capitalism meant for both proponents and antagonists of the nation’s evolving political economy.
Not only has most of the recent literature ignored the role of free labor in the relationship
between slavery and capitalism almost completely, it has elided the very distinction, long
considered critical to understanding the rise of industrial capitalism, between slave and free wage
labor.10 If the free labor system of the North and the slave labor system of the South were indeed
identical, as some in the labor movement contended, then abolitionists should have attacked
capitalism, and anticapitalist labor reformers pursued the abolition of slavery with far greater
vigor than they did. The fact that they did not, or at least that their challenges to what Marx
called “the pedestal and the veil”—the slave-labor base and wage-labor superstructure of

10
Key works in the new literature on slavery and capitalism include Walter Johnson, River of Dark Dreams: Slavery
and Empire in the Cotton Kingdom (Cambridge and London: Harvard University Press, 2013); Edward E. Baptist, The Half Has
Never Been Told: Slavery and the Making of American Capitalism (New York: Basic Books, 2014); and Sven Beckert, Empire of
Cotton: A Global History (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2015). See also the recent collection edited by Sven Beckert and Seth
Rockman, Slavery’s Capitalism: A New History of American Economic Development (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 2016). For a trenchant criticism of this body of work, see John J. Clegg, “Capitalism and Slavery,” Critical Historical
Studies 2, No. 2 (Fall 2015): 381–304.
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capitalist relations—were paradoxical and inconsistent, suggests that more muted understandings
of the nature of capitalist change were in play.11
Although many labor reformers attacked “the wages system,” most did not seek to
completely overhaul it (indeed many clung to the belief, derived from classical economics, that
wages were determined by immutable laws of supply and demand), but merely to find ways to
circumvent or alleviate the worst effects of the competitive market in wage labor. Chief among
these was the condition of “dependence” that free workers insisted the wage relationship
imposed on them. Hence the frequent comparisons between “wage slavery” and chattel slavery.
Although the language of wage slavery, like that of “independence” and “dependence,” was
derived from a longstanding tradition within republican ideology, it also provides a clue as to
how those in the early labor movement understood the unprecedented economic transformations
around them. Where defenders of “free labor,” including many abolitionists, saw freedom of
choice and economic mobility, wage laborers and those who spoke for them frequently saw
themselves trapped in a cycle of “dependence” on a volatile and punishing market for labor;
slaves as “dependent” on their masters for food and shelter; the landless as “dependent” on
landlords and on the speculative market in land.
Undergirding these fears of dependence and economic coercion were competing
understandings of the nature of and limitations to property rights. Writing recently of the
abolitionists’ assault on the institution of property in human beings, James Oakes has quoted E.P.
Thompson’s observation that “What was often at issue was not property, supported by law,

11
Walter Johnson has used this metaphor, derived from Karl Marx, in “The Pedestal and the Veil: Rethinking the
Capitalism/Slavery Question,” Journal of the Early American Republic, Vol. 24, No. 2 (Summer, 2004): 299–304. Johnson cites
Marx’s contention that “The veiled slavery of the wage-workers in Europe neded, for its pedestal, slavery pure and simple in the
new world.” Marx, Capital: A Critical Analysis of Capitalist Production (New York, 1967) I: 699.
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against no-property; it was alternative definitions of property rights.”12 Thompson was speaking
of eighteenth-century English peasants, but the same holds true for the both the antislavery and
early labor movements in the nineteenth century. Even those labor reformers who identified their
methods as “socialist” and openly called for the “community of property” rarely got very far in
their redistributionist schemes. But nearly all called for some kind of intervention into the
reigning regime of property rights, whether in land, labor, or human beings. To some extent, both
labor reformers, who insisted that the only legitimate property was that created by labor, and
abolitionists, who vehemently denied the legitimacy of property in man, were grappling with the
question of what could and could not be commodified in a market-based society. Although many
labor leaders initially held themselves aloof from the notion that their struggle to abolish or alter
property relations in land or wage labor were interconnected with the struggle to abolish property
in human beings, in time the causes of land reform, ten hours laws, cooperative ventures and
other interventions into absolute property rights led them, directly or indirectly, into an alliance
with political abolitionists.
Throughout the pages that follow, I seek the origins of labor reformers’ understandings of
free labor and slavery by attempting to locate them within a tradition of radical republican
thought. Chapter One explores the origins of “free labor” and “free soil” in a tradition of
republican political thought that in some ways extends back to the English Civil War. More
important to the agrarian tradition, however, are those political thinkers associated with the
transatlantic radical democracy of the Age of Revolution, a group which includes Thomas Paine,
John Gray, William Ogilvie, and Thomas Spence. These figures’ radical reconsiderations of
slavery and liberal political economy made their way into the writing and thought of early artisan
12
James Oakes, “Slavery Is Theft,” Jacobin, August 13, 2015, https://www.jacobinmag.com/2015/08/slavery-abolitionlincoln-oakes-property/.
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and democratic radicals in the post-Revolutionary United States, along with the more widelyaccepted understandings promoted by such figures as John Locke, Adam Smith, and Thomas
Jefferson. Central to the political philosophy of democratic and pro-labor editors like William
Duane and William Heighton was an understanding of property rights as limited by the needs of
the res publica. While this brand of “agrarianism” shared much in common with the Jeffersonian
ideal of rural yeoman independence, with which it is sometimes conflated, it also had the
potential to transcend the ideological compromises on slavery wrought by the DemocraticRepublican coalition between northern and southern producers.
Chapter Two moves from the port cities of the East to the plains of Indiana and the
Tennessee frontier in the mid-1820s, where radical reformer Frances Wright attempted a free
labor experiment intended to demonstrate the feasibility of abolishing slavery via a transition to
free labor. Wright’s experiment, although it proved ultimately ill-fated, was modeled on the
example provided by the British “utopian” reformer Robert Owen—whose New Harmony
community in Indiana would itself have not been possible had not a group of antislavery English
immigrants first helped secure the region for “free soil.” Nor would Wright’s experiment have
been possible in the political climate of the following decade, when the advent of Jacksonian
democracy, the continued expansion of the cotton kingdom, and the rise of Garrisonian
abolitionism made Owen and Wright’s brand of antislavery untenable. Chapter Three follows
Wright and Robert Dale Owen to New York City, where they became embroiled in a dispute
over leadership of the city’s nascent Working Men’s Party. Although a growing anti-abolitionist
climate and the absorption of the Working Men into the Jacksonian Democratic coalition
sometimes precluded the outspoken support for abolitionism, figures associated with both the
Working Men and the Locofocos, including Thomas Skidmore, William Heighton, Stephen
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Simpson, William Leggett, and George Henry Evans, helped develop powerful antislavery
arguments predicated on their understandings of property, labor, equality, and independence.
Chapter Four moves to the heart of my argument by focusing on the ideology and
activism of the National Reform Association, the labor-based land reform organization formed
by Evans in the mid-1840s. Although Evans’ 1830s support for abolitionism was arguably
compromised by his prioritization of land reform in the 1840s, land reformers entered into a
sustained discourse with abolitionists that resulted, among other things, in the development of a
theory of property rights which would both inform and challenge later conceptions of free labor
and free soil. Chapter Five looks at the Associationists, communitarian followers of French
social thinker Charles Fourier whose ranks included a number of prominent abolitionists, and
who eventually came to endorse a theory of “universal reform” that embraced the abolition of
both chattel and “wage” slavery. Chapter Six examines the conversion of abolitionist Gerrit
Smith to the land reform cause, and attempts to place his efforts to resettle free blacks and poor
whites on his vast landholdings in upstate New York, a project that I argue stemmed from his
engagement with land reform and other free soil experiments in the period. Land reformers,
abolitionists, and Associationists make common cause in Chapter Seven, through the
instrumentality of the annual the Industrial Congresses that were held from 1845 on. During the
same years, fallout from the Mexican War and the Wilmot Proviso forced a political realignment
that came to include a coalition between the National Reformers and the antislavery Liberty
Party.
Although that alliance proved fragile, Chapter Eight suggests that the demise of Free
Soilism, the collapse of the 1848 revolutions in Europe, and the mainstreaming of land reform
radicalism into “Homestead” legislation did not necessarily preclude either labor or antislavery
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militancy. Rather, as Chapter Nine concludes, the revived conflict over the issue of slavery in the
territories by the Kansas-Nebraska Act reinvigorated labor movement antislavery and drove
many labor reformers and workingmen into the new Republican Party. Even as “free labor” and
“free soil” became the vehicles by which the Republicans translate antislavery into a mass
movement, labor reformers and radicals continued to articulate a radically different vision of
these ideas. The implications of this conflict, which I attempt to spell out in an Epilogue, would
not become fully clear until after the war.
As I write this, one of the most grueling and contentious presidential elections in living
memory is grinding to a halt. Some commentators have suggested that, regardless of its result,
the potential fallout from this election season portends a political party realignment of the sort
perhaps not seen since the demise of the “Second Party System” in the mid-1850s. Others have
suggested that the dark-horse populism of the Republican candidate bears comparison to Andrew
Jackson. Regardless, the tensions seen throughout this extraordinary campaign season between
approaches that emphasize economic issues and those that have focused on race, gender, and
identity have too often been treated in the media and amongst the ever-growing online pundit
class as though they were polar opposites instead of mutually-reinforcing tendencies. Although
“intersectionality” has become a favorite academic buzzword of recent years, only time will tell
if the tentative connections forged in the weeks and months leading up to the 2016 election will
blossom into a sustained debate or movement capable of transcending the ephemeral excitement
of a political campaign and the increasingly cordoned-off spaces of the academy. In the
meantime, historians, activists, and others might look to what labor leaders and abolitionists once
labeled the “Union of Reformers” for an illuminating illustration of the possibilities and
limitations of such reformist collaborations.
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CHAPTER ONE
The Agrarian Origins of Antebellum Labor Radicalism: Free Labor, Property, and Slavery in the
Early Republic
In the spring and summer of 1779, at the height of the Revolutionary crisis, a far less
visible revolution was taking place in Philadelphia. Amid the wharves, shops, and rowhouses
that were slowly filling in the outlines of William Penn’s grid, the contours of a new debate were
being shaped. In the midst of wartime scarcity, currency devaluation, and consequent high prices
for essential goods, a popularly-elected Committee on Trade urged a set of price controls on the
city’s merchants, some of whom had begun to hoard flour, foodstuffs, and other necessities. The
two sides of the debate that emerged in response to the imposition of price controls revealed
starkly divergent conceptions of economic justice, their basic contours still recognizable today.
In justifying the measures, the Committee on Trade claimed that “the general interest” was being
undermined by “a species of delinquents... governed by avarice” who hoarded goods and sold
them across the state border at inflated prices. “It has long been said that trade will regulate
itself,” the Committee noted, “yet sufficient experience has shewn that the maxim, though
admittedly true in some cases, is not so in all.” In response, a delegation of merchants, after first
pleading their patriotic credentials, argued that the unencumbered free market ultimately best
served the needs of the community. Individual self-interest, they claimed, mediated through the
natural laws of supply and demand, would ultimately redound to the greater good. The practice
of setting limits on prices was unjust, the merchants complained, “because it invades the laws of
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property, by compelling a person to accept of less in exchange for his goods than he could
otherwise obtain.”13
A newly-formed “Committee for Enquiring into the State of Trade,” known as the
Committee of Thirteen, answered the merchants’ complaint. Dominated by artisans, lesser
workingmen, and political radicals—Tom Paine was a prominent member, and the group’s
chairman was Blair McClenahan, the political leader of the city’s craft workers—the Committee
of Thirteen declared that “the social compact... requires, that every right and power claimed or
exercised by any man or set of men, should be in subordination to the common good.” The
merchants’ free market defense of absolute property rights was spurious, they held, “not only on
account of the fatal or dangerous consequences attending it,” but because the merchants’ very
trade was dependent on “the collected efforts of the community”—on the labor of the craft
workers and lesser workingmen who made it possible. Therefore the “principles of public justice
and common good” demanded that merchants fulfill their part of the bargain by providing the
“service” of selling their wares at reasonable rates. The analogy chosen by the Committee to
illustrate this point reflected both Philadelphia’s status as a hub of waterfront commerce and the
increasing preponderance of wage labor in colonial cities. Although the “ship carpenters, joiners,
blacksmiths, gunsmiths, blockmakers, tanners, curriers, painters” and other workers that made
trade possible had given up their right to a direct property in the vessels they were outfitting, they
had not, by agreeing to accept compensation in “meer wages,” forfeited their right “in the service
of the vessel, because it constitutes a considerable part of the advantage they hoped to derive
from their labours.” Such workers had a property in their labor, the Committee held, that was as
inviolable as the merchants’ property in their goods or ships. By agreeing to substitute the
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products of their labor for wages, those who labored had entered into a tacit agreement with
merchants that they would be able to purchase those products on reasonable terms. Thus, the
debate over the meaning of “free trade” contained within it a debate over the meaning of free
labor.14
The debate begun in Philadelphia in 1779 was, in some ways, never resolved. In the postRevolutionary years, it would begin take on even more portentous meaning as the economies of
the northern states, led by port cities like Philadelphia, slowly but perceptibly shifted from their
mercantile and export-based origins to become key centers of production serving emerging
domestic markets, with significant (although not yet dominant) sectors involved in
manufacturing and a growing population that labored for wages. As early as 1788, a French
visitor to Philadelphia, Brissot de Warville, could remark that “manufactories are rising in the
town and country, and industry and emulation increase with great rapidity.” Unofficial industrial
censuses of the city undertaken by Brissot that year and, twenty years later, by Assistant
Treasury Secretary Tench Coxe, revealed a sizeable smattering of textile, leather, iron and other
metalworks, glass, candle, soap, and furniture manufactories alongside small shops and
outworkers’ homes. By 1820—in the midst of a national depression—Philadelphia city and
country boasted 30 textile, 25 leather, 15 metalworking, and ten flour manufactories along with
numerous shops producing furniture, carriages and wagons, hats, bricks, soap, candle, and papermaking enterprises.15 By that time, the spread of cash- and credit-based market relationships and
the shift to wage labor were well underway, even if the transition from older forms of labor
14
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defined by paternalistic relationships and extra-economic forms of coercion was halting and
inconsistent, with some forms of non-slave “unfree” labor extending well into the early decades
of the nineteenth century.16
With the revival of industry and of trade with an industrializing Great Britain after the
War of 1812, workers found themselves thrust into a competitive market for labor, many for the
first time. Just as importantly, the rise of industrial methods of production that involved the
division of labor and increased reliance on technology, craft workers found themselves caught in
a process of deskilling, especially in the so-called “sweated trades” of tailoring and shoemaking
and in industries marked by high levels of technological change, like printing. Although many
artisans and mechanics doubtless benefitted from the transition to free wage labor, the economic
changes associated with the spread of market relationships nonetheless had a dramatic impact on
the daily lives and livelihoods of thousands of urban workers. While some small masters and
journeymen were able to transition successfully, accumulating capital and becoming employers
themselves, many others became trapped in a condition of propertylessness and poverty, with
only their labor power to sell. Thrust into an unregulated market for wage labor, the workhouse,
prison, or starvation beckoned as alternatives for those who could not or would not find work,
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especially in the aftermath of economic depressions in 1787, 1802–04, 1807, 1812, and 1819.
Meanwhile, cities like Philadelphia, Boston and New York garnered the dubious distinction of
being the most economically stratified places in the North in the 1820s—although they remained
far more equal in terms of wealth distribution than the counties in coastal South Carolina or
along the Mississippi River Valley, where slaveholding wealth was most concentrated.17
By the late 1820s, Philadelphia, nearly simultaneously with other northeastern seaport
cities on the forefront of economic change, would give birth to the nation’s first identifiable
organized labor movement. Historians have long described the reformers, activists, and ordinary
workers that comprised the labor movement of the 1820s and 30s, as “agrarian” in outlook.18
Indeed, many of the skilled workers whom Jefferson had once called “the yeomen of the city”
would cling to older, republican understandings of free labor, based on craft tradition and
paternalistic labor arrangements. Many would continue to look to the land for salvation,
idealizing agricultural and other forms of “productive” labor and arguing that the public lands
should be protected from speculative purchase and set aside for settlement by workingmen.
Others would actively cultivate an alliance, based on an awareness of shared interests as
society’s “producers,” with small farmers and rural constituencies—including southern
slaveowners. This “producerist” alliance, although strained at times and often more fragile than
historians have generally conceded, forged an important component of both the DemocraticRepublican and Jacksonian political coalitions.19
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But still others associated with the emerging labor movement, particularly those who
were inspired by the radically democratic tradition of Paine, were “agrarian” in a different sense.
Beginning in the late eighteenth century, political thinkers revived the term in reference to the
revolutionary period of Roman history, when the Gracchi, 2nd Century B.C. tribunes, attempted
to divide aristocratic landholdings among veterans and the poor and were assassinated for their
troubles. By the early nineteenth century, the word had come to be nearly synonymous with
“radical,” but with an added economic connotation often missing from that term; soon both
political radicals and their conservative opponents would use “agrarian” to describe any system
that proposed to interfere with existing property relationships. The “agrarians” of early
nineteenth-century America only rarely advocated an “equal division” of landed property, but
they did call for dramatic interventions into a post-Revolutionary property regime based on land,
slavery, and the new concentrations of wealth made possible by speculation and commerce.
Agreeing with Jefferson that “the earth is given as a common stock for man to labour and live
in,” they would support policies for distributing landed property as widely as possible. A few
would go further, developing specific projects and plans to redistribute wealth and property, by
government intervention if necessary. At the heart of this agrarian strain of thought was the
appeal for a distribution of wealth based on the widespread idea that a relatively equal
distribution of property was essential to the functioning of a republican government. The
agrarian ideology of the early national period upheld the notion that all men had the right to
enjoy the fruits of their labor, but insisted that undue concentrations of wealth and property,
especially landed property, undermined this outcome and threatened to lead to the creation of a
new aristocracy of propertied men.20
20
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Agrarian ideology posed a threat to slavery on at least two grounds. In its first, more
basic meaning, it raised the specter of competition for land between free labor and slavery.
Bottled up in eastern cities where the oversupply of labor and fluctuations of the economy meant
the demand for employment was often stagnant, wage workers were increasingly desirous of
obtaining access to the public lands, including the millions of acres acquired as a result of the
Louisiana Purchase. As we shall see, it was this first, more narrow sense of agrarianism that
ultimately contributed to the collapse of the producerist alliance between northern workers and
southern slaveowners, and that provided a vehicle for the insertion of antislavery into the mass
politics of the 1840s and 50s. But it was in its second, more subtle sense of a reconsideration of
property rights that agrarianism posed a graver, perhaps even existential threat to slaveholders.
After abolitionists identified the paradox of holding “property in man” as the essential sin of
slavery—an argument they would make with increasing frequency and precision as the years
went on—slaveholders would with equal vehemence insist on an absolute right to their enslaved
property, for which they demanded the protection of the federal government and Constitution.
For obvious reasons, then, neither southern slaveholders nor northern conservatives could
tolerate agrarian ideas. Ultimately it would be the Republican Party that, by identifying selfownership as the essential condition of freedom, would do the most to undermine slaveholders’
insistence on their right to slave property and to universalize a re-definition of wage labor as free
labor, diametrically opposed to slavery. But they could not have done so without the ideological
contributions of the agrarian tradition, a tradition carried forward principally by the followers of
Paine, Jefferson, and Jackson.
In the period between the Revolution and the Missouri Crisis, the bearers of this agrarian
tradition—radical democrats, labor spokesmen, craft workers, and others—would contribute to
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the ideological foundations of political antislavery in at least three important ways. While most
did not—as yet—attack the institution of slave property directly, they would seize on and
develop an agrarian strain of republican ideology to argue that individual rights to property,
while generally sacrosanct, could in some cases be modified or subordinated to the greater good
of the society, or to the “natural rights” of life and liberty. In a related corollary, agrarians would
attack concentrations of wealth and property, especially property in land, as aristocratic and
antirepublican. And they would begin to construct the foundations of free labor ideology on the
basis of two important and interrelated ideas, the right to what they called “the fruits of labor”
and the labor theory of property. Other ideas about the relationships between labor, property, and
political economy would be more slowly dislodged by the economic disruptions created by an
emerging industrial capitalism and absorbed into the American consciousness between the
Revolution and the Civil War. In the interim, such ideas would provide powerful tools with
which critics and reformers would begin to forge weapons against slavery, inequality, and
aristocratic concentrations of wealth and power.
Early National Land Policy and the Agrarian Tradition
Few historians would dispute the centrality of land and land ownership to American
history. From the moment of the discovery of the New World, the seemingly limitless
availability of land and the relative scarcity of labor stoked the dreams which gave impetus to the
migration of European settlers, provided the justification for the conquest of Native Americans
and the importation of African slave labor, defined Americans’ notions of freedom and property,
and shaped the doctrine of “exceptionalism” that would forever after color American thinking
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about labor, economic and political life, and America’s role in the world.21 Labor reformers and
ordinary workers continued to look to the land as a “safety valve” through which urban workers
might hope to escape the poverty and overcrowding of cities; New England farmers moved west
to escape the limitations of rocky soil divided and subdivided among successive generations;
southern slaveholders fled the tobacco-depleted soil of Maryland and Virginia for the fertile
cotton lands of the Mississippi River Valley; and political economists viewed the availability of
land as a way out of the Malthusian population trap predicted by economists like Malthus and
David Ricardo. Long before Jefferson’s vision of an “empire of liberty” had curdled into the
reality of an empire for slavery, the issue of how best to organize and distribute the public lands
preoccupied the attention of the nation’s lawmakers. After the Revolution, hundreds of thousands
of acres of territory—the largest portion of what would become the United States—remained in
the public domain, unorganized and still inhabited largely by Native Americans.22
Appropriately enough given his future role as the architect of the Louisiana Purchase and
the main defender of the yeoman ideal, it was Jefferson who did the most to determine the future
geography of the long-disputed territory west of the Appalachians and east of the Mississippi
River secured by the United States from Britain after the War of Independence.23 Even before he
had fully articulated his vision of a “yeoman republic” of independent landowning farmers,
Jefferson had pushed for laws abolishing primogeniture and entail in Virginia as “the best of all
Agrarian laws,” which he claimed “would prevent the accumulation and perpetuation of wealth
21
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in select families,” and remove “the feudal and unnatural distinctions” which made first-born
sons rich and cast others into poverty and dependence.24 In a letter to James Madison, Jefferson
wrote that among “the consequences of this enormous inequality” in landholding in aristocratic
Europe were “the production of so much misery to the bulk of mankind.” Both founders,
however, thought of agrarianism in its then-contemporary sense of a forced equalization of
property as a dangerous and “levelling” doctrine, and sought ameliorative measures such as the
abolition of primogeniture and the opening of western lands as bulwarks against this disturbing
tendency. Madison was skeptical that republican government could completely alleviate poverty
and warned against the “improper and wicked object” of “an equal division of property,” but
agreed that “the misery of the lower classes will be found to abate wherever the Government
assumes a freer aspect, and the laws favor a subdivision of property.” Madison blamed Shays’
Rebellion on the “levelling spirit,” and warned of the danger of “agrarian attempts in this
country” at the Constitutional Convention of 1787, while Jefferson praised Congress in 1813 for
providing “protection to wealth against the agrarian and plundering enterprises of the majority of
the people.”25
In 1784, as chairman of the committee to draft a plan for the government of the Western
Territory, as it was then known, Jefferson proposed dividing the land into square miles using
geographic lines running north-south and east-west and crossing one another at right angles.
After passage of an “Ordinance for ascertaining the mode of disposing lands in the western
territory,” better known as the Land Ordinance of 1785, teams of geographers and surveyors set
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out using “Gunter’s chains” to demarcate rectangular plots following “as near as may be” along
lines of meridian. The 1785 Ordinance established the basic unit of division for surveying and
selling land, the township of 36 square miles. Such regular, rectangular divisions not only
reflected an Enlightenment impulse to impose rational order on unruly space, but made for a
relatively quick and inexpensive process of parceling out land out for sale. The division of land
under the 1785 Ordinance also illustrated the competing imperatives faced by Jefferson and other
lawmakers. Given the overwhelmingly agricultural economy of the young nation and Jefferson’s
own vision of a burgeoning “yeoman republic,” the wide distribution of land in the hands of
relatively large numbers of independent proprietor-farmers ranked as an important priority. And
yet, at least as important was the need to facilitate the orderly transfer of land via sale to private
owners. A systematic approach to surveying and dividing the public lands would best avoid
lawsuits and avoid jeopardizing the considerable claims to landholdings already made, thus
ensuring that private property would be protected, while further rationalizing the institution of
land as a saleable commodity. Lastly, the division of land into square sections would provide a
rational template for further expansion westward, adding a sense of inevitability to the “empire
of liberty” that Jefferson and others were already projecting across the continent.26
The ideological contours of the debates over public land policy for decades to come—
between those who viewed the use of public land sales as a means of raising revenue, and those
who prioritized rapid settlement and widespread dispersion of land ownership—were thus in
place even before Jefferson, Madison, and the other Framers met in Philadelphia in 1787 to
revise the Articles of Confederation. The 1785 Ordinance provided for townships to be further
divided into mile-square sections of 640 acres each, and established that the townships were
26
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saleable “by lots or entire” at the rate of $1 per acre. Despite this seemingly bargain-barrel price,
the Ordinance also required buyers to purchase a minimum of one (640-acre, or one square mile)
section, thus effectively restricting land sales to those who could come up with $640—the
equivalent of approximately two years’ income for a skilled tradesman. Worse still, from the
perspective of those who hoped to gain access to cheap land, was the Land Act of 1796, which
doubled the price of land from $1 to $2 an acre.27
For a new nation deeply in debt, land-rich but capital-poor, the selling off of public lands
was seen by those who later cohered into the Federalist party as the most expedient way to raise
the revenue with which to replentish the Treasury’s coffers. But for much the DemocraticRepublican opposition that arose in the 1790s, a public land policy that favored using land sales
to raise revenue over one that distributed them widely and cheaply across the population was
second only to Hamilton’s plan for the assumption of Revolutionary War debts as an object of
opprobrium. Like Hamilton’s financial system, critics complained that the land policies
promoted by Federalists privileged speculators and “landjobbers” at the expense of small
farmers, Revolutionary War veterans, and urban artisan-producers. Hamilton’s debt plan
provided for repayment in full to the small number of speculators who had purchased debt
certificates from veterans and other ordinary citizens, often at 10 to 20 percent of their face
value; Democratic-Republican critics pointed out that such a policy redistributed wealth to an
already well-off elite “by taking advantage of the distressed part of the community.” Others, like
the self-educated Revolutionary War veteran William Manning, complained that “Speculators,
Stock & Land Jobers” had “risen like a black cloud over the Continant... They have got the
prinsaple command of our funds, & not only swindle honest individuals out of their property, but
27
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by their bribery & corruption have grate influence in our elections, & agitate our publick
Counsels.”28
In a similar vein, the Virginian St. George Tucker directed his ire towards land policies in
a widely-circulated 1796 pamphlet. Tucker complained that if the public lands were allowed to
be “sold in large tracts to Speculators, who mean to sell again,” the resulting sale at profits of
two or three times the original value would leave “the industrious farmer” and other “poor men...
wholly excluded from the market.” Tucker warned of the danger that speculation in land posed to
the new nation, since “the foundations of the modern aristocratic families in the various parts of
Europe, were laid in the immense grants of land... If the territory of the United States be granted,
in like manner, to a few rich, and ambitious men, disposed to aggrandize themselves and their
posterity, the seeds of an aristocracy will be sown.” The solution, Tucker suggested, was to limit
land sales to “actual settlers”—a phrase which would echo throughout the long career of agrarian
reform in America. A number of democratic commentators agreed, recommending the
distribution of public lands “on agrarian principles,” despite the unprecedented intervention of
government into the sphere of economic activity this would entail. Tucker’s preferred vision for
the settlement of public lands, moreover, was not the atomized individualism of the frontier
pioneer, with which image of the ruggedly-independent Jeffersonian yeoman farmer is usually
associated; rather, he proposed dividing the public lands “as in Connecticut, into small
townships... subdivided into lots not exceeding two hundred acres.”29
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Tucker singled out his native Virginia, where slaveholding planters had long ago
engrossed the best lands with the aid of enslaved and indentured laborers under the headright
system, for special condemnation. As an unlikely antislavery polemicist and ardent advocate of
gradual emancipation, Tucker surely knew that the patterns of slaveholding land use, were, like
slavery itself, “perfectly irreconcilable... to the principles of a democracy.” Regardless, the
connection between slavery and land ownership was more explicitly spelled out by others in the
period, and was shared by those with widely divergent political views. Tucker’s gradualemancipationist Dissertation on Slavery was circulated by the Massachusetts antislavery minister
Jeremy Belknap; while South Carolina Federalist David Ramsay noted in an early history of the
American Revolution that slavery had led in southern states to “the engrossing of land, in the
hands of a few.” Earlier, the Philadelphia physician Benjamin Rush had argued that the abolition
of slavery would “promote that equal distribution of property, which appears best calculated to
promote the welfare of a Society.”30 In 1787, the Northwest Ordinance embodied that very
principle by banning slavery from the territories north of the Ohio River, thereby establishing an
important precedent for federal regulation of slavery in the territories and prefiguring the
language eventually adopted by the Thirteenth Amendment.31
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Before the new nation was even established, the seeds of two interrelated conflicts had
been sown: the debates surrounding proper policy governing the division of public land; and the
looming issue of slavery in the territories.
Democratic-Republican Radicals and the Agrarian Reconsideration of Property Rights
In the 1790s, the rise of a Democratic-Republican opposition would challenge an
emerging consensus about the absolute sanctity of property by seizing on an older, agrarian or
“civic” tradition of republican thought. The engrossment of land by slaveholders and speculators
was thus viewed by many in the early republic to pose a significant threat to republican
independence, social mobility, and democratic notions of equality. More ominously still to the
defenders of absolute property rights, they would begin to crystallize the agrarian strain of
thought into expanded considerations of the circumstances under which individual property
rights might be violated and begin to apply these justifications towards positive schemes for the
redistribution of wealth, particularly landed wealth.
The advent of the Democratic-Republican opposition to Federalist policies in turn gave
rise to a newly-assertive culture of democratic thought and activity. The radically egalitarian
ideas popularized by the French Revolution, the emergence of Democratic-Republican societies
and “jacobin clubs,” and the publication of works like Paine’s Rights of Man and Agrarian
Justice, William Godwin’s Political Justice, and Volney’s The Ruins (the last three were all
published in the United States within the same year, between 1796–97) all conspired to facilitate
the circulation of radically democratic ideas throughout the Revolutionary Atlantic. To be sure,
most democratic thinkers in the Age of Revolution continued to uphold the classical republican
commitment to the sanctity of property. But many attacked large concentrations of wealth and
called for interventions into the property rights of large landholders in the name of promoting
29

equality and the economic well-being of the community as a whole. As Seth Cotlar has
concluded, in the aftermath of the revolutionary fervor that permeated the early republic,
“speculations about the nature of property rights or recommendations for ways to mildly
redistribute wealth struck many democratic readers of the early 1790s as logical and potentially
promising outgrowths of the egalitarian spirit of the age.”32
Most agrarian reformers throughout the Age of Revolution thus did not dispute the basic
inviolability of property rights. It was simply that, under certain circumstances, certain kinds of
property could be subordinated for the good of the res publica. That the apparent tension
between private property rights and the good of the whole could be reconciled by democratic
thinkers is captured by an excerpt from a lecture by the radical English republican John Thelwall
to an audience of workingmen in a London tavern: “All private property was sacred,” Thelwall
was reported to have said, “unless too unbounded & used for the oppression of the lower orders
of the people & then it would & ought to be subject to their regulation.”33 While the logical
conclusions of agrarian thought could and did have subversive possibilities (Thelwall was
imprisoned for treason on the basis of the above quotation, recorded by a government spy),
agrarian ideas were hardly confined to subterranean radicals lurking in waterfront taverns. Like
other ideas associated with Anglo-American political thought in the Age of Revolution, they
were widely circulated throughout the Atlantic World; Thelwall, for example, was the founder
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and chief organizer of the London Corresponding Society, a group established for the purpose of
disseminating radical tracts on politics and political economy. Sailors and other maritime
workers were instrumental in carrying these ideas across the Revolutionary Atlantic, and to the
far corners of the world, where they were picked up and adapted for local use.34
Works and treatises that interrogated the origins of property rights and contemplated
various schemes for redistributing property were deeply rooted in Western political culture. In
the aftermath of the English Civil War, the republican theorist James Harrington argued in The
Commonwealth of Oceana (1656), a utopian account of a fictitious ideal republic, that property
in land was the crucial determinant of power in a state, and recommended that a commonwealth
be founded on “Agrarian” principles by abolishing primogeniture and limiting individual estates
to those with annual rents of no more than two thousand pounds. A host of later republican
writers, including Montesquieu, Francis Hutcheson, and Catherine Macaulay, also endorsed
some level of redistribution of landed property. The association of republicanism with agrarian
ideas, described by some political scientists as “civic republicanism,” thus long predated the
Revolution and Jeffersonian or Jacksonian democracy. But it was also found to be highly
compatible with the values of egalitarianism and republicanism for which the Revolution had
been fought, and therefore, its advocates hoped, uniquely adaptable to the new circumstances
brought about by rapid commercial expansion and economic change in which they found
themselves. 35 In the rebellious North American colonies and post-Revolutionary United States,
statements and policies insisting that property played an essential social function and that
34
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relatively equal distributions of wealth were essential to the functioning of a republic were
particularly widespread. The “Declaration of Rights” that opened Pennsylvania’s radically
democratic 1776 Constitution guaranteed citizens of the Commonwealth the right of “Acquiring,
Possessing, and Protecting Property,” but also declared that government existed for the
“Common Benefit, Protection, and Security of the People, Nation, or Community, and not for the
particular Emmolument or advantage of any Single man.” The Declaration’s Sixteenth Article,
narrowly rejected by the state convention, would have gone further, warning that “an enormous
Proportion of Property vested in a few Individuals is dangerous to the Rights, and destructive of
the Common Happiness of Mankind.”36 During the debates over Ratification, Federalists and
Antifederalists largely agreed that (in the words of New England Federalist Noah Webster), “a
general and tolerably equal distribution of landed property is the whole basis of national
freedom.” Laws abolishing primogeniture and inheritance in the new states of North Carolina
and Delaware contained explicit provisions declaring their purpose to be (in the words of North
Carolina’s law) “to promote that equality of property which is the spirit and principle of a
genuine republic.”37
Democratic thinkers drew on such precedents to develop and elaborate the notion of the
“social debt,” the idea that large landowners and the wealthy were obligated by society to ensure
that a proportionate share of the wealth went to the laboring or productive classes.38 The
Revolutionary War veteran and expatriate democrat Joel Barlow wrote that remaining
aristocratic tendencies in society violated poor laborers’ natural right to property to the extent of
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constituting a “war” against them; the solution was to utilize the concept of the social debt to
spread property ownership more widely throughout society. Another democratically-inclined
Revolutionary veteran, the sailor and self-taught editor and librarian Robert Coram, looked to the
inegalitarian divisions of property rooted in aristocratic institutions as the source of poverty,
crime, and urban vice. Coram, who was later elected to revise the Delaware state constitution,
seized on the English legal theorist William Blackstone’s injunction that the origins of property
rights should not be “scrutinize[d] too nicely” to do just that in his 1791 pamphlet, Political
Inquiries. Artificial distinctions of property, Coram wrote, were “the fountain of all [the poor
man’s] misery”; scenes of urban poverty and squalor in early American cities daily gave the lie
to the boasted claims of “civilization.” One individual’s labor should rightfully “define the
boundaries of possession”; in terms of land ownership at least, “a man has a right to as much
land as he cultivates and no more.” Although Coram concluded that no “civilized community”
could accept “an equal division of lands,” he insisted that “society should furnish the people with
means of subsistence,” whether in land or by providing training in a trade. Such an approach,
Coram hoped, should become “an inherent quality in the nature of government, universal,
permanent, and uniform.”39
It was Thomas Paine, the icon of democratic radicals throughout the Anglo-Atlantic
world, who made perhaps the period’s strongest case for the redistribution of wealth.40 His final
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work, Agrarian Justice, published in pamphlet form in 1797, was Paine’s parting gift to an
Anglo-American revolutionary tradition that had by that time largely abandoned him. Addressed
to the “Legislature and the Executive Directory of the French Republic,” Agrarian Justice
combined assumptions about a “natural right” to ownership of land or other productive property
derived from the Bible, history, and Lockeian political thought with a theory of the social debt as
a means to provide the remedy for unequal accumulations of property. Paine’s first major
intellectual contribution in Agrarian Justice was his reconceptualization of poverty as the result
of structural and environmental flaws in commercial “civilization,” rather than of a flawed
character, as the conventional morality of the day held. “The great mass of the poor,” Paine
argued, had “become an hereditary race, and it is next to impossible for them to get out of that
state themselves.” After pointedly declaring, as had Coram and others, his intention to ignore the
English common-law theorist William Blackstone’s injunction not to look too deeply into the
origins of landed property, Paine located them in a theory of history derived from the Scottish
Enlightenment, which viewed the accumulation of landed property that followed the advent of
agriculture as a signal event in human history. Like his contemporaries in England, the agrarian
theorists William Ogilvie and Thomas Spence, Paine concluded that “the earth, in its natural
uncultivated state” had once been “the COMMON PROPERTY OF THE HUMAN RACE.”41
Paine built on John Locke’s labor theory of property to scrutinize the origins of landed
property. It was only the addition of man’s labor, Paine argued, that gave legitimacy to the
claims of property in land. Over time, the claim to ownership of the “improvements” to land had
become “confounded” with a right to the land itself; “but they are nevertheless distinct species of
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rights, and will continue to be so as long as the world endures.” All personal property, Paine
insisted,
is the effect of society; and it is as impossible for an individual to acquire personal property
without the aid of society, as it is for him to make the land originally... All accumulation,
therefore, of private property, beyond what a man’s own hands produce, is derived to him by
living in society; and he owes on every principle of justice, of gratitude, and of civilization,
a part of that accumulation back again to society from whence the whole came.42
Whereas Locke had argued that individuals agreed to enter society and form governments for the
purpose of protecting individual property, Paine, in calculating the social debt, discerned a
corresponding obligation of on the part of individual property-holders to society. And yet he took
care to preserve individual property rights, distinguishing between the more socialistic
“Agrarian Law” promoted by Ogilvie and Spence, which advocated an actual redistribution of
land for the use of the poor, and his own “Agrarian Justice,” which maintained the rights of the
possessor of land to “the part which is his”—the value added after the introduction of cultivation.
Paine’s solution involved the creation of a proposed “National Fund”—a sort of Social Security
in reverse—out of which each person, regardless of wealth or status, would receive the sum of
fifteen pounds upon reaching the age of maturity, “as a compensation in part for the loss of his
or her natural inheritance by the introduction of the system of landed property,” followed by
annual payments of ten pounds per year up to the age of fifty. Under a republican form of
government, Paine implied, people could regulate and redistribute property to better accord with
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their sense of justice, fairness, and the natural right to life and liberty. “It is not charity but a
right,” Paine insisted, “not bounty but justice, that I am pleading for.” 43
With the impact of Agrarian Justice on the post-Revolutionary culture of the United
States appears to have been minimal, Paine’s influence on the radical artisan milieu that
comprised a key component of the Democratic-Republican opposition in the early national
period, as well as on the broader culture of the radical Atlantic World, far outlasted his fall from
grace and descent into relative obscurity. Indeed, so persistent was his legacy that some scholars
have described these groups as the bearers of a “Paineite” tradition. In New York, freethinking
artisans and the city’s Democratic Society kept Paine’s ideas alive with annual celebrations of
Paine’s birthday, a tradition kept alive into the 1830s. The publication of Paine’s The Rights of
Man dovetailed with the radically egalitarian forces unleashed by the French and Haitian
Revolutions; Paine himself made the connection between popular revolution and antislavery
explicit, framing the Revolution in France as a contest between “slavery and freedom.” Paine’s
first published work, the essay African Slavery in America, appeared in the Pennsylvania Journal
and Weekly Advertiser in 1775, and just weeks after its publication he joined Philadelphia’s
Society for the Relief of Free Negroes Unlawfully Held in Bondage, the precursor to the
Pennsylvania Abolition Society (PAS). Later, he may have drafted the preamble to
Pennsylvania’s 1780 Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery.44
The associations between democratic freedom, natural rights, and antislavery contributed
to another phenomenon of the 1790s: an unprecedented level of support for antislavery among
43
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artisans, journeymen, and democratic editors and journalists in the North. Seth Cotlar has
documented the change in attitudes expressed by democratically-inclined newspapers, even
those, like the New-York Journal, that had previously demonstrated hostility to antislavery or
mocked free blacks, after the publication of Paine’s Rights of Man in 1791. For enslaved people
like Gabriel Prosser, a Richmond, Virginia blacksmith who worked side by side with white
artisans and was thought by white Virginians to have imbued what one termed “the eternal
clamour about liberty” from local white “jacobins” and “profligate and abandoned democrats,”
such ideas could have “levelling” implications indeed. The enemies of Democratic-Republican
“jacobins,” meanwhile, were quick to capitalize on the association between natural rights
egalitarianism, artisan radicalism, and antislavery: a satirical tract of the period depicted a
Democratic-Republican club, presided over by a cobbler, accepting a black man in its
membership, a scenario its author attributed to the “leveling principles” espoused by the club. As
Thomas Hardy, a Philadelphia cordwainer, expressed it, Paine’s formulation of “the rights of all
mankind” now applied to “the whole human race black or white, high or low, rich or poor.”45
The Labor Theory of Property and the Right to the “Fruits of Labor”
Paine denounced the injustices of slavery in terms that would have sounded familiar to
both republican theorists and ordinary working Americans of the time. Enslaved people must not
only be emancipated, Paine insisted, but allowed to enjoy “the fruits of their labor at their own
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disposal, and be encouraged to industry.”46 The idea that workers of all kinds had a right to “the
fruits of their labor” was at the heart of the idea of “free labor” that would later become central to
the abolitionist movement. But the concept of a right to the fruits of labor had much deeper roots
in American society; indeed, the idea, and the social mobility it entailed, had been central to the
basic promise of the Revolution. So exceptional was the phenomenon, goes the argument, of
being able to use the rewards of labor to rise above one’s station in life that socially-mobile and
relatively-equal white men in the North American colonies were willing to fight and die for it. In
the post-Revolutionary period, the promise of social mobility remained only partially fulfilled;
many small farmers and urban workers found their fortunes failed to improve; unskilled wage
labor remained economically tenuous and marred by social stigma; indentured servants,
immigrant “redemptioners,” and enslaved Africans sometimes worked side-by-side with free
wage laborers; and debt-ridden farmers in western Massachusetts and Pennsylvania were driven
to rebellion. But just as free labor had to be “invented” by the legal and political process of
stripping away older forms of non-economic coercion (abolishing indentured servitude and
specific performance, for example), so the process of an ideological construction of free labor
began in the decades immediately following the Revolution.47
Somewhat ironically given the way that classical economic theory would later be
marshaled in defense of a strict, laissez-faire interpretation of freedom of contract, two further
ideas that would prove most important to the construction of free labor, in both its radical and
bourgeois variants, had their origins in classical liberalism. Then and now, Lockeian notions of a
“natural right” to property have often been construed as his endorsement of an absolute right to
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the same; and indeed, Locke himself viewed property rights as so essential to liberty that he
suggested that individuals had the right to kill in defense of them. Defenses of property rights
made in Lockeian terms were common throughout the Anglo-American world, but they were
often qualified by considerations about the greater good or commonwealth. Even William
Blackstone, the period’s leading legal theorist on the origins of property rights, had defined them
as “that sole and despotic dominion which one man claims and exercised over the external things
of the world, in total exclusion of the right of any other individual in the universe.”48
In his Second Treatise, Locke made an equally important argument about the origin of
property rights (alluded to above): all legitimate property, he said, was the result of prior labor.
When man mixed his labor with the products of nature, such as land, the resulting
“improvements” were “the unquestionable Property of the Labourer, no Man but he can have a
right to what that is once joyned to, at least where there is enough, and as good left in common
for others.”49 From the labor theory of property, advocates of the rights of labor extrapolated the
labor theory of value. In the Revolutionary and early national periods, artisans and labor
reformers drew two important conclusions from this new construction of Lockeian thought. First,
skilled workers in the period conceived of their labor—their craft knowledge and skill—in and of
itself, as a form of property. Hence, the “ship carpenters, joiners, blacksmiths, gunsmiths,
blockmakers, tanners, curriers, painters” and other workers that the Committee of Thirteen
claimed to speak for during the price-control debates of 1779 enjoyed a property in their labor as
sacrosanct as the merchants’ right to their ships—with all the attendant control over their labor
that the rights of property implied. Second, since their labor was what imparted value to the
48
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finished product, it followed that workers were entitled to a full or proportionate share of the
product’s value. Thus, in defending the striking journeyman cordwainers in 1806, defense
attorney Walter Franklin argued that the journeymen “conceived that every man being the sole
owner, and master of his own goods and labour, had a right to affix the price of them; leaving to
those who were to employ or purchase the right to accept or reject as they might think.” To do
otherwise would be to submit to the “slavish submission” demanded by masters.50
According to some interpretations, both the labor theory of property and the labor theory
of value were widespread in the North American colonies in the years immediately preceding
and following the Revolution.51 The Revolutionary veteran and farmer William Manning, despite
his admission that he had not had “the advantage of six months schooling in my life,” sounded
almost as if he was quoting Locke when he wrote in 1787 that “Labour is the sole parrant of all
property... Therefore no person can posess property without labouring, unless he git it by force or
craft, fraud or fortun out of the earnings of others.” Earlier, Benjamin Franklin had drawn on a
version of the labor theory of value to argue that labor was the only true “Measure of Values”;
since “the earth and the waters would be unproductive without labor... the labor of tillage is the
first, and the labor of manufactures the second means of acquiring national and individual
wealth.”52
Locke himself may have very well intended to argue against such a “civic,” conception
of the public good in favor of an evolving liberal individualism more suited to the economic and
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moral imperatives of a commercial society. But in the egalitarian fervor that reverberated in the
aftermath of the American Revolution, radical democrats like Manning, Barlow, and Coram
drew conclusions from the labor theory of property that differed dramatically from the ways that
defenders of absolute property rights, and perhaps Locke himself, had envisioned the Lockeian
theory of property. Soon, transatlantic radicals like John Thelwall would go further, arguing that
since an individual could not legitimately claim more property than can be created with his labor,
any form of labor, like wage labor or slavery, that did not return “the whole product of labor” to
the worker thereby robbed him of a portion of its value. Paine was making much the same point
about the appropriation of surplus value when he observed in Agrarian Justice that “the
accumulation of private property is, in many instances, the effect of paying too little for the
labour that produced it.” Even Tench Coxe, a pro-manufacturing Federalist, seemed to agree that
“the poor, as they are wholly dependent on the rich for employment, so the rich have it always in
their power to fix the price of the labour of the poor... the profitable parts of the labour of the
poor are accumulated by the rich.”53
Adam Smith was another touchstone for developing ideas about the nature of labor and
property. Just as they had with Lockeian notions of property, democratic radicals and labor
spokesmen drew very different lessons from Adam Smith than the merchants who protested the
actions of the Committee of Trade in 1779 by recourse to the tenets of laissez-faire. In the
Wealth of Nations, Smith not only argued for the sanctity of property, but added that one’s
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ownership of his or her labor was in itself a “most sacred and inviolable” form of property, and
further used this notion to argue for high wages as a way of ensuring that “they who feed, clothe,
and lodge the whole body of the people, should have such a share of the produce of their own
labor as to be themselves tolerably well fed, clothed and lodged.”54 Successive generations of
labor reformers, notably the English Chartists, would pick up on this theme to make the case that
working class “producers,” as a result of both their ownership of their labor and their role in the
production of wealth, were uniquely entitled to both political representation and economic
reward.55 Whereas incipient industrialists were delighted to see an endorsement of rational utility
and increased productivity in Smith’s parable of the pin-factory, labor reformers gravitated to
later passages in the Wealth of Nations that lamented the effects of the division of labor on
workers, in which Smith argued that the factory worker’s “dexterity at his own particular trade
seems... to be acquired at the expense of his intellectual, social, and marital virtues.”56 Secondly,
Smith’s recognition of the conflict of interests between different groups in society—what some
political economists and labor reformers would soon come to identify as between “producers”
and “non-producers,” and between “labor” and “capital”—would, despite Smith’s assurances
that such competing interests could be reconciled, provide an authoritative source for future
arguments pointing out the structural conflicts that underlay industrial society.57
Smith is also famous, of course, for his free labor antislavery arguments based on his
contentions about the relative inefficiency of slave labor. Smith’s argument about the inherent
54
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superiority of free labor to slavery was tied to what he described as the lack of economic
incentives for slaves in the form of ownership of property or wages. Since the slave was denied
the fruits of his labor, he could “have no other interest than to eat as much, and to labour as little
as possible. Whatever work he does beyond what is sufficient to purchase his own maintenance,
can be squeezed out of him by violence only...” By the time Smith wrote in 1776, such
assumptions about the inefficiency and degradation of forced or coerced labor were already
widespread, and they would have a similarly long genealogy. In the 1750s, Benjamin Franklin
had argued that slave labor was naturally inferior to free labor because “Neglect is natural to the
Man who is not to be benefitted by his own Care or Diligence.” A half-century later, another
Philadelphian reached similar conclusions from independent reasoning. Reflecting on the
economic possibilities of the recent Louisiana Purchase, the Democratic-Republican editor
William Duane wrote to suggest that “three or four hundred white farmers with their families
will produce more sugar than a negro estate with two thousand slaves.”58
What these Smithian free labor arguments had in common (aside from the fact that
modern scholarship has proven many of their assumptions about the inefficiency and underproductivity of slave labor to have been unfounded) is that they viewed slavery over and above
all as a system of labor rather than a property regime. In the nineteenth century, abolitionists,
labor reformers, and others eager to demonstrate the inherent superiority of free labor over
slavery would continue to make arguments based on a Smithian analysis that identified slavery
as a system of labor and attempted to assess its productivity accordingly. Over time, this would
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lead to the construction of a fully fleshed-out ideology of free labor, one of the major prongs in
the antislavery arsenal, and the key to the Republican Party’s antislavery appeal.59 But it would
also lead to irreconcilable contradictions and ambiguities, especially when taken up by reformers
ultimately more concerned with the plight of free white workers than of enslaved Africans.
Early Labor Radicalism and the Ambiguities of Democratic-Republican Antislavery
The contradictions inherent in the labor approach to antislavery are amply demonstrated
by the foremost figure to emerge as a spokesperson for the protean labor movement associated
with Democratic-Republican radicals in Philadelphia, William Duane. Born in frontier New
York, Duane had grown up in his mother’s native Ireland before embarking on a career as a
colonial administrator in India and then as a radical editor in London, where he became involved
in the activities of Thelwall’s Corresponding Society. After arriving in Philadelphia in 1796, he
quickly took over the editorship of the Aurora, the newspaper founded by Benjamin Franklin’s
grandson, Benjamin Bache. Referred to by Jefferson as the “rallying point for the Orthodox of
the whole Union,” the Aurora soon became a semi-official organ of the Democratic-Republican
opposition, and later of the radical wing of the party of Jefferson. During the journeymen
shoemaker’s strike and trial for conspiracy in 1805–06, the Aurora was the only Philadelphia
newspaper to support the strike—a fact which did not escape the notice of the prosecuting
attorney in the case, who accused Duane of attempting “to poison the public mind” in favor of
the strikers.60
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Throughout Duane’s tenure as editor, the Aurora’s columns were notable for two
consistent themes: a critique of the declining status of “producers,” and jeremiads about the
pernicious effects of industrial development in England (often tinctured with doses of
Anglophobia, perhaps calculated to appeal to Irish-American readers). In a series of essays
written between January and March of 1807 and titled “Politics for Farmers and Mechanics,”
Duane affirmed his commitment to a republican understanding of the commonwealth, reminding
readers that among the “ends for which society is instituted” was “the promotion of the
happiness of the whole or the greatest number.” Since “those who acquire support from labor”
comprised the largest portion of the population, those policies which ensured the happiness of
the laboring majority “must prevail.” Decidedly not included among these policies, for
Democratic-Republicans like Duane, were Hamiltonian financial innovations such as a paper
currency, a central banking system, or the creation of chartered corporations.61
Neither, by Duane’s lights, could the persistence of slave labor be tolerated. It was
“absurd,” wrote an Aurora correspondent (possibly Duane himself), to imagine that “FREEDOM
and SLAVERY can exist long in the same country.” Earlier, Duane had condemned George
Washington for continuing to hold “FIVE HUNDRED of the HUMAN SPECIES IN
SLAVERY,” and elsewhere, he wrote that “the slavery of man is abhorrent to every noble and
honorable feeling,” and insisted that “a black African is as much entitled to the rights of
humanity, and liberty, and benevolence as any white person.”62 In terms of a solution to the
problem of slavery’s continued existence, Duane agreed with Jefferson that the “diffusion” of
enslaved people “over a greater extent of country” would mean that slavery’s expansion would
61
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be “checked by” the spread of free white labor. While the continued access to readily available
lands, made possible by Jefferson’s Louisiana Purchase, was key to the gradual demise of
slavery, Duane also suggested racial intermixing—what its detractors called “amalgamation”—
as a possible solution to the “problem” of race and slavery in the early republic. 63
At the same time, Duane occasionally made statements that revealed his affinity with the
prevailing racism of the time; and even his antislavery commitments seemed to ebb and flow
with the tides of Democratic-Republican party fortunes. For much of the second decade of the
nineteenth century, and particularly during the War of 1812, he had appeared willing to jettison
his antislavery convictions for the sake up upholding first the Democratic-Republican coalition
between southern slaveholders and northern small producers, and later national unity during the
war.64 He was also an early and enthusiastic adopter of the term “white slavery” to refer to
oppressed free laborers. Referring to the striking shoemakers of 1805–06, Duane suggested that
if skilled laborers lost control over the price of their services and were forced to compete in a
market for wages, the result would be the creation of “a breed of white slaves... nursed up in
poverty to take the place of the blacks upon their emancipation.” Duane, however, like Abraham
Bishop and other Jeffersonians in the period, utilized the language of “white slavery” both to
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critique chattel bondage and rail against the “invisible” slavery that plagued downtrodden
workers or victims of Federalist tyranny in New England.65
Duane’s equivocations on slavery, moreover, came to a head during the first major
challenge faced by the nation over the expansion of slavery into what had been formerly public
lands. The Missouri Crisis of 1819–21 pitted two very different visions of Jeffersonian
agrarianism against one another, one that demanded, in the words proslavery Virginian John
Randolph, the recognition of “the right of property between the master and his slave,” and
another in which, in the words of New York restrictionist James Tallmadge, the land was
“inhabited by the hardy sons of American freemen... owners of the soil on which they live.” In
the debates over the Missouri Crisis, New York Republican John W. Taylor evoked Henry
Clay’s unfavorable comparison between “the ‘white slaves’ of the North” and the “’black slaves’
of Kentucky” as an example of slaveholders’ hostility towards “laboring men.”66 In the end,
southerners were able to leverage the power of the three-fifths clause and pull just enough
northern votes in the House to effect the Missouri Compromise, which allowed the entry of
Missouri as a slave state and drew a line across the remaining territories at 36°30’.
As historians Sean Wilentz and, most recently, Padraig Riley have pointed out, the
Missouri Crisis both signaled the demise of the Jeffersonian coalition between northern and
southern Democratic-Republicans, and anticipated the free soil arguments later adopted by the
party of Lincoln. But in some ways, the antislavery constituency represented by the radical
Duane wing of the Democratic-Republican Party went far beyond the restrictionism of
Tallmadge or the legalistic antislavery of the elite Pennsylvania Abolition Society. In the Aurora,
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William Duane reminded readers that slavery was “repugnant to the very nature of our
government,” and demanded that its expansion “be arrested, and means should be adopted for its
speedy and gradual abolition—for its utter extinction.” The Aurora now advocated the position
that whites and blacks were equal under the law and “in the eye of the creator,” and Duane’s
protégé, Stephen Simpson, took to its pages under the pseudonym “Brutus” to attack southern
politicians and their northern collaborators. Both Duane and Simpson, who in the next decade
would emerge as a leader of the Philadelphia Working Men’s Party, now helped to elect the antiextensionist Joseph Heister to the governorship and endorsed former Federalist DeWitt Clinton
against President James Monroe, whom they blamed for the passage of the Missouri bill. If the
Missouri Crisis and its aftermath demonstrated that the political coalition between northern and
southern “producers” could only be stretched so far, it also suggests that radical advocates of the
rights of labor and of freedom of the public lands were in the front ranks of those ready to jump
ship when the exigencies of sectional and partisan politics demanded a capitulation to proslavery
extensionism.67
Perhaps most importantly, the passage of the Missouri Compromise marked both the
demise of old radical strategies and allegiances and provided the impetus for the creation of new
ones. Much as the radical possibilities of the 1790s had been eclipsed by the moral and political
compromises demanded by the partisan and sectional loyalties of the era of DemocraticRepublican hegemony, hopes for the imminent abolition of slavery appeared to grow dim with
the victory of proslavery expansionism in the Missouri Compromise. As both slavery and a form
of market-based capitalism grew over the next decade, enabled by enhanced legal and political
protections for the private ownership of land and human beings, those who clung to an older
67
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tradition that subordinated private property rights to the res publica would find themselves
relegated to ever-smaller spaces of resistance. But this very attenuation of possibilities opened
the doors to the creation of yet more radical solutions to the problems posed by the continued
coexistence of slavery and free labor. Once again in the 1820s, the bearers of the agrarian
tradition would turn to the land for the solution to what they increasingly viewed as an intrinsic
hostility between capital and labor. The puzzle over the place of slavery in this equation would
once again trouble the efforts to establish independent free labor and freedom of the soil, and
spark imaginative if ultimately unsuccessful approaches whose successes and failures would
provide important lessons for the antislavery and labor movements of subsequent decades.
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Chapter Two
“The Soul of the Plan Contemplated”: New Harmony, Nashoba, and Owenite Reform in the
1820s
Owenite Socialism on the Antislavery Frontier
When Frances Wright arrived at New Harmony, Indiana, in the spring of 1825, she was
struck by a newfound sense of possibility. As she recalled in a letter to friends at home in Britain,
upon first encountering the 800-person-strong community founded by Welsh industrialist Robert
Owen, “a vague idea crossed me that there was something in the system of united labor as there
in operation w[hi]ch m[igh]t be rendered subservient to the emancipation of the South.” For
Wright, the cooperative labor practices she observed at New Harmony suggested an answer to a
seemingly-intractable problem, one that had haunted her throughout her American sojourn—
what Wright called “the crying sin of slavery.” Since “the effects of united labor” at New
Harmony were so “greatly exceeding those of individual labor,” Wright recalled later, “it then
occurred to me that if individual labor c[oul]d not stand in competition with united labor in a free
state how much less c[oul]d it do so within the regions of slavery.”1
In the months to come, Wright would develop a plan for a cooperative settlement on the
banks of the Wolf River in Tennessee (dubbed “Nashoba” following the Native American term
for the place), that would serve as a sort of halfway house between slavery and freedom, where
enslaved people would be given instruction in mental and manual labor, work and live
communally, and be prepared for freedom after their had “redeemed” the cost of their purchase
through labor. The cooperative practices of the Rappites, the community’s original German
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founders, “together with the system now commenced by Mr Owen,” Wright believed,
represented “the only scheme w[hi]ch I believe capable of being rendered general &
consequently efficient in its effects.” As Wright made clear elsewhere, she hoped that Nashoba
would serve as an example to slaveholders and abolitionists alike of the practicability of
emancipation, gradually leading to the complete eradication of slavery. Although the plan taking
shape in Wright’s mind contained elements of the other major approaches to emancipation that
predominated in the 1820s—voluntary manumission, colonization, or the purchase of enslaved
people’s freedom by emancipation societies—the plan taking shape in Wright’s mind presented a
holistic and comprehensive solution to the problem of the persistence of slavery.2
For Wright, the connection between antislavery and cooperative free labor was obvious,
even self-evident. As an ardent believer in a radical variant of Jeffersonian democracy, Wright
believed, along with many professed democrats, that slavery represented almost the sole stain on
the nation’s otherwise spotless escutcheon—a “plague spot,” she called it. But unlike
Shakespeare’s Hamlet, who despaired of his ability to wipe clean the evidence of his sin, Wright
seemed to believe that the stain of slavery could be wiped away almost effortlessly, if only
slaveholders, capitalists, free laborers, and enslaved people themselves could be persuaded to
recognize their own interest in abolishing slavery. And unlike her hero Jefferson, who shortly
before his death proclaimed that a “Revolution in public opinion” would be necessary before
slavery could be eradicated, Wright was not content to wait for the tides of public opinion or the
invisible hand of the free market to consign slavery to history’s dustbin.
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Branded an intolerably dangerous radical in her time—perhaps as much for her views on
abolition and racial “amalgamation” as for her advocacy of women’s rights and religious
“infidelity”—Wright’s views on marriage, reproductive rights, labor, and education strike
historians today as far in advance of their time. An energetic reformer who combined an enviable
Enlightenment pedigree with a transplanted European’s fervent enthusiasm for America’s
republican experiment, Wright expected to effect Jefferson’s “Revolution in public opinion”
almost single-handedly. The instrument, she hoped, would be an Owenite-inspired community
established for the purpose of the instruction and emancipation of enslaved laborers. The
Nashoba community, named for the Chickasaw word for the Wolf River in Tennessee that
Wright chose as the site for the experiment, marked the period’s only significant attempt to
directly apply the cooperative and communitarian principles then being pursued by labor
reformers to the problem of slavery.3
The origins of the Nashoba community, its spectacular failure, and its place in the
interstices between free labor and abolitionism, can only be understood in the context of the
assumptions guiding both labor reform and antislavery in the 1820s. Central to the former—and
more than merely tangential to the latter—was the enthusiasm for utopian community-building,
largely generated by one man, the Welsh-born factory owner and philanthropist Robert Owen.
Born in 1771 in Newtown, Wales, as a young man Owen gained international renown as the
manager of New Lanark, a “factory village” on the River Clyde in Scotland that eventually grew
to employ some 2,000 workers. A product of religious skepticism and Enlightenment
rationalism, Owen was eager to test his belief that human beings were the products of their
environment rather than of original sin or some inherent defect of character. At New Lanark,
3
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Owen applied his theories of “management on principles of justice and kindness,” increasing
wages, reducing the hours of labor from fourteen to twelve hours a day, encouraging education,
and establishing a contributory fund to provide for workers in the case of injury or sickness and
in old age. But beginning in the early teens, Owen began to develop ideas that transcended the
benevolent paternalism practiced at New Lanark. Particularly after his recommendations to the
Select Committee in Parliament for a bill promoting “industrial emancipation” were rejected,
resulting in a watered-down Factory Act of 1819, Owen began to embrace a more
comprehensive plan for the emancipation of labor, one that would completely re-orient the
emerging industrial society away from the destructive competition and long hours of harsh toil
that characterized the lives of industrial workers.4 The plan for what Owen labeled “the rational
system of society” began in earnest with the publication of his A New View of Society, published
as a series of essays beginning in 1813. The New View systematically elucidated the problems
caused by mechanization, competition, and relentless profit-seeking, and argued that the solution
to these problems lay in a sweeping change in the very structure of society, far beyond the scope
of what could be accomplished by legislation or political reform. That solution was to be found
in organized “villages of union” of between 500 and 1,500 workers, situated in the countryside
but utilizing the latest industrial technology to ensure self-sufficiency. Under Owen’s brand of
“socialism”—as he and his followers were calling their system by the 1820s—workers would
hold property in common while continuing to live in private dwellings; they would be paid in
“labour notes” based on labor time as the standard value for reward; all would become
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“producers,” sharing in the burdens of labor but availing themselves of the advantages of
machinery, which Owen believed could reduce the hours of labor to as little as five hours a day.5
In some ways, the embrace of Owenite “socialism” by American workingmen and labor
reformers in the 1820s was a response to the dearth of political alternatives created by the advent
of one-party rule during the so-called “era of good feelings.”6 Owen’s “Declaration of Mental
Independence,” delivered on July 4th, 1826, in the Public Hall at New Harmony, combined an
homage to Jefferson’s original with an attack on private property, received religion, and
traditional marriage and a Benthamite injunction “to secure for all your fellow-beings, the
GREATEST GOOD that, according to our present knowledge, it is possible for them ever to
receive.”7 The speech marked not only the fiftieth anniversary since the adoption of the 1776
Declaration, but was delivered on the same day as the passing, within hours of one another, of
both Jefferson and his old rival, John Adams. In the quarter-century since Jefferson’s election to
the Presidency, the competing philosophies of government they represented had crystallized and
hardened into a blend of consensus and stalemate. In Philadelphia, the fiercely democratic, prolabor circle that had coalesced around William Duane’s Aurora now found themselves branded
as “Old School” Republicans, threatened with eclipse by a group of pro-business “New
Schoolers.” With the eclipse of Jeffersonian radicalism and the capture of the Democratic-
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Republican Party by pro-business moderates and proslavery expansionists, many labor
spokesmen and ordinary workers began to look elsewhere to effect the reforms they desired.
After the revival of manufacturing and of trade with Great Britain after the War of 1812, workers
found themselves thrust into a competitive market for wage labor, many for the first time, while
others found themselves deskilled by changes in the processes of production, such as the division
of labor, that marked the advent of industrialization long before the appearance of mechanized
factories. The ensuing Panic of 1819 confirmed radical Jeffersonians’ worst fears about
speculation, banks, and other instruments associated with the financialization of the economy
that accompanied the spread of market relationships. Meanwhile, the expansion of the franchise
and other democratic reforms, which had once seemed irrepressible, remained stalled in states
like Virginia, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and South Carolina, while the series of events
surrounding the Missouri Crisis of 1819–20 not only demonstrated the intransigence of the
“slave problem” but provided alarming evidence of slaveholders’ determination to expand and an
equally strong determination on the part of politicians—North and South, National Republican
and Democratic Republican—to keep the issue of slavery out of politics.8
Even before Owen’s arrival on American shores in November, 1825, the transatlantic
dispersion of Owenite ideas had become enmeshed in the reform vision of labor leaders and
radical democrats, even if only a tiny minority of workingmen ever became direct participants in
the formation of Owenite communities. Although Owen’s early works were addressed to elite
Britons like the Prince Regent and the abolitionist William Wilberforce, it was William Duane’s
Aurora, the pro-labor journal now in its third decade and still edited by the fiery Jeffersonian,
that first published Owen’s seminal A New View of Society in the United States, running its
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essays in serial beginning in 1817.9 Even earlier, homegrown works like James Reynolds’
Equality: A Political Romance, published serially in the Temple of Reason in 1802, had helped
prepare the ground for the reception of Owenite ideas in America by imagining a workers’ utopia
in which both money and wage labor had been abolished, land was held in common, and workers
enjoyed a four-hour workday.10
Throughout the period, an influx of English-speaking immigrants from the skilled trades
brought about a re-injection of radical ideas being developed across the Atlantic, helping to
disseminate the works of political philosophers and political economists like John Gray, William
Thompson, John Francis Bray, Thomas Spence, and Thomas Hodgskin. Both by accident and
design, these thinkers became associated with Owenite socialism in the minds of American labor
reformers. The radical English political economist John Gray, for example, was influenced more
by Thomas Malthus and David Ricardo than by Robert Owen, and although he modestly
proclaimed his plan inferior to Owen’s, he had no institutional ties to Owenite organizations in
Britain, and his thinking on economics was rather more sophisticated than that of most Owenites.
But the American edition of Gray’s A Lecture on Human Happiness, added a “Preamble and
Constitution of the Friendly Association for Mutual Interests,” to be located in Valley Forge,
Pennsylvania, patterned after the “Articles of Agreement” of the London Co-Operative Society,
which had been tacked on to the London edition of Gray’s work.11 One of Owen’s most
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prominent collaborators in the United States, the Scottish-born scientist and education reformer
William Maclure, would later credit Gray with having awakened class consciousness among
American artisans and small producers; and the Philadelphia printer Langton Byllesby quoted
Gray’s Lecture in his influential Observations on the Sources and Effects of Unequal Wealth.12
Other native-born laborites promoted similar ideas, combining an agrarian assault on landed
property with various schemes to re-organize labor in cooperative communities. In New York,
the Society for Promoting Communities commissioned Cornelius Blatchly to write an exposition
of its beliefs; the resulting Essay on Common Wealths argued that property in land had been
given by God for “general use and benefit and not for individual aggrandizement” and called for
the abolition of inheritance and the organization of “pure and perfect communities” of mechanics
and farmers. The New York Society, composed largely of master artisans and journeymen,
would be among the first to welcome Robert Owen upon his arrival in America in late 1825.13
A committed minority of urban workingmen left jobs, homes, and families to organize
communities, often in remote locales miles away from the “civilization” embodied by the
emerging manufacturing cities of the Atlantic seaboard and trans-Appalachian West.
Communities influenced or directly inspired by Owenite ideas included the aforementioned
Valley Forge Community, formed by workingmen and freethinkers from Philadelphia and
Wilmington, Delaware; the Franklin Community in Haverstraw, New York, organized by a
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group of New York City freethinkers (including a number of English immigrants); the
Forestville Community, near Coxsackie, New York; and the Friendly Association for Mutual
Interests at Kendal, Ohio. In Cincinnati, the influence of Swedenborgian and Shaker religious
thought, the organization of the freethought Coal Creek community in nearly southwest Ohio,
and the propaganda of the New York Society for Promoting Communities all paved the way for
Owen’s enthusiastic reception by local workingmen when he visited the city in December, 1824.
The formation of an Owenite Society in March 1825 was followed by the organization of the
Yellow Springs Community in Greene County, Ohio, later that year. In Pittsburgh, Benjamin
Bakewell, a leading glass manufacturer, organized a Cooperating Society that published its own
constitution and sent a committee to look for a likely spot for the establishment of a community.
Frederick W. Evans, the brother of Working Man’s Advocate editor (and later land reformer)
George Henry Evans, had likewise scouted locations for the Kendal Community before
converting to Shakerism sometime in the mid-1820s.14
Key to the appeal of Owenism to American reformers and laborers in the 1820s was its
congruence with the agrarian thought so central to antebellum labor reform. Owenite thinkers in
the United States combined older notions about community, cooperative labor, and republican
independence with a modern critique of the relations of labor under a nascent industrial
capitalism. Merging the widespread desire for land and the gravitational allure of the West with
high-minded ideas about the redistribution of property and the superiority of free labor, Owenite
reform held a strong attraction not only for the minority of workers who actually left eastern
14
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cities to form Owenite communities, but for the thousands more who read extracts and
reformulations of Owenite thought in workingmen’s newspapers, debated them in trade union
meetings or workingmen’s reading rooms and lecture halls, and flocked to hear speeches by
figures like Owen, his son Robert Dale Owen, and their collaborator Frances Wright.15
If Owenism resonated with already-established ideas about free labor, community, and
the distribution of landed property, the embrace of Owen as a labor leader is somewhat harder to
fathom. The son of an ironmonger and saddler, Owen embodied the ideal of the self-made
manufacturer of the early industrial period, when master artisans could and frequently did
become successful owners of capital. But Owen’s unusual success and wealth placed him at a far
remove from the small masters and artisan-manufacturers that still typified American industry,
and in his social circles and early promotional efforts he seemed to identify more with the rising
class of industrial capitalists in Britain and with the aristocracy he sought to convert to his
reforms than with the “lower orders,” as Owen frequently referred to them.16 Moreover, his
approach to labor reform at both New Lanark and New Harmony was decidedly paternalistic. At
New Lanark, Owen continued to employ some 500 children as young as ten years old,
apprenticed from a local workhouse, and used a system of color-coded “silent monitors,”
wooden blocks suspended above individual workers to publicly measure their productivity. He
rejected political reforms and the expansion of the franchise to workers, and only embraced
trades unionism after becoming the de facto leader of Britain’s largest national trades union in
the 1830s.
15
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More paradoxical still was Owen’s relationship to slavery. Although Owen himself rarely
emphasized chattel slavery—focusing instead on the “mental slavery” imposed by ignorance and
religious superstition and the “white slavery” of poor factory workers in Britain—most British
Owenites seem to have considered moral opposition to slavery a foregone conclusion. Owen
dedicated the first volume of New Moral World to the British abolitionist William Wilberforce,
about whom he believed that no one “appears to have more nearly adopted in practice the
principles which this Essay develops than yourself.” Elsewhere, he declared that in the
cooperative society of the future “there shall be no human slavery, servitude or inequality of
condition, except the natural inequality of age and inexperience.” And yet Owen’s business
interests, indeed his very rise to prominence, were built upon a foundation of slave-grown cotton.
Owen’s first manufacturing venture had been a factory that made cotton-spinning equipment; his
New Lanark factory had imported the first bales of Sea Island cotton produced by South Carolina
slaves into Britain. New Lanark was famed not only for its innovations in the treatment of
workers but for the fine quality of its cotton thread, and Owen’s reputation as a benevolent
paternalist had been sealed after he refused to reduce wages during the U.S. embargo of 1806–
07, despite its impact on the price and supply of cotton.17 Owen’s arrival in the United States
coincided with a cotton boom made possible by the work of enslaved laborers; in the decade
1820–1830 alone, the production of slave-grown cotton in the United States nearly doubled,
while the U.S. share of world cotton production grew to 43 percent.18
Nonetheless, Owen and his followers helped to popularize a notion that would eventually
form the basis of much antislavery and related social thought: that the moral, spiritual, and
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intellectual degradation that contemporaries associated with both poverty and slavery were the
products of structural and environmental forces, not of character flaws in the individual. As
Owen and his followers put it repeatedly over the next decades, man’s “character is formed for
him, not by him.” Dogmatic and deterministic as Owen’s understanding of human character
formation could be, this central insight had important implications for the way his followers
thought about the condition of society’s less fortunate, such as the urban poor and the enslaved.
Such ideas also dovetailed readily with assumption, common among antislavery whites and
others who considered themselves progressive on issues of slavery and race, that the presumed
inferiority of African Americans, like that of factory operatives in Manchester or unskilled Irish
immigrant laborers in New York, was conditional rather than inherent, a product of the
degradation they experienced under slavery.19 This outlook was underlined and complemented
by the Owenite commitment to the universalistic humanism of the Enlightenment, as well as to a
kind of early internationalism, both of which were captured in the name of a later Owenite
organization, the “Association of All Classes of All Nations.”20 Regardless of how consistently
Owen and his followers acted on the implications of their conclusions about human nature, the
Owenite insistence on environment as the determiner of social conditions was one important
component of a larger intellectual shift towards sociological and secular understandings of social
difference, one that represented a major cognitive step away from both religion-based equations
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of poverty with sin and racially-deterministic views of black inferiority as inherent and
essential.21
Owen did not leave slavery behind when he left the textile mills of Scotland for the plains
of Indiana, where in 1824 he decided to establish New Harmony. Indeed, the origins of New
Harmony itself were deeply intertwined with the struggles over the expansion of slavery and
ideas about free labor that had played out in the new states of the Old Northwest in the years
immediately preceding his arrival. Owen’s purchase of the New Harmony land and buildings
from the Rappites was negotiated with the assistance of George Flower and Morris Birkbeck,
two residents of the village of Albion, a settlement of “farm-labourers... mechanics, and
tradesmen from various parts of England” on the Illinois side of the Wabash River who had
emigrated to the region beginning in 1818. The residents of the “English settlement,” and Flower
in particular, would prove instrumental in the struggle to determine whether the future of the
region belonged to slavery or free labor.22
While Owen was preparing for his journey to New York and making arrangements for
the purchase of New Harmony, an effort was underway in neighboring Illinois to overturn that
state’s anti-slavery constitution. Following the precedent established by the Northwest Ordinance
of 1787, both Indiana and Illinois had banned slavery in their state constitutions in 1816 and
1818, respectively. However, Article IV of the Illinois constitution explicitly provided for the use
of long-term indentures, while Article VI, Section 2 permitted year-long extensions for the use of
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“bound labor” of African Americans at the state’s salt-works, the Gallatine Saline, near
Shawneetown. Meanwhile, migrants from bordering Kentucky and other slaveholding states had
settled in the southern counties of both Illinois and Indiana, sometimes bringing their slaves with
them in defiance of the state constitutions and the 1787 Ordinance. The Ohio River acted as a
porous border between free and slave territory, with free blacks frequently kidnapped into
Kentucky, despite state laws aimed at preventing “manstealing.” The result, according to George
Flower, was that “for all practical purposes, this part of the Territory was as much a slave-state
as any of the states south of the Ohio River.”23
As it turned out, the Flowers and other immigrant settlers on the “English prairie” would
play a decisive role in preventing pro-slavery forces in Illinois from overturning the state’s
constitutional ban on slavery. English migrants were already disposed to look unfavorably upon
the institution, according to a memoir jointly written by Flower and Birkbeck: “We had chosen,
as we thought, one of the freest governments in the world, and one of the freest states in the
Union, because it was new and free,” they recalled. “To be there betrayed into the jaws of
Slavery, excited our indignation and determined opposition.” Furthermore, Birkbeck and Flower
claimed that the English legal tradition to which they clung “acknowledge[d] no property in
man.” Both the younger and elder Flowers and Morris Birkbeck were heavily involved in the
antislavery propaganda campaign that followed in the local press. After a bitter struggle, the
antislavery candidate, Edward Coles, was elected governor. Coles, a Virginia-born confidant of
Madison and Jefferson, had settled seventeen of his own manumitted slaves in Edwardsville,
23
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Illinois, before moving to the state himself in 1819. Meanwhile, however, a proslavery coalition,
led by politicians from former slave states, under the leadership of Willis Hargrave, the territorial
inspector of the salt-works, mobilized a system of secret caucuses and committees to work for
the overthrow of the ban on human property.24
After proslavery forces openly announced their intentions to introduce slavery at a
convention held in Vandalia, and later boldly attempted to unseat an antislavery representative in
the state legislature, the stage was set for another showdown over slavery. As Flower later
recalled, “the indignation that had slumbered too long” among the English settlers was aroused,
and once again, English immigrants were at the forefront of antislavery efforts to defeat the
insurgents. “An Address to the Citizens of Illinois for the Day of Election,” published in the
Illinois Gazette, combined a humanistic denunciation of slavery as “a system of oppression...
exceeding in its cruelty and injustice all other calamities inflicted by tyranny” with free-labor
arguments citing slavery’s deleterious effects on population and land values, the availability of
capital for manufacturing, and the development of public institutions, like schools. A more
plainspoken English farmer, writing as “Jonathan Freeman,” put the issue in simpler terms; “as
to neighbors,” he explained, the English migrants wanted “plain farmers, working with their own
free hands, or the hands of free workmen.” If slave-owning planters, like those in neighboring
Kentucky, were allowed to have their way, they would “rule over us like little kings; we should
have to patrol round the country to keep their negroes under.” Another editorialist, “Aristedes,”
argued that “the labor of the free man is always more productive than the labor of the slave”
since “the white laborer has an interest in his toil and in his reward.” Observing that “a sweeping
24
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majority of us are poor,” “Aristedes” warned his readers that “negro capitalists” (i.e.,
slaveowners) and “wealthy nabob[s]” would “monopolize large tracts” of the best land. Whether
thanks to the appeal of self-interested arguments like those of “Freeman” and “Aristedes,” or of
the humanitarian sentiments expressed by English settlers like the Flowers, the proslavery efforts
in Illinois were defeated. A referendum called for August, 1824, aimed at forming a convention
to overthrow the state’s antislavery laws, was defeated by a narrow margin, ending for all intents
and purposes any serious consideration of introducing slavery into Illinois. “It may be too much
to say that our Settlement decided the fate of the State in favor of freedom,” Flower later
concluded. “But when we consider the small majority by which this Free-state held to its
integrity, it may perhaps be inferred that, if our influence, as well as our votes, had been cast the
other way, Illinois would probably have been at this day a slave-state.”25
Flower’s quote not only suggests the key role played by small blocs of committed voters
in determining the outcome of decisions over slavery in the free states in the period, but points to
the consequences of such decisions for all that transpired afterwards. As time went on, ordinary
northerners would become increasingly convinced that the security of “free labor,” however they
defined it, was dependent on the availability of “free soil.” This applied just as readily to radical
and utopian experiments in free labor like Owen’s New Harmony. Out of some ninety organized
communities formed by various Owenite, Fourierist, perfectionist and religious groups in the
United States between 1825 and 1860, only eight of them were located in slave states.26 As
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reflected by the experience of Frances Wright’s Nashoba community, described below, southern
states were hardly welcoming to experiments that threatened to meddle with their social
institutions, particularly the institution of slavery. Frances Wright’s Nashoba community would
push the limits of antebellum Americans’ tolerance on several fronts, including those related to
property, labor, gender, and sexuality. But it was Nashoba’s avowed purpose of tampering with
the institution of slavery that probably doomed it from the start.
Frances Wright and the Failure of Free Labor at Nashoba
In 1826, inspired by what she saw at New Harmony, Frances Wright would launch what
was may have the most ambitious experiment in free labor to date at Nashoba, Tennessee.
Wright, perhaps more than any other figure of the period, embodied the intersection of radical
reform with Enlightenment humanism and Jeffersonian democracy. Born in Scotland in 1795,
she inculcated the humanitarian values and rational secularism of the Enlightenment firsthand,
traveling in elite intellectual circles and cultivating personal relationships with the Marquis de
Lafayette, Jeremy Bentham, and John Stuart Mill. Like Owen, too, she early concerned herself
with the social problems created by the rise of industrial capitalism and factory labor in Britain,
and was drawn to republican America, where she traveled extensively beginning in 1818. But
unlike Owen, Wright was strongly attracted to democratic ideals and quickly became a fierce
partisan of Jeffersonian democracy. A fiery early advocate of women’s rights, she railed against
all forms of monopoly, special privilege, and “religious prejudice.”
Like many European visitors with democratic predilections, Wright was extremely taken
with her adopted homeland. Despite her militant secularism, Wright often described the United
States, and in particular the Jeffersonian vision which she felt represented the best hope for its
future, in rapturous, quasi-religious tones. In Wright’s eyes, America was tarnished only by the
67

sin of slavery. In her early travels in the United States, Wright described her encounters with
slavery in deeply personal tones: “My soul sickens,” she wrote, upon observing a ship full of
manacled slaves bound for New Orleans. “When my thoughts turn to America the crying sin of
her slavery weighs upon my heart,” she wrote to a friend in 1824, “there are moments when this
foul blot so defaces to my mind’s eye all the beauty of her character that I turn with disgust from
her.” Comparing the United States favorably to England, where “class is opposed to class, the
higher detest & despise the lower,” she was forced to admit that, in the American South, “liberty
[is] mocked & outraged/& that by a race of free men, who... grasp the chain of oppression in
their hands, denying to the wretched sons of Africa that hold birthright wch they themselves
declare man holds of God.” For Wright, however, solace was to be found when “I recollect that
some of the free were once slave states;” the South, she believed, could only “defer the day of
emancipation. It is not in their authority to hold the African much longer in darkness, already he
feels the chain, & he who feels will soon snap it.”27
Even before Wright’s arrival in Indiana, her eventual partner in the Nashoba plan, George
Flower, had considered the possibility of applying the communitarian and cooperative systems of
Rapp and Owen to the abolition of slavery. As early as 1819, Flower had been contemplating the
establishment of “a society for freeing blacks, and employing free blacks... on the Harmony
plan.”28 Wright is thought to have discussed her plans with George Flower during a stopover at
Albion in March 1825. That June, Flower joined Wright in New York, where they developed the
Nashoba plan together and presented it at special meetings that gathered together noted
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philanthropists, including New York Governor De Witt Clinton and the aging General Lafayette,
both of whom wrote that they found Wright’s ideas intriguing.
Neither Wright’s nor Flower’s approach to antislavery had been formed in a vacuum;
rather, they emerged in the context of the aftermath of a long and bitter struggle over the future
of slavery in the northwestern territories. To some extent, they were also framed by a political
and cultural environment in which colonization—the resettling of emancipated slaves outside of,
or in a designated area within, the territorial boundaries of the United States—still loomed as a
viable alternative in the minds of many antislavery activists. Formed in 1816, the ACS was
largest colonization organization, and claimed prominent politicians and slaveholders like Henry
Clay and Andrew Jackson, as well as free-state men and dedicated abolitionists, among its ranks.
Schemes for the resettlement of blacks in the period ranged from the literal “dumping” of
emancipated slaves in free states to the American Colonization Society’s costly and ongoing
efforts to establish a “colony” for former slaves in Liberia.29
As time went on, mixed reports about the Liberia settlement, the conspicuous presence of
slaveholders on the ACS’s board of directors, and the organization’s negligible impact on
reducing the numbers of enslaved people convinced most abolitionists that the ACS upheld
slavery in practice, if not in theory. Wright’s views on colonization closely mirrored those of
abolitionists like Benjamin Lundy and his protégé, William Lloyd Garrison. Lundy himself
personally assisted in the colonization of over 200 formerly enslaved people through the agency
of the Haitian Office of Immigration in Baltimore, and he enthusiastically published Wright’s
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plan for Nashoba in the Genius of Universal Emancipation, updated readers about its progress,
and encouraged interested parties to apply in person at his office in Baltimore.30 Northern free
blacks, despite their distrust of the ACS and strong evidence of a general consensus in favor of
remaining in the land of their birth, also occasionally voiced support for colonization. John
Russwurm, one of the two founders of Freedom’s Journal, the first African-American
newspaper, reversed the paper’s earlier stance against colonization and emigrated to Liberia
himself in 1830, later becoming a prominent official there. Other free blacks fled to Canada,
where beginning in the 1830s they formed organized permanent settlements that bore some
similarities to the utopian community-building that was a hallmark of the period.31 AfricanAmerican support for colonization (or “emigration”), however, was always controversial, and
usually contingent on free blacks’ assessment of the waxing and waning prospects for their
future status as citizens, a future constantly troubled during the antebellum period by evolving
political developments and subject to the caprices of white constituencies.32
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For her part, Frances Wright assumed that the egalitarian doctrine of Jefferson’s
Declaration applied equally to African Americans, and she frequently pointed out the hypocrisy
of a nation that had “declared all men ‘born free and equal,’” yet continued to allow for “the
lamentable exception... of its citizens of color.” In her published writings on Nashoba, she
pushed her readers and hearers to expand reigning definitions of freedom and accept the logical
conclusions of the Declaration. “Liberty without equality, what is it but a chimera?” she
demanded. “Is there not... an equality more precious than what is termed political? Before we are
citizens, are we not human beings, must we not possess equal advantages, equal means of
improvement and of enjoyment?” Unlike New Harmony’s Preliminary Society, Wright’s
Nashoba allowed for the full “admission and incorporation” of “free citizens of color,” as
shareholder-trustees and residents, on “the same principles of equality which guide the admission
of all members.” Significantly, it also provided for the education of the children of enslaved
people in integrated schools.33
Nonetheless, the experiment at Nashoba was conceived and conducted within the
framework created by a set of assumptions about slavery and race, the boundaries of which
suggest the limits of antislavery and democratic egalitarianism in the 1820s. Foremost among
these was the prevailing belief, widespread if not universal among white Americans of the
period, that an interracial society consisting of free blacks and whites living on a basis of
equality was politically and socially impossible. Wright claimed not to share what she called the
“absurd” and “foolish” “attachment to a pure white skin” that she encountered among white
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Americans. preference for white skin and the fears of racial “amalgamation” that lurked not far
beneath the arguments of colonizationists and other apologists for slavery. The “aristocracy of
color” was, Wright seemed to believe, the “peculiar vice” of the United States. But irrational or
not, Wright believed that white racism constituted an insurmountable obstacle to any practical
scheme for emancipation. The “prejudice... against a mixture of the two colors is so deeply
rooted in the American mind,” she explained to an English friend, “that emancipation without
expatriation” was “impossible.” Furthermore, “personal observation” had demonstrated “the
danger of launching a freed slave into the midst of an inimical population.” Some form of
colonization outside of the United States, then, appeared to be the logical answer. 34
In theory, her support for colonization placed Wright among the wide range of politicians
and other prominent figures who claimed membership in the American Colonization Society.
But in private, Wright insisted that the emancipation societies like the Pennsylvania Abolition
Society and New York Manumission Society, not the colonizationists, were “the real friends of
the liberty of man.” However noble the colonizationists’ intentions might be, she wrote, “I
cannot but consider the essence of the institution to be favorable to slavery.” Under the approach
adopted by the ACS, emancipation came “at the expense of helping forward the general evil”;
moreover, it was impractical, since “to remove the whole colored population of the country wd
be impossible & this all rational & reflecting men admit.” Free, waged labor was a far more
logical outcome for emancipated blacks than colonization, Wright admitted, but “the objection
made here [by slaveholders] was always one & the same”; emancipated blacks would “in time
assert equality with the whites & an amalgamation of the two colors be induced.” Nonetheless,
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some form of colonization appeared to be the best way to “conciliate the laws of the southern
states, and the popular feelings of the whole Union as well as the interests of the emancipated
negro.”35
But it was not merely concern for the fate of freed blacks, nor concessions to white racist
fears about “amalgamation” that shaped Wright’s plan. From the beginning, Nashoba was
conceived as an effort “to render [the] advantages [of cooperative free labor] more immediately
apparent.” Like free labor ideologues from Adam Smith onward, Wright took the superiority of
free labor over slave labor as an article of faith, one that she seemed to assume even slaveholders
recognized as “an admitted truth.” The exhausted soil and backwards economies of Maryland
and Virginia proved that slavery was “profitless”; only in the growth of stables like cotton and
sugar, where slave plantations were artificially “secured from competition,” could slavery be
profitable. Comparing the success of British free-labor plantations in India and South America,
Wright predicted that these would eventually pose a threat to the southern dominance in the
production of cotton and other “tropical productions.” In the meantime, if a practical
demonstration could prove that free black laborers could be use to grow staple crops at a profit in
one state, “the example must gradually extend through all.” Nashoba’s “experiment farm” and
“school of industry” would offer both an asylum for oppressed slaves and an example for their
masters, whom Wright believed were “anxious to manumit their people, but apprehensive of
throwing them unprepared into the world.”36
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Wright may have done the most to flesh out the egalitarian and free-labor premises that
guided Nashoba, but it was George Flower who recognized the importance of slavery’s many
links to the developing capitalist economy in driving the expansion of both northern free labor
and southern slavery. It was the sheer amount of capital tied up in enslaved property, Flower
observed, that posed the most significant obstacle to emancipation. Accordingly, the Nashoba
plan incentivized emancipation for both slaveholders, by providing them with remuneration in
return for divesting themselves of the burden of unwanted slaves, and capitalists, by providing
them the opportunity to invest as shareholders in an undertaking securitized by property in land
and slaves. Much like the communitarian “corporations” formed by “mechanics with small
available capitals” recommended by the Mechanics’ Free Press, or the joint-stock companies
founded by Fourierists in later decades, the plan for Nashoba depended on the accumulation and
redirection of capital away from individualistic competition and towards benevolent, cooperative
ends. Wright and Flower projected a 6 percent return for investors—a prediction that turned out
to be as far-fetched as the plan’s algorithmic calculation of the tens of thousands of slaves it
would emancipate over a period of decades. But Flower’s key insight—that capital “in the hands
of benevolence would become the instrument of removing slavery from the U.S. in the shortest
possible time”—was of a piece with the expectations engendered by the brand of paternalistic
capitalism endorsed by Robert Owen. Nor did it seem hopelessly fantastic in an era defined by
apparently limitless economic expansion and a “federal consensus” that recognized distinct
barriers to the national government’s ability to interfere in either the local institution of slavery
or the sphere of economic activity.37
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Wright and Flower’s “Plan,” announced in the same issue of the New-Harmony Gazette
that published the racially-exclusionary constitution of the Preliminary Society, thus reflected
many of the reigning ideas then prevalent in contemporary antislavery and free labor thought. It
assumed that emancipation must be gradual, voluntary, and compensated; and that some form of
colonization or separation would comprise the ultimate solution for the irreconcilable hostility
between the races. It combined these assumptions with an unprecedented (and, to its enemies,
highly threatening) experiment in racially-integrated education, an unshakeable conviction in the
superiority of free labor, and a much more vague commitment to the principles of cooperation
and common ownership of property. Two sections of unclaimed “congress lands” would be
purchased in an unspecified location (Wright suggested Tennessee), and between fifty and one
hundred enslaved people purchased from willing slaveowners and settled on the land. Selfinterest would then compel the latter to work to “redeem” their freedom, paying off the initial
cost of purchase as well as any costs incurred by sickness or accident; the average length of time
necessary to redeem one’s purchase was thought to be five years. Enslaved people would be
inculcated in the value of free labor, utilizing a “mild but steady system of order and economy”;
weekly meetings would instruct them in the “values of industry,” and shiftless or recalcitrant
slaves would have time added to their terms of service. Profits raised by growing cotton or other
crops would defray expenses and eventually allow the community to operate at a profit.38
Accordingly, in February, 1826, Wright purchased Lukey, an enslaved woman, and her
six children from Robert Wilson, a South Carolina slaveowner; earlier she had secured the
purchase of another five enslaved men, three women, and three children. The enslaved people
arrived at the Nashoba site in March of that year. Five acres were cleared and fenced, log cabins
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built, and an apple orchard, corn and cotton crops were planted. Persuasion and paternalism,
rather than the lash, were used; and “advice” given “to refrain from any bad habits they may
have contracted” under slavery, in order to inspire the still-enslaved workers with “habitual
industry voluntarily arising amongst the people themselves.”
In one way at least, Nashoba lived up to its founder’s promise of racial egalitarianism. In
a striking departure from even the most liberal opinion about education for African Americans,
such as that which guided the establishment of so-called “African schools” in Boston and New
York, the Nashoba plan dictated that all children in the community be educated in integrated
schools. Wright apparently took injunction quite seriously; the official “Deed” in which she
transferred the rights to Nashoba’s land and property to a set of trustees in late 1826 contained a
clause which mandated that “no difference will be made... between the white children, and the
children of color, whether in education or any other advantage.” As Wright wrote to another
friend, the purpose of Nashoba was “to prepare the two colors for the coming change. It is to kill
prejudices in the white man by raising the black man to his level... not the mere theory, but the
practice of equality.” Judging by her long-standing conviction that education was the key to
alleviating inequalities in a democratic society and her association with prominent European
education reformers like William Maclure, Marie Fretageot, and Wright’s future husband
William Phiquepal D’Arusmont, it may be inferred that she took the quality of education at
Nashoba quite seriously as well. Wright closely studied the “Education Society” at New
Harmony run by Maclure and Fretageot. Based on the ideas of Swiss educator J. H. Pestalozzi,
who proposed educating the children of the poor with concrete examples and practical
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instruction, rather than the emphasis on classical languages that then dominated European
education, the New Harmony school provided instruction for some 400 students.39
Like so much else about Nashoba, however, the record of its success or failure in
education is ambiguous. Alternately referred to as a “manual labor,” “industrial,” or
“Lancasterian” school (after the British education reformer who started a model school for poor
children in Philadelphia), the school apparently provided the seven children of the enslaved
residents as well as the children of George and Eliza Flower with a mix of manual labor training
and instruction in the sciences, mathematics, and humanities. William Maclure, a man of science
and experienced educator, was sufficiently impressed with what he saw during his visit in late
1826 that he proclaimed the belief in black inferiority to be unfounded and predicted great
success for the colony. Other visitors, like Owen’s son, Robert Dale Owen, contrasted Nashoba
favorably to the rapidly-deteriorating situation at New Harmony.40
If, as Wright subsequently declared, free labor education had been “the soul of the plan
contemplated,” the experiment at Nashoba was in theory “founded on the principle of
community of property and labor.” But Nashoba, like New Harmony before it, offered little
evidence of any serious effort to achieve a community of property. For Wright, “the cooperative
system” was merely “the means” of “securing the one great end” of human liberty and equality.
Thus the experiment was to be “conducted within the limits of private, or as in the present case
of associate property,” i.e., that contributed by the capital and labor of its white benefactors and
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resident trustees.41 Nor could the presumptive beneficiaries of the Nashoba plan, the slaves, lay
no claim to ownership of any part of its land, buildings, or profits—nor even to their own bodies.
Although, according to George Flower, who moved to Nashoba with his family in the winter of
1825–26, the labor of the enslaved people was directed “in the usual way that free laborers
would be,” there was one obvious difference that separated them from free white workers.
Despite its declared devotion to humanitarian principles and equal rights, the antislavery
experiment at Nashoba left the institution of property in man intact. The enslaved workers at
Nashoba continued to be referred to as “slaves,” and, until the experiment came to an end
sometime in 1830, the freedom they experienced was a nominal one indeed.42
Regardless of whatever good intentions may have lain behind it, however, the community
at Nashoba soon collapsed under the strain produced by the collision of its grandiose
expectations with the realities of frontier survival in a hostile environment. Despite a call aimed
at young men with “some useful trade,” who had completed an apprenticeship with “a good
artisan or mechanic,—blacksmith, carpenter, sawyer, brickmaker, bricklayer, shoemaker, tanner,
weaver, &c.,” the projected steam-powered sawmill, cotton gin, blacksmiths’ and carpenter’s
shops never materialized. During the winter of 1826–27, Wright had become seriously ill, and
she departed for Europe that May. Flower and his family abandoned the experiment for reasons
that remain unclear, and the colony was left in charge of Wright’s sister Camilla and a resident
trustee, James Richardson. In Wright’s absence, both order and good intentions broke down. On
at least one occasion, Richardson resorted to the physical punishment, by flogging, of two slaves
41
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and—far more egregiously in the eyes of respectable opinion—he began an apparent sexual
relationship with Josephine, the mixed-race daughter of Charlotte Larieu (sometimes called
Lolotte), a free black woman who had come from New Orleans to assist in running the Nashoba
school. It was the latter development that proved to be Nashoba’s, and Wright’s, undoing. News
of the community’s progress had initially received favorable notice in abolitionist papers,
including Lundy’s Genius and the country’s first African-American newspaper, Freedom’s
Journal.43 But after an incredulous Lundy published Richardson’s frank revelations about the
relationship in the Genius of Universal Emancipation that June, the tide of public opinion—
always wary of the interracial experiment at best, and now exacerbated by Wright’s bold
declarations against the institution of marriage in favor of limited sexual freedom—turned
decisively against her. Isolated in the wilderness and alienated from any visible means of support
from backers who now rapidly distanced themselves from the project, the community
foundered.44 In February, 1828, Wright and Robert Dale Owen issued a dire “Communication
from the Trustees of Nashoba” in which they declared that they were abandoning the
communitarian and cooperative principles that had supposedly guided the settlement from its
inception. Over the next year, the colony fell apart, and in January of 1830, Wright accompanied
the remaining slaves to Haiti, where they were permanently resettled with the assistance of the
Haitian government.45
By then, Owen’s experiment at New Harmony was already a thing of the past. Despite its
success in attracting skilled craftsmen from eastern cities, the community’s open-ended
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membership requirements meant that these could not be chosen in anything like the proportions
necessary to sustain the planned manufacturing output. The population of approximately 800
employed seventeen boot- and shoe-makers, and sustained a hat manufactory and ropewalk,
while gainfully employing carpenters, bricklayers, stonecutters, tailors, butchers, and
blacksmiths. But the planned wool- and cotton-spinning factories and dyeworks operated far
below capacity due to a lack of skilled hands, while skilled workers whose trades could not be
put to use—whose numbers included three tobacconists and two papermakers—were listed as
“unemployed.” An even bigger problem was the lack of members with agricultural skills; the
community’s unofficial occupational census listed only thirty-six farmers and field laborers,
thereby dooming the colony’s ability to raise adequate food provisions.46 Community of property
had proven elusive; Owen retained ownership of the community’s land and buildings (although
depleting his considerable fortune in the process) while holding out promises that real estate
would be “held in trust” during this “intermediate” phase. The community’s official organ, the
New Harmony Gazette, admitted failure by March, 1827, and Owen departed for Scotland that
June. 47
As Owen had gradually developed and unveiled more and more radical ideas about
religion, sexuality and marital relations, and the common ownership of property, his cache with
elite audiences in both the United States and Britain had slowly begun to wither away. In this
sense the “Declaration of Mental Independence,” and the failure of New Harmony and Nashoba
represented another turning point, although not one Owen himself seems to have recognized.
Never again would Owen command the kind of respect and attention from elites that he had
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enjoyed between 1815 and 1825. But in Britain, he would re-emerge as a leader of the trades
unionist movement and Parliamentary candidate, inspiring a second wave of cooperative and
trades union activity there in the 1830s and 40s.48 Nor did the failure of New Harmony represent
the end of communitarian experimentation in the United States. Among those who remained on
the New Harmony lands after its failure were farmers from the nearby English settlement in
Illinois. In early 1826, New Harmony’s “Preliminary Society” had fragmented into several
separate communities, including an “Education Society,” a “Society of Manufacturers and
Mechanics,” and an agricultural group composed almost entirely of local English migrants.
Called at first simply “Community No. III,” the English farmers renamed the settlement “FeibaPeveli” (the result of transcribing the colony’s location in latitude and longitude into letters), and
enjoyed a significant degree of success, building substantial houses and eventually remaining on
the land as individual proprietors. One resident of the English Settlement, William Hall, went on
to form, with five other Englishmen, the Wanborough Cooperative Association, a joint-stock
society organized “upon the principle of a union of Labour and Capital.”49
Owenite ideas would continue to have a profound influence on the direction of labor
reform in the following decades. As suggested by the organization of the Wanborough
Association, worker cooperatives in various forms, including mutual-aid societies, “protective
unions,” and “labor for labor” exchanges would become a favored means of reform over the next
decades, with dozens proliferating in both the United States and Britain. Owen himself, along
with his son Robert Dale Owen and their collaborator Frances Wright, would remain popular
48
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with working-class audiences, although neither Owen would achieve the kind of status in the
United States that the elder Owen held for the workingmen’s movement in England, where
Owen headed the Equitable Labour Exchange, the Owenite trade union that claimed one million
members by 1834. Perhaps more importantly, Owen’s theories of the impact of environment on
the formation of human character and his insistence that human beings could be “elevated”
through education profoundly influenced a host of subsequent reforms, from poor relief to
demands for common schools to antislavery.50
Neither did the enthusiasm for organizing planned communities among workingmen
completely die away. The leading labor newspaper in Philadelphia, the Mechanics’ Free Press,
carried a regular column throughout much of 1830 addressed to “Industrious Mechanics who
possess small available capitals,” urging them to form a colony based “upon a semi-co-operative
principle”; contributors speculated on and debated about the proper form such a community
might take.51 In the 1840s, a new frenzy of community-building, inspired by such diverse sources
as the religious perfectionism of John Humphrey Noyes, the transcendentalist idealism of Brook
Farm, the anarchistic version of “free labor” endorsed by Josiah Warren, and the theories of
Charles Fourier (described in Chapter Five), would all attempt to avoid the mistakes and build on
the precedents established by New Harmony.
In 1828–29, Owen traveled to Texas, then still part of Mexico, and attempted to negotiate
with the Mexican government for a land grant for the establishment of new Owenite
communities. He would be followed there by Benjamin Lundy, who journeyed throughout Texas
50
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and Tamaulipas between the late 1820s and mid-1830s and purchased land in the latter, hoping
to create a settlement of emancipated slaves, the purpose of which was “to test the advantages of
free-labor on the American continent.”52 Both visions, however, would be quashed by the next
decade’s efforts, led by slaveholders, to annex Texas to the United States, efforts that culminated
in the Mexican-American War of 1846–48—a key turning point in the evolution of free-soil
antislavery, and one which embodied the dashed hopes of many eastern workingmen who clung
to the dream of independent proprietorship in the western territories. Frances Wright and Robert
Dale Owen would move to New York City, where they would become embroiled in contentious
debate over the vision for the city’s newly-formed Working Men’s Party. Although Dale Owen
would go on to be remembered as an important antislavery congressman, Wright’s attempts to
return to the subject of slavery would be met with a firestorm of criticism, censorship, and mob
violence—as much from “gentlemen of property and standing” as from the workingmen whose
attention she courted. In the toxic atmosphere that poisoned almost all discussion of antislavery
in the 1830s, even small sparks could set off a conflagration—and the legacy of the Owenite
experimentation of the previous decade had branded Wright’s abolitionism as inflammable
material.
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CHAPTER THREE
“As Tho This Great City Were Once Again on Fire”: The Working Men’s Parties, the Locofocos,
and the “Urban Agrarian” Origins of Antislavery Politics
Some time around New Years’ Day 1829, Frances Wright and her travelling companion,
Robert Jennings, arrived in New York City. Having abandoned her antislavery experiment at
Nashoba, Wright had decided to bring her ideas directly to the American people, embarking on a
months-long speaking tour that took her and Jennings up the Mississippi from Memphis to St.
Louis, to Louisville, Kentucky, up the Ohio to Cincinnati, then across the Alleghenies to
Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New York. As always, controversy followed her. Wright was
greeted by large and enthusiastic audiences in Louisville, Cincinnati, and Philadelphia, but her
unorthodox views on marriage and religion, as well as her antislavery, made her a magnet for
controversy. The former New York mayor and noted diarist Philip Hone dubbed Wright a
“female Tom Paine”; others, less kindly, referred to her as a “voluptuous preacher of
licentiousness,” and the “Red Harlot of Infidelity.” Nonetheless, Wright decided to make her
home in New York, a city she described as “the head seat... of popular energy... wealth and
power, and financial and political corruption.”1 After Robert Dale Owen arrived in the city that
April, the two resumed printing their recently-launched newspaper, the Free Enquirer (formerly
the New-Harmony and Nashoba Gazette), and Wright purchased the former Ebenezer Baptist
Church on Broome Street, which she and Owen turned into a “Hall of Science,” dedicated to
promoting “the sectarian faith” and disseminating “universal knowledge.” Wright would prove
popular with workingmen, who flocked to the Hall to hear her speak. Later that year, Wright and
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Owen would garner significant support as they vied for control of the newly organized Working
Men’s Party.2
In New York, Wright continued to be a lightning rod. At one of her first public lectures in
the city, someone placed a barrel of turpentine in front of the entrance to the hall and set it on
fire, sending smoke billowing into the hall above and creating a near-stampede. At another
appearance, someone turned off the gas, extinguishing the gaslights and casting the hall into
darkness. Supporters in the crowd lit candles instead; Wright finished her lecture and was carried
out into the street in triumph. It was a fitting opening to the New York career of Fanny Wright,
who would soon become identified with the radical Democratic politics of the Locofocos, the
anti-Tammany faction that famously took their name from the brand of matches they used as a
source of impromptu illumination during a similar, if better-known episode at Tammany Hall
several years later.3
But such riotous scenes arguably paled in comparison to those that greeted Wright when,
on another lecture tour circuit during the spring and summer of 1836, Wright attempted to revisit
the issue of slavery. Wherever she went, she was dogged by the kind of rumors and insinuations
that had helped to doom her abortive antislavery experiment at Nashoba. If in 1827, fears of
racial “amalgamation” had been enough for erstwhile backers like Benjamin Lundy to withdraw
support from Nashoba, by the mid-1830s, the mere mention of slavery or abolition was adequate
cause for alarm. In Cincinnati, Wright cancelled a previously announced talk on slavery after the
editor of the Cincinnati Gazette accused her of being an abolitionist. In a barely-veiled reference
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to the rumors of sexual improprieties at Nashoba, the Gazette suggested that “even Madame
FWD [Frances Wright D’Arusmont], forgetting all her ancient amalgamation notions,” should
have more prudence than to bring up the topic of slavery. In Philadelphia, the Whig Mayor
prevented her from delivering an antislavery lecture; an official notice explained that “the subject
is calculated to create an unpleasant excitement, and perhaps lead to a breach of the peace.”
When Wright suggested substituting a lecture on chartered monopolies instead, the authorities
replied that she was banned from speaking in the city altogether. Never one to be cowed into
submission, Wright briefly addressed “a large crowd of respectable citizens of both sexes” who
gathered, despite a heavy downpour, to hear her speak at the site of the demolished Second Bank
of the United States, a location charged with symbolism for her anti-bank Democratic followers.
After that gathering was broken up by “some half a dozen well known bank rioters,” the meeting
was adjourned and moved to Falls of the Schuylkill, away from the city center. The promised
lecture on slavery, however, was delayed and moved yet again, this time to a walled yard in the
township of Blockley; and then again, to a wire factory on the outskirts of town. Despite the
appearance of an overflow crowd, the antislavery lecture at the wire factory was ultimately
broken up by a disturbance created by “boys urged on by men in genteel garb.”4
Back in New York, Wright blamed Whigs and “bank mobs” for the interruptions, while a
hostile press alternately branded her a “‘British spy,’” a “‘Tappan abolitionist,’” or a “Federal
whig ‘anti-abolitionist.’” The antislavery ideas Wright had pioneered at Nashoba had scarcely
received a better reception in the metropolis, where, she recalled later, “every scheming rider of
the Public took alarm; united to apply a gag to my woman’s mouth, & shouted ‘mad dog’ in
order to prevent the force of opinion from coming so effectually to my rescue as to secure for me
4
Cincinnati Daily Gazette, 28 May 1836 and 4 June 1836, as quoted in Frances Wright D’Arusmont, Course of
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a hearing.” Invoking memories of the Great Fire that had laid waste to much of Manhattan in
1835, she recalled that her “peaceable proposal was met by a boo hurrah, as tho this great city
was once again on fire.”5
Wright’s words were written against a backdrop of widespread hostility towards
abolitionists in cities like New York and a general repression of antislavery sentiment throughout
the North. In the summer of 1834, a series of anti-abolitionist riots tore through New York and
other northern cities. In October of the following year, William Lloyd Garrison was dragged
through the streets of Boston by an angry mob—on the same day that Gerrit Smith witnessed
another mob, this time in Utica, New York, forcibly breaking up an antislavery convention there.
In May 1836, the House passed the “gag rule,” automatically tabling antislavery resolutions and
declaring that Congress had no authority to interfere with slavery in the states where it existed.
Other northerners petitioned to make disseminating abolitionist materials a criminal offense;
murdered the abolitionist Elijah Lovejoy in Alton, Illinois; and burned down the site of an
antislavery meeting in Philadelphia.6
Accordingly, many radical reformers tempered their antislavery rhetoric or subordinated
it to the demands of partisan politics. When Wright finally managed to deliver her antislavery
address at the wire factory on the outskirts of Philadelphia on July 30th, 1836, its contents were
tepid when measured by her former standards. The North, Wright now claimed to believe, “has
to amend her own fast-gathering and wide-spreading white slavery, before she can present any
counsel to our southern brethren touching any judicious remedy to be applied to their black
5
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slavery.” Since slavery was “without the pale of effective and beneficent legislation either
national or of the southern states themselves,” the only viable solution was the introduction into
the South of “enlightened white labor,” and the “civilization, enfranchisement, and colonization”
of African Americans. Even more strikingly, Wright framed her personal experience of
persecution for her antislavery beliefs in the partisan language and conspiratorial tones that
marked much of the discussion of abolitionism in the 1830s. “I now fully know, what I formerly
surmised,” she wrote to the National Laborer in the aftermath of the Philadelphia debacle, “that
the question of slavery is at the present hour, throughout the whole American territory, made,
openly or covertly, directly or indirectly, a pretext for the fomenting of disorder and the breeding
of disunion.” Although she attacked those who prevented her from speaking out on slavery as the
enemies of free speech, Wright blamed “bank mobs,” “whigs,” “federal intrigue,” and other
“prosecutors of productive laborers” for her misfortunes. Both the “false philanthropy” of
abolitionism and the hysterical reactions of anti-abolitionist mobs were, Wright believed,
“working in concert... to promote the great Federal design of throwing all into confusion, and
thus aiding transatlantic schemes for... the establishing throughout the civilized world one
universal consolidated financial despotism.” In the fiercely partisan climate of Jacksonian
America, the once-expansive reformism of radical Democrats like Wright now contracted to
exclude all but the most directly pertinent issues. “The chartered monopoly question” became
paramount; all other issues, Wright now proclaimed, were “but sham questions.”7
Many would-be radicals in the 1830s, including Wright, thus either tempered their
antislavery rhetoric or subordinated it to the demands of partisan politics, as political loyalties,
competing commitments to other reforms, and the emergence of a Jacksonian “producer’s
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alliance” between northern farmers and laborers and southern slaveowners conspired to trump
antislavery concerns in the 1830s. But in spite of these developments, many leading spokesmen
for labor, as well as ordinary mechanics and small farmers in the North, were beginning to
perceive that their interests as free laborers, inheritors of what they deemed a natural right to the
soil, and enemies of the “Money Power,” put them at odds with the increasingly forceful
defenders of the “Slave Power.” Indeed, the very preoccupations to which workingmen
subordinated the slavery question in the late 1820s and 1830s—outrage over banks and chartered
monopolies; an emphasis on the conditions and hours of labor; concerns about concentrations of
capital, the spread of wage labor and the threat posed by each to workingmen’s independence;
demands for national public education and access to the public lands—would in time thrust them
into a political alignment which few observers of the partisan politics of the Jacksonian Era
might have predicted.8
Still other workingmen would attempt to carry the implications of “equal rights
democracy” far beyond that which was deemed acceptable to most supporters of the Equal
Rights Party (as the Locofocos were officially known). These radical democrats found nothing
inconsistent in championing antislavery alongside ten hours laws, anti-bank and anti-monopoly
stances, and land reform measures they cherished. A handful, including Evans and Leggett,
would brave the censure of public opinion and party to strongly denounce slavery and begin to
lay the foundations for a political and constitutional antislavery that they claimed was fully
consistent with the ideology of “equal rights.” While it’s difficult, if not impossible, to know
how many rank-and-file Working Men or Locofocos were willing to follow this line of argument
to similarly antislavery conclusions, a small group of pro-labor radicals based largely in New
8
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York and Philadelphia—a cohort which included William Heighton, Stephen Simpson, Thomas
Skidmore, John Commerford, George Henry Evans, William Leggett, and to a lesser degree
Frances Wright and Robert Dale Owen—continued throughout the 1830s to develop the
communitarian and agrarian ideas about free labor that had been percolating among Owenites,
radical democrats, and Ricardian political economists over the previous decade. More
impressively still, they pioneered an antislavery interpretation of the United States Constitution
that would eventually provide the framework of an emerging antislavery politics.9
The connective strain running through the issues that demanded the attention of these
workingmen reformers was an underlying concern with inequality and concentrations of private
property. Locofocos and other radical Democrats opposed banks, paper money, and chartered
corporations largely because they feared the antidemocratic power of such accumulations of
capital. They objected to the awarding of contracts by the state to chartered corporations—the
primary means by which most state-funded roads, canals, bridges, and turnpikes were
constructed in the period—not because they were intrinsically opposed to such “internal
improvements” or even to a role for the state in building them, but because they saw such
charters as illicit “monopolies” that awarded public funds to private entities, a form of “special
privilege” that was intolerable according to their understandings of the role of republican
government. And they denounced speculation in land and the Whig policy of distributing the
proceeds from land sales to the individual states, fearing that this would lead to the
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monopolization of public land in the hands of a wealthy few, thus depriving the nation of its
greatest resource and the people of their “natural right” to the soil.10
It was the espousal of such views that led the enemies of the Working Men, Locofocos,
and radical elements of the labor movement to label them, with increasing vehemence as the
1830s progressed, as “agrarian.” So closely identified was the New York Working Men’s Party
with ideas about the origins and just distribution of property that it was widely referred to as the
“Agrarian Party,” while the historian Carl Degler once depicted the Locofocos as “urban
agrarians.” As implied by the pejorative sense in which the word was wielded by their political
enemies, the Locofocos, Working Men, and others associated with antebellum labor reform were
“agrarians” in a double sense: not only did they seek a return to the land for salvation from the
economic disruptions created by the rise of a market in wage labor; they often called for dramatic
interventions into the reigning property regime based on land, slavery, and the concentrations of
wealth made possible by the new innovations in speculative, market-based capitalism.11 As
Wright noted in 1830, “Of late, mingling with the old farcical cry of infidelity, has been heard
the more novel and alarming cry of agrarianism. This last indeed would seem all but to have
drowned the other...”12
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Although labor reformers like Wright, Thomas Skidmore, and George Henry Evans
usually either denied or attempted to qualify such charges of “agrarianism” in the 1830s,
concentrations of landed and enslaved property were at the root of the excessive accumulations
of wealth and power that they believed subverted the true potential of republican government,
and redistributive programs were at the heart of the ameliorative solutions they hoped to apply.
By the mid-1830s, “agrarian” notions would show up most frequently in one of two forms: as a
rhetorical weapon used by conservatives to attack a wide range of doctrines associated with
dangerous radicalism, from advocacy of equal rights to abolitionism; and in calls to redistribute
the vast amount of landed property embodied by the nation’s public lands to free workers.
Among the proposed resolutions of the first national convention, in New York in August 1834,
of the National Trades Union—the first national labor organization in the country’s history—
were the following:
RESOLVED, that this Convention deprecate the system now practised in the disposal of the
Public Lands, because of its violating the inherent rights of the citizens, seeing that the whole
of the unseated lands belong unto the people... and every citizen having a just claim to an
equitable portion thereof...
RESOLVED, that this Convention would the more especially reprobate the sale of the Public
Lands, because of its injurious tendency as it affects the interests and independence of the
laboring classes... owing to the many encroachments made upon them through the reduction
of wages of labor consequent upon its surplus quantity in the market, which surplus would be
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drained off, and a demand for the produce of mechanical labor increased, if these public lands
were left open to actual settlers.13
Thus were the seeds of what would eventually become the basis of a powerful political
movement against slavery first sown by the Working Men’s movement and its ideological heirs
in the labor movement of the 1830s. Over the next two decades, calls for the “freedom of the
soil,” to which were added demands for the distribution of free homesteads, would become so
pervasive that they would threaten to drown out other pro-labor measures, in addition to forming
a source of frisson with competing reforms like antislavery. Indeed, before it could blossom into
what would become known as “free soil,” this particular brand of labor agrarianism would
undergo a trial by fire, one in which its antislavery implications would be effectively sidelined
for a decade or more. It would take at least another decade for the antislavery implications of
these agrarian and propertarian arguments to fully emerge. But contained within the attack on
concentrations of wealth and landed property made by the early exponents of free soil was the
germ of an attack on the largest concentration of property in the antebellum United States: the
human property claimed by slaveholders.
The Philadelphia Working Men: Republican Free Soil and the Political Economy of Free Labor
It was no accident that the first political movement of workingmen in the United States
developed in Philadelphia. There, a robust tradition of strike activity, artisan small producerism,
and democratic radicalism set the stage for a fusion of trades union activism and the “Old
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School” Democracy represented by William Duane and Duane’s young protégé, Stephen
Simpson.14 A series of strikes throughout the preceding decade (there had been no fewer than ten
in 1821 alone) culminated in the carpenters’ strike of 1827, in which journeymen house
carpenters calling for a ten hour day were joined, first by bricklayers, painters, and glazers, and
then by a host of unrelated trades which formed the country’s first general trades union, the
Mechanics’ Union of Trade Associations (MUTA).15 The new organization’s stirring “Preamble”
echoed the words of Jefferson’s Declaration and condemned “the evils which result from an
unequal and very excessive accumulation of wealth and power in the hands of a few.”16 The
Mechanics’ Free Press began publication earlier that year, and in July, 1828, the MUTA called
for the nomination of candidates “who will support the interest of the working classes.” The
Philadelphia Working Men’s Party held its first public meeting on August 11th of that year.17
The figure behind the organization of both the Philadelphia Working Men and the MUTA
was William Heighton, an English immigrant shoemaker, printer, and editor of the Mechanics’
Free Press. Little is known about Heighton’s early origins, but it is clear that he was steeped in
the work of the English radical tradition; he was especially influenced by John Gray’s A Lecture
on Human Happiness, which was first published in the United States in serial in the Mechanics’
Free Press during 1826. Heighton drew heavily on Gray’s ideas when shaping the ideology of
the Philadelphia Working Men. In an early “Address to the Members of the Trade Societies,”
Heighton drew clear distinctions between “non-producers” and “producers”—he used the latter
14
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term interchangeably with “working classes”—and offered perhaps the clearest articulation of
the labor theory of value yet made on American shores. All wealth, Heighton insisted, was “the
sole and exclusive product of LABOUR.” “It is not gold or silver,” Heighton continued, “nor the
natural productions of the earth of themselves that constitute wealth, but THE LABOUR OF
MENS’ HANDS” that gave any commodity its value. This being the case, the producing class
supported “not only themselves, but also every other individual in society.” Heighton’s
“Address” echoed Gray’s points about the irrationality of over-competition in an unfettered
capitalist economy, adding insights drawn from Robert Owen about the perverse tendency of
mechanization to exacerbate misery by reducing the need for labor and increasing production
above and beyond the level of demand needed to sustain it. Neither political solutions nor trade
unionism, Heighton proclaimed, could supply the answer to workingmen’s woes, “so long as the
present wretched system of commerce is suffered to continue.”18
Heighton’s Mechanics’ Free Press published a notice from the American Daily
Advertiser lauding a recent speech by William Lloyd Garrison next to an extract from one of
Frances Wright’s lectures.19 In May 1830, when Garrison was still working as an assistant on
Benjamin Lundy’s Genius of Universal Emancipation, the Mechanics’ Free Press declared its
“decided disapprobation” of the abolitionist’s imprisonment in Baltimore for attacking on what it
called “the inhuman traffic of dealing in human flesh.” A week later, a letter to the editor urged
Heighton not to let the matter drop, noting that “as your paper is professedly designed to break
down those distinctions that have arisen in our country so inimical to republicanism,” there was a
“peculiar propriety” in its objection to slavery. In a postscript, the letter writer urged Heighton to
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“enlist the working men of Baltimore in the cause of the oppressed” slaves; after all, hadn’t
northern workingmen “known enough of oppression themselves to properly feel for others?”20
Elsewhere, the Mechanics’ Free Press published statistics on the horrors of the Brazilian slave
trade, printed an antislavery allegory by Robert Dale Owen, and attacked the internal trade in the
U.S., quoting the American Spectator’s demand for “the immediate enactment of a law
prohibiting... this wholesale traffic in human flesh.” Quoting a North Carolina emancipationist’s
assertion that “our slave system is a radical evil...founded in injustice and cruelty,” Heighton
editorialized that “every true laborer in the cause of philanthropy... must feel a sympathy with
him, and understand the impulse which made him inscribe [antislavery] on his banner.”21
Despite the sweeping critique of antebellum society—including attacks on the persistence
of slavery—made in the pages of the Mechanics’ Free Press, the demands of the Philadelphia
Working Men were relatively modest. Indeed, they were similar to those adopted by all of the
Working Men’s parties that soon spread to New York, Boston, and smaller cities throughout the
Northeast. In general, “Workies” denounced imprisonment for debt, paper money, banks,
lotteries, and all forms of “chartered monopoly”; the most common solutions proposed were
those calling for ten-hour laws, mechanics’ lien laws, and state-funded public education. The
demand for free, public education was particularly important to Heighton; echoing the proposals
of Frances Wright and Robert Dale Owen, he repeatedly called for a tax-funded system of
“republican education” for the children of the working class in speeches and in the pages of the
Mechanics’ Free Press.22
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But foregrounding all of the Philadelphia Working Men’s proposals was another strain of
thought, one that provided ideological justification for universal public education but also
suggested a means towards broader social goals. In October, 1828, the Working Men drew up a
petition to be presented at the Second Session of the Twentieth U.S. Congress, set to convene
that December. Published in the Mechanics’ Free Press and possibly composed by Heighton
himself, the petition respectfully recommended “the propriety of placing all the Public Lands,
without the delay of sales, within the reach of the people at large, by the right of a title to
occupancy only.” All men, the petitioners held, had “naturally, a birth-right in the soil”; if this
right was denied, “they may be deprived of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” The
petitioners recommended that the Public Lands “be reserved as a donation to the citizens of the
United States in the character of perpetual leases, free from rent,” subject to revert back to
government control only if the landholder should fail to occupy or improve the lands.
Speculators and others who had existing claims to titles on the public lands, but who had no
intention of occupying them themselves, would simply be refunded at cost. Since “a true spirit of
independence can not be enjoyed, by the great body of the People, nor the exercise of freedom
secured to them,” without the recognition of a natural right to the land, free land grants along
with strong deterrents to speculation would be “the only effectual prevention of future monopoly
and the best safeguard of the American Republic.”23 Subsequently, the Mechanics’ Free Press
ran a column dedicated “To industrious mechanics with small available capitals,” urging them to
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pool their resources and become proprietors of the soil in small, self-sustaining communities
similar to those promoted by the Owenites of the previous decade.24
If the Philadelphia Working Men can be credited with one of the first formal demands for
what working-class land reformers of the next decade would term “free soil,” Stephen Simpson,
Heighton’s successor as leader of the Philadelphia Workies, developed one of the more
sophisticated arguments associated with “free labor” in the period. The son of a Bank of the
United States official and an ardent anti-Jacksonian, Simpson nevertheless became a protégé of
William Duane and the Philadelphia Working Men’s candidate for Congress in 1830.25 Unlike
National Republican supporters of the B.U.S., but in common with the English radicals and
republicans described in Chapter One, Simpson associated the origins of inequality with
monopoly and slavery. The “inequality of property in this country,” Simpson argued, had
originated in two causes, “the monopoly of land”—which had itself been established only by the
expropriation and destruction of “nation after nation of defenceless [sic] Indians”—and secondly,
the monopoly of capital and credit, exacerbated by the Federalists’ plan for publicly-funded
repayment of the national debt.
If the monopolization of land and capital at the nation’s founding were the fount of its
existing inequalities, even deeper historical associations between labor and servile status were
responsible for labor’s current degradation in Simpson’s analysis. “To labour for another, even
among us of the 19th century, is held as disreputable,” Simpson observed. From ancient Egypt,
Greece, and Rome, to the feudal barons of Germany, France, and Britain, to the present-day rule
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of slaveowners in the South and of “Capital, Banks, and Monopoly” in the North, laboring for
someone other than one’s self had always been associated with servility and dependence. What
all these forms had in common was a relationship marked by “power, instead of justice.” Wage
labor was no different in this respect, since the power relations that determined and regulated
wages stemmed not from the hidden hand of the free market but from “masters, not less absolute
than a South Carolina slave-holder.” Since “labor was the parent of all wealth,” it was “selfevident” that the “industry” of the individual ought to determine its distribution, rather than
“laws that have their origin in despotism, and customs founded upon the antiquated relations of
master and slave.”26
Simpson made a related free labor argument on more familiar, Smithian grounds: slave
labor, he argued, was “unproductive” when compared to free labor. This was naturally so, since
slaves had to be fed, clothed, and sheltered; while “non-consuming agents of labour” like the free
wage labor of the North were “far more profitable, than those which consume.” Here lay the
seeds of the South’s discontent over the tariff issue, which had not yet exploded into the “crisis”
of nullification; northern workers manufactured goods while consuming very little, while
southerners persisted in the “expensive plan of consuming labor,” forced to import farm
implements, food, and textiles from the North or from Europe.27
In an article on the economics of the slaveholding plantation, published in the Mechanics’
Free Press that year, Simpson astutely analyzed the ways that slaveholders used their enslaved
labor force to create surplus value. The Louisiana sugar planter’s “slaves are his working men,”
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Simpson reminded his readers, as well as his biggest capital expenditure; “they plough the
ground, plant the cane, gather it, press it, and perform every office of labour.” “Take away his
slaves,” Simpson suggested, and the slaveowner “will never produce another crop—Yet the
capital remains entire, though it fails to produce the increase.” The labor of enslaved people, not
the “inert and passive mass of capital,” was what added the value to the slaveowner’s initial
outlay; it was “the efficient cause of his wealth.” The same held true, Simpson claimed, for the
“stockholder capitalist” and others who employed various forms of “fictitious capital” to
purchase labor, since the laborer effectively paid back the capital, plus interest, used to hire his
or her labor. A “true and just mode of distributing labour” could only be carried on by
exchanging the product of labor for something of like value, whether a usable commodity or its
equivalent in hard currency. But “the moment it is effected by bank bills, funded debt, or any
capital of a fictitious character,” a species of fraud was introduced, leading to the creation of an
aristocracy whose power was built on monopoly. What was monopoly? Simpson asked. “Capital
combined, to acquire the product of labor for more than value.” Not only did this allow “the idle
few [to] grow rich, and the industrious majority remain poor,” but it denied the laboring
majority—those without collateral in the form of land, slaves, or capital—access to credit, thus
subjecting them, by “a double act of injustice and oppression,” to “poverty and want.”28
Such free labor arguments gained a wide currency among labor reformers of the time.
Among them was Samuel Whitcomb, Jr., a journalist, education reformer, and member of the
Working Men’s Party of Dorchester, Massachusetts. Like Simpson, Whitcomb blamed both low
wages and the view of manual labor as “disreputable and menial” on its long association with
slavery and serfdom. Whitcomb’s protectionism might have easily led him to the nativism and
28
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anti-black prejudice that shaped many antebellum labor reformers’ worldviews; as he bitterly
noted, a favorite tactic of capitalists was to “import from other regions, where the work is still
performed by serfs or slaves, the products extorted from them,” thus forcing native-born free
laborers into “a ruinous competition with those unfortunate fellow beings.” But instead, he
combined pro-tariff protectionism with an early form of free-labor internationalism: “here we
see,” he insisted, “the connexion, and sympathy of interest that exists, and ought to be felt,
between the labouring and producing classes of mankind, in all countries, and throughout the
world... No wonder then, when all the working men of Europe, Asia, and Africa are in a state of
comparative slavery, that we, of America, should find it necessary to interpose the strong arm of
government to protect and cherish our own industry.”29 Whitcomb was referring to his support
for protective tariffs, a position which, at the time, made him somewhat anomalous among labor
radicals. But as we shall see, even those who, like the Working Men and Locofocos, generally
supported “laissez faire in politics as in political economy,” often did not hesitate to turn to “the
strong arm of government” to make arguments for the restriction of slavery or for the granting of
public lands to non-slaveholding settlers.30
Both Simpson and Whitcomb rejected the simplistic comparisons between slavery and
“wage slavery” that proved so irresistible to other labor reformers in the period. Direct
comparisons between manufacturing workers and slaves or serfs may have held water in Britain,
whose factory workers comprised “a serf class,” but not in the United States, where “our
operatives are freemen.” Thus Jefferson had been mistaken to call for limiting manufacturing to
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the workshops of Europe (a perhaps understandable oversight, in Simpson’s opinion, since
Jefferson had written “under the influence of an atmosphere, tainted with slavery, and where
none but slaves laboured”). And although he stopped short of making common cause with
enslaved workers or making an outright claim for abolition, Simpson’s version of “wage slavery”
did not preclude the possibility of such a solidarity, since “the spirit which operated to the
vassalage and depression of our Working People” was “the same spirit that introduced the
SLAVE trade, and peopled our southern plantations with a human race, doomed to eternal toil.”
Most importantly, Simpson recognized that although the abolition of “every vestige of bondage
and servitude” was not “entirely efficient in itself,” it was nonetheless “an indispensible
prerequisite” to raising free labor to a position of “honour and merit.” The eradication of slavery
was thus essential to bringing about the liberation of laborers more generally.31
The New York Working Men: Agrarian Antislavery and the Afterlife of Owenite Reform
In New York City, the Working Men’s calls for both the distribution of land and wealth
would take on yet more radical form. Indeed, the New York Working Men were so closely
identified with the ideas about the origins and just distribution of property that they were widely
referred to as the “Agrarian Party.”32 Like their compatriots in Philadelphia, the New York
Working Men traced their origins to a strike. On April 23rd, 1829, a meeting of “mechanics”
pledged not to work for any employer who would not agree to a maximum working day of ten
hours. The mechanics framed their demands in terms that would have been familiar to the
Philadelphia artisans of the “Committee on Prices” of 1779. Since “all men hold their property
by the consent of the great mass of the community,” and since non-property-owners had given up
31
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claims to an equal share of property upon leaving the “state of nature,” laborers were entitled to
both “an equal participation” in politics and the “enjoyments of a comfortable subsistence” in
their daily lives. According to this workingmen’s reformulation of the Lockean social compact,
those employers who withheld employment or demanded excessive toil in the form of twelve- or
fourteen-hour days had “contravene[d] the first law of society.” Five days after the April 23rd
meeting, a crowd estimated at between five and six thousand turned out at a public meeting on
the Bowery to hear resolutions declaring that “in the first formation of government, no man gives
up to others his original right of soil” without receiving “a guaranty that reasonable toil shall
enable him to live as comfortable [sic] as others.” If workers were not to receive an actual share
of land or other productive property, society owed them a fair equivalent.
The meeting then appointed a Committee of Fifty, comprised of “a large number of
hands, and a large majority... of journeymen,” to report on workers’ conditions and voice their
grievances. That committee’s report, presented at a public meeting held at Military Hall on
Wooster Street on October 19th, began with the proposition that “human society, our own as well
as every other, is constructed radically wrong.” The error, the Committee believed, had derived
from “the first foundation of government in this state [in which] the division of the soil should
have been equal.” The Committee proceeded to lay out a number of what had by then become
the standard Workie demands—the abolition of banks, chartered monopolies, and imprisonment
for debt; mechanics’ lien laws; electoral reforms—but only after calling for a political revolution
that would leave “no trace of that government which has denied to every human being AN
EQUAL AMOUNT OF PROPERTY,” not to mention food, clothing, and a publicly-funded
education. The Report characterized the condition of workingmen as tantamount to slavery.
Rejecting the liberal definition of free labor as self-ownership governed by freedom of contract,
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the workingmen argued that there was little practical difference whether one was enslaved under
the Lockean justification of being taken captive in war, “or whether the sword of want extort our
consent, as it were, to a voluntary slavery, through a denial to us of all the materials of nature,
which are the common and equal right of all...” 33
The author of the Report of the Committee of Fifty was Thomas Skidmore. Born in
Connecticut in 1790, Skidmore later recalled that he had thrilled to William Duane’s Aurora as a
young boy; later, he devoured Paine, Jefferson, Locke, Rousseau on politics and Ricardo and
Raymond on economics. After drifting up and down the eastern seaboard, where he worked as a
machinist and inventor, he became involved in politics as a delegate to the city nominating
convention in 1828—not as a Jacksonian, but as a National Republican. Nor was Skidmore’s
support for Adams in 1828 anomalous; he continued to support the National Republican program
of tariffs and internal improvements even as a candidate of the increasingly Jacksonian-leaning
Working Men. But in the first year of Jackson’s presidency, he published a nearly 400-page tract
that would scandalize conservatives and moderates in both parties. The Right of Man to
Property! held that all property was illegitimate, since the basis of its ownership was constructed
on the illegitimate foundation of the unequal and forceful distributions that had preceded the
formation of governments. The solution, Skidmore proposed, was a “General Division” in which
state constitutional conventions would be formed, property would be seized and redistributed,
inheritance abolished, and all citizens, upon reaching the age of maturity, would receive an
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equivalent in return for the landed property that been usurped back at the murky origins of
civilization.34
Skidmore’s radicalism, however, was not limited to his views on the illegitimacy of
landed property or its offspring, the accumulation of excessive wealth. The Right of Man to
Property! also attacked the institution of slavery at its very foundations. Scrutinizing the origins
of private property, Skidmore drew a direct correlation between the origins of property in land
and that of property in human beings. It was self-evident, Skidmore thought, that if slavery had
suddenly taken root on American soil after the Revolution, “all our governments, both State and
National, would have directed their efforts to destroy it immediately, and to prevent its further
introduction among us.” Much like slavery, the vast landed estates of the wealthy were the
tainted legacy of aristocratic Europe, not republican America. Both derived their titles from
“grants made by our proprietary governors” and “the governments of Europe,” but “the people of
this country in forming a government for themselves, would never have sanctioned” either.
Unlike others inspired by Jeffersonian antislavery, however, Skidmore did not stop at this
Jeffersonian attempt to shift the blame for the introduction of slavery onto America’s European
predecessors. Rather, he continued in this line of reasoning to argue for the emancipation of
blacks in the South and their enfranchisement in the North. Racism, Skidmore believed, was not
an insurmountable obstacle to emancipation, for it was “possible” that the poor southern white
could “renounce his prejudices against the slaves and to admit that it is no more consistent with
right, that the slaves should be subservient to him, than it is for the poor white man, to be
subservient to the rich one.” That effected, the slaves themselves “might at once be admitted to
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an equal participation.” Objections to emancipation on the part of southern whites might be
further overcome if, upon gaining their freedom, former slaves were “presented with lands, and
other property also.” Thus enabled to become self-sufficient, nothing short of white prejudice
could circumvent “this easy and natural method of extinguishing slavery, and its ten thousand
attendant evils.”35
Unlike later working-class land reformers, however, Skidmore did not demand land
redistribution as a precondition for either emancipation or suffrage. Rather, he recognized how
interconnected the issues of property ownership and voting rights were, especially in New York,
where the 1821 state constitution had eliminated property requirements for whites while raising
them for blacks. “The former existence of slavery among us” was no reason to deny blacks the
vote, for “the black man’s right to suffrage is as perfect as the white man’s”; no government
could “uncreate” such a right. Just as emancipation made little sense if not accompanied by the
right to own property, the redistribution of land would be an absurdity under New York’s 1821
constitution; for without the franchise, there was “no power, but unlawful force, with which he
may defend his property.” A political revolution was thus possible and desirable even as an
antecedent to the propertarian revolution Skidmore called for. Pursuing this line of logic still
further, Skidmore declared that women, too, should be given the right of suffrage. Native
Americans, he believed, were entitled to the same rights to the possession of their lands as
whites, while equally subject to having any excessively large landholdings broken up. Under the
present circumstances, Skidmore admitted, such reforms might not yet be feasible. But “the day
of inquiry into rights,” he believed, was “yet in its morning.”36
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Somewhat ironically, Skidmore’s principle challengers for leadership of the New York
Working Men were two figures who also combined abolitionism with women’s rights and calls
for the redistribution of property. Ensconced in their Hall of Science headquarters, Frances
Wright and Robert Dale Owen began to flesh out their ideas for the emancipation of the working
classes in the pages of their weekly, the Free Enquirer. The answer, they now believed more
than ever, was education. In New York, Wright and Owen refined and developed the educational
approach they had pioneered at New Harmony and Nashoba into what they deemed the “state
guardianship plan.” A curious mixture of republican egalitarianism and paternalistic utopianism,
the plan called for the establishment of secular, publicly-funded boarding schools where children
from age two to sixteen would be removed from the “rudeness, impertinent language, vulgar
manners, and vicious habits” that characterized the environment of the urban poor, and subjected
to an almost authoritarian oversight, with only infrequent visits from parents allowed.37
At the October 19th meeting of the Committee of Fifty, Owen, by then recognized as a
spokesman for the Working Men, was drafted into service as the secretary of the meeting which
nominated the Working Men’s first candidates for state office. The Committee endorsed some
version of Owen and Wright’s plan for national education, and its nominations for the state
assembly included several Owenites. But the resulting election was a victory for the Skidmore
faction, which made a strong showing in the city’s poorer wards.38 Despite his prior support for
the equalization of property he had voiced at New Harmony, Owen was alarmed by the success
37
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of the Skidmorites, and now attempted to distance himself from the brand of agrarianism
represented by the Committee of Fifty’s resolution. With the Skidmorites flush with victory, and
with Wright away on speaking tours (and, after November 1829, preoccupied with the removal
of the Nashoba slaves to Haiti) Owen sought to consolidate control of the Working Men in
support of the state guardianship plan. To that end, he helped fund the establishment of the
Working Man’s Advocate, a new journal edited by George Henry Evans. Meanwhile, a third
faction of “Working Men,” emerged, comprised of more cautious master artisans, manufacturers,
and shopkeepers, many of them ex-Adams supporters who now supported Noah Cook, a
merchant and entrepreneur, and Henry Guyon, a master carpenter.39
All of these factions now united to denounce the “wild Agrarian scheme” of the
Skidmorites, with one group of Owen supporters circulating a handbill signed by a “Real
Working Man” who renounced the “deluded” efforts of the “Agrarian Minority.”40 ProTammany journals and conservative dailies alike blasted the “agrarianism” represented by the
rise of a “party founded on the most alarming principles.”41 There was, of course, a certain irony
to the Owenite faction’s denunciation of agrarianism, not only because Owen and Wright
themselves had formerly advocated some form of the equalization of property, but because the
conservative and business press saw little distinction between the Owenites and the pro-
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Skidmore Working Men, both of which it stigmatized as the “Fanny Wright ticket.”42 Back in
Philadelphia, William Heighton lamented the “differences with the Working Men at New York,”
giving roughly equal column space to both the Skidmore and Owen factions.43 Then, at a meeting
of some three thousand at Manhattan’s Military Hall on December 29th, a combination of the
supporters of Noah Cook and Robert Dale Owen overwhelmed the Skidmorites, dissolved the
Committee of Fifty, and passed a host of resolutions that retained the producerist language of the
workingmen, but now stripped them of their agrarian implications. Despite Skidmore’s plea that
his was a “modern agrarianism,” in which all citizens, upon “commencing the career of life”
would be granted “the same equal property to pursue it with,” he had lost control of the
movement he had done so much to ignite.44 Cook’s supporters, now denouncing the Owenites as
well as the Skidmore men, effectively took control of the Working Men’s label at an upstate
party convention and openly declared their support for Henry Clay. In the state elections of 1830,
pro-Jackson Tammany candidates filled the resulting void, reversing the Working Men’s gains in
the city wards that had voted for them in 1829 (the Cookites came in second, while Owenites
garnered only 2,200 votes and Skidmore’s new “Poor People’s Party” fewer than 200).45
The New York Working Men were finished as a viable political movement. Although
George Henry Evans would continue to publish his Working Man’s Advocate well into the next
42
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decade, and would help to organize a Workingmen’s Political Association that carried on some
of the efforts of the Workies, by 1832 had turned somewhat reluctantly to support for Jackson,
joined by many former Owenites.46 Owen himself withdrew to Europe and then to New
Harmony, where he would launch a career as a successful antislavery politician; Wright would
continue to be a popular speaker before workingmen’s audiences in New York, but would never
again enjoy her former influence.47
As Evans realized later, however, the ideologies of the Owen and Skidmore factions had
never really been that far apart; both sought to overcome the obstacles to equality that had been
brought about by pre-existing property arrangements and artificial distinctions of wealth,
whether in land, enslaved human beings, or the accumulation of capital. Both groups hoped not
to abolish property but to bring about a society in which every citizen would have an equal
chance, based on industry and ability, to become property-owners– Skidmore by wiping the slate
clean of the inherited product of past accumulations; Owen, Wright, and Heighton by providing
equal education at the public expense.
Meanwhile, an ideological and political commitment to “agrarianism” would linger as a
potent legacy of the Working Men’s movement. To be sure, most labor reformers renounced the
version represented by Skidmore’s call for an equal division. The New England carpenter Seth
Luther told an audience in 1834 that “we are accused of a wish to divide property; to take from
those who have, and give to those who have not... this statement of our views is false, utterly,
totally, and maliciously false. All we wish is to be paid a fair equivalent for our labor... We claim
46
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for labor, the source of all wealth, a reward commensurate with its usefulness.”48 “It is a
perversion of the aims of the enlightened advocates of labour,” Stephen Simpson chimed in, “to
represent that they are contending for an equality of wealth, or a community of property.”
Working-class producers merely demanded an “equality of rights to what we produce”—what
others called a right to the fruit of their labor.49 In most of its iterations in the antebellum period,
this meant a right to the ownership of productive property. Some workers, it is true, would call
for the abolition of the wage system entirely in favor of a right to the “whole product of labor,”
in the form of labor-for-labor exchanges, producers’ cooperatives, or the organization of labor in
cooperative communities. Still others insisted that excessive accumulations of wealth “must
necessarily, impoverish others in the same proportion that they enrich the possessor” and
furthermore that such concentrations bequeathed to their owners a power tantamount to that of
slaveholders over their slaves, so that “every accession of wealth... to an individual in any
community is an accession of poverty or slavery to every other individual within the sphere of
his influence.”50 But by the mid-1830s, “agrarian” notions would show up most frequently in one
of two forms: as a rhetorical weapon used by conservatives to attack a wide range of doctrines
associated with democratic radicalism, from advocacy of equal rights to abolitionism; and in
calls to redistribute to free white producers the vast amount of landed property embodied by the
nation’s public lands. Thus the National Trades Union, the first national organization of
American trades organized by Ely Moore, John Commerford and other veterans of the Working
Men’s movement, proposed the following resolutions at their first national convention in New
48
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York in August 1834, right behind a resolution calling for an “Equal, Universal, Republican
system of Education”:
RESOLVED, that this Convention deprecate the system now practised in the disposal of the
Public Lands, because of its violating the inherent rights of the citizens, seeing that the whole
of the unseated lands belong unto the people... and every citizen having a just claim to an
equitable portion thereof...
RESOLVED, that this Convention would the more especially reprobate the sale of the Public
Lands, because of its injurious tendency as it affects the interests and independence of the
laboring classes... owing to the many encroachments made upon them through the reduction
of wages of labor consequent upon its surplus quantity in the market, which surplus would be
drained off, and a demand for the produce of mechanical labor increased, if these public lands
were left open to actual settlers.51
The seeds of what would eventually become the basis of a powerful political movement against
slavery were thus first sown by the Working Men’s movement and its immediate ideological
inheritors. But before it could blossom into what would become known as Free Soil, this
particular brand of working-class agrarianism would undergo a trial by fire, one in which its
antislavery implications would be effectively sidelined for a decade or more.
George Henry Evans, William Leggett, and the Evolution of Equal Rights Antislavery
By the time that an agitated crowd descended on lower Manhattan’s Chatham Street
Chapel on the evening of July 9th, 1834, touching off three nights of anti-abolitionist rioting,
51
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New York had already witnessed so many civic disturbances that 1834 would go down in the
city’s history as the “year of the riots”—a noteworthy distinction in a city already known for
interethnic conflicts, urban poverty, and a tradition of unruly mob behavior.52 Skilled laborers
and tradesmen, including shoemakers, masons, carpenters, and tailors, may have made up the
largest percentage of the rioters on those sweltering July nights in 1834. But “gentlemen of
property and standing”—merchants, lawyers, businessmen, politicians, and other native-born
leading citizens—were far more likely to have been both the organizers of anti-abolition mobs
and the largest occupational grouping within them in the 1830s.53 John B. Jentz’s important but
overlooked study of New York in the decade concluded that the majority of signers of
antislavery petitions were artisans and small shopkeepers, and that the number of signers of low
or modest wealth and occupational status increased as the decade progressed. The same study
identified over seventy signers of antislavery petitions in the 1830s who had participated in the
Working Men’s movement of the previous decade.54
Whatever the actual proportion of workingmen that took part in anti-abolition riots,
workingmen also took the lead in denouncing them. Indeed, two working printer-editors, George
Henry Evans, editor of the Working Man’s Advocate and an ally of Frances Wright’s faction of
52
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the Working Men’s Party, and William Leggett, of the Evening Post and the Plaindealer, were
nearly alone among New York newspaper editors of either party affiliation in condemning both
the rioters and their intentions.55 To be sure, such a denunciation did not necessarily translate into
support for abolitionists. Evans, like Wright, blamed the riots on “Bank wigs” [sic], the
conservative press, and the influence of “Southern money,” and thought that Garrisonian
immediatists were “actuated by a fanatical enthusiasm.” But unlike James Waston Webb, the
vituperative editor of the mercantile sheet the Morning Courier and New-York Enquirer, Evans
believed that the abolitionists were “honest in their principles and the measures they propose are
just.”56
The anti-abolition riots of 1834 found both Evans and Leggett in the midst of an
antislavery evolution. Although that evolution would ultimately lead the two men towards
distinctly different conclusions, it underscored the commitment of each to following the
implications of “equal rights democracy” far beyond that which was deemed acceptable to most
white Americans of the time. Moreover, while it’s difficult, if not impossible, to know how many
of their working-class readers were willing to follow them to the same conclusions, both made
substantial contributions to the constitutional arguments that, along with ideas about free soil and
free labor, were beginning to provide the framework of an emerging antislavery politics.57
Evans had launched his weekly, the Working Man’s Advocate, at the height of the
Working Men’s movement of 1829. Somewhat reluctantly, he helped steer the remainder of the
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Working Men towards support for Jackson and the Democratic Party.58 Unlike many northern
Democrats, however, Evans never reconciled himself to the Jacksonian alliance between
northern workingmen and southern slaveowners. Rather, he was conspicuous for his status as
one among a handful of New York Working Men, including Skidmore, Leggett, and John
Commerford, who were consistent opponents of chattel slavery and advocates of equal rights for
African Americans, enslaved or free. Throughout the 1830s, in the columns of the Advocate and
another workingmen’s paper, the Man, Evans railed against the slave trade; compared the
arguments made against emancipation to those made in favor of perpetuating the banking
system; lamented the baneful effects of slavery on the agriculture and population of the South;
opposed colonization as a scheme to perpetuate, rather than abolish, slavery; printed notices of
antislavery meetings; and defended immediate abolitionists’ right to free speech, if not always
their approach to ending slavery.59 “We believe it is our duty to take the part of the oppressed,
against the oppressor, whatever may be the kindred or country of the oppressor and the
oppressed,” the Advocate declared. “In relation to the question of slavery our kindred are
mankind—our color is the color of freedom.”60
Perhaps the most striking indication of Evans’ commitment to antislavery came in
August, 1831. That month, Nat Turner, an enslaved preacher who claimed to be guided by
religious visions, led a group of perhaps one hundred fellow slaves in a bloody massacre of local
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whites in the area around Southampton, Virginia. The incident, which resulted in the deaths of
some sixty whites and caused widespread panic throughout the South, became known as the Nat
Turner Rebellion. Astonishingly—and perhaps alone among northern newspapers, including
Garrison’s Liberator—the Working Man’s Advocate defended the enslaved insurrectionaries’
motives, if not their methods. Moreover, Evans laid the blame for the massacre squarely at the
feet of southern slaveholders, who, he alleged, had failed to take the necessary steps to abolish
slavery and kept enslaved people in a state of ignorance and oppression. To Evans, the events in
Southampton proved that slavery operated to the detriment of both whites and blacks, although
he was quick to point out that, while “FIFTY-EIGHT HUMAN BEINGS with white skins” had
met their deaths in the massacre, “ONE HUNDRED or more with dark skins” had been put to
death “for crimes of which most of them were entirely innocent.” Evans viewed the rebellion in
terms of natural rights theory and a Jeffersonian “right to revolution”; “however absurd or cruel”
the Turner rebels had been, Evans wrote, “if their object was to obtain their freedom... their
cause was just.”61 His defense of the rebellion earned Evans the enmity of Jacksonian editor Duff
Green, who referred to him in the Washington Telegraph as a “miscreant... dangerous to society,
[who] deserves to be treated as an incendiary or an outlaw.” But Evans remained defiant,
refusing to retract a word of his original statement and turning the charge of “fanatic” against
proslavery Democrats like Green. In a moment of reflection, Evans castigated the labor
movement that he had done so much to bring about as having been “negligent” in advancing the
cause of enslaved blacks. Labor reformers, Evans admitted, “might... have done more for the
cause of emancipation than we have done”:
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Our only excuse is, that the class to which we belong, and whose rights we endeavor to
advocate, are threatened with evils only inferior to those of slavery, which evils it has been our
principal object and endeavor to eradicate. We might, however, have done more for the cause
of emancipation than we have done, and we are now convinced that our interest demands that
we should do more, for EQUAL RIGHTS can never be enjoyed, even by those who are free, in
a nation which contains slaveites enough to hold in bondage two millions of human beings.62
Compared to Evans, William Leggett would take longer to arrive at his conversion to
abolitionism. But once there, he soon made good on his oft-quoted promise, later emblazoned on
the title page of Fitzwilliam Byrdsall’s History of the Equal Rights, or Loco-Foco Party, to
“convince me that a principle is right in the abstract, and I will reduce it to practice, if I can.” A
former Navy midshipman and literary critic, Leggett had few workingmen’s credentials when he
joined William Cullen Bryant’s Evening Post in 1829. But he soon came to embody the “ultra”
democratic principles—uncompromising support for free trade and “equal rights,” meaning
opposition to any form of monopoly or special privilege—that found a new vehicle in the Loco
Foco movement of the mid-1830s. Leggett assumed editorial control of the Evening Post only
weeks before the July riots in 1834. Beginning with an editorial denouncing the “Riot at the
Chatham-Street Chapel,” Leggett slowly gravitated towards out-and-out support for abolition. In
1835, the specter of antislavery mob violence, this time in Haverhill, Massachusetts, again
prompted Leggett to reconsider his antislavery gradualism and willingness to concede to
proslavery southern Democrats. Having railed against the “money power” in the form of banks
and paper currency, he now turned against the “monster slavery,” reading and, to the shock of
many of his followers, giving his wholehearted endorsement of the platform of the American
Antislavery Society. By 1837, after nearly two years of mulling over the question of slavery in a
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series of increasingly-pointed essays, Leggett was ready to declare himself an abolitionist. In
fact, Leggett went further than many who called themselves abolitionists, advocating political
and civil rights (including the suffrage) for freed blacks. Characteristically, he framed his
newfound abolitionism as the logical extension of a strict construction of the Constitution and
Democratic equal rights doctrine.63
Unbeknownst to themselves, working-class reformers like Evans and Leggett were
developing what would eventually become known as the “freedom national” interpretation of the
Constitution. Indeed, in some cases they were doing so well before the so-called “political
abolitionists,” men like James G. Birney, Salmon Chase, and Gamaliel Bailey, began to
articulate similar ideas. In an 1831 debate with the same Courier and Enquirer whose editorials
would fan the flames of the Abolition Riots a few years later, Evans developed some of the
arguments that would later be adopted by the Liberty Party and other political abolitionists. The
Founders had purposely omitted the word “slave” from the document, Evans pointed out.
Although the three-fifths and fugitive slave clauses recognized the existence of slavery, nowhere
did the Constitutions offer specific protections for slave property or define a “right” to property
in human beings. “The idea is too absurd for belief,” Evans maintained, “that the framers
intended even to recognize the right of the minority of the people of any state to hold the
majority as property, and it is monstrously absurd to suppose that it was intended to guarantee
the right to such property.” Although he elsewhere acknowledged, in common with the thenprevailing interpretation of the Constitution, that the federal government could not abolish
slavery without a constitutional amendment, only the most extreme proslavery ideologues—
those who espoused what Evans labeled “this new and abominable Tory-Whig doctrine”—
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denied that the states lacked the right to do so within their own borders. Even remaining within
the parameters of states’ rights, slavery could still be abolished “by means of the general
government, or by the general government withholding the means of perpetuating it.” One way it
could do so would be by abolishing slavery in the areas where the federal government had
jurisdiction, such as in Washington, D.C.—or, as Evans’ later advocacy of land reform would
soon him to insist, in the public lands.64
Leggett agreed that the Founders’ omission of the word “slave” from the Constitution
implied that they did not intend it to offer permanent protections to slavery, and believed that
abolition in Washington, D.C. was not only possible, but desirable. In response to the proslavery
Constitutional theory of John Calhoun, he made the argument, based on due process, that
“nowhere” did the Constitution “countenance the idea that slaves are considered property in the
meaning of the term as used” in the Fifth Amendment. To free enslaved people would not be to
take them for any “use,” let alone a public one, but merely because it complied with a “sense of
the inalienable rights of humanity.” Leggett’s “divorce” of slavery from the constitutional right
to property would go on to form a key component of the Liberty Party platform and other
political abolitionists whose antislavery strategy was based on the “divorce” of the Federal
Government from all support or sanction for slavery.65
For his trouble—for his embrace of abolition—Leggett was effectively read out of the
Democratic Party of New York, and thereby deprived of the patronage on which the Evening
Post depended. Commenting on Leggett’s expulsion, the Washington Globe, the national party’s
semiofficial party organ, noted that “the spirit of Agrarianism was perceivable in all the political
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views of the Editor... this might possibly be set down to individual caprice... But he has at last,
and we are glad of it, taken a stand which must forever separate him from the Democratic Party.
His journal now openly and systematically encourages the Abolitionists.” Despite his official
excommunication, Leggett remained a hero to the radical and pro-labor element of the
Democratic Party, which had found a new if temporary home with the formation of the Equal
Rights Party (the Locofocos) after the famous candle-lit meeting at Tammany Hall in October
1835. The Globe was far from the only paper to equate Locofoco radicalism with agrarianism
and abolitionism. The conservative New York Times lumped together “Agrarians...Working
Men’s faction...Fanny Wright Men... [and] Infidels,” while the Sunday Morning News assured its
readers that “every one knows that [abolitionism] was one of the original doctrines of the Fanny
Wright, no-monopoly, no-property, and no-marriage party.”66
Fitzwilliam Byrdsall, author of a history of the Locofocos, later opined that Leggett’s
“agrarianism” had once been far more dangerous and threatening to the party establishment than
his abolitionism. But, as Byrdsall noted with approval, by the early 1840s Leggett’s “agrarian
spirit of anti-monopoly” had become Party doctrine. The same could not be said for antislavery.
In 1838, after a pair of conservative pro-bank Democrats “bolted” the party in support of Whig
candidate William Seward and actor Edwin Forrest declined the nomination for a seat in
Congress, former Locofocos submitted Leggett’s name instead. Despite evidence of widespread
support within a newly-reorganized Tammany Hall, party officials forced Leggett to answer a
questionnaire on his views on abolition in the District of Columbia. Leggett restated his belief
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that “Congress has full constitutional power” to abolish slavery in the District, and his
nomination was promptly shuttered.67
Leggett would continue to proclaim his abolitionism until his premature death that same
year. He would not live to see the resurrection of his antislavery constitutionalism by Salmon P.
Chase and others who readily acknowledged Leggett’s influence when crafting the Free Soil
Party platform in 1848.68 As yet, the analysis of antislavery radicals like Leggett and Evans did
not lead most northern labor reformers into a full-throated assault on slavery. But attacks on
abolitionists and other violations of free speech, and the South’s increasingly shrill insistence
that slavery be defended and expanded, would soon cause even some of the most recalcitrant
northern laborites to question their assumptions about the relationship between free and slave
labor, and between northern “producers” and slaveowning southern ones. Before the “Slave
Power” could emerge as the successor to the “Money Power” as the leading threat to “equal
rights,” however—and before the political realignments brought about by war and slaveholder
expansion would lead labor spokesmen and ordinary workers into an unprecedented alliance with
antislavery forces—a devastating economic depression would derail the efforts of reformers like
Evans. In the 1840s, the aftermath of the Panic of 1837—caused in part by over-speculation in
western land—would cast a long shadow over the remnants of a decimated and divided
workingmen’s movement.
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CHAPTER Four
“Our Refuge is Upon the Soil”: The National Reform Association and the Antislavery Crucible
of Land Reform
On a winter Sunday in February, 1844, a small group of workingmen reformers met in
the back room of John Windt’s printing shop on Thompson Street in New York City. The six
men—Windt, along with Thomas Ainge Devyr, James A. Pyne, James Marshall, and Lewis
Masquerier—had been called together by George Henry Evans, editor of the Working Man’s
Advocate and veteran of the Working Men’s movement of the previous decade, would go on to
form the nucleus of the National Reform Association, the land reform that would launch one of
the most significant working-class movements of the pre-Civil War era.1 Evans had recently
returned to New York from Granville, New Jersey, where he had gone into semi-reclusion,
tending a small farm with his family and quietly mulling over ideas about land and labor. That
day, Evans and his compatriots organized what was at first called the “National Reform Union”
or “Agrarian League,” and soon rechristened the National Reform Association, to spread their
program of working-class land reform. From Windt’s print shop, Evans’ land reform ideas would
slowly be disseminated through labor organizations, labor newspapers, and workingmen’s circles
until they made their way into the mind of the general public and into the legislation and party
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platforms of their day, eventually forming part of the basis for the most significant political
realignment of the period.2
As one of the prime movers in the Working Men’s Party, Evans had been central to the
group of workingman labor reformers who had begun to construct an ideological edifice on a
foundation of republican producerism, the labor theory of value, agrarian theories of property
rights, and the notion of an inherent conflict between capital and labor in the 1820s and 30s.
Although several of the six men who gathered in Windt’s office that day had backgrounds that
trouble any easy retrospective distinction between working-class labor activism and middle-class
reform, all were skilled workers. Evans, Windt, Devyr, and Masquerier had all been trained as
printers—an occupation then in the vanguard of industrial change, and which by the 1830s had
already become significantly mechanized and subject to a strict division of production based on
wage labor.3 Windt had been the president of the city’s first printer’s union, a position he left to
start his own print shop. Devyr, an Irish immigrant active in the upstate anti-rent movement, was
a veteran of the causes of both Irish nationalism and English Chartism who had fled England to
escape imprisonment for his political activism. Masquerier, a Kentuckian, had earlier been a
follower of Robert Owen; he would soon become one of the leading theorists of the National
Reformers and of an idiosyncratic brand of working-class “sociology,” as well as a dedicated
abolitionist. James Marshall may have been a shoemaker, while James A. Pyne, another English
immigrant, appears to have toiled in a number of unskilled and moderately-skilled trades,
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including picture-framing. Of the five men present who had been resident in New York during
the 1830s, all save Masquerier had been active in the trades union and Loco Foco movements.4
Within a few weeks, the new organization had held more than twenty public meetings;
launched a newspaper, the People’s Rights, edited by Evans and Windt; and began to hold
weekly meetings on Thursday nights in their headquarters in Evans’ office on Chatham and
Mulberry Streets. By the spring of 1844, the National Reform Association had moved the site of
their meetings to Croton Hall, a “temperance hotel” at the corner of Bowery and Division, and
drafted a frame of government. The National Reform Constitution, ratified that spring and
published in the Working Man’s Advocate, outlined the structure of the new organization and the
means of accomplishing its goals. A Central Committee would be elected annually, consisting of
one delegate representing each ward in Manhattan and Brooklyn, as well as one each from the
towns of Williamsburgh and Jersey City. Auxiliary or affiliated Associations, the group hoped,
would soon be formed “in every part of the Union.” Members would be required to sign a
Pledge, vowing not to vote for any candidate for any legislative office who would not in turn
pledge himself “to use all the influence of his station... to prevent all further traffic in the Public
Lands.” Members would also pay dues of two cents a month, in addition to a one-time twentyfive cent membership fee; non-voting sympathizers were encouraged to sign the Pledge and
could attend all lectures and public meetings.5
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At one of its early “public meetings of workingmen,” held on March 18th, the stillembryonic group appointed a commission “to inquire into the causes which produce in this
Republic a depression of labor, and the social degradation of the laborer.” The fruit of that
commission’s inquiry, issued in pamphlet form addressed “To the People of the United States,”
would serve as a sort of manifesto of National Reform. Twenty thousand copies of the pamphlet
were printed and distributed to New York workingmen, and its “Report” was reprinted a few
months later in a revivified Working Man’s Advocate. The “Report” identified the problem: the
oversupply of labor in the cities, a condition that was so apparent to any observer that the
report’s committee felt it unnecessary “to enter into statistical details in order to prove a fact that
is not disputed by anybody.” The committee expressed the problem in the basic terminology of
classical political economy: the supply and demand of labor was regulated by “natural law”; and
while an increase in the consumption of manufactured goods was increasing the demand for
labor in the cities, supply-side factors far offset this equilibrium. Chief among these were the
increase in population—on the cusp of a further exponential increase by waves of Irish and
German immigrants—and the advent of mechanization and the division of labor in many trades.
Far from being the salvation of labor, the National Reformers held, the new technology had “not
merely lessen[ed], but almost annihilate[d] the demand” by “withering up all human
competition,” resulting in the “ultimate prostration of human labor.”6 Although the authors of the
“Report” had no way of knowing it, the wealthiest 4 per cent of New Yorkers had dramatically
increased their share of the city’s wealth over the past decade and a half, from 63 to 80 per cent
6
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by the year after the NRA’s founding. The Associationist organ, the Harbinger, soon to become
both a sounding-board and an ally of the National Reformers, estimated that, of the city’s
400,000 residents, 300,000 lived on a dollar or less per week.7
The solution the committee proposed for this state of affairs was a disarmingly simple
one: the surplus labor force would should be dispersed onto the public lands, which, as the
National Reformers argued, “belong to the People... held by the Government in trust for them.”
The public lands should be regarded as a “Capital Stock, which belongs, not to us only, but to
posterity”; the committee denied the right of Congress to sell them off to speculators or other
non-producers. Workingmen, therefore, needed only “to assert and establish the right of the
people to the soil.” The NRA constitution, adopted soon afterwards, stated the land reformers’
basic demand: “that the Public Lands of the States and of the United States shall be made free to
actual settlers, and to actual settlers only.” The right to the land thus secured, “an outlet [would]
be formed that will carry off our superabundant labor to the salubrious and fertile West,” thereby
elevating thousands of urban wage workers from poverty to “a certain and a speedy
independence,” while simultaneously reducing wasteful competition in the market for labor and
alleviating the downward pressure on wages for those who remained in the cities. The “proper
equilibrium between agricultural and mechanical labor” would thus be restored, and “no longer
would “men, women, and children, be crowded together in cities, dependent on the chances of
labor for the evening’s meal... or cooped up in factories, toiling monotonously, and inhaling the
seeds of disease, from twelve to fourteen hours a day, for a bare subsistence.” Quoting Andrew
Jackson as well as the recent congressional Report of the Committee on Public Lands, which
recommended selling off the public lands at low prices in order to spur the growth in the number
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of “freeholders,” the document declared that “OUR REFUGE IS UPON THE SOIL... our
heritage is on the Public Domain.”8
It was the ultimate statement of the “safety valve” theory of westward expansion, in
which the prospect of vast stretches of unsettled land beckoned irresistibly as a solution to the
congested bottleneck of human labor that troubled the overcrowded cities of the northeast,
particularly in the economic environment of unemployment and stagnation that characterized the
first half of the 1840s. For workers buffeted by the aftershocks of the Panic of 1837—caused in
part by the collapse of a financial bubble created by overinvestment and speculation in land and
slaves—land reform held a powerful appeal. In the imaginations of land reformers, these were
“boundless territories of unsettled, almost unexplored”—and, the reformers seemed to have
assumed, unpeopled—tracts of land, uncultivated and ripe for settlement and habitation by
virtuous free labor. In reality, despite their imagined “boundlessness,” the public lands were sold
off at a rapid rate, thanks to expansion on the slave-grown cotton frontier; between 1828 and
1836, some 48 million acres of public land had been sold, and by the latter year, public land sales
amounted to as much as $5 million a month. Although an 1820 act had lowered the price of
public lands to a minimum of $1.25 an acre, in keeping with the National Republicans’ policy of
using public lands as a source of revenue, the price of a farm of 160 acres—thought to be the
amount needed for a self-sustaining farm by a wide variety of sources in the period—still
represented nearly a years’ wages for a well-paid Massachusetts farm laborer or unskilled worker
in New York, more than two years’ for a textile mill worker at Lowell. The rampant speculation
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indulged in by eastern capitalists and southern slaveholders in the period put access to the public
lands even further out of reach.9
As simple as it may appear in hindsight, the National Reformers’ solution made ample
sense to a generation of reformers steeped in republican and agrarian notions about the
connections between landed property and independence. Land reform was a solution that
presented itself readily to the minds of a generation imbued with the limited-government
philosophy of Jefferson and Jackson and the reigning doctrines of laissez-faire political
economy. Even as they attacked the notion of an absolute right to property in land and
construction of a “workingman’s” political economy in conscious opposition to the dominant
wisdom of classical liberalism, working-class land reformers largely accepted as a foregone
conclusion the assumption that wages and other conditions affecting workers were regulated by
“natural laws which... render it difficult, if not altogether impossible, to permanently improve the
condition of the working people.” But if government could not be invoked to abolish the wage
system or intervene directly in the relationship between employer and employed, it could still be
called upon to realize the democratic promise of the Revolution by signaling its recognition of
what land reformers described a “natural right” to the soil, a right which they held superseded
any pretensions to private ownership of the public domain. In this respect at least, the workingclass land reform movement of the 1840s and 50s had much in common with abolitionists, who
similarly argued for the eradication of property rights in human beings—and were similarly
attacked as fanatics who threatened to undermine the sacred right to property claimed by
slaveholders, landowners, and other capitalists. But unlike the Garrisonians of the American
9
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Anti-Slavery Society, the land reformers’ project, as they conceived it, was inherently political.
As one oversimplified but effective National Reform broadside had it, by seizing control of the
democratic machinery, the workingman would simply “Vote Yourself a Farm.” Over the next
half-decade, this phrase and others like it would give rise to the most significant self-consciously
working-class political movement the nation had seen since the Working Men’s parties of the
late 1820s.10
In the weeks and months after their initial meeting, the National Reformers would build
on the program of land reform that Evans had begun to develop while in self-imposed exile in
New Jersey, culminating in a three-point program that they disseminated to the public in a
relentless propaganda campaign carried out in newspapers, pamphlets, speeches, and outdoor
public meetings. First, the public lands should be given away free by the government to “actual
settlers” rather than speculators. Second, as a distinct species of non-property, “the common
inheritance of all mankind,” the lands must be held as inalienable. The seizure of homesteads for
debts would be abolished; settlers might sell any “improvements” they had made, but the land
itself could not be sold or rented. And third, the maximum quantity of land that any one
individual might own would be limited by law.11
It was this third and, to Evans and other land reform leaders, all-important plank that
contained what on examination reveals itself as the truly radical nature of the National
Reformers’ outwardly straightforward program.12 If the first measure would secure the individual
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the right to access of the soil, and the second ensure that the right to this access was inalienable,
the third would make manifest the actuating principle that lay behind the anti-monopoly, antibank platform of the Equal Rights party; behind the Working Men’s emphasis on education and
the ownership of productive property; and behind the famous phrase in Jefferson’s Declaration:
the promise of equality. When combined with republican notions of dependence and
independence, the land reform movement’s agrarian reformulation of the labor theory of value
held a broad appeal to a wide spectrum of urban workers, who suffered from a sustained decline
in wages and a rising price of living throughout the 1840s, despite the general prosperity of the
northern economy. It also offered critics of the emerging relations of employment under
industrial capitalism, with their concentrations of landed and productive property, a potent
explanatory and ideological weapon.13
The full implications of the strain of labor antislavery that Evans and a handful of others
had helped to develop in the 1830s would have to await the emergence of a political antislavery
movement that would combine constitutional arguments about slavery with an appeal to selfinterest that many northerners would find irresistible. But in the meantime, Evans and his
workingmen followers in the land reform movement would contribute much towards the
construction and popularization of the element that would prove to hold the key to antislavery’s
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appeal for white northerners—what Evans and the National Reformers referred to as “Free
Soil”—as well as towards the elaboration of a theory of property rights that would both
challenge and bolster the abolitionists’ attack on “property in man.”14
The Ideology of National Reform and the Reconceptualization of Property Rights
On the mastheads of his newspapers and in NRA pamphlets, Evans evoked authorities
from Moses to Mackenzie; Black Hawk to Blackstone; Jefferson, Jackson, Carlyle, and
Cobbett—all of whom, National Reformers claimed, had written in support of a natural right to
the land.15 Perhaps no authority was cited by the Evan and his fellow National Reformers more
frequently than Thomas Jefferson, whose pronouncements on equality and the right to the land
they quoted widely, and whose portrait and signature, atop the famous quote from the
Declaration’s preamble, adorned a full page of one National Reform pamphlet.16 But although
the National Reformers’ brand of agrarianism shared much in common with that of Paine and
Jefferson, the National Reform vision of workingmen’s return to the soil had little in common
with the atomized individualism or squatters’ sovereignty of frontier legend. Rather, it was
marked by the kind of hyper-rationalism more often associated with Robert Owen’s planned
communities or Fourier’s fantastic utopian schemes. Extending Jefferson’s land survey to impose
a vast, geometrically precise grid onto the as-yet-uncharted topography of the West, the National
Reform plan would carve the wilderness into “rural republican townships” of six miles square,
divided into individual farms of 160 acres each, with a square mile in the center comprising a
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“rural city,” and containing “a Park, Public Edifices & Lots for Persons not engaged in
Agriculture.” Eight “principal streets” would radiate out from the park, ultimately connecting
them with other townships, “so that the state and county seats of government could be reached
by the nearest possible routes.” The streets would be six rods (thirty-nine feet) wide, enough to
accommodate a railroad line as well as pedestrian and animal-driven traffic. Cross-streets
running at right angles would bend at narrow alleys, forming a sixteen-sided area subdivided into
lots of increasing size from two to ten acres. The township plan, National Reformers claimed,
could provide for 140 families of farmers, as well as sixty or more engaged in other occupations,
for a total of 200 families, or about a thousand individuals. Given the unknown and possibly
unlimited potential to improve the land, as well as “the advantages of co-operation,” the
Reformers speculated that a single township might eventually be able to support four or even
eight thousand people, with “families to the third and fourth generation voluntarily remaining on
the homestead.”17
Land reform was thus conceived as the solution not only to the oversupply of labor in the
congested cities, but to the expropriation of surplus value from the laborer under the system of
wage labor. As one National Reformer in Cincinnati wrote, “When the working classes become
owners of homesteads, they will be in a position to regulate, not only the hours of labor, but also
the wages, much more satisfactorily to all parties concerned than could be effected by any
coercive law whatever.” “If the whole people had free access to the land,” Evans wrote, the
laborer would “receive the full value of his labor, because he would have the ready alternative of
laboring for himself.”18 If it would not abolish the wage system entirely, land reform would free
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those laborers who settled on the public lands from dependence on employers and on the
competitive market for wages. The resulting relief on the pressure caused by over-competition
would then place those who remained in cities in a superior position to bargain for better wages
and conditions.
The most important influences to shape Evans’ evolving agarianism were those
circulating within the radical workingmen’s milieu with which he had long been associated.
Although he claimed not to have encountered Paine’s Agrarian Justice until the early 1840s,
Evans clearly saw himself in the tradition of the author of Common Sense; he had published
several editions of Paine’s works during the 1830s, and had been a participant in the annual
celebrations of Paine’s birthday held by New York workingmen.19 But Evans also acknowledged
the influence of such diverse authorities as Saint-Simon and Charles Fourier, John Gray, and
Thomas Spence (whose 1796 pamphlet, “The Meridian Sun of Liberty,” Evans had reprinted).
The expatriate Evans claim to have encountered all of these thinkers in an English “Social
paper,” the Working Bee, in the early 1840s, and indeed transatlantic influences continued to
have an impact on the land and labor movements throughout the decade. As the work of historian
Jamie Bronstein has firmly established, both radical ideas growing out of the Chartist movement
in Britain and physically transplanted Chartists themselves played a significant role in the
working-class movements of the United States in the 1830s and 40s, and the National
Reformers’ land scheme was of a piece with similar working-class plans across the Atlantic,
Cincinnati, OH, 1850), 7; “Equal Right to the Land I,” Working Man’s Advocate, March 16, 1844. The NRA supported the tenhours movement, a mainstay of labor reform throughout the 1840s and 50s, but insisted that laws regulating the hours of labor
were meaningless without corresponding laws preventing employers from manipulating wages at will.
19
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such as those of Feargus O’Connor’s Chartist Co-Operative Land Company and William Evans’
Potters’ Joint-Stock Emigration Society.20
Somewhat more surprisingly, given their former antagonism as leaders of rival factions
of the Working Men in the 1820s and early 30s, the ghost of Thomas Skidmore now resurfaced
as a major influence on National Reform ideology. Despite what Evans recalled as their
“frequent arguments” in the 1820s, he now professed to believe that Skidmore had been “grossly
misrepresented” by the press during his life. In particular, Skidmore’s The Right of Man to
Property! contained “more truths than any ten books which have since been published.” By the
early 1840s, Evans had adopted both Skidmore’s notion of a “natural right” to property in land
and his identification of land ownership as the “original sin” of American democracy, although
he continued to reject the latter’s call for a “general division” of property. Property in land was
“the great error,” stemming from “the most remote periods of time,” when lands previously held
in common had been illegitimately enclosed and divided for the purposes of cultivation. “If, on
the first settlement of this country, the natural rights of man had been recognized,” Evans
suggested, “every man at this day might have been a land holder.” The current maldistribution of
land was the result of an illegitimate accumulation of land by a fortunate few at the time of the
original settlement, while the subsequent inauguration of an iniquitous “traffic in the soil”
comprised “the root of the evil, the cause of that vast inequality of condition now existing among
us.” Instead of the “general division” advocated by Skidmore and Spence, however, Evans
20
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explained that National Reformers “merely propose[d] that those who are now unjustly deprived
of their right to cultivate the earth should be allowed to take possession of the lands not yet
appropriated as private property.” Fortunately, the United States, unlike England, benefitted not
only from the blessings of a republican system of government, but from a vast amount of stillunclaimed territory. But if legislative action was not soon taken, the landless, disfranchised
masses, “driven to the last stage of oppression,” would rise to demand the “equal division” that
Skidmore had once prophesied. National Reform was “calculated to prevent such a catastrophe,”
Evans maintained; its approach, he claimed—somewhat implausibly—was “truly
conservative.”21
Although they were seldom if ever fully elaborated, National Reformers also developed
ideas about the means by which both African Americans and Native Americans might be
restored to liberty. Even as they imagined a depopulated West ripe for settlement by white
Americans, and clung to the belief that Native American lands had been “redeemed from the
aboriginal tribes by monies paid into the Treasury by the productive classes,” National
Reformers evinced a concern for the plight of Native Americans that was unusual among those
associated with “Jacksonian” democracy. Evans placed the words of Jackson’s old adversary,
Black Hawk, on the masthead of the Working Man’s Advocate, and quoted extensively from
William L. Stone’s sympathetic account in The Life and Times of Red Jacket. The People’s
Rights published a letter by a correspondent who recommended adopting a Native American
21
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community on the Apalachicola River in Florida as a model for land reformers, describing it as a
perfect balance among human instincts, “combining socialism as well as individualism.” And in
the Radical, Evans denounced Cherokee removal and war with the Seminoles, lashing out at the
government “for bringing indelible disgrace upon itself by its most iniquitous and merciless
treatment of the Indian tribes,” all to “possess itself of their lands... for the benefit of
speculators!” Plank Six of the NRA’s petition to Congress several years later also connected the
theft of Indian land to speculation, claiming that by abolishing the practice, “the strongest
motives to encroachments by Whites on the rights of the Indians would be done away with.” “In
our own history,” Evans predicted, “this cruel treatment of the Indians will be classed with the
unsurpassed exterminating persecutions of the aborigines of Hispaniola by Columbus and his
followers.”22
Evans was pessimistic about the prospects for the immediate abolition of slavery in states
like South Carolina, where enslaved people formed a majority of the population and where
slaveholding power was deeply entrenched. “But could there not be gradual emancipation?” he
insinuated. “If the Public lands were made free, could not either the whites or the blacks emigrate
to them? and if the blacks, could not a plan be devised to liberate for that purpose double the
number of the annual increase?”23 Unlike the anti-abolitionists, Evans did not depict the project
of West Indian emancipation that had begun over a decade earlier as a failure, but rather as both
a positive and negative model for abolition in the U.S. In 1845, he wrote that “the scheme of
22
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emancipation in the West Indies has shown that the blacks can live and pay rent, and it has
shown also that they are capable of improvement.” But he feared that since “the whites retain
most of the land,” and since they were importing foreign labor in a bid to lower wages and
increase rents, unless “the free land doctrine” were adopted, emancipation would “eventually”
regress into a situation akin to slavery, “as must the laboring classes of every country where the
land is a subject of traffic.” Elsewhere, Evans used West Indian emancipation to put an ingenious
spin on the “superiority of free labor” argument. Citing a statistic from Antigua claiming that,
since emancipation, only one-third of the labor was required under free labor as had been
employed during slavery, Evans argued that the implementation of the “wages system” in the
South would result in a similar proportion of both black and white workers—say, a third of all
workers—being “thrown into the landless labor market.” Except “in cases where they are subject
to cruel treatment” (an aspect of chattel slavery that Evans and other labor reformers consistently
underestimated), the “substitution” of slavery for free labor without access to the land would not
be in the best interest of the enslaved.24
Evans had defended the Haitian Revolution in the early 1830s, and towards the end of
that decade he had looked to Haiti as a potential example of “pure republicanism.” In 1837, he
published a translation of President Jean-Pierre Boyer’s “Rural Code,” which originally included
free land grants from Haiti’s public domain, along with a series of letters on the political and
social conditions in that country. Apparently with an eye towards Haitian colonization, Evans
had written to Boyer directly, inquiring about the conditions of workers there and whether the
Haitian president would be “disposed to grant lands to such emigrants near a landing on the
24
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coast, where, and how much?” Evans must have been disappointed, however, for Boyer’s
secretary, Joseph Balthazar Inginac, informed him that the government had long since ceased
distributing grants of free land.25 Evans’ apparent interest in black emigration to Haiti as a
solution to slavery is uncharacteristic, for elsewhere he had disavowed colonization. But he did,
along with such diverse figures as Frances Wright, Benjamin Lundy, and Thomas Jefferson,
envision the establishment of an independent state within the United States as a solution to both
the problems of African slavery and Native American dispossession. Such a “Negro State,”
carved out of the public lands and settled on the “Agrarian” or “equal rights” plan, would offer
the lure of landed independence for free blacks, discourage prejudice against color, and provide
an incentive for slaveowners to emancipate their slaves.26
Such plans, of course, never came to pass, although later in the decade Evans would
collaborate on a plan to resettle landless free blacks and impoverished urban whites but in the
wilds of upstate New York. In the meantime, some of the same counties of upstate New York
that were beginning to attract the attention of abolitionist Gerrit Smith as potentially fertile fields
for black landed proprietorship would become the battleground on which the National Reform
movement’s ideological and political weapons would be tested and arrayed.
National Reform and the Politics of the 1840s
The National Reformers’ first forays into electoral politics exposed some of the faultlines
that would continue to divide workers and reformers throughout the era of the Second Party
System. A few National Reformers disparaged any involvement in partisan politics whatsoever;
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at least one, Walter Van Dusen, disavowed voting entirely and advocated for a “moral suasion”
approach to land reform. On the other hand, the New England labor paper the Voice of Industry
heralded the arrival of National Reform as “a new party,” which it alternately referred to as “the
National Reform Party,” “the Workingmen’s Party,” or “the Humanitary Party.” Evans, perhaps
mindful of the disastrous consequences that factional and party alignments on the Working
Men’s and Equal Rights parties in the 1830s, tried hard to avoid direct alliance with either major
party. But the absorption of the majority of former Workies and Loco Focos into the Democratic
Party, attracted by the anti-bank and hard-money policies of Andrew Jackson, had had the side
effect of identifying the Democrats as the party of Jacksonian radicalism—an association that
lingered in the minds of many reformers and gave a Democratic ring to many of their
pronouncements, even as the mainstream of the party showed little intention of paying anything
but lip service to its working-class constituency. For now, though, most National Reformers
stayed loyal to the Democrats, even though the terms of their pledge proclaimed the group to be
officially non-partisan. Meanwhile, National Reformers were forced to confront the fact that
none of the candidates of either party running for state office in 1844 had responded to their
questionnaire asking candidates to clarify their views on land reform.27
A series of relatively localized events in the mid-1840s, however, would soon bring the
group a degree of national attention, if not notoriety. Throughout 1844, the aftermath of the so27
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called “Dorr War” in Rhode Island occupied much of the National Reformers’ attention. Thomas
Dorr had won the support of many immigrants and workingmen for his leadership of an armed
rebellion that followed a state constitutional crisis in 1841-42. The Dorrites demanded the
overthrow of the state’s Royal Charter, granted in 1663 and still in effect, which specified that
citizens own at least $134 in landed property to be able to vote—making Rhode Island one of the
last states in the nation with a property requirement for suffrage. The movement’s “People’s
Constitution,” ratified by referendum in late 1841, provided universal suffrage for white men but
not for Rhode Island’s significant African American population. The People’s Constitution was
scrapped in 1843 and replaced with a liberalized state constitution that abolished property
requirements and extended the suffrage to blacks, but when Dorr returned to the state later that
year, he was arrested and tried for treason. Evans used the editorial pages of the Working Man’s
Advocate to press for Dorr’s release, chairing a meeting which called on “all the friends of FREE
SUFFRAGE” to use all constitutional means to secure his freedom, and blamed his
imprisonment on the illegitimate power of Rhode Island’s “landed aristocracy,” conveniently
ignoring the discriminatory provisions of the People’s Constitution. Horace Greeley denounced
the Dorrites and the People’s Constitution in the Tribune, but other abolitionists took a more
nuanced view. The Liberator pointed out that the new constitution proposed by the state’s
“Charterists” in opposition to the People’s Constitution had also originally contained the word
“white,” opening the suffrage to African Americans only after what the Liberator described as a
cynical ploy for black people’s political loyalties and military service. The “landholders’ party,”
the Liberator’s correspondent explained, had been “forced” to accept black voting for the first
time in Rhode Island’s history “by the pressure of a fearful emergency.” Their “confidence” thus
“secured,” Providence blacks found that “as by magic! Colored servants were cordially
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welcomed to the parlors and front windows of their masters... so that one would have thought the
whole city had become abolitionists in one night.” But “even now,” despite the passage of the
new constitution, the Liberator suggested that there was little reason to believe that blacks would
be “admitted to an enjoyment of equal political rights in R.I.”28
Perhaps more consequential, both in terms of the immediate development of National
Reform as a movement and as a bellwether for the shifting winds of politics in New York, was
the Anti-Rent movement that gripped the counties of the Hudson Valley and Catskill regions
during the 1840s. The anomalous pattern of landholding in the region, a remnant of legal claims
dating to the time of the Dutch patroons, concentrated some two millions acres of upstate land in
the hands of the Van Rensselaers, Livingstons, and a handful of other landlords. Perhaps a
twelfth of the state’s population, meanwhile, labored on their lands as tenants. Beginning in
1839, upstate tenants organized a movement to resist the unfair practices stemming from the
landlords’ monopoly on land, utilizing rent boycotts, lobbying, legal challenges to landholders’
titles, and, most dramatically, armed bands of men disguised as “Indians” who forcibly prevented
evictions or seizure of property for non-payment of rent. The movement was a natural fit for the
National Reformers, who saw an opportunity to put their land reform principles into practice and
consolidate a political base for a national land reform movement, while providing the anti-renters
with an expanded ideological underpinning for their struggle. Anti-renters, like land reformers,
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insisted that their independence and their “natural right” to the fruits of their labor could only be
attained by the redistribution of landed property.29
Perhaps no National Reformer was more zealous in support of the Anti-Rent cause than
Thomas Devyr, who moved to Albany in April 1845 to become the editor of the Albany
Freeholder, the anti-renters’ official organ. Devyr was a veteran rabble-rouser, having supported
the anti-landlord and nationalist causes in his native Ireland before joining the Chartist
movement in Newcastle, England. There he had published Our Natural Rights, a pamphlet in
support of land reform in Ireland. Fleeing England for New York in 1840, Devyr served a stint as
an editor for a Democratic newspaper before helping to organize the National Reform
Association in 1844. Reeve Huston, the author of the most thorough recent study of the New
York Anti-Rent movement, concludes that Devyr “revived in a new and more radical form what
most anti-renters had quietly dropped: a challenge to prevailing definitions of property as derived
from paper title.”30 Like Evans and Pickering, Devyr believed that land could not be viewed as
legitimate property but was rather part of the common inheritance of all mankind; for the “Law
of Nature and of Nature’s God” imparted to “every man who comes into this world... an equal
right to the soil.” Devyr thus invoked Biblical authority as well as the labor theory of value,
natural rights law, and the natural laws of supply and demand to make the case for land reform,
connections he developed further in a National Reform pamphlet, The Jubilee, A Plan for
Restoring the Land of New-York or (Incidentally) of Any Other State to the People.31
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In Albany, Devyr led an Anti-rent faction in breaking with its Democratic and Whig
allies in favor of a National Reform/Anti-rent electoral alliance. But neither Devyr’s injection of
a radical reconsideration of property rights or his attempt to realign the movement with National
Reform were without consequences. Devyr was fired from his position as editor of the
Freeholder by its publisher, conservative Democrat Charles F. Bouton, over the protests of antirenters who rallied to his defense a convention held in support of him. Devyr promptly moved
down the street and opened a new paper, the Anti-Renter, from which to promulgate his land
reform views. Meanwhile, National Reformers sent Alvan Bovay on a successful lecture tour of
the four most important anti-rent counties. Initially, the efforts of Devyr and Bovay were
rewarded with an outpouring of support for National Reform measures, particularly in the antirent counties of Albany, Rensselaer, Delaware, and Columbia. Although it remains unclear to
what extent Anti-rent farmers embraced the radical agrarianism of the NRA, the land reformers
won the backing of some of the most important anti-rent leaders, including Smith Boughton, aka
the “Indian” leader “Big Thunder,” and Calvin Pepper, an anti-rent lawyer and abolitionist.
Meanwhile, Albany County anti-renters formed a new, hybrid organization called the National
Reform and Anti-Rent Vanguard Association.32 As one Columbia County anti-renter suggested
in a letter to Young America, the goals of the two movements were complementary, and might
together have formed the basis for the substitution of wage labor with a system of cooperative
exchange, since “your mechanics in the cities might soon get village sites, where they could
come among us and manufacture their articles, for which we would exchange our produce.”33
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But the political backlash was not long in coming. Conservative Whigs and Democrats
alike denounced the “agrarianism” of the Anti-renters, but it was to the Democracy—
specifically, to the Albany Regency, the political machine that dominated New York state
politics, and its mouthpiece the Albany Argus—that the landowning class turned to defend their
propertied interests. Much as they would during later struggles over the status of slavery in the
territories, a critical mass of Democratic power brokers came to the aid of an entrenched landed
aristocracy. To be sure, the conflict made for strange bedfellows, with both James Gordon
Bennett of the New York Herald and Horace Greeley of the New-York Tribune defending the
Anti-renters. Typically, Greeley framed the issue in terms of the labor theory of property while
attempting to strike a balance between the legal property rights of landholders and the broader
principle of a right to the soil. Both upstate poltroons and western speculators effectively denied
future generations of settlers access to the land by artificially usurping it for posterity; but rather
than a forced redistribution, Greeley averred that “we would so shape the legislation and policy
of the country as to discourage the future concentration of land into vast estates or manors and
encourage its division into small freeholds.” Perhaps even more surprising was the stance of
Whig Governor William H. Seward. The future Republican and Secretary of State complied with
the landholders’ demands to send in state militia to restore order, but appeared sympathetic to the
Anti-rent cause in his annual address, proposing to rewrite the state’s land tenure laws in order to
make them “more accordant with the principles of republican government.” The Anti-rent
movement continued to gain strength, and a legislative committee convened by Seward
concluded that the current land tenure system had violated the public welfare, and that the state
might use eminent domain to force the sale of parcels of land to tenants at a fair price.34
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Although the strange alliance thus forged by the Anti-rent debacle flies in the face of
many reigning preconceptions about the era of “Jacksonian democracy,” the Anti-rent alliance
would not be the last time that a Democratically-inclined coalition of small farmers and urban
workers made common cause with progressive, modernizing nationalists in the decades before
the Civil War. As they would in future debates over the issues of land, labor, and slavery, both
sides rallied around an expansive conception of the “public welfare” and embraced
unprecedented state interventions into the regime of private property to realize the broader social
goals that their principles demanded. More concretely, the groundwork laid by National Reform
activity in the anti-rent counties would provide one important base of support for a new coalition
of urban land reformers, landless farmers, and antislavery activists—one that would soon
become known as “Free Soil.”35
Land Reformers and Abolitionists in the “Wage Slavery” Debates of the 1840s
In 1841, Evans had declared to the readers of the Radical,
I will not admit that there is another individual in the United States that is more sincerely
desirous of abolishing slavery than myself... I am as much an abolitionist as any man in the
land. I think Slavery a disgrace to the republic, black slavery as well as white... the longer
abolition is postponed, the greater the danger will be. I should consider myself a disgrace to
human nature were I to truckle the southern slaveholder, by asserting that the negro is not a
man, as some northern editors have done.36
In this and in many other similar statements, Evans and others in the land reform
movement simultaneously revived an older rhetorical tradition of comparing various forms of
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oppression to slavery and set the tone that would frame the relationship between abolitionists and
labor activists for much of the next decade. As we have seen, the comparison of various forms of
oppression to “slavery” was a common rhetorical trope from at least the Age of Revolution on—
and indeed it would continue to inform the vocabulary of reform well after the abolition of
chattel slavery. What was new was the urgency with which both sides in the debate began to
press their case in the 1840s: labor reformers with an increasing theoretical sophistication about
why the “dependence” and “domination” inherent in the wage relationship was akin to slavery,
and abolitionists with increasing conviction that the institution of property in human beings was
so unacceptable that its destruction must take precedence over all other reforms.
Evans’ quote highlights both the missed possibilities and the very real pitfalls of the
“wage slavery” mode of argument. On the one hand, he asserted the humanity of enslaved
African Americans, underscored his refusal to “truckle” to the southern Slave Power, and
expressed an apparently sincere wish to see chattel slavery abolished as soon as possible. Here
and elsewhere, Evans appeared to lay the groundwork for possible future collaboration with
abolitionists. But by resorting to the language of wage or “white slavery,” with its implication of
moral equivalency with chattel slavery, Evans and other labor reformers began the debate on
terms that were unacceptable to abolitionists, who increasingly insisted on defining property in
human beings as the ne plus ultra of slavery. 37
But labor reformers also challenged abolitionists to re-think the boundaries of
commodification and coercion that marked the limits of free labor—and were themselves
37
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challenged to hone their arguments about property rights that underlay the foundations of landed
property, wage labor, and slavery. If few spokesmen for the labor movement saw the propriety in
making distinctions between self-ownership and “wage slavery,” or between economic and
extra-economic means of coercing labor, neither did their tendency to collapse the distinctions
necessarily indicate support for, or even lack of concern about slavery. Land and labor reformers
in the 1840s and after overwhelmingly used the language of “wage slavery” not in defense of
chattel slavery, but as a means to attack an emerging and increasingly dominant understanding of
free labor, defined as the right to sell one’s labor in a competitive market governed by freedom
of contract.38
Perhaps the most sustained debate between abolitionists and labor reformers of the period
took place in the pages of the Liberator between August 1846 and October 1847. The debate was
touched off when the famed abolitionist Wendell Phillips wrote to Evans to contest his
characterization of British abolitionists as hypocritical for their refusal to recognize the plight of
landless laborers. Evans’ response justifies the impression that both the “white slavery” trope and
the tactic of criticizing abolitionists’ supposed selectivity or hypocrisy were sometimes deployed
as a rhetorical intervention intended to force abolitionists to reconsider what struck labor
reformers as preconceived and contradictory notions about the larger organization of society and
the place of labor within it. The initial article, Evans replied, had “had its intended effect, in
drawing the attention of one so celebrated for philanthropy and eloquence to the comparative
merits of the Abolition and National Reform methods of restoring Human Rights.” Indeed,
Phillips identified himself as a subscriber to Young America and claimed to “cordially
sympathize” with the cause of land reform. But Phillips took issue with the land reformers’
38
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suggestion that landlessness was akin to a denial of the right to “self-ownership,” the concept
that undergirded abolitionists’ identification of slavery with property in man.39
The exchange that followed lasted for much of the following year. In his preface to the
exchange between Phillips and Evans, the Liberator’s temporary editor, Edmund Quincy,
claimed that abolitionists were, in fact, attempting to elevate the condition of “down-trodden
labor everywhere” by working to destroy slavery, “the chief obstacle” to labor’s redemption. But
abolitionists just as often responded by minimizing wage workers’ grievances and defending the
existing system of free labor in the North. Garrison had set the tone in the very first issue of the
Liberator, in which he denounced the efforts of trades unionists and strikers to “inflame the
minds of our working classes against the more opulent, and to persuade men that they are
condemned and oppressed by a wealthy aristocracy.”40 Phillips, too, initially denied that northern
laborers, “as a class,” were “wronged or oppressed.” If they were, Phillips suggested, they need
only look to their own thrift and industry and wait for the market to correct itself: “Does capital
wrong them? Economy will make them capitalists. Does the crowded competition of cities
reduce their wages? They have only to stay at home, devoted to other pursuits, and soon
diminished supply will bring the remedy.” Citing the freedom of the wage laborer to choose his
employer and make a contract for employment, Edmund Quincy turned to similarly liberal
arguments in defending the free labor system. Capital and labor were complementary, not
hostile; wage laborers may be dependent on their employers, Quincy admitted, “but not more so
than the employer is dependent on the laborer.” Although he cited abolitionist “exceptions” to
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such doctrines, like Gerrit Smith, John A. Collins, and William H. Channing, Quincy himself
rejected any possibility of collaborating with the followers of such an “evil” doctrine.41
Evans, however, did not back away from what would come to be oft-repeated arguments
about the similarity between chattel slavery and landless “wage slavery.” To be robbed of the
right to land, Evans argued, was, “effectually,” to be robbed of the right to self-ownership. In
proposing to free enslaved blacks without guaranteeing them the right to land, abolitionists were
merely substituting wages for chattel slavery, Evans claimed; whereas “National Reform
measures would not merely substitute one form of slavery for another, but would replace every
form of slavery by entire freedom.”42 Quincy immediately accused Evans of “willingly
attempt[ing] to confound” the distinction between slavery and free labor, and Garrison later
complained that land reformers were “magnifying mole-hills into mountains.” But other voices
weighed in on the side of land reformers. William West, a Boston Fourierist who, like Evans,
considered himself both an abolitionist and a land reformer, came to Evans’ defense. In a series
of letters to the editor of the Liberator, West accused Garrison and Quincy of “misrepresenting”
the National Reformers and “impeaching the intelligence and integrity of those persons, who
insist that the system of wages slavery is meaner than the system of chattel slavery.” The land
reformers, West insisted, did “not hate chattel slavery less, but they hate wages slavery more.
Their rallying cry is, Down with all slavery, both chattel and wages!” Although West repeatedly
claimed that his purpose was to convince abolitionists to “unite with the National Reformers” by
demonstrating that “emancipation and the redemption of the soil” were intrinsically connected,
his arguments clearly expressed a preference for the latter over the former. According to West,
“wage slavery” was “worse” than chattel slavery for a number of reasons. In an argument
41
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frequently resorted to by those who questioned the emerging system of laissez-faire free labor,
West pointed out that under the wage system, employers, unlike southern slaveholders, were
under no compulsion to feed or clothe their workers, or provide for them in sickness or old age.
Worse yet, as opposed to the bald-faced oppression of chattel slavery, the veiled slavery of
wages was insidious for the very fact that its exploitation was concealed by economic
compulsion made it “deceptive,” so that even such “lovers of liberty” as the Garrisonian
abolitionists mistook it for freedom. The “apparent freedom” of wage workers, then, was
“wholly fictitious,” since, “instead of being free to make their own contracts,” workers did so
only “as bitter necessity forces upon them.” What others called “the slavery of poverty” or the
“lash of want” compelled workers to accept starvation wages or, when even those were not
available, to face the threat of actual starvation. For West and others who thought like him, the
bare freedom of the free laborer meant he or she was only “free to starve.”43
Much of the rancor, then, stemmed from fundamental disagreements between labor
activists and abolitionists over the very nature of slavery and freedom. Labor reformers, perhaps
naturally given their ideological needs, tended to define slavery as a system of labor, albeit one
marked by an extreme form of domination and dependence. As Evans wrote to Gerrit Smith,
slavery “consists in being subject to the will of a master, or a master class, by a deprivation of
natural rights,” and William West complained of wage labor’s tendency to place workers “in a
state of abject dependence upon capitalists.”44 Hence the labor reformers’ repeated insistence that
different “degrees” or “grades” of slavery existed. It was not that all wage workers were in a
worse condition than slaves, West explained, but “under certain possible” and “actually existing
43
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circumstances,” such as those of Irish famine victims or child factory workers in Britain, wage
slaves were exposed to even greater suffering. Land reformers frequently cited the global nature
and sheer numbers of those affected by land monopoly and “wage slavery” as reasons to
prioritize it in the hierarchy of reforms; although they used the term “white slavery”
interchangeably, only rarely did they resort to arguments that explicitly privileged white laborers
over black ones. West estimated that nineteen-twentieths of the unemployed workers of the
North were “positively unable to find employers,” while Evans suggested that one-tenth of
England’s population were “paupers,” and estimated that the wage system bilked them out of
one-third of their rightful earnings. “I admit,” Evans proclaimed, “and believe every National
Reformer will admit, that Negro Slavery is a great, an enormous, and a growing evil.” But not
only did a “greater number” suffer from “the Slavery of Wages,” the spread of the wage
relationship was proceeding even more rapidly than the spread of slavery in the Cotton
Kingdom. 45
For Evans, at least, the prioritization of “wage slavery” over chattel slavery represented a
shift of emphasis rather than the total eclipse of his former antislavery sentiments. As he
explained in an often-cited exchange with the abolitionist Gerrit Smith,
“I was formerly, like yourself, sir, a warm advocate of the abolition of slavery. This was
before I saw there was white slavery. I now see, clearly, I think, that to give the landless
black the privilege of changing masters now possessed by the landless white, would
hardly be a benefit to him in exchange for his surety of support in sickness and old age.”46
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The transition in status from slave to landless wage laborer would simply entail a “changing of
masters”; not only would blacks not benefit from emancipation, they would be “the great loser[s]
by such a change.” Although Evans reiterated that he remained “opposed to slavery in every
form,” he now professed to believe that reformers should “begin our abolition efforts with that
form of slavery that is nearest home.” But despite the implied justification for the slaveholding
status quo that some (including Smith) read between these lines, Evans’ prioritization of land
reform did not preclude the possibility of slave emancipation. Rather, it called for the adoption of
what Evans described as a different “means of abolishing negro slavery.” Since the mere
“privilege of changing masters” would do little to benefit former slaves, “the black as well as the
white must, in my opinion, have his right to land restored to him before he can be free.”47 In this
sense, Evans was prescient both in foreseeing that slaveholders would not relinquish their human
property without a fight and in foreshadowing the consequences of the failure to redistribute land
to former slaves during Reconstruction.
National Reformers, Property Rights, and the Abolition of “All Slavery”
Abolitionists, of course, viewed slavery quite differently, defining it as the institution of
property in man—the commodification of laborers, rather than simply of labor. As Henry
Highland Garnet put it before a British audience in 1850, “an American slave is an article of
property—a chattel personal... [the English wage laborer] may be compelled to toil hard for a
livelihood; but he toils for himself. He may not own an inch of soil; but he owns himself.”48
Abolitionists had been developing and refining the “property in man” argument since the early
1830s, when antislavery thinkers like Theodore Dwight Weld revived the liberal tradition of self47
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ownership as the essential condition of freedom, a tradition that may have originated with radical
antislavery Puritans in the 1640s and that was refined by John Locke’s notion of a right to the
fruits of one’s labor.49
But when confronted with abolitionist arguments about self-ownership, labor reformers
most often rejected them as baseless abstractions. The Ohio Friend of Man, replying to the AntiSlavery Bugle, wondered “what more is the ‘right to himself’ than the right to a share of the
soil?” The right to self-ownership had little practical benefit to the laborer “unless he has also a
right to something to sustain himself.” Evans hoped that Wendell Phillips would one day see that
“men robbed of their land are robbed of themselves most effectually,” while William West
insisted that, in effect, “wages slaves are the property of their employers... as long as their
services are wanted. At all other times they belong to nobody, not even themselves.” West’s
claim, made in the face of all evidence in a free labor environment defined increasingly by the
universality of right to quit laws and the disappearance of indentured servitude, may simply have
arisen from an excess of enthusiasm or rhetorical bluster. But even a land reformer with the
antislavery credentials of Alvan Bovay, the abolitionist secretary of the National Reform
Association who would later play a key role in the founding of the Republican Party, was
capable of conflating the republican definition of slavery as an extreme form of “dependence”
with its legal definition as the right of property in another human being. Addressing a “mass
meeting of the working classes,” Bovay wove in and out of the “dependence” and “property”
definitions of slavery, claiming that the wage system “hemmed in and made [workers] dependent
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on the non-producing classes,” since an employer could “purchase the bones and sinew of the
working men, and the laborers are practically dependent upon him.”50
As time went on, however, more sophisticated understandings of the importance of
property rights, as well as more narrowly-drawn lines defining what could and could not be
commodified in a national political economy governed by market principles, would become
increasingly important to both abolitionists and land reformers. Despite their rejection of both
abolitionists’ definition of freedom as self-ownership and of Thomas Skidmore’s call for a
wholesale redistribution of property, the National Reformers’ vision of free labor was predicated
on related arguments about the nature of property rights, ones that flowed logically from the
labor theory of value. As Evans explained, “the use of the LAND is the equal natural right of all
citizens of this and future generations... the land is not property, and, therefore, should not be
transferable like the products of man’s labor.” This “great error,” according to Evans, made
“labor subject to the landlords, contracts the sphere of its operations, and deprives it of its just
reward.”51 John Pickering, a Cincinnati workingman and amateur political economist who
became something of a western spokesman for National Reform, made perhaps the period’s
clearest connection between the labor theory of value and the natural right to the soil. In The
Working Man’s Political Economy (1847), a work he dedicated to “the Promotion of National
Reform,” Pickering concluded that legitimate “property consists of the products of human
industry, or those things only which man creates, makes, or produces, by the energies of his
physical capabilities.” Therefore, the land was “never to be confounded with property upon it—
land itself, not being a product of human labor, cannot, in justice, be valued by money.” To
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Pickering, the idea of a property right in the “productions of nature” was “a perfect absurdity.”
“No error prevalent among men,” Pickering insisted, “has produced so much mischief, as that of
confounding the products of human industry with the elements and spontaneous productions of
nature.”52 Nor were National Reformers alone in making such a contention. The same year that
Pickering’s work was published, the abolitionist and editor of the Boston Daily Chronotype,
Elizur A. Wright, argued that land “does not and cannot come under the same category of other
property, such as grain, cloth, metals, the product of industry.” Every individual had “a peculiar
right to the products of his own industry... a right which cannot extend to... the air, the water, the
soil, the rocks, and the mines, [which are] given for the common benefit of all.”53
As Pickering realized, appeals to property rights helped to “sustain... with the same
propriety” both the convention of property in land and slaveholders’ claims to property in human
beings. In fact, he recognized, such warped understandings of property rights were “the
foundation of all kinds of slavery... The negro slaveholder justifies himself on the ground, that,
because the laws of his country are in his favor, and allow him to traffic in human flesh, if he
purchase and pay for a negro, he is, therefore, his bona fide property.” The laws propping up
property in human beings did not, however, “make the transaction just or right,” since even
slaveholders knew deep down that that their human property “had been stolen.” The practice of
buying and selling land, Pickering argued, was “precisely similar: the one can no more be
justified than the other.” And yet, Pickering reached the surprising conclusion that “so long as
the working man of the North is denied the freedom of the soil,” the self-interest of white
workers was opposed to emancipation. The existing inequalities in the ownership of property
52
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would only be exacerbated by the liberation of enslaved blacks, who would automatically
become another landless class that would add to the downward pressure on wages by competing
for scarce jobs. To Pickering, the fight over slavery was one best left to the “gentleman
capitalists,” “the Northern white slave driver and the Southern black slave driver.” Workingmen
could fight a political battle to decide “which system is the best to suffer under”; or they could
choose “to be free.”54
Whether Pickering genuinely hoped that the abolition of property in land would result in
the liberation of slaves, or whether his statements reflected a profound ambivalence about the
fate of enslaved workers, his particular formulation of the relationship between land reform and
antislavery clearly privileged the former at the expense of the latter. But not all land reformers
agreed. As we have seen, the National Reformers occasionally took strongly antislavery
positions and even developed schemes for the eventual abolition of “all slavery.” Occasionally,
they went beyond such abstractions to offer evidence of a deeper commitment to racial justice. In
a lengthy article repudiating John Calhoun for his embrace of both land speculation and the
“positive good” position on slavery, Evans firmly rejected Calhoun’s “theory of holding the
working classes of the South in perpetual slavery to all eternity because they happen to have dark
skins and curly hair,” and averred that “the working classes of the North have intelligence to
understand that most of the arguments that would apply in favor of Black Slavery would be
equally applicable in favor of White Serfdom.” And Lewis Masquerier, addressing enslaved
African Americans directly, insisted that they had not only “an inalienable right to your bodies,
but also to that domain which you have for ages cultivated for the use of your masters.” In a
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striking reversal of the logic of colonization, Masquerier told enslaved blacks that “you have
more right to colonize your masters than they have you.”55
Statements like Masquerier’s may have been exceptional, representing the views of only
a few idealists or eccentrics within the broader labor and land reform spectrum. Or they may
have been the logical outgrowth of the egalitarian vision that labor reformers had championed
since the 1790s, even if that vision was often clouded by a troubling nearsightedness on issues of
slavery and race. But unlike their erstwhile “producerist” political allies among the slaveholders
of the South or the New York Democracy represented by Tammany Hall, the land reform
movement that grew out of the National Reform of the mid-1840s never resorted to the politics
of race-baiting or to a repudiation or revision of the Declaration of Independence. The group’s
proposed “Declaration of Rights,” to the contrary, embellished Jefferson’s original by adding:
“That all men have a natural and inalienable right to life, and, of consequence, to the use of land
and the other material elements necessary to sustain life... [since] natural rights are of necessity
equal rights, no man or set of men should make such use of the gifts of Nature as to deprive
another of his natural inheritance, his rightful means of sustenance, education, and happiness.”56
Just as importantly, there were growing signs by the end of the decade that the land
reformers’ engagement with abolitionists had had an impact. At times, and almost imperceptibly,
National Reformers began to add an insistence on the right to self-ownership to their demands
for the right to free soil. The cover of the National Reform Almanac for 1848 thus read, “a man
has a right to himself and to the use of enough of the earth’s surface to sustain himself and
family.” [emphasis added] In the same volume, in a footnote to an essay by Gerrit Smith—a
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recent convert to and political ally of the land reform movement—George Henry Evans
explained that “a man has no more right to acquire ‘landed property’ than property in man.
Neither can justly be property, therefore no one’s freedom is interfered with, by preventing its
acquisition.”57
Perhaps most importantly of all, a handful of National Reformers perceived the potential
for a development that the more doctrinaire Garrisonians did not—for what labor reformers
would come to term the “Union of All Reforms.” The basis for this alliance, although it remained
fragile, emerged in part from land reformers’ conviction that the social and economic forces that
limited the freedom of free workers were ultimately the same ones that kept several million
enslaved workers in a state of chattel bondage. “We do not doubt their sincerity, or question their
motives,” the editor of the Friend of Man said of abolitionists; but “we differ in this particular;
they think the Land Question has nothing to do with chattel slavery, and think it improper to
connect them.” As William West put it, slave “emancipation and the redemption of the soil”
were “indissolubly connected.”58 Such convictions, and the discursive debates that
simultaneously challenged and reinforced them in the 1840s, would over the next decade
contribute to the formation of a political coalition that would forever change the direction of
northern politics and make antislavery a political force to be reckoned with.
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CHAPTER FIVE
“The Genius of Integral Emancipation”: Associationism and Antislavery
Perhaps no reform movement of the antebellum period has remained more obscure than
the program of “universal” reform known as “Association” (or “Associationism”), the name
chosen by followers of the French social theorist Charles Fourier on this side of the Atlantic.1 In
one sense, the relative inattention given to Associationism by historians is warranted; the various
Fourierst organizations in the United States never claimed more than a few thousand members,
and of the dozens of model communities they established in places like Brook Farm,
Massachusetts; Monmouth, New Jersey; and Ceresco, Wisconsin, most collapsed within a few
years. Most Associationist communities (referred to by Fourierists as “phalanxes”) left little
tangible legacy other than a few crumbling buildings and some disillusioned followers.
Measured by the standard of what they hoped to accomplish—a sweeping social transformation
based on the replacement of competitive wage labor by cooperation—the Associationists must be
accounted an utter failure. But their significance remained evident to post-Civil War observers
like Friedrich Engels. While Engels recognized the movement’s importance as a precursor to the
“scientific” socialism of Marx, he ultimately dismissed it as “utopian socialism”—a label which
has proven enduring. Early twentieth-century labor historians largely followed Engels’
characterization; Norman Ware, for example, drew a strict line between the largely middle-class
Associationist reformers and genuinely working-class elements represented by the rank-and-file
of groups like the New England Workingmen’s Association, and characterized the Fourierists as
a group of out-of-touch dreamers who attempted to use the early labor movement to advance
1
Although the terms “Fourierism” and “Fourierist” (or at times, simply “socialism”) were used by contemporaries to
describe the radical ideas inspired by Charles Fourier’s thinking—and although I use the terms interchangeably—in general I
employ the terms “Associationism” and “Associationist,” in deference to the label preferred by most American followers of
Fourier in the 1840s.
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their own utopian ends.2 Even the most penetrating and thorough recent analysis of the
Associationist movement sees its accomplishments as residing primarily in the persistence of
communitarian experimentation in the post-Civil War period, characterizing the involvement of
many of the foremost Associationist figures in the antislavery crusades of the 1850s as a
“diversion” away from a more radical critique of northern society. In this telling, the utopian
socialism of the 1840s merely “dissolved” into a free-labor consensus in the decade that
followed.3
Accounts like these have missed what may have been the truly lasting legacy of
Fourierist labor reform in the United States: its contribution to the elaboration of the free labor
thought that helped transform antislavery into a mainstream political movement by the 1850s.
The history of the Association movement also complicates the now-commonplace idea, repeated
in many accounts of antebellum labor history, that northern white workers and their intellectual
allies were uniformly hostile to abolitionism. Many, perhaps most, of the American followers of
the Associationism conceived of the two movements as being closely related, even
complementary. As the editor of Association’s official organ, the Harbinger, claimed, “we have
always regarded the question of Slavery, as really and essentially that of Labor.”4 Far from being
narrow ideologues the who cynically used the language of “wage slavery” to cloak a racist
preference for white workers, the Associationists’ version of abolition—what they came to call
the “Genius of Integral Emancipation”—was at the heart of a sweeping program of reform aimed

2
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at correcting the abuses of North and South alike, and bringing them into line with an egalitarian
vision based on industrial cooperation and Christian social harmony.5
Although perhaps only a few thousand Americans ever joined an Associationist
community, or phalanx, the movement demands attention if for no other reason than the
prominence of many of the figures who became at involved at some point or other during the
1840s. As the labor historian John Commons once put it, “to enumerate the men and women
who, as writers, speakers, and organisers, spread the gospel of association during the forties, is to
name many of the leading historians, essayists, orators, journalists, poets, and artists of America
at that time.”6 Commons’ quote, however, fails to quite capture the unique mix of secularism and
religious perfectionism, Whiggish paternalism and Loco Foco egalitarianism, abolitionism and
socialism that the Association movement represents. Its most prominent leaders embodied both
the zeal for sweeping reform and the ideological contradictions of the time. Albert Brisbane, the
most energetic and enthusiastic disseminator of Fourierist labor reform in the United States and a
consistent adversary of competitive capitalism, was the well-born son of a New York merchant
who had studied with Hegel as part of his education in Europe. Parke Godwin, another leading
Associationist, was a New York Democrat and associate of William Leggett and William Cullen
Bryant (he married Bryant’s daughter) who became a convert to Fourierism and antislavery. But
perhaps more surprising given what historians have presumed was the inherent antagonism
between the abolition and labor movements, Associationist reform commanded the attention of
some of the leading antislavery intellectuals. As Liberty Party founder Gamaliel Bailey noted in
a begrudginged compliment, “many of the most efficient advocates of [Association]... have
5
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sprung from the ranks of Abolitionists...” Although Bailey was generally hostile to the
movement, his fellow Liberty Party founder, Theodore Dwight Weld (along with his wife, the
abolitionist and feminist Angelika Grimké and her sister, Sarah), ran a Fourierist school in the
Raritan Bay Union, an Associationist community founded by fellow abolitionist and Liberty
Party supporter Marcus Spring. Leading figures at the heart of the Associationist movement
included the Unitarian minister and theologian William Henry Channing, the newspaper editor
(and later Lincoln’s Assistant Secretary of War) Charles A. Dana, and the Transcendentalist,
Brook Farmer, and later co-editor of the New-York Tribune, George Ripley. Still other reformers
closely connected to the abolition movement never explicitly identified themselves as
Associationists, but affiliated themselves with the movement and incorporated elements of
Fourierism in the various communities they helped to found in the period.7
Perhaps no figure represents the symbiosis between antislavery, labor reform, and
Fourierism than Horace Greeley. Greeley poured his intellectual energy and financial support
into various Associationist enterprises from 1842, when he turned a column in his New York
Tribune over to an exposition of Fourierist social thought, until the end of the decade, when he
turned increasingly to political antislavery, land reform, and coverage of New York City’s
resurgent trades union movement. Greeley, of course, is remembered for his about-face when he
turned against Reconstruction as a leader of the so-called “Liberal Republicans” after the Civil
War, as well as for his quixotic championing of various reforms and his frequently-strained
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relations with both abolitionists and labor spokesmen. But other Associationists were wellentrenched within the Garrisonian fold. Elizur A. Wright, one of the most enthusiastic converts
to Assoicationism, was a former corresponding secretary of the American Anti-Slavery Society.
John A. Collins, a Garrisonian and graduate of Andover Theological Seminary, became
converted to the cause of labor reform after being exposed to the ideas of Robert Owen, the
Chartists, and Fourier while on a fund-raising trip for the American Anti-Slavery Society in
England. His Skaneateles community in western New York veered between communitarianism
and anarchism before collapsing in the mid-1840s. Other Garrisonians who experimented with
utopian communities during the 1840s include Adin Ballou, George W. Benson, and Bronson
Alcott. Even Garrison himself, along with Frederick Douglass, attended a Fourierist-inflected
“Convention of the Friends of Social Reform” in Boston in December 1843.8
The presence of so many prominent abolitionists in a movement that had the overhaul of
the existing relations of employment as its goal might in itself be enough to refute the
assumption that the antislavery and labor reform were anathematic. Indeed, it was their emphasis
on labor that sets the Associationists apart from the galaxy of utopian and perfectionist
experiments undertaken during the 1840s. If their counterparts in the National Reform and New
England Workingmen’s Associations were the bearers of a strain of labor antislavery derived
from revolutionary republicanism and the radical democratic movements of the 1820s and 30s,
the Associationists suggest the central place that labor occupied in the minds of many
abolitionists and others whose reformist instincts stemmed from more middle class, modernizing,
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and religiously progressive tendencies.9 As Gamaliel Bailey insisted in a column responding to
Associationist concerns about northern labor, “Abolitionists are not insensible to the claims of
the white working man; nor have they been indifferent to the various plans of social reform.”10
The Associationist movement underscores how seriously at least some reformers who were
sympathetic to antislavery took the problem of the exploitation of non-slave labor. Among the
“Abuses of the Manufacturing System” that Brisbane enumerated in 1846, long working hours,
the monotonous tasks demanded by the ever-more-minute division of labor, the “unhealthy and
often deadly” conditions in chemical and metal plants, overly strict and arbitrary forms of work
discipline and rules, and the fact that the greater share of profit was “absorbed by Capital and
Commerce” all merited inclusion.11 It was perhaps this sensitivity to the plight of the industrial
worker that led the early twentieth-century labor historian Norman Ware to describe the
Associationists as “in their interpretation of the problem of the worker... more nearly at one with
the working-class groups than any other of the reformers.”12
The backgrounds of the most prominent Associationist leaders, moreover—largely
middle-class, evangelical or Unitarian, and Whig— also complicate efforts to characterize the
class composition and cultural outlook of the early labor movement. The Associationists were for
the most part far removed from the secular, Democratic ideology represented by the Locofocos
and Working Men’s parties. But neither were they merely a set of utopian dreamers or middleclass dilettantes hoping to jump on the bandwagon of labor reform. The Fourierist phalanxes
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attracted large numbers of artisans and mechanics, and the movement’s leaders made common
cause with workingmen’s organizations like the New England Workingmen’s Association (later
the New England Labor Reform League) and the National Reformers, with whom they
collaborated and vied for leadership in the Industrial Congresses beginning in the mid-1840s.13
Although many remained dedicated to their ultimate goal of “the re-organization of society” into
the phalanx and tended to view other reforms and approaches as “partial,” the Associationists
had a pragmatic side as well. They embraced the basic tenets of the land reformers as well as the
producers’ cooperatives and “Protective Unionism” that emerged later in the decade as necessary
“preliminary” reforms that would eventually lead to the harmonization of labor in Associationist
communities. They united, under the imagined roof of the “phalanstery,” the upper-middle-class
Unitarianism and religious perfectionism of the Channings, the Whig-derived paternalism of
Greeley, and the Locofoco radicalism of Parke Godwin. And they thrust themselves headfirst
into the debates then raging on the proper relationship between labor and capital and the place of
slavery in a nation ostensibly dedicated to freedom, offering a greatly expanded vision of what a
nation shorn of the chains of slavery might look like.14
For these reformers, the thorny problems of slavery and the organization of labor were
inextricably intertwined, a conviction they clung to even as many abandoned the sweeping
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program of Fourierism for the more tangible goals put forth by abolitionism, land reform, or
third-party politics. For many Associationists, the relationship between antislavery and labor
reform was axiomatic. “There can be scarcely a social or political problem raised,” the editor of
the Associationist Harbinger opined, “which does not assail slavery in its solution, and which
does not involve also, the solution of that other problem, greatest of all, the Organization of
Labor.”15 Not only did the participation of abolitionists in the Association movement lend
credence to such claims, but the debates between antislavery Associationists and those who
remained committed to the “one idea” of immediate abolition—hashed out largely in the pages
of antislavery newspapers, with which Associationist journals had an ongoing correspondence—
helped to refine the distinctions between slavery and other forms of oppression and clarify the
objectives of the antislavery movement. By pushing abolitionists to expand the parameters of
what could and could not be commodified in a capitalist society beyond the benchmark of “selfownership,” Associationists helped to pave the way for the rehabilitation of free labor that
eventually became the basis of Republican Party ideology.
Property, Liberty, and Labor in Associationist Thought
“ASSOCIATION,” according to Albert Brisbane, was nothing less than “the SOCIAL
DESTINY of man... the true and natural system of Society, predestined for him by the Creator.”
At its most basic level, Association meant “the organization of Industry in the Township” or
village, a unit of society that was familiar to all Americans and that was also at the heart of the
National Reformers’ land redistribution schemes. But the Associationist township, or “phalanx,”
would be intentionally organized “so that unity of interests, concert of action, vast economies
and general riches will be attained...and... a Social Order will be gradually established, in which
15
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peace, prosperity and happiness will be secured to all.” Associationists sought to revolutionize
not only the political economy of the nation but its morality, its art, and its science. Its ultimate
goal was to bring into harmony the relationship of labor with capital, of scientific social thought
with Christian morality. Slavery, according to Brisbane, represented a refutation of both “divine
law which proclaims the equality of human nature before God, and of Human law, which
declares an equality of political rights.” Chattel slavery and “Industrial Slavery” alike were
symptomatic of a greater “social evil” afflicting “Civilization,” which Associationists defined as
the advanced industrializing economies of the United States and Europe. “Slavery, War, Poverty,
and Oppression,” the Harbinger declared, “are inseparable from... the system of antagonistic
interests... the only effectual remedy is the introduction of a higher system, the system of union
of interests and union of industry.”16
If American Associationists retrofitted Fourierism for the American context with its
references to chattel slavery, the germ of these ideas had taken root in the European social
theories stemming from an age of Enlightenment and revolution. Born in 1772 in Besançon,
France, Charles Fourier grew up in the shadow of 1789. The son of a prosperous clothing
merchant, he lost his inheritance when Parisian troops ransacked his stock during the siege of
Lyons; striking silk weavers in that city first brought his attention to the conflict between labor
and capital. A wide-ranging and, in many ways, idiosyncratic thinker, Fourier bequeathed to his
followers in both France and the United States a systematic, “scientific” approach for the
complete overhaul of nearly all aspects of human society, including the relationships associated
with sexuality and family—a point his enemies in both countries relentlessly hammered on and
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which his followers in the United States for the most part attempted to downplay.17 But at the
heart of Fourier’s philosophy—and at the heart of its appeal to his followers in the United
States—lay the promise of the total reorganization of labor, and a significant challenge to the
existing relations between labor and capital. Fourier hoped to draw on the human passions to
render labor “attractive”; thus, each man, woman, or child would be able to perform the labor for
which he or she was most naturally suited. Compensation would be allotted not only in the form
of a shorter working day and increased time for leisure, but according to each occupation’s
“usefulness,” rather than its status or level of education or skill required. Thus the least desirable
jobs, including those involving industrial and manual labor, would be among the best rewarded.18
Such an approach accorded well with the “producerist” ideology central to the
Democratically-inclined labor reformers of the period, but also to progressive, modernizing
Whigs like Horace Greeley. “Why may we not give to Labor a republican organization,” Horace
Greeley asked readers of the Tribune, “so that the workers shall freely choose their own chiefs or
overlookers, regulate their own hours of daily toil, and divide the general product according to a
preconcerted scale whose sole end shall be mutual and universal justice?”19 The extent to which
the Associationist program answered these requirements explains its appeal to both ordinary
workers and middle-class reformers. The core principles of the Associationist plan included: 1) a
system of co-operative labor, based on the principle of “attractive industry” and organized into
groups or “series”; 2) joint-stock ownership of the phalanx and the equitable distribution of its
17
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profits; 3) the association of families in the phalanx community; 4) a system of “integral
education” offered free of charge; and 5) a system of “mutual guarantees,” intended to “secur[e]
to each member the products and resources that are necessary to sustain life, and the natural
rights essential to happiness.” While Association promised to “elevate” skilled and unskilled
manual labor, it also left a prominent place for intellectual labor (hence its appeal to writers and
artists) as well as for capital, which was essential for the initial investment in the phalanxes as
well as in the profit-sharing arrangements and the safety net provided by a system of “mutual
guarantees” including life insurance and sickness and accident benefits. Like most middle-class
political economists and many working-class labor reformers, Associationists believed in the
notion of harmony between labor and capital, and strove to achieve a “unity of interests,” aimed
at “associating the interests of all classes, and conciliating the individual with the collective
good.” Despite attacks on “financiers, capitalists... and other industrial vampires,” Albert
Brisbane thus reassured readers of the staid Tribune that Associationists did not intend to “wage
any special war against banks or corporations.” Rather, the goal was simply to “introduce
justice” into the organization of labor, “instead of leaving it to the selfishness and cupidity of
individuals.” In essence, capitalist means would be used to achieve socialist ends.20
Brisbane, Greeley and others also emphasized that Associationism preserved the sanctity
of individual property. As Greeley explained, Association “wars upon no Rights of Property,
would take nothing from the Rich to bestow on the Poor.” Indeed, the well-off had a valuable
philanthropic role to play, in assisting “all earnest efforts of the Laboring Class to emancipate
and elevate themselves.”21 Although they called for a more equitable division of property as a
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“preliminary” to the creation of Fourierist phalanxes, several key elements of the Associationist
plan, including joint stock ownership and profit-sharing arrangements for workers, were
nonetheless wholly dependent on private property and capital investment. Even speculation and
earning “non-usurious” interest on investments were legitimate, since both represented a return
on capital, which was itself the product of past labor.22 Citing the “communism” of the Owenite
communities as the reason for their downfall, Brisbane warned that “Community of Property is
the grave of individual Liberty.” “The great defect” of previous plans for cooperative labor,
explained Parke Godwin, “was that the individual has been swallowed up in the Community, in
utter contradiction to our natural sense of independence and justice.” Rather than abolishing
individual property, Association would “extend its right and the means of acquiring it to every
member of society.”23
It was not the institution of private property, but its concentration in the hands of a few,
that Associationists saw as lying at the heart of the problems ailing antebellum society.
Inequalities of wealth and property were at the heart of Associationist critiques of emerging
capitalism, a concern they shared with their Jacksonian predecessors in the Working Men’s and
Equal Rights parties and their more Democratic-leaning counterparts in the land reform
movement. Vast inequalities, whether of the kind represented by chattel slavery or by the
superiority of capital over labor, were not only a “a subversion of natural law,” they were a
violation of “that relation which a just God has created between man and man.” The vaunted
right to protections for property, then, meant nothing if it did not include the right to the fruits of
one’s labor. This logical extension of the so-called “labor theory of value” owed as much to
22
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Adam Smith as it did to David Ricardo. As Brook Farmer Charles Hosmer reminded an audience
of workingmen, “You... by your labor, produce, create, as it were, wealth. And who has a juster
[sic] right to enjoy this than the laborer himself?”24
Brisbane built on Fourier’s rigid distinctions of class as well as those outlined by Orestes
Brownson, perhaps the first American economic thinker to designate a new category within the
familiar dichotomy of “producers” and “non-producers”: what Brownson called the
“proletaries.”25 Estimating from averages taken from a representative sampling of industrializing
nations, Brisbane claimed that fully two-thirds of the population of “civilized” nations belonged
to this group, the “hired” or “wages classes.”26 In fact, he claimed—rather more outlandishly—
given that fewer than one in ten Americans held substantial property, “as a general rule
Individual Property did not exist” in the United States. Thus “slaves, serfs [and] poor hired
laborers” could be thus theoretically combined into the category of “dependents,” whose
propertylessness made them subject to a host of “tyrannies.” “The Mechanic and Laborer can no
longer look forward as in former years with the hope of securing a home for old age,” Brisbane
explained, “but consider themselves fortunate if they can satisfy present exigences [sic] and
obtain the means of subsistence for the day.” The Harbinger similarly observed that “the
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operative, owning no land, farm, workshop, utensils, capital, must sell himself” on the market for
wage labor. Not only did the propertyless class comprise the majority, but an alarming number—
perhaps three or four million Americans out of a non-slave population of fifteen million—were
“in a state of comparative or extreme destitution.” Such poverty was as avoidable as it was
immoral. The Phalanx quoted approvingly abolitionist Amasa Walker’s argument that, contrary
to the “false theories” of Malthusian political economists, to accept poverty as an inevitable byproduct of an advancing civilization was “as impious as it is absurd.”27
Central to the Associationists’ analysis of the conditions which had brought about this
degrading cycle of poverty and dependence was their identification of wage labor as the basis of
the economic and social relations governing society under industrial capitalism. As the
Harbinger observed, “one of the leading and invariable characteristics of civilization is, that its
work is done for wages; hired labor is a permanent institution as closely interwoven with all the
structure of civilized society, as chattel slavery is with barbarism.” Although estimates about the
numbers of wage workers in the North before the Civil War vary, it seems clear that for many
northerners, the spread of wage labor and the decline of self-employment was an alarming
phenomenon.28 Horace Greeley sounded the tone in recognizing that “labor in our day has
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become so extensively a commodity... that it is most essential to all fair dealing that it be
measured as definitely and equally as possible.” Others went further; the cordwainer and former
Brook Farmer Charles Hosmer proclaimed before a group of fellow workingmen that “the whole
system of labor for wages is wrong, an accursed system...When you labor for wages there is no
hope, much less, actual fruition.” In the eyes of observers like Hosmer and the Harbinger,
“civilized society” was deeply flawed. Just as the abolition of slavery would lift southern society
out of barbarism, so the abolition of wage labor would lift northern society out of “civilization.”29
Given the rapid spread of wage labor in the United States during the early decades of the
nineteenth century, Associationists and other labor reformers feared the American worker would
soon occupy a similarly degraded status. Despite its democratic form of government and its
considerable natural advantages, Brisbane warned, the United States was steadily “moving
onward to the misery of the old World.” Unless Americans sought to “effect peacefully a Social
Reform,” the U.S. would soon “sink into the poverty and ignorance in which Europe is
plunged.”30 Such historicized accounts of the development of wage labor and comparisons to
conditions in other industrializing nations were central to Associationists’ attacks on both
capitalist economic arrangements and slavery. The Harbinger dutifully collected statistics and
comparisons of wage rates not only throughout the United States but in Manchester and
Liverpool; in Ireland, France, and India. It published in its entirety Robert Dale Owen’s address
on the “history of wages,” in which the son of the legendary reformer traced the development of
wage labor to the labor shortage arising from Edward III’s mid-fourteenth-century wars with
France. Using wage statutes and price comparisons, Owen concluded that British workers were
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no better off in the nineteenth century than they had been in the fourteenth.31 Brisbane identified
a historical progression in which three “leading systems of labor” had predominated at different
times in history: slavery, which he defined as “the servitude of man to man”; serfdom, defined as
“the servitude of man to the soil”; and “hired labor, or the wages system,” defined as “the
servitude of man to capital.”32 For the abolitionist and Brook Farmer John S. Dwight, the
civilization of the West at mid-century was nothing more than a system of “civilized plunder, or
modern trade, in which it is the ambition of everyone to be a consumer without being a
producer.” Wage labor, the Harbinger insisted, was the direct outgrowth of the outmoded
systems of organizing labor under feudalism and slavery, systems which were themselves rooted
in unjust and unfounded concentrations of productive property. Far from being “inevitable,”
wage labor was an “intrinsically unjust... remnant of the relations between the capitalist and the
laborer, which existed originally under the systems of Slavery and Serfdom.” Tracing a historical
progression from slavery to serfdom to “Civilization,” the Harbinger argued that the latter phase,
“through its whole course has been a progressive emancipation of labor, a series of successive
struggles... by which the slaves and serfs of earlier times have been elevated to the condition of
citizens.”33
The acknowledgment of every man’s right to himself, and to the product of his labor,
thus represented the last, great achievement of civilized society. But according to the Harbinger,
the capitalist societies of the North and Europe fell short of this mark; for the mere
“acknowledgment of this right” did not imply its “establishment.” The “power of transmitted
31
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custom” still influenced the laws making strikes and labor unions illegal and governed the
market in wage labor. Chief among these relics of feudalism was the unfair concentration of
“property... still held and transmitted under usages which originated in feudal times.”
Civilization claimed to acknowledge the principles of free labor, offering protections for private
property, but had so far failed to provide “the necessary conditions of that freedom,” ownership
of land and productive property. Wages, therefore, not only represented an unfair share of the
profits created by the addition of labor to capital, but were a “dividend, which constantly
decreases, in proportion as laborers multiply, and which varies with every whim of the capitalist,
or change in the market.” Appealing directly to workers, the Harbinger implored them to turn
away from the agitation for ten-hour laws (then dominating the attention of the labor movement)
and to set their sights on more comprehensive reform. Only that reform “which shall abolish
Hired Labor, and substitute coöperative labor,” the Harbinger insisted, could “guarantee to every
man, woman, and child, the right to labor and the fruit thereof.”34
Addressing a group of workingmen at the Convention of the Labor Reform League of
New England in Boston in 1847, Charles Hosmer outlined the basic Fourierist scheme: “I advise
that laborers should associate themselves, and any capital they may have, together, and employ
their labor and their capital jointly, dividing among themselves, according to some equitable
scheme, giving to labor a certain proportion, and a certain proportion to capital, the profits of
their associated industry.”35 The abolition of wage labor and the substitution of cooperation for
competition under Fourierist Association took on a number of forms, most of them variations of
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Fourier’s suggestion for the division of the profits of industry in the ratio of two-thirds to labor,
one-third to capital. The constitution of Brook Farm, Hosmer’s former residence, offered one
example of how such a plan might be put into effect. The total profit of the Brook Farm
Phalanx—the name adopted by the famed Transcendentalist community in Western
Massachusetts after it embraced Fourierism in 1844—would be assessed on a yearly basis. After
subtracting taxes, insurance, the expenses of the governing General Council and expenditures for
education, medical expenses, and repairs, the remainder would be divided between the investors
who held stock in the phalanx and the laborers who worked it. Of the two-thirds paid out to
labor, the highest dividend would be paid to that labor deemed to be in the category of
“Necessity,” the next highest to “Usefulness,” and the lowest to “Attractiveness.” Additional
incentive was to be provided by the reward to Labor of double the percentage earned by the
Partnership stock, so that the interests of labor and capital would be quite literally
“harmonized.”36 The North American Phalanx in Monmouth County, New Jersey, after several
years of trial and error, arrived at an even more complex scheme of dividing profits and rewards,
allowing for greater variety in “simple,” “mixed” and “compound” variations in the division of
tasks, and providing additional rewards for “extra efficiency,” “extra skill, or tact,” “orderliness,”
and “talent,” divided into organizational, administrative, and inventive capacities.37 Association
“does not retain in any shape or form the Wages-system,” the Harbinger claimed, but instead
substituted a system in which “every man shall have the free use of the gains of past labor... and
he shall himself become the owner of exactly that measure of property which he has added to the
common wealth.” The effect, hoped the authors of the Brook Farm Constitution, “will be to
36
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make every one a proprietor, and thus to inspire a sense of ownership, a spirit of independence, a
love of order and a real interest in the rights of property.”38
In addition to an analysis predicated on the recognition of the development of a
permanent class of propertyless wage earners, Associationists developed a definition of freedom
that went far beyond the purview of the strain of liberal individualist “negative liberty” that
dominated thinking on political economy and governed economic relations at the time. If
Associationist definitions of “slavery” sometimes strained credulity, their definitions of freedom
were equally capacious. “It is a beggarly and contemptible notion of Freedom, which confines it
to the right to locomotion or the right to vote,” Godwin explained. “Freedom to Labor” was the
logical outgrowth, indeed the foundation, of civil and political freedom.39 Elsewhere
Associationists defined “genuine freedom” as “the right to have our whole nature unfolded and
perfected, by a complete and sound education in youth, by a choice of the best society at all
periods, and by a free access to well-furnished libraries and a complete scientific apparatus; and
finally, the right to an unrestrained choice of a profession...”40 Expanding the parameters of
freedom for white laborers in the North would at once neutralize proslavery arguments about the
callousness of northern society and create an opening wedge for antislavery, for “when it shall
have been made to appear that the social respect and emoluments of the free laborer, great as
they may be compared with those of the slave, are utterly mean and insufficient for the wants of
a human being... will not men every where declare slavery to be utterly odious and
intolerable?”41
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Devising a system of “mutual guarantees”—ranging from sickness and death benefits to
life insurance to mutual credit banks—Associationists counteracted one of the main criticisms of
“wage slavery” and prefigured the modern social safety net. Just as the owners of the new
industrial enterprises tried to maximize profits and minimize risk by relying on a pool of
competitive wage labor—often drawn from the most vulnerable populations, including women,
children, immigrants, and the unskilled—Associationists attempted to redistribute the burden of
risk from the individual worker to the collective phalanx, just as proponents of the welfare state
would later attempt to redistribute it to the state. The system of “guarantyism” also pointed the
way towards the solution for a problem about which abolitionists had little to say, and which the
editor of the Harbinger claimed the example of West Indian emancipation had brought into stark
relief. “It is now felt that emancipation is comparatively worthless if it provide not the conditions
of freedom, by guarantying homes to the emancipated, and securing them against impositions
from land-lordism and commercial duplicity,” the Harbinger cautioned. “Simple emancipation is
not enough to ask for... it ought to be demanded, that Society shall be reformed as to guarantee,
that slavery shall never again be re-established, and that the right to labor, and a just
remuneration for labor and a comfortable support, and educational privileges shall be offered to
the enfranchised slaves.” At once paternalistic and prescient, the need to combine emancipation
with a guarantee that the abolition of slavery would be permanent, as well as the demand for land
and education for emancipated slaves, prefigured the arguments that Radical Republicans, not to
mention the freedmen and -women themselves, would make during Reconstruction.42
The Associationists, Slavery, and Abolitionism
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It was this commitment to an expansive definition of property rights and the ideological
move away from classical liberal definitions of economic freedom that Associationists shared
with National Reformers and others who insisted that the right to property included the right to
the fruits of one’s labor. Associationist definitions of what constituted legitimate property,
however, did not extend to include a right to property in slaves; as the Harbinger made clear,
“we absolutely deny the right of any man to claim property in another man.”43
But if Associationists agreed with abolitionists on the basic definition of slavery as the
right to hold property in human beings, they elsewhere defined slavery so expansively as to
strain the limits of credibility. In a letter to the Anti-Slavery Convention in Cincinnati that
infuriated abolitionists, Horace Greeley—then at the height of his zeal for Associationism—
criticized more traditional understandings of slavery and recommended substituting a definition
of slavery as “that condition in which one human being exists mainly as a convenience for other
human beings.” To Greeley, slavery appeared to mean simply an extreme form of subordination,
which might include forced obedience or servility, the subjugation of one class by another, the
engrossment of land by landowners, or the tendency to squeeze wages to the point of starvation.44
Similarly, the Harbinger devised a typology of nine separate species of “slavery” in an article
published the same year as Greeley’ letter. Although “chattel Slavery” ranked at the top of the
list, “Slavery of the soil” and “Slavery of Capital, [or] hired labor,” as well as the “Sale and
seclusion of women in seraglios,” “Military Conscriptions and Impressments,” and “Perpetual
Monastic Vows” all merited inclusion. Declining his invitation to attend the Cincinnati
convention, Greeley outraged abolitionists by explaining that “if I am less troubled concerning
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the Slavery prevalent in Charleston or New-Orleans, it is because I see so much Slavery in NewYork.” For Greeley and likeminded reformers, “slavery” was literally everywhere. But this
heightened awareness of slavery’s ubiquity, Greeley claimed, caused him to deem slavery not a
lesser but a “greater evil” than did most abolitionists.45
Regardless, in defining slavery so capaciously, Greeley was merely building on a line of
argument that was already well established. As we have seen, many of the arguments about
“wage slavery” had already been rehearsed by the debates between Chartists, factory reformers,
and land reformers during the 1830s.46 Indeed, metaphorical formulations comparing various
forms of injustice to slavery had been ubiquitous in the Anglophone Atlantic world since at least
the eighteenth century. Labor reformers, like their republican and Revolutionary forebears, used
chattel slavery as the ultimate metaphorical expression of oppression par excellence.47 Thus the
prolabor Northampton Democrat defined slavery as “the deprivation of freedom” that occurred
when man’s “right to all that he produces” is infringed. The Awl defined it as “subjection to the
will of another,” whether the “other” was an individual slave master or a class of capital-owning
employers. As an analysis of the material conditions that defined the actual experience of chattel
slavery, then, the labor reformers’ use of “wage slavery” or “white slavery” was woefully
inadequate, not to mention equivocal. Depending on the context, the terms could be used to
attack both the enslavement of blacks and the oppression of white wage workers; to prioritize the
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amelioration of wage workers’ conditions over that faced by chattel slaves; or to defend chattel
slavery by comparing it favorably to the lot of white wage workers. Garrison would regularly
place labor reform arguments about “wage slavery” in his “Refuge of Oppression” column, and
later, in the 1850s, southerners like George Fitzhugh would pounce on them to advance a critique
of northern society that served their own proslavery ends. While some of the comparisons
between black slaves and white wage workers may have been disingenuous, propagandistic, or
downright racist, then, they must also be seen as part of an ongoing effort by workers and
reformers to understand the rapidly-changing nature of the employment relationship and the role
of producers in a world where systems of production were being revolutionized.48
But for Associationists, the antislavery implications of the “wage slavery” argument
generally outweighed the proslavery ones. Not only did Associationists view attacks on “the
wages system” as part of a broader reorganization of society that would result in the abolition of
“all slavery,” but in their debates with abolitionists—and in the schisms that eventually emerged
in their own ranks over the issue of whether the abolition of wages or chattel slavery should take
precedence—they helped to clarify and strengthen antislavery arguments about the illegitimacy
of property in man.49
One instructive case surrounds an exchange between Wendell Phillips and the editors of
the Harbinger, George Ripley and Albert Brisbane, during the summer of 1847. A number of
pro-labor and land reform papers, including the Harbinger, had reprinted an excerpt from a
speech given by Phillips before a gathering of the American Anti-Slavery Society in Boston, in
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which the abolitionist was quoted as saying that the suffering of Irish peasants and northern
factory operatives “will not be lost sight of in sympathy for the Southern slave.” Phillips quickly
wrote a letter to the Liberator, hoping to correct the “erroneous impression” that “I placed the
laborer of the North and the slave on the same level, and talked perhaps of ‘white slavery,’ or
‘wages slavery,’ &c.” In an oft-quoted passage, Phillips made it plain that he rejected such
comparisons, and argued that the conditions faced by American workers were not even remotely
analogous to those prevailing in Europe. “Except in a few crowded cities and a few
manufacturing towns,” Phillips claimed, “I believe the terms ‘wage slavery’ and ‘white slavery’
would be utterly unintelligible to an audience of laboring people, as applied to themselves.” He
went on to explain that:
There are two prominent points which distinguish the laborers of this country from the slaves.
First, the laborers, as a class, are neither wronged nor oppressed: and secondly, if they were,
they possess ample power to defend themselves, by the exercise of their own acknowledged
rights... Does capital wrong them? Economy will make them capitalists. Does the crowded
competition of cities reduce their wages? They have only to stay at home, devoted to other
pursuits, and soon diminished supply will bring the remedy. 50
Quotes like this have often been used by historians to evoke the notion of an
unbridgeable wall of ideological separation between abolitionists and labor reformers. But what
has often been overlooked—aside from the fact that Phillips himself would later re-evaluate such
views, garnering a deserved reputation as a champion of labor in the decades after the Civil
War—is that quotes like the one above existed in the context of a dynamic intellectual
engagement between laborites and abolitionists. In re-examining the ongoing dialectic between
abolitionists and labor reformers that took shape during the 1840s, the triumph of the
50
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abolitionists’ defense of classical liberal notions of economic freedom seems inevitable only in
retrospect.51
Responding to such defenses, Associationists were forced to hone and sharpen their
critique. As previous historians have noted, the labor reformers’ tendency to view oppression in
class, rather than individual, terms is one of the things that contributed to the ideological distance
between them and the Garrisonian abolitionists.52 George Ripley, in the Harbinger, shot back
that “We are sorry that Mr. Phillips has no better method to propose of elevating the laborer in
this country, than the preaching of ‘economy, self-denial, temperance, education, and moral and
religious character.’ It is a poor consolation to tell the haggard operative in our factories... that he
can escape the wrongs of capital by becoming a capitalist himself. This may give relief to
individuals who have craft and skill sufficient to apply the rule; but the class remains...”53 The
Harbinger instead set out to convince workingmen and abolitionists alike that “the sufferings
and degradations of the laboring classes” were the product of the “system of Labor for Wages”
itself. In contrast to Phillips’ faith in free-market competition and its natural tendency to
maintain an equilibrium between supply and demand, Associationists believed that “wasteful”
competition in the market created a race to the bottom, thus tending “to sink all classes of worker
to an equilibrium.” In contrast to his belief that competition would serve as a disciplining force,
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inculcating workers with the values of “economy” and temperance, Associationists believed that
the “forced selfishness” created by competition in the labor market led the worker to “the most
hideous wronging of himself, to the putting down of the best instincts of humanity within him.”
Thus competition caused “every man” to become “an unnatural tyrant” with nothing but
disregard for “the rights of other men.” The “rule of Might makes Right,” the Harbinger intoned,
made possible not only slavery but “the extortions of commerce... the cruel formalities of soulless corporations, [and] the oppressions of the wages system.” Competition was at the “root of
Slavery”; “while this is every where, there must be Slavery somewhere.”54
Perhaps most significantly, Associationists added important caveats to the labor theory of
value and the abolitionist article of faith about self-ownership as the essential condition of
freedom, which they used to develop a more sophisticated version of the “wage slavery” critique
than that that had come before them. As we have seen, most labor reformers subscribed to some
version of the labor theory of value, derived from Locke and Smith, which they extrapolated into
a labor theory of property: since all property originated in labor, the laborer had a right to some
equivalent of the value of the product of one’s labor—to the “fruits of their labor.” Early
“socialists,” like William Godwin in the 1790s and William Thompson in the 1820s, had become
perhaps the first to articulate a theory of a right to the “whole product” of labor, rather than a
portion thereof. In the heat of the mid-1840s debates over the future of slavery, a few
Associationists went even further. Claiming property in a portion of the product of a worker’s
labor, some argued, differed only in degree from claiming the entire product, or even from
claiming ownership of the worker himself. As Charles Hosmer put it, God “created all equal: not
a part to sell themselves, whether more or less completely, any more than to be sold, to the rest,
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at whatever price their necessities may compel them to take.” Given the “direct antagonism
between labor and capital” and the present “superiority” of capital over labor, the wage laborer
“stands in the market-place like a slave, and is bought by the highest bidder, like any other
commodity.” Any arrangement which claimed some portion of the product of another’s labor as
profit—what Marx would later call surplus value—lay on a spectrum of illegitimacy, on the
extreme end of which was the ownership of laborers themselves as in chattel slavery.55
As Hosmer’s reference to a higher power suggests, the distance from “natural rights” to
divinely-ordained ones was a short one for religion-minded Associationists who merged
Fourierism with what might be described as an early form of Christian socialism. Perhaps the
most sophisticated and eloquent proponent of an explicitly religious variant of Associationist
thought was William H. Channing. A graduate of Harvard Divinity School and the scion of a
famous family of religiously-motivated reformers, Channing presided over a Unitarian church in
Cincinnati and the independent “Christian Union” in New York City, where Greeley, Godwin,
and Henry James, Sr., were members.56 For Channing, the radical reform of free labor was
simply the rational extension of antislavery: “logically,” Channing said, “I have never been able
to separate the anti-slavery movement from all those which are directed to raise Labor
universally.” In the early 1840s, he had been inspired by Pierre Leroux, a follower of SaintSimon, whose teachings about the interdependence of humanity also influenced Orestes
Brownson and Parke Godwin. He soon became convinced that the Christian socialism of Leroux,
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Saint-Simon, and Fourier represented a truly Christian alternative to the avarice and social
disorder created by laissez-faire capitalism. Later, he was among those who persuaded the
Transcendentalists at Brook Farm to adopt Fourierism. In Boston, Channing and James T.
Fisher—a wealthy merchant who served on that city’s Committee of Vigilance and funded
abolitionist propaganda—founded the Religious Union of Associationists, intended to further
reconcile Fourierist teachings with Christianity.57
For a time, Channing’s work on behalf of labor appeared to overshadow his commitment
to antislavery. In the mid-1840s, Channing lectured extensively before the New England
Workingman’s Association with Greeley, Brisbane, and Dana, and with Brisbane and Ryckman
at the Female Labor Reform Association’s Industrial Reform Lyceum at Lowell, although he
continued to speak before abolitionist meetings.58 But the annexation of Texas and ensuing war
with Mexico re-ignited his antislavery convictions. In the pages of the Harbinger, he railed
against annexation schemes as evidence of the “Slave Power”; after war broke out, he preached
disunion at the New England Anti-Slavery Convention, proposing a reconstituted “Union of
Freemen” that would exclude slave states. In May 1846, he penned a resolution, subsequently
adopted by the American Union of Associationists (for which Channing served as Corresponding
Secretary), pledging to “in no way to aid the Government of the United States, or of the several
States, in carrying on war against Mexico.”59
Channing’s denunciations of “wage slavery,” then, were highly qualified. At an “AntiSlavery Celebration” in Waltham, Massachusetts, in July 1847, he took pains to distance himself
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from “reformers of the Mike Walsh and Northampton Democrat stamp”; he was not disposed, he
said, “to lose sight of the far worse evils of the South.” He knew that his labor advocacy “might
be thought to complicate the question,” but his involvement in antislavery had led him
increasingly towards support for a broader reformation of society. The question of slavery
“touches upon the question of capital and labor,” Channing insisted, “and abolitionists must look
at it.” Indeed they had a “duty” to embrace a more radical and sweeping critique of northern
society, since the Mexican War had provided direct evidence that “Northern capitalists were
combined with Southern slaveholders to manage and control labor.” Channing pledged to
“earnestly press” the issues of “land distribution and co-operative industry” at future anti-slavery
meetings. “Should we not confront capital, and say, it shall not rule us?” he pointedly asked his
abolitionist audience.60
Channing’s speech at Waltham was strongly rebuffed by Garrisonians like Edmund
Quincy, who replied with the by-now familiar argument that “the [free] labourer was the
sovereign, and had in his own hands the power to remedy the evil.” Intoning that “a man must
own himself before he can own anything else,” James N. Buffum insisted that the abolition of
slavery was the only way to bring about “a general reform in the condition of man throughout the
world.” But Channing agreed with his rhetorical adversaries that self-ownership was essential—
his uncle, abolitionist William E. Channing, had done much to disseminate the principle in his
seminal 1835 work, Slavery, and Channing had said as much in the very same speech. Privately,
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he had reached the same conclusion as Buffum, that “the Anti-Slavery victory must be won,
before our day of triumph for Association can come.”61
The National Anti-Slavery Standard, the organ of the Garrisonian American Anti-Slavery
Society, continued the debate into the fall, reversing the Associationist argument by insisting that
“the assertion of the first right of man—the right to himself... underlies all other reforms.” The
slave’s status as a human chattel represented “all the difference in the world” between slaves
and even the most impoverished freemen, the Standard argued; “poverty is not Slavery.”62 The
Harbinger responded in conciliatory tones, evidently pleased that the Standard’s editor
“addresses us as brother men and reformers... in a tone which makes it possible for us to discuss
together the great interests of man, in the hope of being mutually enlightened.” Associationists,
the Harbinger explained, had “no fault to find” with the Garrisonians’ ideas about black equality,
but it did find the Standard to be “much mistaken in its theory of Slavery.” Rather than being
rooted in racist notions propped up by any “speculative conclusion that the slave is not a man,”
the institution of slavery rested on simple truths about human nature and behavior. Since all men
and women were governed by self-interest, when they were placed under “a system of universal
competition and antagonism of interests... in the absence of a true organization of labor, one
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man’s interest can only assert itself at the expense of another man’s interest.”63 It was simple
economic self-interest, in a society organized around competition rather than the harmony of
interests, that propped up both the property regime of slave labor and the unequal relations of
property that undergirded wage labor.
Associationist Antislavery and the Politics of the 1840s
Despite the close connections between abolitionists and Associationists—and despite the
implicit attack on slavery that lurked behind the Associationist critique of employment relations
under industrial capitalism—specific schemes for the abolition of slavery were never central to
the Fourierist project in the United States. Chattel slavery, Associationists seemed to believe,
would simply disappear once the phalanxes were organized and “wage slavery” abolished.
Although concrete Associationist schemes for the emancipation and resettlement of slaves were
lacking—as is evidence of black participation in the phalanxes—a few tentative outlines did
emerge. Parke Godwin had emerged as an opponent of slavery by the early 1840s, a somewhat
surprising development given his pro-Texas annexation stance and Democratic proclivities (and
at least one instance of privately expressed racism). Encountering a newspaper article about the
plans to resettle some four hundred slaves emancipated by John Randolph in Virginia, Godwin
wrote to Charles Dana “to see whether there be not some of our people, who would be willing
and able to take these poor fellows, and organize their labour,” thus embarking on a “grand
experiment... leading if successful God knows whither!” If emancipated slaves could be made
into “freemen and productive loving Christians, by the machinery of organization” under
Association, Godwin speculated, “what becomes of your slavery question and slavery too?”64
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Interestingly, the only concrete plans for Associationist emancipation emanated from the
efforts of two southern-born Fourierists, Osborne Macdaniel and Marx Edgeworth Lazarus.
Macdaniel, born in Georgetown in the District of Columbia, wrote with Brisbane that slavery
was “opposed to both the spirit of Democracy, and to the spirit of Christianity,” but agreed with
him and most other Fourierists that the primary cause of slavery was the erroneous view that
labor was “repugnant and dishonorable.” Since chattel slavery represented only one branch of the
“universal slavery” to which labor was subjected, the immediate emancipation of the
abolitionists was only a “narrow” and “partial” reform that would only “produce a state of things
in which the slaves are worse off than before.”65 Associationists like Macdaniel and Brisbane,
however, attempted to balance this apparently judicious concern for the fate of emancipated
blacks with the acknowledgment that “the whole industry of the South... is dependent upon
slave-labor,” as well as a circumspect concern that “the rights of the master may be spoliated.”
Whether these “rights” implied for Macdaniel and Brisbane (if not for the editors of the
Harbinger a few years later), a right to property in human beings is unclear. But what does
emerge from an examination of his emancipation schemes is the deeply ambiguous role that race
played for many northern labor reformers, Associationists not excepted.
Macdaniel’s solution to the problem of slavery and emancipation crystallized after an
extended trip to Louisiana beginning in April 1847, in the midst of serious reflection over the
slavery issue prompted by the Mexican War. Drawing on connections with a handful of
Louisiana Fourierists—among them sugar planters John D. Wilkins, Robert Wilson, and Thomas
May, and New Orleans lawyers Thomas J. Durant and T. Wharton Collens—Macdaniel drew up
an Associationist plan in which enslaved blacks would “earn” their freedom, working to
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construct Fourierist phalanxes until they had accumulated enough earnings to compensate their
former masters at market value. Utilizing the Fourierist approach of cooperative, “attractive”
labor, Macdaniel’s slaves would thus “establish Association with the Whites,” although the latter
would gradually replace the former as emancipated slaves were replaced by new slaves as well
as white laborers, with the former slaves eventually colonized outside the United States. The
North Carolina-born Lazarus’s plan was similar—blacks would work extra hours for wages in
order to purchase their freedom, thus inculcating them with the values of capitalist discipline—
but his emancipated slaves would remain in the South, although whether they would eventually
be allowed to join the phalanxes is unclear.66
Neither the implicit racism of these plans or their insistence on gradual, compensated
emancipation and eventual colonization were unusual among those whites who supported
emancipation in the antebellum U.S.; indeed, certain aspects seem to have been borrowed from
John McDonogh, a paternalistic Louisiana planter who allowed his slaves to purchase their
freedom by working for wages, as well as from Frances Wright’s Nashoba community.67 But if
the proposals of Macdaniel and Lazarus were not extraordinary, the Associationist response to
them was. The editors of the Harbinger printed Lazarus’s scheme only reluctantly, disavowing
any responsibility for his views on either slavery or African Americans. At the AUA convention
that year, William H. Channing introduced a motion that would have required the organization to
refuse any financial contributions from slaveholders (the motion was narrowly defeated). Then,
after one of Macdaniel’s lectures from his southern tour was reprinted in the Franklin, Louisiana
Planters’ Banner, northern readers inundated the Harbinger with letters to the editor, like the
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one from J.L. Clarke, a Providence Associationist who wrote that “I exceedingly regret that the
position of the Associationists [on slavery and the abolition movement] should be thus stated,
because it appears to me to be untrue, both in spirit and in fact... The claim of right of property,
by one class of men, in the bodies and souls of another class of their fellow beings, is so
monstrously unjust and unnatural, that for persons who propose to reform society, to give this
claim any acknowledgment or respect is most absurdly inconsistent.” A Cincinnati newspaper,
after praising other measures recently proposed by Associationists, blasted Macdaniel’s lecture
as “pandering” to slaveholders, “admitting their claim of property... and apologizing for Slavery
in true Calhoun style, by deprecating liberty.” A slaveowner truly acting in accordance with the
principles of Association, the author implied, would “emancipate his slaves, and compensate
them for the past injustice he has inflicted upon them.” [italics added] The Boston Daily
Chronotype compared Lazarus’s plan for compensated emancipation to the paying of ransom to
kidnappers. Meanwhile, Macdaniel, responding to Clarke’s letter, tried to back away from his
Louisiana lecture, claiming to “heartily unite with Abolitionists in condemning Slavery as a
gross violation of human rights,” but insisting that a more “practical solution” that that formed
by abolitionists’ appeals to slaveholders’ consciences must be undertaken. The question,
Macdaniel complained, “has never been answered — what is the remedy?”68
In the aftermath of the Mexican-American War, however, the nation seemed farther away
than ever to a remedy for the problem of slavery, despite the efforts of Henry Clay, Stephen
Douglas, and other politicians to craft the series of compromise measures over the issue of
slavery in the territories that would become known as the Compromise of 1850. That same year,
one of the clearest, and most dramatic, demonstrations of the differences between antislavery
68
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Associationists and Garrisonian abolitionists took place. Addressing the New England
Antislavery Convention in Boston, William H. Channing conceded that abolitionists “have
recognized the great, fundamental principle of this Nation, as regards personal liberty.” But
personal liberty, or self-ownership, also “covers the whole domain of OWNERSHIP and
WORK.” Channing believed that the abolitionists’ failure to extend their belief in equal rights to
“social” ends explained their failure to attract northern laborers to the antislavery cause.
Although he had come to agree that “the first great work of Reform in these United States is
Anti-Slavery,” he chastised abolitionists for failing to extend their principles to their logical
conclusions. “Interlink the Anti-Slavery movement with the movements for the elevation of
Work,” Channing proposed,” and “the highest Ideal of our Nation will be realized.”69
Garrison’s response was predictably withering. After first accusing Channing of
maligning the abolitionist movement, Garrison ridiculed the meager accomplishments of
Association, citing its failure to elicit widespread support as evidence of the fallaciousness of
Channing’s claims. “What signal success has yet crowned the Fourier movement,” Garrison
demanded, “to what extent has it secured the confidence and awakened the zeal of the white
laboring classes?” But the crux of Garrison’s rebuttal lay in his theory of the Constitution—
which ironically lay closer to the “negative liberty” and “compact theory” of proslavery
constitutionalists like John C. Calhoun than to either the Associationists’ expansive definition of
freedom or the Liberty Party’s antislavery Constitution.70 In contrast to Channing’s careful
distinction between “the people” and “the government,” and thus “the American Union” from
“the American Constitution,” Garrison advanced an abolitionist version of the compact theory of
69
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the Constitution in advocating the secession of Massachusetts from the United States.
Massachusetts, Garrison explained, had entered into a “compact” with a slaveholding union—a
union that only existed by virtue of the Constitution, for “where was the Union before the
adoption of the Constitution?” Since that compact was, for Garrison—in famous words he now
repeated here, “a covenant with death, and an agreement with hell”— free states like
Massachusetts had every right to secede. For Garrison, the “duty” of abolitionists was not to
confront capital or expand the parameters of antislavery reform, but to demand secession from
the Union. 71
Most Associationists did not accept the disunionism of Garrison or Channing, and the
latter’s secession talk became a point of serious tension within the movement, drawing a furious
response from Parke Godwin, who denounced Channing’s anti-Mexican War resolution.
Nonetheless, the war and its aftermath marked a decisive turning point for the Association
movement. Along with the failure of many of the Fourierist communities, the Mexican War
prodded many Associationists into a reconsideration of some of their cherished tenets. Some,
like Channing, temporarily turned inward, focusing on the spiritual dimensions of Fourierism in
his Religious Union of Associationists (sometimes known as the “Church of Humanity”). Many
others, including the movement’s most important leaders, accepted that the time for the reorganization of society into phalanxes was not yet nigh (or blamed them on premature attempts
without first accumulating the proper capital or memberships) and turned to “partial” or
“preliminary” reforms. These included an active interest and participation in the producers’
cooperatives formed by workingmen and women in the New England Labor Reform League;
support for free homesteads, land limitation, and the other tenets of the National Reformers; and
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the collaboration with the latter, and with workingmen generally, in the Industrial Congresses of
the late 1840s and 1850s.72
Just as importantly, many Associationists began to reconsider both their opposition to
political involvement and their prioritization of “integral emancipation” over the abolition of
chattel slavery. The Harbinger hailed the advent of the Liberty Party in 1847, praising “both its
spirit and its method” of uniting antislavery with “a general land and labor reform.” This
development, the Harbinger hoped, “promises to arch over the gulf, which has unfortunately
been widening, between the Abolitionists on the one hand, and the advocates of a Land and
Labor Reform on the other.” To some Associationists, the rise of the Liberty Party only proved
that there had never really been any “real ground of collision and conflict between” the two
movements, but that they were, “on the contrary, the complement of each other.”73
Meanwhile, the term “free soil” had come into increasing circulation by labor reformers,
thanks largely to the efforts of the National Reformers, who may have coined the term at their
state convention in Albany in October 1846, where they endorsed the Liberty Party candidate for
governor on a “Free Soil” ticket.74 Somewhat quixotically given his early endorsement of both
Associationism and land reform, Horace Greeley was a relative latecomer to the Free Soil
movement. Still loyal to the Whigs and bruised by a controversy over the merits of Fourierism
with the editor of the conservative Courier and Enquirer, Greeley largely abandoned Association
by the end of the decade.75 Despite his long record of support for antislavery and his opposition
to the Mexican War, he did little to burnish his antislavery credentials during his brief tenure in
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Congress during the winter of 1848-49. Finally pushed over the top by the Kansas-Nebraska
crisis of 1854, Greeley would embrace the Republicans, quickly becoming influential within the
new party. And yet it would be Greeley who received the most credit for prodding the
Republican Party towards an embrace of labor and land reform, culminating in the passage of the
Homestead Act in 1863.76 As the following chapters suggests, that credit is largely deserved.
After all, it was Greeley who had claimed, in the aftermath of the controversy between
Association and abolition during the American Anti-Slavery Conference in Cincinnati in 1845,
that his “leading idea” was simply that “Slavery is to be abolished, or at least its abolition
rendered feasible, by improving and elevating the condition of the Free Laborer, white or black,
male or female.”77 This would indeed become the leading idea of the next decade—the idea
behind the political party whose election to power would trigger secession and war, ultimately
resulting in the destruction of slavery.
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CHAPTER six
“That Every Man, Who Desires a Farm, Should Have One”: Gerrit Smith’s Antislavery Frontier
Gerrit Smith has been largely forgotten, but he once ranked among the best-known
figures in American public life. After his death, the New York Times wrote that “the history of
the most important half century of our national life will be imperfectly written if it fails to place
Gerrit Smith in the front rank of the men whose influence was most felt in the accomplishments
of its results.” Smith’s claim to fame was based largely on his abolitionism, the movement to
which he dedicated most of his considerable intellectual, moral, and philanthropic energy. But he
was also an active supporter, over the course of his long life, of temperance, women’s rights,
pacifism, free trade, and land reform.1
Smith was also one of the country’s largest landowners. Beginning in the mid-1840s, he
would embark on an unprecedented scheme to give away thousands of acres of land to poor New
Yorkers, black and white. Smith’s father, Peter Smith, had amassed nearly one million acres of
land in upstate New York after reinvesting profits made as a partner in John Jacob Astor’s furtrading business and marrying into the elite Livingston family. Ensconced in the family mansion
on a vast estate in the village of Peterboro, in Madison County, young Gerrit lived the isolated
life of a country squire. But he constantly chafed against the elitist expectations of the landlord
class he was born into, seeking escape first in the poetry of Lord Byron as a youthful literature
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student, and later finding an outlet for his considerable intellectual and philanthropic talents in a
variety of reform activities, including temperance, land reform, and abolitionism.2
In some ways, however, Smith’s early life was not as sheltered as this brief biography
suggests. He gained firsthand experience of both slavery and physical labor at an early age,
having been forced to perform manual labor alongside his father’s slaves until the age of sixteen;
an early biographer attributed to this experience the origin of Smith’s sympathy for the plight of
both enslaved and free workers. Nor was Smith’s early life untouched by tragedy; his mother and
first wife both died within months of one another, a younger brother is believed to have been
mentally unstable, while his older brother became a hopeless alcoholic, a development that led to
Gerrit’s lifelong involvement in temperance reform.3
Smith had long been interested in abolitionism. Like many early abolitionists, including
William Lloyd Garrison, he joined the American Colonization Society in 1827, but his
antislavery resolve was strengthened after he witnessed a mob attack on an antislavery
convention in Utica in 1835, on the same day that Garrison was violently assaulted by an antiabolition mob in Boston. By the late 1830s, Smith had repudiated colonizationism and garnered a
reputation as an uncompromising advocate of immediate abolition. But his refusal to rule out
violent means as a method of last resort for the eradication of slavery eventually led to his split
with the American Anti-Slavery Society, and later to the presidency of the New York State
Vigilance Committee. Smith was involved with the Liberty Party almost from its inception; he,
along with Myron Holley, was responsible for issuing the 1840 call to political abolitionists to
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meet in Albany that April to consider making independent nominations for president, and several
sources credit Smith with supplying the party its name.4
Despite his unshakeable commitment to the “one idea” of abolitionism, Smith eventually
moved to the forefront of the small group within the Liberty Party that helped steer it towards
the embrace of a broader reform platform, culminating in the breakaway Macedon Convention
of 1847. Smith’s political evolution was gradual, but several major developments of the period
appear to have set him on the road that led towards an embrace of what contemporaries
sometimes referred to as “universal reform”—that which took into consideration deeply-rooted
structures of inequality and economic injustice. In May 1837, only weeks after the death of
Smith’s father, banks suspended specie payment in response to the financial panic that was then
unfolding. Smith saw the value of his landholdings drop precipitously; his properties in Oswego
County, for example, dropped from about one million dollars in value to $120,000 overnight.
Unlike thousands of Americans of lesser means, Smith would largely recover from the disaster,
but he shared with many ordinary workingmen and farmers the Panic’s grim lessons about the
vicissitudes of economic security amid the boom-and-bust cycles that marked America’s
developing market economy. Like fellow Liberty Party founders Joshua Leavitt and William
Goodell, Smith blamed the Panic in part on the economic stranglehold of the “Slave Power.” In
1838, Smith condemned those workingmen who had served as the willing tools of “gentlemen
of property and standing” during anti-abolition riots, and warned them that “the same spirit” that
enslaved African Americans would as soon “brutalize and enslave the poor white man.”5
The turning point in Smith’s conversion to land reform, however, originated in an
extraordinary exchange of letters with George Henry Evans, beginning in July 1844. In that
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month, the head of the newly-formed National Reform Association penned an open letter to the
famed abolitionist bluntly informing him that, as the owner of some fifty thousand acres of land
in upstate New York, “you are one of the largest Slaveholders in the United States.” More
boldly still, Evans went on to suggest that Smith might rectify the situation, and redeem himself,
by donating his fifty thousand acres to “fifty thousand destitute inhabitants of the cities,” who,
by Evans’ lights were the “virtual slaves” of landowners like Smith.6
Smith’s reply, published in the Working Man’s Advocate two weeks later, pulled
similarly few punches. It also held some surprises in store. Claiming to have been previously
ignorant of the National Reformers’ existence, Smith expressed his warm support for the idea of
free government land grants to actual settlers, informing Evans that he had “cherished for years”
the idea of large landowners dividing up their lands to give them away to the poor, although the
noted the obstacle posed by the fact that many landowners owed considerable debts on their
holdings. But also he held Evans’ feet to the fire, chastising Democratic labor reformers for their
support of the slaveholder President James K. Polk, their justification of violence and denial of
African-American voting rights in the aftermath of the Dorr Rebellion, and their support for
segregating blacks into separate townships after land reform had been accomplished. Most
pointedly, he turned the tables on Evans, indicting his “white slavery” rhetoric for justifying the
perpetuation of slavery:
You will deny that you justify it. Nonetheless, you do justify it, when you say that poverty is
as bad as slavery—nay, is even identical with it. Were you, and your wife, and children,
bought and sold and torn asunder, by Southern masters, and urged to your daily tasks by the
Southern lash; and were I to answer the appeals in your behalf with the cold-hearted and

6

“To Gerrit Smith,” Working Man’s Advocate, 6 July 1844; reprinted in the People’s Rights, 24 July 1844.
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truthless remark, that your condition is no worse than that of the Northern poor man, you
would, most properly, accuse me of justifying your enslavement.7
Until labor reformers gave up their fears of alienating their working-class and immigrant
constituency by adopting a forthright antislavery position, Smith could not support them. “Every
association in this land, that would successfully prosecute a benevolent scheme, must first join
the Abolitionists... Good men cannot keep out of this partnership.” Moreover, until land
reformers embraced a vision of “human rights” that included African Americans on a basis of
equality, their project was doomed to fail. “Make the experiment,” Smith urged.8
The experiment would be made—by both sides. In his reply to Evans, Smith had quoted
William Leggett’s challenge to “convince me that a principle is right in the abstract, and I will
reduce it to practice, if I can.” Apparently, Smith did become convinced. By 1846, he was
hailing land reform as “the greatest of all Anti-Slavery measures.”9 The key to Smith’s
conversion to land reform was his conviction that, unlike the imprecise or dissembling
comparisons implied by other incarnations of the “wage slavery/white slavery” thesis, land
reform represented a viable way to operationalize antislavery while securing the freedom and
independence of the greatest number of citizens. For Smith, the relationship between antislavery
and land reform was axiomatic. “The abolition of land monopoly in America,” he wrote in 1847,
“would be the abolition of Slavery in America.” Smith cited several reasons for this, but none
was more important than the assumption that the implementation of land reform would entail

7

Gerrit Smith to George H. Evans, July 8, 1844, published as “Gerrit Smith’s Reply,” Working Man’s Advocate, 20

July 1844.
8

Ibid.

9

“Letter of Gerrit Smith”[from Young America], Voice of Industry, 20 November 1846. See also Working Man’s
Advocate, 20 July, 20 August 1844; Zahler, Eastern Workingmen, 44; Gerrit Smith to Evans et al., 4 January 1850, in Gerrit
Smith Papers, Syracuse University. Apparently unaware of Smith’s conversion, Horace Greeley joined in the chorus of land
reform criticism, publicly shaming Smith at the 1846 New York Constitutional Convention for hoarding excessive lands and
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“the breaking up of plantations—of tracts of several hundred, and in many instances, of
thousands of acres—into farms of fifty or a hundred acres.” Such a redistribution, Smith
prophesied, “would leave but little room, little occasion for the employment of slaves.” Freedom
of the soil, Smith insisted to abolitionist Beriah Green in 1849, was therefore “the great basis
reform,” one which would pave the way for all others, including antislavery.10
Smith soon embraced land reform with the fervor of the convert. In a letter to land
reformer J.K. Ingalls, Smith conceded that “Land-Monopoly,” considered overall, was “a far
more abundant source of suffering and debasement, than is Slavery.”11 “Abolish Slavery tomorrow,” Smith wrote, “and Land Monopoly would pave the way for its re-establishment. But
abolish Land Monopoly—make every American citizen the owner of a farm adequate to his
necessity—and there will be no room for the return of slavery.”12 But while Smith now professed
to believe that “to abolish land-monopoly is to abolish chattel-slavery,” he did not insist, like
some land reformers, that the former be a precondition for the latter. Neither did he abandon his
commitments to immediate abolitionism and the promotion of racial equality. As National
Reformer Thomas Devyr complained, although Smith now acknowledged that land reform and
antislavery were compatible, “you devote to the latter one hundred times more of your resources
and your talents than you do to the former.”13
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Devyr’s complaint notwithstanding, Smith put his newfound land reform principles into
practice almost immediately. For the time being, Smith resisted overtures from Evans, then
hosting the National Reform Convention in New York, to accept a National Reform nomination
for the state legislature, citing his inexperience in holding public office.14 But he urged James G.
Birney and other leaders of the Liberty Party to adopt land reform as part of a broader party
platform that could strategically target landless small farmers in upstate Anti-rent counties and
urban workingmen in the metropolis and in the industrializing canal cities. Addressing
abolitionists in the Christian Recorder, Smith pressed them to consider “the friends of the slave”
should not also be “the open, active, enemies of Land Monopoly?” In the meantime, he advised
Evans to choose candidates “of true benevolence,” who would direct their efforts towards
securing gains for both abolitionists and land reformers.15
Cognizant of the appeal land reform measures would hold for the landless farmers that
inhabited the impoverished counties that surrounded Smith’s home in the Adirondacks, he
moved quickly to identify the Liberty Party as the party that best represented the interests of
downtrodden whites as well as those of enslaved and free blacks. The Liberty Party, Smith wrote
to voters in nearby Madison County, was “the Poor Man’s Party... organized for the sole purpose
of restoring their rights to the poorest of the poor.” It was both irrational and misguided, Smith
insinuated, for poor whites to give their votes to proslavery parties; if those parties had seen fit to
strip propertyless blacks of the suffrage, what was to prevent them from doing the same to poor
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whites? All true “Friends of Political Reform,” those who would liberate the slave as well as
those who “would have the landless poor share in the soil,” should attend the local Liberty Party
conventions scheduled for New Years’ Day, 1848.16 That year, Smith engaged National
Reformer J.K. Ingalls to speak as a paid lecturer at anti-slavery public meetings in Madison,
Cayuga, and Herkimer counties in Smith’s upstate heartland, where Ingalls expounded on the
virtues of combining antislavery and land reform. Among Ingalls’ audiences were the members
of a “colored congregation” in Little Falls, New York, who heard Ingalls wax eloquent on the
subject of “land and freedom.”17 The Associationist and abolitionist Elizur Wright urged Smith
to take advantage of the insurrectionary atmosphere created by the 1848 Revolutions in Europe
by speaking at Boston’s Tremont Temple, where “you can then preach Land Reform... to the best
possible effect.” Smith, Wright believed, could accomplish more for the antislavery cause in an
hour than other speakers could in a week.18
Not everyone, of course, was impressed with the new direction adopted by Smith and the
Liberty Leaguers. Smith suffered condemnation and abuse from Garrisonians who now branded
him an apostate, and many Liberty Party figures similarly resisted the move away from the “one
idea” of abolition. “I dispise [sic] the craven spirit of that man who will not vote the fetters of the
slave off unless he can at the same time ‘vote himself a farm’!” fumed one Liberty Party editor,
invoking the slogan of National Reform. Smith’s embrace of land reform and other Liberty
League measures with seemingly little direct relevance to slavery has similarly led historians to
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describe him as “eccentric” or “unpredictable.”19 But his positions become more explicable when
examined in the light of Smith’s broader political outlook. Smith’s politics, forged on the distant
frontier of the Adirondacks and on the fringes of the Market Revolution, were essentially
Jeffersonian. He professed to believe in a literal reading of the Declaration’s “all men are created
equal,” and he clung to the classical liberal definition of “free trade”—which to Smith meant low
tariffs and the equitable exchange of goods produced by free, rather than enslaved, labor—to the
end of his life. Like several of the other prime movers in the Liberty League faction, including
Chase and Bailey, Smith leaned heavily Democratic on economic issues. Throughout the 1840s
and 50s, he advocated policies that would likely have gotten him branded as a “Locofoco” a
decade earlier, including support for land reform and for Van Buren’s Independent Treasury
plan.20
More unusually perhaps, Smith combined his Democratic predilections with a firm and
immovable conviction in an antislavery interpretation of the Constitution. First developed in the
1830s by Libertymen like Alvan Stewart, Lysander Spooner, and William Goodell—and,
perhaps even earlier, by free labor advocates like George Henry Evans—the notion of the
Constitution as an essentially antislavery document became an article of faith for Smith, who
sometimes pushed his interpretation to untenable extremes.21 Whereas Liberty Leaguers like
Goodell and Chase used a more moderate version of antislavery constitutionalism to develop the
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theory of denationalization or the “divorce” of the federal government from slavery, such an
approach was anathema to the uncompromising Smith, who held that the Constitution made
slavery “illegal” and that slaveholders should be treated as “pirates.”
Ultimately, this meant that Smith’s version of political antislavery would be highly
selective and subject to litmus tests that all but the most pro-abolition and racially egalitarian
candidates would fail. Hence Smith’s refusal to endorse the nomination of Independent
Democrat John Hale for the Liberty Party in 1847 or vote for the Free Soil candidate Martin Van
Buren in 1848. “Surely it must be justifiable,” Evans pleaded, to vote for moderately antislavery
men who had pledged to support land reform, even if “such men may not be up to our model on
other matters of minor consequence.”22 But as Smith wrote J.K. Ingalls on his refusal to support
the Free Soilers, although he believed that Van Buren would “bravely resist” the further
encroachments of the Slave Power, “I can vote for no man for President of the United States,
who is not an abolitionist; for no man, who votes for slaveholders... whose understanding and
heart would not prompt him to use the office, to the utmost, for the abolition of slavery.” Even as
Smith’s embrace of land reform and other causes entailed a broadening of the antislavery
coalition away from the “one idea,” his rigorous and uncompromising criteria for candidates and
parties meant that Smith’s personal involvement in such a movement would be inevitably
circumscribed.23
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Nonetheless, Smith did attempt to implement a pragmatic program that applied land
reform principles to abolitionist ends. His famous giveaway of some 120,000 acres of his vast
upstate landholdings to black New Yorkers stands as one of the period’s most ambitious efforts
aimed at resettling free African Americans on lands intentionally set aside for the purpose of
combating both slavery and discrimination.24 Drawing on his contacts in New York’s free black
community, Smith appointed Presbyterian minister and New York City Vigilance Committee
president Theodore S. Wright; Colored American publisher, clergyman, and Liberty Party
secretary Charles B. Ray; and the distinguished doctor James McCune Smith as trustees of the
plan, in charge of selecting some 3,000 African American recipients to be given grants of
between forty and sixty acres of land in Franklin, Essex, Hamilton, Fulton, Oneida, Delaware,
Madison, and Ulster counties in Upstate New York.25

While certainly admirable, such a criteria would have effectively ruled out all but a handful of white and black abolitionists as
candidates for the presidency.
In 1847, Niles’ National Register reprinted a list of Smith’s principles and criteria for officeholders. Among the former
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It is tempting to speculate that Smith envisioned these tracts of land to become the
nucleus of an autonomous, self-sufficient black community in the Adirondacks, as some scholars
have described the settlements that formed at North Elba (known as “Timbucto”) and Upper
Florence. Smith had entertained and expressed an interest in the ideas of the perfectionist
reformer John Humphrey Noyes, whose Oneida community was only about twenty miles from
Peterboro. But although Smith occasionally referred to the formation of a “colored colony” in the
Adirondacks—and although free blacks themselves seem to have occasionally viewed the
settlements in those terms—the grants he distributed were spread out among several counties in
what was (and remains) largely a wilderness, with tracts often located miles apart from one
another. Furthermore, Smith tended to describe his hopes for the settlers in the language of
religious benevolence and rugged individualism rather than communitarianism or radical
agrarianism: “On these tracts of land they will begin a new life,” he told Wright, Ray, and
McCune Smith. “There they will brave the rigors of the wilderness, and make for themselves a
hardy and honorable character.”26
The response from free black leaders to Smith’s plan, moreover, suggests not only that
many not only saw Smith’s land distribution scheme as both viable and motivated by sincere
intentions, but that at least some free African Americans in the North viewed the underlying and
interconnected issues of labor, land ownership, economic change, and independence in terms
similar to their white working-class counterparts. Amos Berman, a black clergyman in New
Haven, Connecticut, took note of “the fever in this city among the colored people... to procure
26
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homesteads” after news of Smith’s announcement reached town.27 The three trustees in charge of
identifying potential recipients were even more enthusiastic. No similar scheme, Wright, Ray,
and McCune Smith wrote, had been “more full of hope to our down trodden portion of the
human race... because, no event has given us so near an approach to the full exercise of the
faculties with which God has endowed us in common with all men.” Although they tended to
couch their free soil and free labor rhetoric in the language of Protestant moral uplift, these
African-American religious and community leaders, too, spoke of the inherent dignity of labor
and viewed possession of the soil as the key to independence. It was “labour, the ‘common
destiny of the American people,’” Wright, Ray, and McCune Smith wrote, that “makes all
equal.”28
Free African Americans in the period, barred from the skilled trades and from most trades
unions by discrimination, found other ways to organize their industry. Sometime around 1855,
Freeman Murrow, a free black inventor in the Williamsburgh section of Brooklyn, founded the
joint-stock Brooklyn Brush Manufacturing Company to manufacture and sell Murrow’s patented
adjustable brush for painting and whitewashing. The Company’s published “Rules of
Association” mixed the language of self-help and racial uplift with demands for recognition of
civil and political equality and a strain of producerist free labor rhetoric. After a lengthy
preamble that noted that the United States Constitution did not distinguish among “class, sect, or
complexion,” the company’s founders declared that its purpose to be “that we may be supported
in the enjoyment of mechanical arts, productive labor, establishing and operating workshops for
ourselves and our children... and that by means of productive labor... we may cultivate,
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strengthen and employ our inventive genius, as authors and producers, equally with other men.”
A poem on the reverse, entitled “Tornado: For a Warfare of Civil Rights and Not Bloodshed,”
extolled the virtues of “union” and described “the hammer, plane, and saw” as “the implements
of Freedom.”29
In some ways, the similarity of statements like these to the free-labor pronouncements
made by white workers in the period should not be surprising. The experience of enslaved
workers and those free black leaders who comprised a relative elite within the African American
communities of the North had alike been forged in the crucible of labor. McCune Smith’s
acquisition of a medical degree, which he had obtained against all odds by studying in Scotland,
was surely exceptional; more typical was Ray, who had labored as a blacksmith before becoming
the editor of the Colored American newspaper and the founder of the Bethesda Congregational
Church. Henry Highland Garnet’s father, an escaped slave from Maryland, had toiled as a
shoemaker in New York, while James W. C. Pennington pointedly titled his autobiography Diary
of a Fugitive Blacksmith.
Elsewhere, McCune Smith complained that, in addition to facing discrimination from
employers and journeymen in seeking “mechanical employment,” “the enormous combination of
capital, which is slowly invading every calling in the city... must tend more and more to grind the
face of the poor in the cities, and render them more and more the slaves of lower wages and
higher rents.”30 In a published “Address to the Three Thousand,” the presumptive recipients of
Smith’s land grants, McCune Smith and his fellow land-grant trustees spoke in terms nearly
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identical to those used by labor leaders and land reformers, lamenting the fluctuations in the
remuneration and availability of wage labor that were functions of its increasing dependence on
market forces of supply and demand. The key difference was that for these black leaders, landed
independence was the key to escaping both market pressures and discrimination from whites:
Too long have American usages and American caste consigned us to dependent employments
at reduced wages,—to fortuitous labour, embracing but a portion of the year—thus creating
that feeling of dependence and uncertainty, which ever crushes the energies and deadens the
faculties of men. Now, however, once in possession of, once upon our own land, we will be
our own masters, free to think, free to act; and, if we toil hard, that toil will be sweetened by
the reflection, that it is all, by God’s will and help, for ourselves, our wives and our children.
Thus placed in an independent condition, we will not only be independent, in ourselves, but
will overcome that prejudice against condition, which has so long been as a mill stone about
our necks.31

Evidently, white workers and labor reformers were not unique in identifying “free labor” as
something encompassing more than the mere freedom to compete in the market for wages.
Noting in their letter to Smith that “nearly all of your plots lie in clusters, or adjacent parcels,”
Wright, Ray, and McCune Smith envisioned a self-sufficient community in terms that in some
ways recalled the cooperative communities of the Owenites or Associationists. “MUTUALRELIANCE must accompany self-reliance,” they wrote, “there must be mutual assistance,
mutual and equal dependence, mutual sympathy.” Moreover, “SYSTEM” was “most important...
Mutual system, thoroughly arranged, and rigidly adhered to will accomplish infinitely more than
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separate labour, and will bring out all the advantages, profits, pleasures, and advancement, which
are beginning to dawn upon ORGANIZED INDUSTRY.”32
Frederick Douglass, another of Smith’s correspondents and soon to become an important
ally, insisted on “property in man” as the sina qua non of slavery and railed against white labor
reformers who uncritically used the comparisons implicit in terms like “wage slavery” and
“white slavery” to press their case.33 But Douglass was also capable, in nearly the same breath, of
describing slavery in free-labor terms as “that relation by which one man, without contract,
without compensation, without consultation with the individual, reduces him to the condition of
a beast of burthen.” At other times, he was effusive in his praise of the free labor system of the
North, favorably contrasting his experience as a manual laborer in New Bedford with his
experience as a skilled, but enslaved, ship-caulker in Baltimore and recalling with obvious relish
the experience of earning wages. Just as Garrison had been swayed by his visceral encounters
with impoverished wage workers in Britain and his fellowship with abolitionist labor radicals
like John A. Collins, Douglass may have been influenced by James Needham Buffum, who
accompanied him on a lecture tour of Britain in 1845–46. Buffum was a Quaker Fourierist and
vice president of the “Friends of Social Reform” in Essex County, Massachusetts, and later
headed the Laborers Homestead and Southern Emigration Society, an organization that
purchased land in Reconstruction-era Virginia for resale to freedmen. But the biggest change
32
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came after Douglass adopted political antislavery, a conversion facilitated in part by Smith. Both
Douglass and Henry Bibb addressed the Free Soil Convention at Buffalo in 1848, and the
National Colored Convention at Cleveland endorsed the Free Soilers that year. Thereafter he
supported the Liberty Party, inspired and convinced by the antislavery constitutionalism
developed by William Goodell, Lysander Spooner, Gerrit Smith, and others.34
Even as he pushed the Libertymen, and their successors, the Free Democratic Party, to
incorporate anti-discrimination measures into their platform, Douglass increasingly encountered
the pro-land reform and pro-labor stances adopted by Smith and many others in the party. In the
spring of 1851, Douglass began to take steps to merge the North Star, now in financial
difficulties after prominent Garrisonians had withdrawn support, with the Liberty Party Paper,
edited by Syracuse Libertyman and land reform supporter John Thomas. Initial funding for the
new venture, emblazoned with the motto “All rights for All,” was supported by Smith. As
Corresponding Editor, Thomas used the columns of Frederick Douglass’s Paper to champion
the Free Democratic Party, the exiled Hungarian independence leader Louis Kossuth, and land
reform, which he described the most “interesting” subject then before the people. Douglass’s
sometime-rival Samuel Ringgold Ward, who nonetheless contemplated merging his Citizen with
Frederick Douglass’s Paper and served as a correspondent, was something of an advocate for
labor himself, blaming “monopoly” for the fact that “the poor mechanic and the laboring classes
in almost every part of the country are becoming more and more depressed.” Douglass remained
personally aloof from the efforts of land reformers, but he compared land reform favorably to
colonization or emigration schemes before an antislavery audience in 1851, declaring that “the
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Land-Reform project, with its aim to elevate labor; to ameliorate the condition of the poor, to
give homes to the homeless; and land to the landless,” had “engaged some of the noblest heads,
and most philanthropic hearts of this age.” After breaking with the AASS that same year,
Douglass soon found himself ostracized by the Garrisonians, complaining in a letter to Smith
that critics at the Society’s annual convention in 1852 had stood “seven deep” against him for his
paper’s support of the Liberty Party and land reform.35
Broader support among African Americans for the agrarian and free labor ideals that
undergirded the land reform movement can be gauged by comments and resolutions passed at the
National Colored Conventions held between 1847 and 1851. Held annually between the 1830s
and 1860s (and later revived after the war), the Colored Conventions brought together African
American leaders from throughout the North and functioned as a key site of free black political
organizing and antislavery activism. Although the Colored Conventions were organized and
directed principally by the abolitionist free-black elite, such as Douglass, Bibb, Ray, and Martin
L. Delany, a self-imposed inquiry into the occupational make-up of the 1848 Convention found
that its membership was composed overwhelmingly of skilled tradesmen, including “Printers,
Carpenters, Blacksmiths, Shoemakers... Gunsmiths... Tailors... Wheelwrights, Painters,
Farmers... Plasterers, Masons... Laborers, [and] Coopers.”36 At the 1851 Convention, a
Committee on Agriculture, headed by Charles B. Ray and Willis Hodges, thanked Smith for his
“beneficent act” and went on to expound on the virtues of agrarian living. “An Agricultural life,”
the Committee believed, “also tends to equality... by placing men in the same position in
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society... all castes fade away... and an equality of rights, interests and privileges only exist [sic].
An Agricultural life then is the life for a proscribed class to pursue, because it tends to break
down all proscriptions.” Resolutions passed by the Committee and signed by Frederick Douglass
recommended that “our people... forsake the cities and their employments of dependency therein,
and emigrate to those parts of the country where land is cheap, and become cultivators of the
soil, as the surest road to respectability and influence.”37 The following year’s National
Convention, in addition to passing resolutions endorsing the Free Soil Party, urged African
Americans to follow both agricultural and mechanical pursuits. Blacks should become “tillers of
the soil,” the Convention’s “Address to the Colored People of the United States” urged its
hearers, since “our cities are overrun with menial laborers.” The “Address,” signed by a
committee that included Douglass and Henry Bibb, also recommended that free blacks “try to get
your sons into mechanical trades,” since “every blow of the sledge-hammer, wielded by a sable
arm, is a powerful blow in support of our cause. Every colored mechanic... [is] an elevator of his
race.” Other state and national Colored Conventions in the period recommended the formation of
Protective Unions, manual labor and “industrial” schools, and the formation of organized
communities of black farmers in Canada or elsewhere outside the United States.38
If Smith’s land-grant plan was novel in its ambition and in the scope of its philanthropy,
then, its underlying ideas were nothing new. Both black and white abolitionists attempted to put
free-labor and communitarian principles into practice in communities organized by and for
former slaves throughout the period. In 1829, free blacks in Cincinnati, faced with the prospect
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of the resurrection of Ohio’s discriminatory Black Codes and mob attacks on black homes (both
carried out at least partially at the behest of white laborers who were motivated by resentment of
economic competition), purchased 4,000 acres of land in western Ontario from the Canada
Company in the hopes of establishing a self-sufficient community. They were led by James C.
Brown, a free black mason by trade who had earlier traveled to Texas on behalf of Benjamin
Lundy. In Cincinnati, Brown recalled, he had become “an object of jealousy to white mechanics,
because I was more successful in getting jobs.” Brown organized a “Colonization Society” that
ultimately led several hundred black Cincinnatians, later joined by a group of fifteen families
from Boston, to settle in a semi-organized community near Biddulph township, christened
Wilberforce. Dependent on white abolitionists for funded, the community foundered by 1836,
and Brown returned to Cincinnati. But he returned to Canada in the late 1840s, settling first in
Dawn, a settlement organized by white abolitionists but spearheaded largely by the black
preacher Josiah Henson, and then in Chatham, near the Elgin community, a free labor
experiment organized by the white Methodist and former slaveowner Reverend William King.
The numbers of former slaves and free blacks swelled after the passage of the Fugitive Slave Act
in 1850—some estimates have speculated that as many as 40,000 American blacks fled to
Canada in the decades before the Civil War—facilitated by organizations like the Refugee Home
Society, which employed black abolitionists Henry Bibb and George DeBaptiste as fundraisers.
Although overwhelmingly agricultural in conception, all of the major settlements of free black
refugees in Canada combined agriculture with some form of light industry; Dawn had a sawmill
and ropewalk, and Elgin had a brickyard, a saw and grist mill, and produced barrel staves. If the
Canadian free black communities were seldom, if ever, characterized by intentionally communal
or cooperative labor arrangements, they generally featured “manual labor” or “industrial”
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schools, like Dawn’s British-American Institute, the result of efforts by black and white
abolitionists from the 1830s on to combine their belief in the inherent dignity and moral value of
physical labor with practical training in skilled trades 39
Unlike Smith’s land-grant plan, which offered free donations of land to anyone willing to
work them and pay taxes, the Elgin community, the longest-lived and most successful of the
Canadian free black commmunities, required settlers to purchase the land on which they settled.40
Although the grants included in Smith’s plan were sometimes separated by many miles in
distance, the scheme was far larger in scope, entailing the distribution, in theory, of perhaps
350,000 acres of land. Smith’s free-land experiment was unique, however, in another sense: in its
attempt at racial egalitarianism. Surprisingly, most scholars who have focused on Smith’s land
grants to African Americans have overlooked the fact that he made nearly identical arrangements
to give away gifts of free land to impoverished whites. Initially, Smith’s land grant scheme had
been restricted to black New Yorkers, since, as Smith noted, they represented “the poorest of the
poor, and the most deeply wronged class of our citizens.” But several years later, perhaps
prodded by his newfound friendship with Evans and now financially unburdened by the payment
of his once-substantial debts, Smith revisited the issue with an eye towards distributing land to
poor whites. Beginning in 1849, Smith proposed distributing land grants to poor white recipients,
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including some 150 in New York City, to be selected by a committee that included George
Henry Evans.41 Relying on the contacts he had cultivated through his antislavery, land reform,
and Liberty Party connections, Smith sought to select 1,000 poor New Yorkers—500 men and
500 women—to receive the grants. His conditions specified that the recipients be white residents
between the ages of 21 and 60; in addition to being “virtuous, landless, and poor,” they must be
“entirely clear of the vice of drinking intoxicating liquors.”42
The separate-but-equal approach may seem an odd choice for a professed racial
egalitarian, but as Smith made clear, his decision stemmed from an inner conflict between his
appreciation of the special circumstances which hobbled free blacks and a desire to alleviate the
poverty that affected New Yorkers regardless of race. Writing to McCune Smith and the other
African-American trustees in New York, Smith recalled that “to whom among the poor I shall
make these Deeds, is a question I did not solve hastily... for a long time, I was at a loss to decide,
whether to take my beneficiaries from the meritorious poor generally, or from the meritorious
colored poor only.” Smith’s brand of racial egalitarianism led him ultimately to conclude that “I
could not put a bounty on color. I shrunk from the least appearance of doing so...” Lest he be
accused of discrimination, a “Circular” announcing the new plan reiterated that Smith had
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already given away to African-American beneficiaries three times the amount of land he now
proposed giving to deserving whites.43
Smith’s insistence that grantees be “meritorious” and forswear any use of alcohol was
typical of the middle-class reformism of his day, which insisted that charity be reserved for the
“deserving” poor. But if Smith’s land grant plan in some ways reflected the middle-class
Protestant values of self-reliance and moral purity, its underlying principles were genuinely
radical. “I am an Agrarian,” Smith informed Wright, Ray, and McCune Smith. “I would, that
every man, who desires a farm, should have one; and I would, that no man were so regardless of
the needs of his brother men, as to covet the possession of more farms than one.”44 Although he
claimed to deplore the brand of “lawless, violent and bloody Agrarianism” with which such
schemes had previously been associated in the public mind, the dispersal of his landholdings to
the deserving poor was an idea that he had “indulged in” for “years.” Moreover, Smith’s plan
was predicated on a radical understanding of economic equality, and of the very meaning of
equality in a democratic nation, that challenged the “go-ahead,” get-rich-quick notions of a free
market society busily engaged in what Abraham Lincoln later referred to as the “race of life.” As
Smith wrote to George Henry Evans, his vision of the ideal society was one in which “no man be
rich, and no man be poor—that no man be overworked, and no man be underworked.”45 Despite
Smith’s own patrician background and his ideological commitment to laissez-faire free trade, he
was far more willing than most exponents of “free labor” to extend the egalitarian principles that
undergirded his reformist vision to their logical extremes.
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Smith’s conservative and proslavery adversaries pounced on Smith’s land plan as
evidence of delusionary thinking (a precedent perhaps unconsciously followed by several of
Smith’s later chroniclers). The proslavery ideologue George Fitzhugh denounced Smith’s “plan
of agrarianism” for its attack upon the “vested rights” of private property, the justification for
which Fitzhugh linked to William H. Seward’s antislavery appeal to a “higher law,” and after
evidence emerged of Smith’s complicity in John Brown’s raid, southern newspapers hit upon the
land scheme as evidence of Smith’s “insanity.”46 In New York, the proslavery Herald ridiculed a
meeting of Smith land donees that it claimed was attended by only two members, from which the
conservative New York Express drew the conclusion that “it is evident from this that the
Workingmen of New-York do not desire to leave the City except on occasional excursions.” But
National Reformer E. S. Manning, fresh from a discussion of the Smith lands at the Industrial
Congress that summer, refuted such claims in a letter to the New-York Tribune. Manning insisted
that “the greater part” of the grant recipients had paid taxes and had their deeds recorded, and
reported that a delegate sent to examine the land had reported back favorably, and the report
unanimously adopted at a meeting of land reformers. The Smith land donees, Manning claimed,
were “scattered from Harlem to the Battery,” and a majority were “desirous of settling upon the
land,” while the remainder planned to keep the lands and pay taxes on them, in the hopes that
their children might someday acquire them.47
Manning’s letter, however, also points to some of the limitations of Smith plan. As
Manning pointed out, Smith’s distribution of the land on isolated tracts, sometimes separated by
large distances, entailed that settlers had to provide “more means than any one of the donees,
46
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with one or two exceptions, have in their possession.” The white workers affiliated with
Manning’s National Reform group, therefore, had concluded that the best course was to “keep
united, and settle the land upon some simple principle of cooperation” as yet to be determined.
Although the number of grantees, black or white, who actually made use of their grants to settle
in upstate New York remains unknown, the available evidence suggests that it was far fewer than
the 4,000 gifts of land Smith made.48 Despite Frederick Douglass’s approval of the plan in the
North Star, and the publication by Ray and McCune Smith of an urgent 1854 broadside urging
African-American grantees to “Redeem your lands!!” before they lapsed into state ownership,
such appeals seem to have fallen mainly on deaf ears. As Smith himself occasionally admitted,
the recipients of his land faced significant obstacles: all of the land grants were in remote,
wilderness areas; some of the land was of poor soil (although Smith optimistically claimed that
entrepreneurial-spirited settlers could sell its timber for profit); and nearly all of the grantees,
whether white or black, lacked the capital for basic provisions and start-up costs, as well as for
the payment of taxes.49
Despite evidence of the existence of embryonic communities made up of African
American settlers on Smith lands at Upper Florence (near Utica) and “Timbucto” (North Elba)—
the last made famous both as a pan-African-inspired, autonomous free black community as well
as the base of operations for John Brown—Smith’s land-grant plan must be accounted a failure.
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Some historians have seen Smith’s land distribution scheme as motivated primarily by political
considerations, both as a clever plan to circumvent New York’s racist restrictions on the suffrage
by creating a critical mass of enfranchised, property-owning black voters, and in the process
garner African-American votes for the Liberty Party.50 But while enfranchisement and votegetting were undoubtedly part of the motivation for Smith’s plan, as he himself admitted, there is
no reason why the politically-motivated aspect of the land grant scheme should cast doubt on the
sincerity or depth of Smith’s commitment to land reform. Smith continued to support the
National Reformers, sending funds to Evans to help keep Young America afloat. During his brief
term in the House of Representatives in 1853–54, Smith strove to win a hearing for the
transformation of the public lands into homesteads. In January, 1854, Smith offered a series of
resolutions on the Public Lands that premised the Homestead bill’s distribution of public lands
into free homesteads on the principle that “the right of all persons to the soil... is as equal, as
inherent, as sacred, as the right to life itself.” The resolutions were tabled, but the following
month, Smith spoke in favor of the Homestead bill generated by the 33rd Congress, viewing it,
despite some imperfections, as a recognition that “the public lands belong, not to the
Government, but to the landless.” Responding to slaveholding conservatives and others who saw
Homestead measures as an ominous attack on property rights, Smith did not deny that an
“absolute” right to property existed in some things, but denied that such a right existed in the
land. Turning to the labor theory of property, he explained that “what a man produces from the
soil, he has an absolute right to... But no such right can he have in the soil itself.”51
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To Smith’s chagrin, however, just before the vote on the bill, a last-minute amendment
was added specifying that only white men were eligible for free homesteads. In letter to
Frederick Douglass later published in Douglass’s Paper, Smith explained his decision to vote
against the bill and expressed his outrage at such a “trampling of human rights.” Although he
regretted that some land reformers, “with whom I have, so long, toiled” might be aggravated by
his decision, he averred that “the Homestead Bill would have been purchased at too dear a rate
had it proscribed only one negro, or only one Indian.”52
Unfortunately for Smith, his efforts on behalf of both Homestead and the slave were soon
overshadowed by his role in a controversy that loomed yet larger over the fate of the nation, one
with severe ramifications for both for the hopes of both land reformers and abolitionists. Smith
had voted against the Kansas-Nebraska Act, but due to widespread misunderstanding about his
role in the vote—the Tribune had published an article stating that Smith had voted for it, then
that he had slept through the vote—he found both his “abolition character” ruined and his hopes
for a peaceful resolution of the slavery question shattered, and he resigned from office on June
27th, 1854.53
In 1855, Smith predicted to Wendell Phillips that “it is but too probable... that American
slavery will have expired in blood, before the men shall have arisen, who are capable of bringing
it to a voluntary termination.” The actions of John Brown at Harper’s Ferry four years later
would mark a fateful step towards the consummation of Smith’s dreadful prophecy, and
allegations over Smith’s role in the conspiracy, combined with the events of the previous year,
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would impel him to take temporary refuge in an asylum.54 By that time, however, Smith’s efforts
to forge an alliance between land reformers and the Liberty Party—further details of which are
the subject of the next chapter—had contributed to the formation of a broader and more powerful
political coalition based on joining non-extension and Homestead measures to antislavery.
Despite continuing ideological and strategic conflicts between abolitionists and labor reformers,
Smith’s role as a bridge between the two groups can be surmised by the respect in which he
continued to be viewed by both sides; in the midst of the fallout over Kansas-Nebraska, the
Liberator reminded readers that Smith’s “philanthropy is beyond impeachment or suspicion,”
and years later National Reformer Thomas Devyr remembered him as being “of a purity of heart
rarely paralleled.”55 In the meantime, political events surrounding the fate of slavery in the
territories would continue to have a dramatically reshape the political calculus in the free-labor
North, considerably raising the stakes for those, like Smith, who viewed “freedom of the soil”
and the right to self-ownership as complementary and mutually-reinforcing.
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CHAPTER Seven
Towards a “Union of Reformers”: National Reform, the Industrial Congress, and the Politics of
“Free Labor, Free Soil”
To establish Equality, Liberty, and Brotherhood among men of every Race: to provide that
the Rights of Men, alienable and inalienable, shall be more perfectly understood and
guaranteed: to redeem the Industrial Classes from the condition of Inferiority which has
hitherto everywhere attached to Labor: to unite in one the Friends of Humanity: to promote
Intelligence, Virtue, and Happiness: this Convention, representing the various useful classes,
do adopt and recommend to the People of these United States the following
CONSTITUTION, as the Basis of a New Moral Government.1
So read the “Preamble” to the constitution drafted by a small group of labor reformers,
abolitionists, and others who gathered in New York City in October 1845 to call for the
formation of a deliberative body that they hoped would help bring about “the elevation of the
Laboring Classes...the great work of this age and this country.” The Industrial Congress, as the
new organization was dubbed, aimed to bring about a “Union of Reformers” that would
transcend party allegiances and even, it was hoped, attachments to what its official
pronouncements labeled “fragmentary” reform movements, in favor of what the Lowell Voice of
Industry described as an “Institution for concentrating the influence of all men of all parties who
are struggling in the cause of Human Rights and Universal Brotherhood.”2
If the labor papers of the period can be taken as reliable indicators of the feelings of
working men and women, the formation of Industrial Congress was greeted with great
1
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enthusiasm. “The Revolution to be fought over again!” the New England Mechanic exclaimed.
“A new Declaration of Independence! The work of ’76 to be finished! Equality and Freedom to
be achieved! The right to life, and to a free soil on which to toil for life, to be acknowledged! The
toiling millions emancipated, and violated rights restored to all!” In Young America, Evans
rejoiced that “Anti-Renters, Associationists, and Socialists, Whigs and Democrats... shook hands
over the proposition to put an end to government land-selling,” and declared, with perhaps a
touch of immodesty, that the organization of the first Congress represented “more important
work than... has never been performed by any similar body in the Republic.”3 Even the skeptical
Harbinger proclaimed that “nothing would give us more satisfaction” than the combination of
reformers in “one grand movement, which shall have for its object the extirpation off the social
causes of war, slavery, intemperance, licentiousness, and poverty... the day of our redemption
draws nigh.”4 If measured against these millennial expectations, let alone against the standard of
legislative or political gains for workers, the Industrial Congress’s record of achievement,
appears meager. And yet the true significance of the Industrial Congress may lie less in what it
achieved in terms of tangible benefits for the white wage workers and more in its role in bringing
about a political alliance between the various antislavery and labor-reform constituencies that
would help to transform antislavery politics over the following decade.5
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Although they ultimately fell short of the other lofty goals set forth in the Preliminary
Convention, the ten annual Congresses held between 1846 and 1855 represented an
extraordinary coming-together of antebellum reform elements, one that brought together trades
unionists, land reformers, Associationists, abolitionists, and advocates of temperance, women’s
rights, ten-hours laws, pacifism, and the abolition of all government. The official call to convene
the first Congress, published in Young America, the New-York Tribune, the Harbinger and
elsewhere, was signed by George Henry Evans as well as by National Reformers Alvan Bovay
and Ransom Smith, the Associationist Parke Godwin, the abolitionist, Associationist, and
Universalist minister William H. Channing, “no-government man” Benjamin D. Timms, and
New England Workingmen’s Association representative Albert Gilbert. Women as well as men
attended as full members with equal privileges, as did at least one African American delegate.
Despite this diversity of reform causes, the men and women who attended the Industrial
Congresses were united on the principle, stated in the official “call,” that “the proper object of
government is to protect Natural Rights... [and] secure [them] to ALL.”6
Nonetheless, the very name of the Industrial Congress implied that its specific focus
would be on ameliorating the societal ills brought about by the spread of mechanized
manufacturing and wage labor. As Voice of Industry editor John Orvis described it, its purpose
was to address the “real issue between all parties,” the need “to reconcile the relations of labor
and capital.”7 The Congress served as an umbrella organization for labor interests, akin to a
national trades union organization—the first such effort since the General Trades Unions of the
1830s. Like the earlier GTU, the Congresses were “industrial” in the sense that they attempted to
6
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organize the representatives of labor along lines that transcended traditional distinctions of skill
and craft—a solidarity that was, uniquely for the period, at times extended even across lines of
gender and class. Like the GTU and Working Men’s Parties of the 1820s and 30s, the Industrial
Congress also opened its doors to middle-class reformers, employers, and professional
politicians. As radical Democrat Parke Godwin wrote to fellow Associationist Charles Dana in
the spring of 1845, “I like the Industrial Congress matter immensely... [working people] are
beginning to find out that we are the only [ones] qualified to lead them...We ought not to throw
away the opportunity.” Godwin expressed some surprise that the reformism behind the Industrial
Congress “takes with the working-people here [in New York], who will send delegates.” But he
also recognized the importance of winning the support of the working class to advance the social
reforms he and other social reformers cared about, telling Dana that Associationists must look
for support “as coming from the working classes,” since “we can only meet the opposition yet to
come... by making ourselves one with the Masses.”8 Although attended by and to some extent
controlled by land reformers like Evans and middle-class radicals like Bovay and Godwin, the
Congresses attracted the cooperation and participation of working-class delegates, including
representatives of trades unions, and remained focused throughout their existence on legislative
reforms that organizers believed would directly benefit wage workers, including ten-hours laws
and land reform measures.9
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To an extent not seen since the days of the Working Men in the late 1820s, the Industrial
Congress heralded the organization of labor in a body that harbored explicitly political
intentions, as land and labor reformers once again turned to legislative remedies for the ills they
confronted. The ten-hour movement had already begun to bear fruit; President Van Buren had
signed an executive order mandating a ten-hour day for employees on federal government public
works projects in 1840, and in 1847, New Hampshire became the first state to pass a ten-hours
law, followed by Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio, and Rhode Island.10 Meanwhile, the National
Reform Association had inaugurated its program of interrogating candidates for office, fielding
their own candidates for local office, and sending memorials to Congress. The National Reform
program, Alvan Bovay argued, “was political in its character... [and] considered political action
essential in all political reforms... they can only effect their object through the ballot box.”
Delegates to the Industrial Congress, Evans believed, should “endeavor, as much as possible, to
meet each other’s views, and then decide what reform, if any, could be carried to the ballot box”;
to effect change, in Evans’ view, “they must elect members of Congress thoroughly impregnated
with the doctrine” of free soil and free labor.11 Although attended by middle-class reformers like
Bovay and Albert Brisbane, land reformers like Evans and Lewis Ryckman, and professional
politicians like William Wait and Theophilus Fisk, the Congresses attracted the cooperation and
participation of working-class delegates, including representatives of trades unions, and
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remained focused throughout their existence on legislative reforms that organizers believed
would directly benefit wage workers, including ten-hours laws and land reform measures.12
Evolving as it did during the rapidly-developing crisis over the extension of slavery in the
territories and given its declared purpose to form a “union of reformers,” the Industrial Congress
movement could not but confront its relationship to an emerging politics of antislavery. Central
to both its encounter with antislavery and to its overall direction was the doctrine of land reform.
Indeed, adherence to the basic principles of land reform, along with a Jeffersonian commitment
to equality and the producerist recognition of the right to the product of one’s labor were the only
qualifications for joining the associations of working men and women who elected
representatives to the Congress. As had previous generations of workingmen before them, the
founders of the Industrial Congress rewrote the Declaration of Independence to explicitly
recognize these principles, then made them the criteria for membership in the organization.
Article II of the new body’s Constitution stipulated that
its members shall be elected annually by industrial bodies or associations of men who subscribe
to these principles, to wit: ‘That all men are created equal—that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain inalienable rights, among which are the right to life and liberty, to the
fruits of their labor, to the use of such a portion of the earth and the other elements as shall
suffice to provide them with the means of subsistence and comfort, to education and paternal
protection from society.’13
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Of course, Evans had long believed that land reform was the “common ground on which
all reformers could meet.” But by the mid-1840s, there were signs that he and his small band of
National Reformers were no longer alone. 14
The Origins of the Industrial Congress: Land Reform, the Ten-Hours Movement, and
Cooperative Free Labor
Much as the National Reformers’ involvement with Anti-rent had helped to launch the
land reform movement into the political arena, the germ of the Congress was the product of onthe-ground organizing, this time in New England; the result of connections forged between land
reformers, Associationists, and ordinary workers and craft unionists in the hardscrabble textile
mill and shoemaking centers.15 For years, New England workers had been organized politically
around the issue of ten-hours laws—legislation limiting the legal work day to ten hours. In June,
1844, the Mechanics’ Association of Fall River, Massachusetts, issued a call for a “general
Convention” of trades unionists and supporters.16 Leaders of the newly-organized National
Reform Association, including Evans, saw the convention as an opportunity to consolidate
support for land reform among wage workers outside of New York City. That October, National
Reformers Evans, Bovay, Thomas Ainge Devyr, and Mike Walsh attended as delegates,
14
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traveling in the darkened second-class carriage of a passenger train to Boston, where the
Convention had been moved after Fall River was deemed too inconvenient. Once there, Evans
and Devyr formally endorsed the main demand of the New England mechanics, the passage of
ten-hours laws. Walsh, the flamboyant leader of New York’s proletarian “Spartan Band,”
traveled to factory towns Fall River and Lowell, where he gave rousing speeches emphasizing
the connections between ten-hours and land reform. Subsequently, demands for ten-hours laws
were added to the three National Reform planks in official NRA publications. The “Ten Hours
System,” Evans explained,” was a “means”; Freedom of the Public Lands was the “end.”17
Nor were Evans and his still-miniscule coalition of radical New York City Democrats
and sweated New England operatives alone. Horace Greeley of the influential New-York Tribune
had concluded by the spring of 1846 that land reform was “the basis of union and of the True
Democracy”; its principles, he now believed, should not only be applied to the Public Lands “but
to all Lands.” Given the substantial inroads Associationists had made among New England’s
burgeoning labor movement as well as Greeley’s own longstanding support for the rights of
labor, land reform was the natural analogue to both Association and labor reform, or what
Greeley called “the Ten Hour regulation.”18 Greeley was the most influential figure associated
with Fourierism to be converted to land reform around this time, but far from the only one. With
the fading of the Fourierist Phalanxes, and perhaps fearful of losing their influence within the
New England labor movement, former Associationists in Boston and Brook Farm also moved
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towards an embrace of land reform.19 Meanwhile, local committees of workingmen in Lynn and
Boston independently endorsed free land as a solution to the condition of labor. Ultimately, the
Boston convention passed resolutions that echoed the demands and rhetoric of the land reformers
nearly word-for-word, while other pronouncements reflected the influence of Associationists.
Perhaps the most significant outcome of the Boston convention was the formation of the New
England Workingmen’s Association, founded by Lewis Ryckman, Voice of Industry editor John
Orvis, and Boston Investigator publisher Horace Seaver, who sought to build an inclusive
working-class organization along the lines of the 1830s New England Association of Farmers,
Mechanics, and Other Working Men. Although Associationists like Ryckman enjoyed an outsize
influence over the body, the NEWA enjoyed a broad base of support among New England
workers, and the new organization adopted the program of the land reformers whole cloth.20
The collaboration between land reformers, Associationists, and workers also gave rise to
a host of producers’ and consumers’ co-ops, “mechanics’ exchanges,” and other cooperativebased ventures throughout the late 1840s and 1850s. Originating in New England in labor
antislavery strongholds like Lynn, Fall River, and Worcester, the Protective Unions soon spread
to New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, and other cities in the industrializing Northeast and
Middle West.21 Like the older craft unions and “benevolent societies,” the Protective Unions
provided benefits like accident and sickness insurance, pensions, and payouts to widows and
19
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orphans of workers who died prematurely. But unlike these older organizations, they cut across
craft lines and dedicated themselves to the organization of consumers’ and producers’
cooperatives. The Protective Unions set up exchanges where workers could find markets for the
products of their labor and purchase groceries and other goods at low prices, similar to the “labor
for labor” and “time stores” pioneered by Cincinnati’s Josiah Warren, the Fourierist phalanxes,
and the “labour exchanges” set up by English Owenites.22 By intervening in the market for
consumer goods, the Protective Union movement sought to substitute cooperation for
competition; by eliminating the logic of profit, it sought to return, if not “the whole product of
labor,” a fairer portion of its fruits. By the early 1850s, Protective Unions had been organized in
all of the New England states as well as in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Ohio; an
umbrella organization, the New England Protective Union (NEPU), was thought to have over
three hundred sub-divisions, conducting transactions one member estimated to be in excess of $2
million.23
Like the land reformers and Fourierists before them, the Protective Union movement
accepted the logic of the market while challenging reigning definitions of free labor. The
Worcester division of the NEPU declared that its purpose was “not to destroy Commerce... but
make it more just, humane, and impartial.”24 But in other ways, the rhetoric of the Protective
Unions defined “free labor” in ways that transcended the emerging consensus based on self-
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ownership, wage labor, and freedom of mobility. Their publications echoed the idea embodied
by the cooperative exchanges, that every worker must receive “the full reward of his own
industry,” and frequently contained frequent denunciations of “the wages system.” [fn] An early
report of the Working Men’s Protective Union in Boston advocated the “right of every human
being to the soil whereon, and the tools and machinery” needed to secure the right to labor, and
insisted that “our Lowells must be owned by the artizans who build them, and the operatives who
run the machinery and do all the work.”25 Although it rarely did so directly, the Protective
Unions also occasionally skirted the issue of slavery. The Constitution and By-Laws of NEPU
Division No. 134, of Winchendon, Massachusetts, hearkened back to the producerist rhetoric of
free labor republicanism to condemn the existence of any class that sought to “obtain their living
by the toils of others, while they repose in ease themselves,” a category which for many New
England workingmen embodied southern “Lords of the Lash” as well as northern “Lords of the
Loom.”26 Philadelphia’s Harmony Division No. 1, a subsidiary of the Pennsylvania Confederated
Protective Union, assumed and sought “to make practical” the fact that “the Human Race is one
Great Brotherhood... having but one interest and destiny.” Identifying “the great question of
property” as “the most vital of all questions to human progress,” the Harmony Division lamented
that the American Revolution had “asserted broad principles, without seeking to apply them in
detail,” leaving such questions of property “untouched.” The true conflict of interest was
between “a LABOR Party and a CAPITAL Party,” or, “looking to last results,” between a
LIBERTY Party, and a SLAVERY party.” While predicated on the old “wage slavery”
contention that “Slavery admits of degrees,” the Harmony Division’s formulation went farther
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than that of most free laborites by appearing to prioritize the conflict between “liberty” and
“slavery” above and beyond that between labor and capital. Looking still further ahead, the
Harmony Division prophesied the formation of a “Democratic Socialist” political party that
would “secure favorable political action” in the realms of land limitation, banking reform, and
equal rights for women.27
Gathering in Lowell in March, 1845, the NEWA issued its endorsement of “the two great
fundamental Rights of Man—the Right of Labor and the Right to the Soil,” and added the three
National Reform measures to its call for a ten-hours law. It was at the Lowell meeting that the
call was first issued for the organization of a national governing body dubbed the Industrial
Congress. Two months later in May, the call to organize an Industrial Congress was reiterated at
the first National Reform Convention at New York’s Croton Hall and the First Annual Meeting
of the NEWA in Boston’s Tremont Temple in June.28
The “Preliminary Industrial Congress” that met in New York the following October
drafted a Constitution (from which the Preamble is quoted above), establishing that delegates
would be elected by associations of between five and fifty men and women who subscribed to a
revised version of the Declaration of Independence that added guarantees to “the use of such a
portion of the Earth and the other elements as shall be sufficient to provide them with the means
of subsistence and comfort” and to “Education and Paternal Protection from Society” to the
Declaration’s promises of life, liberty, and equality. Illinois judge William S. Wait presided over
the convention, which established three main organizational branches: “Industrial Brotherhoods”
27
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whose membership barred employers; “Industrial Sisterhoods” for women of any employment
status who embraced the “great cause of Industrial Reform”; and “Young America societies”
open to all. The dominance by land reformers and the prominence of middle-class intellectuals
like Associationist Albert Brisbane and National Reformer Alvan Bovay, not to mention the
presence of rank outsiders like Wait, have led some scholars to question how representative the
Congresses were of working-class interests. Yet, while the scant records of the Congresses make
such speculation difficult to ascertain, labor unions as such were represented at least in several of
the Congresses, and, in addition to its official embrace of the ten-hours movement, the
Congresses discussed questions surrounding the right to organize and made appeals for striking
weavers at Fall River. By 1846, John Allen of the Voice of Industry could declare that “We have
never yet known a [trade] Unionist, who was not in favor of National Reform.”29
Initially, however, signs of a strong commitment to antislavery in the Industrial Congress
were scant. The published call for the first Congress had praised the abolition movement as
“sincere, ardent, [and] heroic,” but, in a now-familiar refrain, criticized it for failing to recognize
that chattel slavery was “only one of the many modes of oppression that the productive labor has
to endure.” Despite the participation of abolitionists like Gerrit Smith, Horace Greeley, Charles
Dana, John A. Collins, and others, the Congresses remained focused on the issues most germane
to free white wage workers in the North, and the subjects of slave emancipation and equal rights
for free African Americans were broached only in passing before the mid-1850s, when they
would inescapably come to the fore. Throughout the decade, labor reformers continued to face
criticism from abolitionists over their lack of commitment to abolition and racial equality.30 Nor,
29
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of course, were National Reformers and others associated with the early labor movement
immune to charges of racism. A few laborites expressed openly racist sentiments or rejected
antislavery outright. John Campbell, the Philadelphia writer and labor leader who published the
viciously racist Negrophobia, quickly bolted Industrial Congress after it began to adopt a more
strongly antislavery stance. Some Baltimore delegates, too, were apparently disturbed by the
nomination of Gerrit Smith at the Industrial Congress of 1848, which they denounced as an
“Abolition Convention” upon returning home.31
Other signs, however, suggest that at least some labor reformers were genuinely
committed to the principles of “equality, liberty, and brotherhood” established in the Congress’s
constitution. The Homestead, the local organ of National Reform in Salem, Massachusetts,
published an editorial to refute charges that the Salem NRA prohibited blacks and women from
membership. Women had frequently attended National Reform meetings in Salem, the
Homestead pointed out, and “we know that at least one colored person attended our meetings on
one or more occasions.” More importantly, the editor of the Homestead pointed out, “there is
nothing in our Constitution or By-Laws which would prohibit any white or black person, male or
female, from participating in our meetings, or prevent any one from aiding us to carry out our
objects.”32
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Elsewhere, there were signs that the injustices of chattel slavery were beginning to
penetrate the consciousness of the broader labor movement. At a convention of the New England
Anti-Slavery Society in May, 1845, an aging Robert Owen had taken the floor to declare his
opposition to “Negro slavery,” but also made the now-standard comparisons between enslaved
African Americans and British factory workers. A few months later, however, when the fading
Owenite movement held a “World’s Convention” in New York (which took place the same
month as the inaugural Industrial Congress and was attended by Evans, Ryckman, Bovay and
other National Reformers), a “Mr. Peebles” took Owen to task “for blinking the question about
Negro Slavery.” Although a “stout Irishman” in “a great rage” denied the charge, a resolution
was subsequently passed, despite what a reporter described as “a good deal of grumbling,” that
prioritized the abolition of chattel slavery over so-called other forms.33
From the antislavery stronghold of Lowell, “A Factory Girl” wrote to the Voice of
Industry expressing her increasing unwillingness to “keep quiet about slavery” when southern
visitors toured the mills, “lest our pro-slavery friends should return to the South without having
heard one word of anti-slavery truth.” In the shoemaking center of Lynn, Massachusetts, a
meeting of workingmen passed resolutions declaring their intention to be “consistent” by helping
to secure “those rights and privileges for which we are contending for ourselves” for the “three
millions of our brethren and sisters groaning in chains on the Southern plantations.” The meeting
further pledged that “we will not take up arms to sustain the Southern slaveholders in robbing
one-fifth of our countrymen of their labor,” and urged northern laborers to “speak out in thunder
tones” against slavery, “both as associations and individuals.”34 A July Fourth “Great Mass
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Meeting of the Industrial Reformers” in 1847 similarly appealed to solidarity with abolitionists
by declaring that “the hired laborer of the North deeply sympathizes with his brother slave at the
South.” A few months later, the Massachusetts National Reform Convention declared slavery “a
crime against Humanity so outrageous” that “ought to be abolished immediately,” noting that the
“present crisis” had lent “peculiar force” to the question “what is necessary to be done to abolish
Slavery?” To that end, the Convention urged abolitionists in general to cooperate in the
amelioration of non-enslaved workers, and particularly urged “our antislavery and ‘no-voting’
friends,” the Garrisonians, to adopt “POLITICAL ACTION” towards both abolition and land
reform.35
A correspondent to the Tribune, explaining the rationale behind the upcoming Industrial
Congress, elaborated on the ways in the persistence of chattel slavery was linked to the fate of
free labor in the North. “There is a mutual union and dependence—a solidarity between all
classes,” the correspondent wrote, and the degradation of free labor by the persistence of slavery
“proves... [that] none can attain to a high state of elevation and happiness without the relative
happiness and elevation of others.” Around the same time, the NEWA passed a resolution that
seemed to recognize that principle by forthrightly stating that “American slavery must be
uprooted before the elevation sought by the laboring class can be effected.” At last, white
workers were appearing to recognize the connection between the perpetuation of slavery and the
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fate of free labor, anticipating Karl Marx’s oft-quoted aphorism that “labour in a white skin
cannot emancipate itself where it is branded in a black skin.”36

The Mexican War, the Wilmot Proviso, and the Resurrection of Labor Movement Antislavery
When Pennsylvania Congressman David Wilmot rose in the House of Representatives on
the evening of August 8th, 1846 to propose what became known as the Wilmot Proviso—a
resolution that made President Polk’s request for $2 million in funds to secure the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo’s purchase of California and New Mexico contingent on the provision that
“neither slavery nor involuntary servitude shall ever exist in any part of said territory”—he
touched off a firestorm over the issue of slavery in the territories that would ultimately redefine
the national relationship to the peculiar institution. As alarmed southerners noted at the time, the
North and West stood briefly united on preventing slavery’s expansion westward, with every
congressman from the states north of the Mason-Dixon line voting in favor of the Proviso; only
in the Senate, where southerners continued to control a plurality of votes, was the measure
defeated.37 That white northerners saw the spread of slavery into the territories as threatening to
their interests has long been taken as a given in studies of the pre-Civil War period. But few
recent historians have probed beyond the presumed racial consensus behind white northerners’
opposition to slave expansion, the idea that they merely wanted to preserve the territories for
“free white labor,” barring them to both slavery and free blacks. And indeed, developments like
provisional government of the Oregon Territory passed laws banning both slavery and free black
36
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in-migration in 1844 and 1849, and Wilmot’s own declaration that in proposing his Proviso, he
had acted “not out of morbid sympathy for the slave,” but out of support “for the rights of white
freemen,” undeniably lend credence to this interpretation.38
To conclude, however, that what soon came to be branded “Free Soil” was not
legitimately antislavery, or that it served merely as a cover for a white-supremacist land grab that
tolerated slavery where it already existed at the expense of free black rights in the North, is to
ignore both the ways in which different constituencies of antislavery northerners defined “free
soil” as well as the Free Soilers’ own larger strategies and intentions. Evans and other National
Reformers had used the term “free soil” to describe their favored reform at least since 1844, and
the seeds for what became the third-party revolt of 1848 were planted at an Albany meeting of
Anti-renters, National Reformers, and Liberty Party men who bolted from the Anti-rent state
convention in October, 1846 to form what they dubbed the Free Soil Party.39 As we have seen,
Evans supported both the abolition of slavery and the equal right of African Americans and
Native Americans to the land, even if he sometimes envisioned the fulfillment of these rights in a
separate state or territory reserved for that purpose.40 No wonder, then, that conservatives like
James Watson Webb of the Courier and Enquirer denounced the Proviso as the work of “Antirenters, vote-yourself-a-farm men, Fourierites, Radicals, and Abolitionists.” But as Jonathan
Earle has pointed out, even more mainstream northern Democrats who supported the Proviso did
so because they thought it would provide an effective barrier to slave expansion that would
38
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choke off slavery and eventually lead to its abolition throughout the United States. Although
Wilmot stated that the Proviso “does not propose the abolition of slavery, either in States or in
Territories,” he also predicted that “slavery has within itself the seeds of its own dissolution.
Keep it within given limits, let it remain where it now is, and in time it will wear itself out”—the
same strategy adopted by Republican anti-extensionists in the 1850s. In this way, Wilmot
explained, the restriction of slavery would “at no distant day... insure the redemption of the
Negro from his bondage in chains.”41
Wilmot and other supporters of the Proviso saw themselves as acting in the tradition of
Locofoco Democrats like William Leggett. Jacob Brinkerhoff, the Ohio Democrat who coauthored the Proviso, linked Free Soilism to the Locofoco doctrines of a decade earlier, and
invoked the memory of William Leggett to make his point. Jefferson and Leggett had been the
“apostles” of “the Free Soil gospel,” Brinkerhoff proclaimed, and, were Leggett now alive, “he
would be with us—his voice, calling us to combat the influence of slavery, would be heard,
eloquent as of yore.” Gamaliel Bailey’s National Era, claiming that the Buffalo Convention
represented “The Turn of the Tide” in favor of antislavery, saw the advent of Free Soil as the
fulfillment of Leggett’s prophecy of a “revolution” of northern public opinion on the Slavery
question.42 Its is true that, in turning to well-worn arguments about the superiority of free labor to
slave labor, antiextensionists often focused on the “degrading” and “disgraceful” influence of
slavery and/or slaves in proximity to free labor, and failed to make more compelling arguments
grounded in political economy. But, building on the prolabor and anticapitalist critiques of the
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previous decade, they also transmuted Jacksonian arguments about the “Money Power” to the
new menace posed by the “Slave Power.” Wilmot, who repeatedly referred to himself as a
champion of “labor,” sought the Slave Power’s origins in “the thousand millions of dollars
invested in slaves” and depicted the conflict over free territory as a struggle “between capital and
labor.” Other northerners agreed. Walt Whitman, writing in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, depicted
the struggle over the Proviso as one between “the grand body of white workingmen, the millions
of mechanics, farmers, and operatives of our country, with their interests on one side—and the
interests of the few thousand rich...and aristocratic owners of slaves at the South, on the other.”
And the Quaker abolitionist Benjamin Lundy, his long-cherished hopes of establishing a colony
for emancipated slaves in Texas or Mexico now dashed, raged against the “cold-blooded viper,
tyranny or Texas,” and invoked an antislavery “Legion of Liberty” which included such
Democratic figures as Leggett, Thomas Jefferson, Thomas Branagan, Robert Owen, Theodore
Sedgwick, and Orestes Brownson.43
But the proponents of the brand of “free labor” represented by the Industrial Congress
also transcended these more traditionally Democratic arguments in important ways—most
importantly, by denouncing the war with Mexico. Initially, Evans and some National Reformers
had supported the election of Polk as the lesser of two evils, since Henry Clay’s public lands
policy was repugnant to them, and had supported Texas annexation on the condition that slavery
be banned there.44 But by the end of 1846, Evans would be denouncing Polk in the pages of
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Young America, as he and other labor reformers demanded an immediate cessation to the
Mexican War—in marked contrast to the other, better-known version of “Young America”
promoted by the pro-expansionist Democratic editor John L. O’Sullivan.45
Gathered at Military Hall on the Bowery—site of the old Workingmen’s Party mass
meetings of the 1820s and 30s—the 1847 Industrial Congress strongly condemned the war and
its outcome. In an “Address to the Citizens of the United States,” the Congress depicted the war
as having been “waged at the insistence and behalf of Southern Slavery and Northern Capital.”
Resolutions passed reflected the combination of self-interest and moral indignation that
motivated the reformers’ denunciations of the war, as well as the lengths to which they were
willing to go to subvert it. Declaring that “it has become apparent that the existing War... must
inevitably result in the conquest of new territory, which must fall into the hands of speculators
and monopolists, thereby extending and perpetuating wages and chattel slavery, with all their
religious, moral and political evils...” the Congress recommended that land and labor reformers
use their influence to urge legislators to withhold supplies from the U.S. Army in hopes of bring
the war to an end. Other resolutions urged the adoption of a direct tax on property as means of
forcing “Southern Slavery and Northern Capital...to bear the expenses” of the war (passed
unanimously) and another to abolish the “Standing Army” altogether (narrowly defeated). The
Congress then read a statement from abolitionist and Universalist minister William H. Channing,
who had independently concluded that “the capital of the North and the South were leagued
together” in bringing on annexation and the war, evidence of the Slave Power that he used to
an answer.” Papers of James K. Polk, quoted in Lause, Young America, 27. Only Joseph Smith, the Mormon candidate, answered
the National Reformers in full. Zahler, Eastern Workingmen, 95.
45
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urge his hearers to take “a more radical view of the question of Slavery.”46 Over the next few
days, the Congress debated the merits of a proposed constitution offered by Worcester National
Reformer Appleton Fay, that “opened the door to equality” by explicitly acknowledging the
rights of African American and women and calling for direct democracy. Although the
constitution was sidelined, Fay thought it “calculated to effect a union of reformers” as well as
“necessary to the success of the free soil doctrine.”47
The Industrial Congress and the Origins of the Liberty Party-Land Reform Alliance
As noted above, both the National Reform Association and the Industrial Congress had
harbored political aspirations from their very inception. In 1845, the National Reformers ran
Bovay as its candidate for the New York State Assembly; although he failed to win, this foray
into electoral politics added legitimacy to the movement. The following year, at an Anti-rent
convention held in Albany in October, National Reformers questioned the Liberty Party
candidate for governor Henry Bradley, on his support for National Reform measures. Bradley
voiced support for all of the measures except land limitation, and even that gained Bradley’s
cautious endorsement. The resulting “Free Soil” ticket that fall culminated in the election of
Mike Walsh and another Democratic supporter of land reform to the state assembly, and seemed
to bear out Evans’ hopes that an alliance between land reformers and antislavery forces might
wield the balance of power in future elections.48
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The second Industrial Congress, held in Boston in 1846, had recommended the adoption
of “the most democratic mode... for nominating candidates for President and Vice President...
pledged to the Freedom of the Public Lands, and that all National Reformers or friends of a Free
Soil co-operate to secure their election.”49 At the next year’s Congress in New York, delegate
Broach had expressed his opinion that “land limitation would gain advocates in the abolition
ranks. If the public lands were made free, we would get the entire abolition vote.” Evans, for his
part, “explained the practicability of carrying land reform by the votes of the small farmers, who
were the majority and who would be benefitted by their adoption.”50 Around the same time,
Evans and other likeminded reformers began to publish editorials speculating on the potential
“Power of a Third Party.” Evans had long argued that a third party movement that combined
antislavery with land reform could be a powerful force in politics. Noting the decline of Liberty
Party voting totals between 1843 and 1845, Evans posed pointed questions to potential
antislavery readers. “How can the Abolitionists ever hope to get the working classes to join a
party for the single object of abolishing black slavery, while they themselves are deprived” of
their right to the soil, “and how is an abolition party to succeed without the laboring masses?”
Garrisonians and others who “like the editor of the Liberator, are willing to devote themselves to
the object of redressing the manifest injustice of society,” Evans counseled, “cannot well afford
to be divided in their forces.” Abolitionists must sooner or later acknowledge that “Free Soil,”
was “the entering wedge to every great reform.”51
Further possibilities were suggested by the election of John P. Hale to the Senate in 1846.
The antislavery, anti-Texas Hale had lost his seat in the House of Representatives after
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“doughface” Democratic Party regulars read him out of the party, as Evans bitterly noted, “on a
strong suspicion of being favorable to Human Rights.” Hale ran for Senate anyway, winning
election after Liberty Party men and antislavery Whigs threw their support to him. If the Liberty
Party and National Reformers could similarly be united, Evans hinted, “may they not reasonably
expect for them the support of every friend of universal freedom?”52
As it happened, events had been pushing one faction of Liberty Party leaders towards
such a union for some time. Although the Liberty Party never polled more votes than the 65, 608
it garnered in the 1844 general election, it held the balance of power in states like New
Hampshire, and George Henry Evans had come to view it as something of a model for the thirdparty pressure politics that he hoped that the NRA might be in a position to use within a few
years. Founded in late 1839-early 1840 by a group of antislavery men, including Alvan Stewart,
Myron Holley, Gerrit Smith, and Elizur Wright, Jr., who had become frustrated with the
limitations imposed by Garrisonian abolitionism, the Liberty Party had been viewed from the
start as “a mere temporary expedient, to draw or drive the other parties to adopt our principles.”
Thanks in part to the participation of former Democrats like Salmon Chase, Thomas Earle, and
Gamaliel Bailey, the Liberty Party had long contained a strain of “radical” Democratic politics,
seen in its embrace of anti-monopoly and “free trade” policies.53 Its spokesmen made frequent
use of economic arguments about the deleterious impact of slavery on free labor; Stewart, for
example, blamed slavery for the “hard times” that followed the Panic of 1837, while the Liberty
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organ the Philanthropist identified “capitalists at the North, who own slave-property at the
South, and others who from business, social connections or otherwise, are interested in
perpetuating the supremacy of the slave-interest” as “constituent elements of the Slave-Power.”54
Meanwhile, land reformers’ efforts to interrogate the candidates of the two major parties
on their favored measures had proven desultory; neither Clay nor Polk responded to the NRA’s
request for clarification of their positions on land reform in 1844. Liberty Party candidate James
Birney, however, had written a politely-worded if ultimately equivocal reply, published in
Evans’ paper the People’s Rights. In response to Birney, the NRA’s Central Committee,
composed of Evans, Windt, and Manning, tried to present their cause as the logical extension of
the Liberty Party’s antislavery. As the candidate of a party “whose object is the delivery of a
particular class from bondage,” the Committee expressed its surprise that Birney was not more
“familiar with the interests of labor and the rights of man.” To deprive a man of his natural right
to the soil and make him dependent on another, the National Reformers insisted, was tantamount
to enslavement; for “without land he cannot live unless he becomes the slave of another... and no
man, or class of men, have a right to hold slaves.”55
Gradually, a significant minority of Libertymen, led by Chase, Goodell, and Gerrit Smith,
began to take steps to embrace a wider platform that moved beyond the “one idea” of
abolitionism. As early as 1843, proponents of coalition had proclaimed that the Liberty Party
would “carry out the principle of equal rights into all its practical consequences and applications,
and support every just measure conducive to individual and social freedom.” Elizur Wright, the
former American Anti-Slavery Society secretary, and now Liberty Party organizer and editor of
54
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the Fourier-tinged Boston Daily Chronotype, agreed that “the idea of cementing all the
humanities into one party is the true & only true one.” Such sentiments culminated with the
formation of a schismatic “Liberty League,” who met at Macedon Lock, New York, in June 1847
to propose the nomination of a presidential candidate on a platform of “universal reform.”56
By then, Gamaliel Bailey’s new Liberty Party paper, the National Era, was telling its
readers that the National Reformers had begun to show “a warm side” for the Liberty League,
and speculated that James G. Birney would be the candidate of the new alignment. Evans
appears to have initially favored the Independent Democrat Hale, but argued that since “these
Liberty men adopt all the National Reform land measures... some means ought to be devised of
uniting the strength of both parties on the same candidates.”57 Those means presented themselves
during the 1847 Industrial Congress that June, when Appleton Fay reminded delegates that the
Liberty League was meeting simultaneously at Macedon Locks, New York, and proposed
sending a delegation “to enquire into the expediency of co-operating” with the Liberty men. The
Congress dispatched Hugh T. Brooks, an Anti-rent activist from upstate New York, to Macedon
Locks for the purpose of proposing unified action.58
At the Macedon Locks Convention, an Industrial Congress resolution was read, pledging
to support only those candidates who adopted the National Reform measures.59 Subsequently,
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William Goodell’s “Address to the Macedon Convention” added to the Liberty League’s
platform an endorsement of the “original right of every human being to occupy a portion of the
earth’s surface”—along with demands, in language similar to that used by the National
Reformers, for land limitation, alienation of homesteads from debt, and the reservation of lands
to “actual settlers.”60 Taking aim at “the cotton lords of the North” as well as the plantation
owners of the South, Goodell claimed that the new platform offered “a connected and consistent
system of political economy.” The right to an inalienable homestead was “a Moral Law,”
Goodell now argued; “to talk of a man’s right to SELF-OWNERSHIP without a right to an inch
of the earth’s soil... is to talk self-contradiction and nonsense; for the right of self-ownership
includes or implies the right of existence, of soil, and of free intercourse.” A set of resolutions
passed by the convention thus included one which appeared at last to reconcile the abolitionists’
insistence on the right of self-ownership with labor reformers’ demands to the fruits of their
labor. “That we hope to secure for the colored people of this country and all others, a selfownership that implies the right to occupy space,” the convention’s sixth resolution read, “and
includes the right to the products of their industry, and the free disposal of those products.”
[emphasis added] The Macedon Convention then nominated the New York abolitionist and
philanthropist Gerrit Smith, whose role as a bridge between land reform and abolition is
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described in the previous chapter, along with Massachusetts pacifist Elihu Burritt, a former
laborer known as “the learned blacksmith.”61
That November, a National Reform convention in Massachusetts nominated an allabolitionist slate of former Garrisonian and Liberty Party candidate Samuel E. Sewall for
Governor, political economist Amasa Walker for Lieutenant Governor, and Gerrit Smith for
President.62 The Industrial Congress had adjourned without nominating a candidate in 1847, but
at its next meeting, in Philadelphia in 1848, it too, declared Smith its choice for President.
Surveying the vastly altered political landscape of that year, the New England labor journal the
Voice of Industry asked its readers whether any political party or candidate represented the
interests of workingmen: “Is there such a man for whom the working men may vote—and such a
party with which they may act?” The answer, according to the Voice, was obvious:
Gerrit Smith is the man, and the National Reformers are the party... He is the friend of the
oppressed, of every color and clime, and a glorious Achilles in the ranks of the working men...
He is in favor of Free Soil in both senses in which it is now used—free from the
contamination of slavery, and free to every human being who wishes to use it.63
The Barnburner Revolt and the Struggle For Competing Visions of “Free Soil”
In the same summer of 1847 that witnessed the Macedon Convention and the Industrial
Congress at Military Hall, the abolitionist senator Charles Sumner predicted that political fallout
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from the Mexican War and the Wilmot Proviso would “derange all party calculations.”
Progressive antislavery and labor elements from both sides of the political divide welcomed this
development. Horace Greeley later recalled that, when the Whig national convention that year
had nominated Mexican War hero Zachary Taylor and tabled a resolution supporting the Wilmot
Proviso, “I felt that my zeal and my enthusiasm for the Whig cause was also laid there.”64
Although Greeley would not yet fully break with the Whig Party, he and other reformers
discerned in the demise of the Second Party System the potential to “dissolve and recombine”
the old party alignments “so that the old Hunker Whigs and Loco-Focos shall be put in one file
and liberal Progressive Whigs and Democrats go together.”65
In October 1847, the breakaway “Barnburner” faction of New York Democrats had held
their Herkimer convention, where they declared themselves devoted to “Free Trade, Free Labor,
Free Soil, Free Speech and Free Men,” the slogan of the new Free Soil Party.66 Barnburner
Democrats now denounced land speculation and openly discussed land reform in the New York
legislature, and Whig Governor John Young had even seemed to endorse the idea in his New
Years’ address at the beginning of 1848.67 But much as he had with the Liberty Party over the
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previous year, George Henry Evans attempted to steer a cautious path for the National
Reformers, withholding support from any one candidate or party until it was clear that they were
pledged to the “true” free-soil measures of land limitation, alienability, and free homesteads. As
everyone from Tammany Democrats to Horace Greeley’s dissident Whigs scrambled to embrace
Free Soil, National Reformers weighed the virtues of forming alliances with all or none. Even as
they watched the catchphrases they had coined and the reforms they had long advocated become
absorbed into the mainstream beginning in the late 1840s, agrarians and labor reformers
continued to push for definitions of “free soil” and “free labor” that frequently went beyond the
understandings of these terms as they were expressed by the new Free Soil Party. By the end of
the decade, the very success of the land reformers’ efforts to spread the gospel of free
homesteads and an end to land monopoly was posing new political dilemmas as these ideas were
slowly co-opted by politicians, transformed into political sloganeering and absorbed into the
legislative process.
Initially, Evans could scarcely contain his optimism that the new movement was the
harbinger of a sweeping movement in favor of radical land reform. Noting the endorsement of
National Reform measures in “Van Buren papers” in New York and Cleveland, a “Cass paper in
Philadelphia,” and the Taylor-supporting Philadelphia Daily Sun, Evans confidently waited for
public opinion to catch up to these straws in the wind. Once the National Reform measures were
“sufficiently before the people,” Evans predicted, the old parties would “split between Free
Soilers and “Monopolists.” Then would come “the most important political contest of the
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century,” after which “every American citizen shall feel and know that he has an inalienable
home on the Free Soil of America.”68
When it came to the Free Soil Party per se, however, Evans was more cautious. The
defections of the Barnburners had been “merely for the spoils of office,” he believed, and the
version of land reform proposed at the Buffalo Convention represented a kind of “Sham Free
Soil.”69 Evans had reason to be wary of Van Buren and his Buffalo supporters. Following the
well-established practice of questioning candidates, National Reformer Alvan Bovay had written
Van Buren from the Industrial Congress in Philadelphia requesting he divulge his views on land
reform. The Little Magician’s reply had been long and evasive. Although he hinted that he was
sympathetic, Van Buren declined to offer a direct opinion, although he avowed that he regarded
the Public Lands as “a trust fund belonging to all the states to be disposed of for their common
benefit,” a repudiation of the Calhounite state’s rights position that held them to be the property
of the individual states. A second reply, to the Rochester branch of the NRA, admitted to Van
Buren’s belief in the utility of public land sales to raise revenue, while insisting that the
candidate’s response remain confidential. At no point did Van Buren suggest that he might
accede to the crucial National Reform demands of land limitation and alienability, and the
Rochester branch refused to endorse him. 70
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Controversy at the Free Soil Convention in Buffalo further muddied the waters. Both
upstate New York National Reformer H. H. Van Amringe and Baltimore’s Dr. J. E. Snodgrass
had been chosen as delegates to Buffalo, the former by the Industrial Congress and the latter by
“a meeting made up in no inconsiderable proportion of National Reformers, with special
reference in part, to the promotion of Land Reform.” Once arrived at Buffalo, however, Van
Amringe accused Snodgrass of taking part in “a preconcert… formed by persons to guide and
control the organization and proceedings, and the platform of principles.” The result had been to
shut out National Reformers and Liberty Leaguers by dividing the selection of delegates based
on Barnburner, Whig, and Liberty Party affiliations. Van Amringe disputed Snodgrass’s claim
that this decision had been made on the basis of the National Reformers’ weak showing; in fact,
Van Amringe claimed, the other factions had been fearful of the land reformers’ numerical
strength. The result was an ironic repetition of the Baltimore Convention of regular Democrats
whose unfair tactics had given rise to the Barnburner revolt in the first place. “Multitudes took
part in the convention or came and went,” Van Amringe complained, “without understanding the
nature or consequences of the arrangement adopted by the leading persons in the informal
committee!”71
Other elements of the land reform movement went even further in denouncing the
Buffalo Convention’s brand of Free Soil. The Philadelphia Times and Keystone described the
new Free Soil Party as a “humbug,” explaining to readers that “political jugglers” and
“disappointed wire-pullers” had co-opted the name from “the true ‘Free Soil’ men,” supporters
of the National Reform measures “who first used that term.” Chicago land reformer D. S. Curtiss
71
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decried Van Buren’s “equivocation,” declaring that “it is inconsistent for a Land Reformer or
Abolitionist to join the Van Buren party…we are contending for great and just principles—for
the rights of man... we are not labouring for the elevation of particular men.” The Model Worker,
edited by the son of Oneida founder and Gerrit Smith ally Beriah Green, praised the National
Reformers as “the truthful, in contrast to the sham free soilers lately organized under Mr. Van
Buren at Buffalo, (for we can never regard them as free soil men, who advocate the claims of
slavery to its unconstitutional and guilty possessions in slave states, or do not recognize the Godgiven right to all men, to an inalienable homestead on the earth).” Thomas Devyr later recalled
what he described as the co-optation of “free soil” by “those imposters... the Buffalo men, and
their successors, the Republicans.”72
Nonetheless, anecdotal evidence suggests that many rank-and-file land reformers voted
for the new Free Soil Party in 1848. National Reform affiliates and Boston, Philadelphia,
Worcester, and Baltimore all gave their cooperation and support to the Free Soilers, and may
have contributed to large Free Soil tallies in New York, Massachusetts, Vermont, northern Ohio,
southeastern Wisconsin, and Illinois. Thomas Devyr estimated that “nineteen-twentieths of our
men” voted for Van Buren, while J. K. Ingalls later concluded that “most of the Land Reformers
were seduced to vote for Van Buren and Adams, cajoled by the false cry of ‘Free Soil, Free
Men,’ and other designing catch words.”73 But the core National Reform leaders, as well as the
land reform-dominated Industrial Congress continued to support Gerrit Smith, nominating him as
their candidate for President in 1848 and again in 1852.
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“Who would have thought it?” exclaimed the Garrisonian Anti-Slavery Bugle,
commenting on the nomination of Smith by land and labor reformers. The Bugle’s headline
captures the astonishment felt by abolitionists and other observers at what from their perspective
seemed a sudden and unexpected turn of events—but which a longer view suggests was the
logical outcome of an ideological convergence years in the making.74 Land reform had become
the instrument by which that alliance, decades in the making, was finally if imperfectly
cemented.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
From Free Soil to Homestead
Free Labor and Free Soil in the Aftermath of 1848
As the reformist fervor of the 1840s ran headlong into the stark political realities of the
post-1848 world, National Reform lecturer J.K. Ingalls took stock of the situation. “The
movement of 1848 in Europe,” he recalled, “had stirred deeply the sentiment of fraternity and
justice of the American people.” But “the fiasco of the free soil party, and the success of the
conservative spirit in the election of Taylor and Fillmore, brought on a re-action observed and
felt everywhere.” Both land reformers and abolitionists were dismayed by the election of
Mexican War hero Zachary Taylor, made possible by the defection of many Democrats to Van
Buren’s Free Soil Party, and by the succession to the presidency after Taylor’s death in July
1850 of Millard Fillmore, who supported the passage of the controversial “Omnibus bill” that led
to the infamous Compromise of that year.1
Although a few of the Associationist phalanxes would survive into the 1850s, most had
sputtered out within a few years of their founding, along with similar efforts to form
communities based on cooperation. In the summer of 1849, George Henry Evans had announced
that both the NRA and its mouthpiece, Young America, were facing insurmountable financial
difficulties, and the latter ceased publication later that year. Both Evans’ own health and that of
his wife, Laura, had suffered from the strains of near-constant political organizing while living in
1
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impoverished circumstances. Laura died in 1850, and Evans retreated to his farm in Granville,
New Jersey, returning to New York only occasionally. Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, the
“failure of liberty in France, Germany and Hungary” had discouraged the hopes of radicals and
republicans in both Europe and America. “My thought was all the while,” Ingalls mused, “upon
the question of the land and labor in the world.”2
His finances and his optimism depleted, Ingalls reluctantly decided to temporarily
abandon his reform activities and seek “some industrial employment” in the hope of making ends
meet. In the fall of 1850, Ingalls went back to work as a journeyman in the New York City
manufactory of John H. Keyser, whom he had likely encountered through land and labor reform
circles. Keyser, a manufacturer of hot-air furnaces, “metallic marble mantels,” and other heavyduty metalwork fixtures, was an active National Reformer who played a key role in organizing
the New York City Industrial Congress (NYCIC, a spin-off of the National Congress with only
tangential ties to that organization).3 Taking up a workmen’s bench at Keyser’s shop on the
corner of Cliff and Beekman streets in Manhattan, Ingalls soon found that “the change to a
workshop at wages... was disheartening.” Before long, Ingalls had plunged himself back into
reform work, discovering in the process a newly militant labor movement, now fed by the tides
of immigrants that flooded into New York.
Even in the midst of general prosperity in the North, non-farm manual workers were hard
hit by declining wages and real income and rising rents and food prices after 1847, and a
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“hidden” economic recession between 1853–55.4 Across the city, workers renewed the agitation
for hours of labor laws, demanded government-sponsored work programs and affordable housing
for workers on empty uptown lots, and organized an “Amalgamated Trades Convention” that,
like the General Trades Union of the 1830s, attempted to transcend traditional craft divisions.5
German tailors, led by the revolutionary émigré Wilhelm Weitling, were organizing themselves
into separate German-language branches of the Journeyman Tailors’ Protective Union to contest
the increasing reliance on subcontracted and outsourced labor that made the antebellum clothing
industry synonymous with the “sweated trades.”6 A German Central Committee of the United
Trades, comprised of delegates from seventeen Protective Unions numbering 4,500 members,
pledged its endorsement of the 1850 Industrial Congress, which in turn supported the tailors’
strike that summer.7 Other German workers founded their own chapter of a land reform
association, christened “Jung Amerika” in homage to George Henry Evans’ original.8
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Despite the straitened circumstances produced by unsanitary and crowded conditions,
interethnic, racial, and sectarian rivalries that sometimes escalated into bloody conflicts, the
brutal competition of a labor market characterized by downward pressure on wages and an
increasing division of labor, there were signs that workingmen in New York and other
industrializing cities were continuing to forge connections across racial, ethnic, and international
boundaries in the wake of 1848. African-American New Yorkers organized an American League
of Colored Laborers, with Frederick Douglass as vice-president, in 1850, and black waiters
formed an interracial “Protective Union” with their white counterparts, striking for higher wages
in 1853.9 At the National Industrial Congress in Albany in 1851, John C. Bowers, “a colored
gentleman from Philadelphia,” arrived as a representative of the Philadelphia Land Association.
Despite opposition to Bowers’ participation from some quarters, the objections were overruled
by Evans, Lucius Hine, and other supporters, and Bowers was eventually seated.10 That same
year, in Wisconsin, the Milwaukee Free Democrat took to its pages to deny the charge that local
land reformers had voted against the election of an African-American delegate to the Albany
Congress. The vote, the Free Democrat clarified, had been 20 to 6 in favor, rather than the
reverse; furthermore, even some of the six who rejected the black delegate were said to be “in
favor of colored suffrage.”11 Perhaps Wisconsin land reformers had been inspired by abolitionist
and National Reformer H. H. Amringe, who had lectured widely in there on the platform of “a
free soil as well as personal freedom to all... whether God has painted them white, red, or
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black”—or by their National Reform brethren not far away in Rosendale, Wisconsin, who
required that members take a pledge to end discrimination “on account of birth-place or color.”12
Meanwhile, the “spirit of 1848” was kept alive by an injection of immigrants from
Germany, France, Austria, Hungary, and elsewhere, as well as by labor reformers, abolitionists,
and others who connected the revolutionary and republican struggles in Europe to those they
faced at home.13 When Hungarian independence leader Lajos Kossuth arrived in New York in
late 1851, he was greeted with jubilant expressions of solidarity by the American and Foreign
Anti-Slavery Society, the New York City Industrial Congress, and the Brotherhood of the Union,
among other organizations. In a missive to Kossuth, NYCIC chairman and Printer’s Union
president K. Arthur Bailey laid out the entire land reform program before the Hungarian hero.
Likewise, when Bailey addressed “a delegation of working men and free land advocates” who
had turned out to greet Kossuth in person, he drew a parallel between the lost cause in Hungary
and “the disposition of the public lands... the landless condition of our workers, and its effect in
depressing the wages, and depriving working men of opportunities, and homes.”14
The new movement was crystallized in New York by the formation of the New York City
Industrial Congress in 1850, which brought together workers from forty-three different trades,
the largest such effort since the 1830s. Organized by figures including Bailey, Keyser (who
served as Corresponding Secretary), Carpenter’s Union president Benjamin Price, and land
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reformer William V. Barr, the NYCIC was less a vehicle for land reform and more of a forum for
trade unionists than its national predecessor had been. As had been the case with the National
Congresses, the mixture of trades unionists, employers, and middle-class reformers sometimes
led to tensions. At its inaugural meeting in 1850, Bricklayers’ and Plasterers’ Union delegate
McCloskey denounced Barr’s land reform platform as a “humbug” and moved that the Congress
be adjourned. But other trades unionists, citing the presence of “all the trades were represented
there,” defeated McCloskey’s motion and went on to accept Barr’s speeches, giving the “right to
soil” a prominent place in its constitution.15 The resulting constitution, although essentially
similar to that of the National Industrial Congress, differing in two main particulars: its
“Preamble” emphasized the “hostility” between Capital and Labor, and its articles specified that
delegates be elected from “Associations of Industrials, Mechanics, and Laborers... who must be
members of the organizations they represent.”16
Even as the NYCIC demanded the restoration to the laborer of “the full product of his
toil,” however, it declared itself dedicated to “devising means to reconcile the interests of Labor
and Capital,” temporarily deranged by the “hostility” created by the current economic climate.
Along with the more capacious criteria for membership in the National Congress, which had
enabled the inclusion, at least on occasion, of women and African Americans, the NYCIC’s
Preamble dispensed with sweeping statements about the “Rights of Man” or Fourierist language
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about the formation of a “New Moral Government.”17 Nonetheless, delegates from organizations
like the secretive Brotherhood of the Union as well as the New York branch of the “Church of
Humanity” (inspired by the work of French social thinker Auguste Comte) were suffered to
remain, as were “middle class” reformers like Greeley; Greeley’s Tribune continued to give the
NYCIC generous coverage throughout the decade.18 Meanwhile, the continued salience of the
connection—in the minds of conservatives, at least—between labor reform and antislavery was
underscored by the proslavery editor James Gordon Bennett, who referred to the annual meeting
of the American Anti-Slavery Society held in New York on May 7th, 1850, as “the Annual
Congress of Fanatics—The Disunionists, Socialists, Fourierists, Communists, and other
Abolitionists.”19
The Harmony Division was hardly alone in calling for a new political party at the
beginning of the 1850s. In 1846, George Henry Evans had predicted that there would soon exist
“but two parties, the great Republican Party of Progress and little Tory Party of Holdbacks.”20 By
1852, it had become evident to Evans and many other former radical Democrats that the
Democratic Party with which they had so long been associated had veered closer to the latter
rather than the former description. In June of that year, Ohio congressman Samuel Lewis issued
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a call for “the friends of the principles declared” at the Free Soil convention in Buffalo,
consisting of “Delegates of the Free Democracy.” When the newly-christened Free Democratic
Party convened in Pittsburgh that August, it invited the National Industrial Congress, then
meeting in Washington, D.C., to send such delegates. With Wisconsin abolitionist Charles
Durkee at the helm, the NIC obliged, but also expressed its own vision for a third party, “the
party of masses, the Labor Party.” Although such a party never materialized, the leaders of the
NIC believed that workers’ increasing awareness of their exploitation by parties that represented
capital meant that “conscious or unconscious of its own existence, it is.”21
The rise of the Free Democratic and Republican parties in the 1850s coincided with, and
to some extent grew out of, the demise of the Free Soil and Liberty Party coalitions of the late
1840s. In these same years, having failed to accomplish electoral success either in New York
City or elsewhere, the National Reform Association abandoned whatever aspirations it may have
had to function as an independent third party, even one whose purpose was merely to act as a
spoiler by taking votes away from the two major parties. But even as the NRA declined as an
organization, its influence continued to be felt as immigration and economic uncertainty
exacerbated the labor crisis in the eastern cities and westward expansion created fresh fields for
the sowing of agrarian ideas, whether in their radical or Jacksonian guises. J.K. Ingalls recalled
that the NRA kept up a steady stream of “propagandism” throughout the first half of the decade,
continuing to interrogate candidates and attempting to direct their votes accordingly. National
Reform leaders like Ingalls, as well as local branches of the organization, now turned their
attention to petitioning Congress; particularly between the years of 1850 and 1852, hundreds of
National Reform petitions containing thousands of signatures were sent from at twenty-three
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states and the District of Columbia.22 Ingalls later credited this petition campaign, which he was
heavily involved in organizing, with the passage of the Homestead Act. If such a claim contains
more than a touch of exaggeration, it also warrants deeper consideration of the land reform
movement’s role in catalyzing the unstable coalition around antislavery, homesteads, and
protectionist economic policies that formed the basis of the Republican Party’s appeal to
northern voters in the 1850s.
Between 1848 and 1854, the conflicts stemming from the struggle over the status of
slavery in the territories and its future in the nation intersected inescapably with the aims of
working-class land reformers, forcing them to confront the reality of a newly-assertive and
aggressively expansionist Slave Power. As the Lowell Voice of Industry, writing during
congressional debates on the territorial status of Oregon in July 1848, put it,
There is now but one issue. Either slavery must have full liberty and sweep, to expand itself in
infinity, or else it must meet, in fell encounter with Death. You cannot touch a single question
of general policy in which slavery does not get some mortal thrust. It can’t be avoided. Slavery
must be extinguished... We go for direct and internicine [sic] war with the monster; for utter
extinction. If this cannot be done at once, let us at least wall him round, with the blazing
bulwarks of Free States.23
At the same time, a more cautious version of land reform began to make its way into the
political mainstream, adopted by politicians from an array of partisan and sectional affiliations
who hoped to mitigate some of the worst effects of the spread of wage labor and dependence on
markets and stave off radical or even insurrectionary approaches. Much as the surprising show of
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strength made by the Republican Party in the election of 1856 would signal to William H.
Seward that antislavery had “at length” become “a respectable element in politics,” by the mid1850s there were signs that land reform, once considered a politically-impossible project of
utopians and agrarians, had become “respectable.” The newfound respectability of both
antislavery and land reform would pose new dilemmas for proponents of each. But regardless of
its implications for the future of labor, enslaved or free, the historic intersection of land reform
and antislavery in the 1850s would dramatically transform the politics of the antebellum North,
forever foreclosing some alternatives while pointing the way towards radical possibilities for
others.
Land Reform Moves West: National Reform in Ohio, Wisconsin, and Beyond
For most of the second half the 1840s, the land reform movement was primarily a
phenomenon of the eastern cities. Originating in New York City, it underwent a trial by fire in
the Anti-rent counties of upstate New York before establishing key bases of support in the
manufacturing cities and towns of New England, the radical artisan hotbed of Philadelphia, and
in urban centers as far south as Richmond, Virginia. But even as the NRA began to decline as an
organized political movement in the East after 1848, it continued to gain adherents and
momentum in the burgeoning western cities of Cincinnati, Chicago, and Milwaukee, and among
many humbler towns and pioneer settlements of the Old Northwest and Middle West. Central to
Evans’ strategy had been to effect land reform legislation “by the votes of the small farmers, who
were the majority” in the North and throughout the country.24 By the end of the 1840s, the NRA
claimed to have some fifty auxiliary associations, not only in the industrializing eastern cities of
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Albany, Rochester, Philadelphia, Boston, Lowell, and several other cities in Massachusetts, but
in Pittsburgh; Columbus and Cincinnati, Ohio; Louisville, Kentucky; Wheeling, Virginia; New
Harmony, Indiana; and Milwaukee, and Mineral Point, Wisconsin. It also claimed that more than
one hundred newspapers were “committed to the National Reform measures, in whole or in
part,” among which it counted not only the Tribune and Elizur Wright’s Boston Daily
Chronotype, but also publications in Cincinnati, Cleveland, Salem, and McConnellsville, Ohio;
Chicago and Chester, Illinois.25 Perhaps in recognition of the growing importance of both land
reform and wage labor to the West, National Industrial Congresses were held in Cincinnati in
1849, in Chicago in 1850, and in Cleveland in 1855.
Cincinnati, on the other side of the Northwest Ordinance’s dividing line between free and
slave states, had long been a magnet for artisans as well as for animal products, grain, iron, and
other manufactured goods traveling by river and canal. Cincinnati workers had been particularly
hard-hit by the Panic of 1837, and by the 1850s, “Porkopolis” was already beginning to lose
ground to Chicago as a meatpacking center and depot for western grain and other goods. During
the winter of 1847-48, Cincinnati Iron Moulders formed a cooperatively-run iron foundry, the
Journeyman Moulders’ Union Foundry, in response to hard times and unemployment.26 Inspired
by the cooperative approach developed by the Iron Moulders, local stovemaker Josiah Warren
devised a system of “Labor Notes,” in which workingmen could exchange their labor in lieu of
currency at the “Time Store” at the corner of Cincinnati’s Fifth and Elm streets. In 1847, Warren
reorganized on “labor for labor” principles the former Fourierist settlement of Utopia, Ohio,
which he purchased from John O. Wattles, another reformer with connections to the NRA. In
25
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1851, Warren determined to apply these ideas in a mutualist settlement back East, establishing
the “Modern Times” settlement on Long Island with aid from Associationist Albert Brisbane and
the proto-anarchist Stephen Pearl Andrews.27
Cincinnati had also been an early center of land-reform activity. Josiah Warren had been
a National Reform supporter, and John Pickering, the National Reform leader who authored the
influential Working Man’s Political Economy, was based there. In 1848 Pickering took the lead
in organizing a petition signed by 228 Cincinnatians in favor of laying out and distributing the
public lands to actual settlers.28 Pickering was also chosen by a group of local reformers to draft
a document providing a working theory for the unification of various reform efforts, to be
presented at the 1850 Industrial Congress at Chicago. The resulting document contained the
usual denunciations of so-called “fragmentary reforms,” but also declared in favor of women’s
equality and against slaveholder expansion. Slavery, the Industrial Congress proclaimed that
year, “cannot exist without inevitably producing the destruction of a nation which permits it.”29
A new tome published by Pickering that same year framed the familiar National Reform
refrain in the context of post-1848 internationalism and the new urgency provided by the contest
over slavery in the territories. The Friend of Man, Being the Principles of National or Land
Reform, combined detailed expositions of the three main NRA planks of Freedom of the Public
Lands, Homestead Exemption, and Land Limitation, along with a set of “Slanders Refuted” and
27
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“Objections Answered.” The familiar arguments against land monopoly were now subtly reframed to meet the ideological demands of a reshaped post-1848 political environment. In
addition to alleviating the pressure on rents and wages created by the oversupply of labor in
crowded cities, Pickering now suggested, land reform would “have a tendency to weaken, and...
finally break up the despotic governments of Europe, by drawing from them the most
industrious, energetic and valuable part of their populations”; simultaneously, it would prevent
the “the falling despots of Europe, from becoming the owners of our soil.” Elsewhere, the
pamphlet praised California’s new free-soil constitution as “a signal triumph of the principles we
advocate.” As for slavery, whereas Pickering had earlier been an enthusiastic employer of the
“wages slave” metaphor, he now largely dropped the language of wage slavery and deployed
such rhetorical comparisons in a somewhat different sense. The giving away of land to the
landless, Pickering now suggested, didn’t detract from the freedom of landowners any more than
the abolition of slavery would detract from that of the slave who had purchased his freedom. The
expansion of free labor, Pickering now insisted, was in itself an unqualified good.30
Even more persuasive was Lucius Hine. The young and dashing Hine had studied law at
the University of Cincinnati before adopting land reform and publishing his forceful but
respectful argument against William Lloyd Garrison’s rejection of political and constitutional
methods as a means to advance the cause of the enslaved. His Lecture on Garrisonian Politics
(1853) also contained strident pleas for recognition of the rights of women and free blacks
(describing the discriminatory laws of Ohio and other northern states as “treachery to the spirit of
our institutions”), as well as one of the period’s most original arguments in favor of an
30
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antislavery interpretation of the Constitution. Hine, who published a series of pamphlets on
“Political and Social Economy” throughout the decade, read Pickering’s reform manifesto at the
1850 Industrial Congress, presided over that year by another westerner, the Fourierist and
founder of the Wisconsin Phalanx, Warren B. Chase. From 1852 to 1853 Hine traveled
throughout Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, and Indiana lecturing on “Land Reform and Free Schools,”
holding some 350 meetings in all. “In no place,” he reported, “have I failed to find staunch
friends of Land Reform in its most radical import.” Using Cincinnati as a base, Hine would
lecture on an average of nearly 200 times a year over the next ten years. Later, he resurfaced as a
defender of Abraham Lincoln and a spokesperson for the various workingmen’s organizations
that coalesced after the war.31
Land reformers joined forces with antislavery advocates in Ohio, where Liberty Party
leaders participated in that state’s “Free Territory” convention, and in Michigan, where the Free
Democratic party demanded that public lands be “gratuitously distributed in limited quantities to
actual settlers.” Illinoisans, who had formed an NRA auxiliary as early as 1845, organized a
“National Reform Democratic State Convention” with the goal of showing that “the sons of toil”
there were “acting in concert with those of other States” in the “great movement” then
underway.32 Iowa Free Soilers, denouncing the proslavery positions of both Democrats and
Whigs as “anti-Democratic, anti-Christian, and untrue,” endorsed the Free Soil Party ticket as
“the only political party who propose and sustain any great and good measures of National
Reform in the present day.” The Iowans nominated former Democrat John P. Hale on the
grounds that his efforts on the Homestead bill then pending in Congress “entitled him to the
31
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gratitude and respect of the laboring classes.” Indiana, Wisconsin, and California all incorporated
homestead exemption into their state constitutions; in Indiana, Whig and future Radical
Republican Schulyer Colfax led the push for exemption and endorsed the concept of freedom of
the public lands.33
In the Golden State, David C. Broderick, the political leader of a group of expatriate
pugilists, fortune-seekers, and political toughs from the lower wards of Manhattan formed the
nucleus of an unlikely antislavery coalition. Broderick, an Irish-American stonecutter, former
Locofoco, and “Spartan gang” companion of Mike Walsh, became the leader of the California
Free Soilers against the “Hunker” faction of the California Democracy. The sensationalism and
deeply partisan nature of contemporary news coverage, often reflected in early biographies of
Broderick, make it difficult to evaluate the sincerity of his antislavery and free-labor convictions.
But in the state legislature, he opposed the passage of a bill barring the emigration of African
Americans to the state, and as a U. S. Senator, Broderick’s denunciations of Stephen Douglas’s
version of popular sovereignty and the proslavery Lecompton Constitution in Kansas won him
the affections of Republicans and the enmity of Hunker Democrats, who helped unseat him in
1858. Broderick paid the ultimate price a few years later, when he was killed by California’s
proslavery former state Supreme Court Justice David S. Terry in a duel.34 Southerners had good
reason to fear the triumph of Free Soil in California; as South Carolina secessionist Langdon
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Cheves protested at the Nashville Convention of 1850, a Free Soil victory there might pave the
way for the complete abolition of slavery in time.35
But it was in Wisconsin that the alliance between antislavery and land reform arguably
bore the most fruit. After attaining statehood in 1848, abolitionists and land reformers there
united to elect the abolitionist and Free Soiler Charles Durkee to the House of Representatives,
Homestead champion and National Reform presidential candidate Isaac P. Walker to the Senate,
and Fourierist Warren B. Chase to the state legislature. The brand of land reform promoted by
the NRA had a solid foundation in Wisconsin. As early as 1837, pioneers in the territory had sent
petitions asking that public lands be reserved for actual settlers. A decade later, land reformers
led by Chase and the NRA’s H.H. Van Amringe won the inclusion of a homestead exemption
clause in the state’s constitution. Even the conservative Wisconsin Argus, although it believed
homestead exemption to be a form of “appropriation by law [of] the property of individuals for
the relief of the poor,” conceded that the protection of “moderate” exemptions of debtor’s
property from seizure was “a principle of government from which but very few will dissent.”36
Van Amringe, in his capacity the official lecturer of the National Industrial Congress,
traveled widely throughout the state beginning in 1847, and local land reformers successfully
interrogated local politicians on their support for land reform measures, extracting pledges from
candidates in 1848 and again in 1849. The state Free Soil Convention held at Janesville in the
prior year officially adopted the three National Reform planks alongside the Buffalo Free Soil
platform. Indeed, the prospects for land reform in Wisconsin looked so promising that leading
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New York National Reformer Alvan E. Bovay, the organization’s secretary, relocated there in
1851.37
Wisconsin land reformers also had an able mouthpiece in the form of the American
Freeman (later the Wisconsin Freeman, and afterwards the Milwaukee Free Democrat), edited
by another transplant, Sherman M. Booth. Known as a “radical,” “old-time abolitionist,” the
western New York-born Booth had become involved in abolitionism as a Yale student assigned
to teach imprisoned Africans from the Amistad rebellion how to read, and subsequently helped
organize the Liberty Party in Connecticut. He arrived in Wisconsin in 1848, the year of
Wisconsin’s admission into the Union. With an assistant, Ichabod Codding, he established the
Freeman in Waukesha, but soon moved to Milwaukee and changed the new paper’s name,
becoming its sole proprietor. At first the Freeman’s editor was chary of the Free Soil movement,
regarding it as an abandonment of Liberty Party principles. But after Booth and Durkee were
elected as delegates to the 1848 Free Soil Convention in Buffalo (with instructions to “sustain no
candidates except those who are not only pledged against the extension of slavery, but are also
committed to the policy of abolishing it”), Booth went on to play an important role both in
Buffalo, where he helped to shape the new party’s platform, and in Wisconsin, where he became
a vocal advocate of both the Free Soil party and the more radical version of “free soil” espoused
by Wisconsin National Reformers.38
In Milwaukee, Booth helped to organize a Free Soil league that included advocates of
both reforms, while German immigrant A. H. Biefeld publicized the campaign in the Milwaukee
Volksfreund, hoping to gain adherents among the city’s large population of German-speaking
37
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laborers. The result was that Wisconsin gave 10,423 votes for Van Buren—more than a quarter
of the votes it cast in 1848, and a greater percentage of Free Soil votes than any state except New
York and Massachusetts—and elected Charles Durkee and I. P. Walker to Congress. Even
Hunker Democrats and Whigs were forced to take Free Soil positions in Wisconsin, an outcome
that historian Theodore Clarke Smith thought made the state “more nearly anti-slavery than any
similar area in the Union.”39
Booth’s Freeman, which later changed its name to the Free Democrat after the
emergence of the breakaway party of the same name, also became an enthusiastic adopter of the
land reform measures promoted by the National Reformers. It encouraged readers to travel to the
Industrial Congresses in Chicago in 1850 (presided over by Warren B. Chase) and Washington,
D. C. in 1852 (presided over by Charles Durkee), and published notices of local National Reform
lectures and meetings. At one of the latter, held before an overflow crowd at Madison’s
Assembly Hall, attendees listened to former New York Anti-renter and official NIC lecturer H.
H. Van Amringe address “a full house on the subject of Free Soil.” According to Booth’s
correspondent, Van Amringe “completely annihilated the arguments” against land limitation,
citing Blackstone to prove that “all titles to land were exclusively and entirely the creatures of
statute law, and subject to all or any legislative action which the law-makers think proper to
make.” The Free Democrat acknowledged that “the principles involved in those questions we
unhesitatingly approve”—with good reason, since many of the same principles applied to the
question of government intervention over slavery in the territories. But Booth also took National
Reformers to task for failing to live up to the antislavery implications of their creed, splitting
with local NRA leader Elmore after he attempted to lead followers back into the arms of the
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conservative Hunker Democrats, and excoriating Wisconsin’s Senator Walker for failing (in the
eyes of Booth and other abolitionists) to live up to his promise to defend the Wilmot Proviso. In
May 1849, Booth republished an article from the like-minded True Democrat, chiding National
Reformers for failing to pay attention to the importance of measures like abolishing slavery in
Washington, D.C. The article agreed that a land limitation law would be “a blow would be struck
at the very root of all human slavery,” but accused National Reformers of “an inconsistency...
that operate[s] as a drawback to true, practical progress.” “If we can not kill the root” of land
monopoly, the True Democrat opined, “we should not in our indignation, refuse to lop off its
branches.”40
Wisconsin land reformers came close to enacting a state bill on land limitation in 1851.
The bill, which would have limited the amount of landholdings to 320 acres or two one-acre city
lots, was approved by a committee headed by local land reformers, who emphasized the plight of
“workingmen, born without an inheritance of land or money, [and] thrown into an over-crowded
market for labor.” The bill received the tacit support of Governor Nelson Dewey, and an initial
vote in the State Assembly passed 43 to 15. Van Amringe organized mass meetings of
Milwaukee laborers in support of its passage, but conservatives and business interests soon rose
up in opposition to the “land limitation humbug,” labeling the measure an “incipient crusade
against the rights of property” and hosting their own “anti-agrarian” meetings. The state’s
attorney general then declared limitation unconstitutional, and, after an unfavorable report from
the judiciary committee, the measure failed by a vote of 27 to 37. Notably, however, even the
“anti-agrarians” defended their position in terms of the labor theory of property, defining the
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latter as “a right which society creates for the recompense of Labor... with us all property is
simply industry rewarded with its just fruits.”41
Local land reformers, although smarting from the defeat of land limitation, may have also
found a silver lining in the election of Charles Durkee to the House, and the re-election of Henry
Dodge (Wisconsin’s first territorial governor and a consistent supporter of land reform measures)
and Isaac P. Walker to the Senate that year. For much of the first half of the 1850s, Walker
would become the leading advocate in Congress of land reform, by that time generally referred
to as “homestead reform,” or simply “Homestead.” These efforts would earn him the devotion of
many National Reformers, who repeatedly nominated him as their candidate for President
between 1850 and 1852. Durkee became a leading opponent of the Fugitive Slave Act in the
House; just weeks after he had presided over the 1852 Industrial Congress, he gave a ringing
speech in which he denied that the 1850 Compromise represented a “final” settlement of the
slavery issue and decried the Fugitive Act’s “unrelenting war against the African race” (in 1855,
having switched his allegiance to the Republicans, Durkee would fill Walker’s Senate seat).42
Over the next decade, some of the most important political champions of both Homestead and
antislavery would emerge from the same plains and prairies that had spawned homestead
exemption and land limitation, the Freeman, and men like Durkee, Dodge, and Walker.43
The Compromise of 1850 and the Rise of the “Free Democracy”
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Reverberations from the debacle of the Compromise of 1850 were felt immediately
among some sectors of the northern population—most onerously, by free blacks, who now found
their freedom threatened in new and ominous ways by the Fugitive Slave Act. The initial
response from land and labor reformers was initially muted, with some labor organizations
explicitly disavowing any participation in the controversy over slavery.44 Like many northerners,
workers who considered themselves agnostic on slavery no doubt hoped that the Compromise
portended a “final settlement” of “the slave question.” But as the implications of the
Compromise measures, particularly the hated Fugitive Act, became apparent, land reformers and
other workingmen’s organizations began to respond. Like northerners generally, white
workingmen resented what they perceived as their transformation into “slave catchers,”
dragooning ordinary citizens into a national dragnet for fugitive slaves. In Massachusetts in
1850, a convention of workingmen presided over by Appleton Fay declared that “giving up our
fellow-workingmen to the Slave Hunters, at the South, dispensing with the trial by Jury, and
making it criminal to do good to our fellow-workingmen, is an infamous act, fit only to be
trampled under the feet of every lover of Liberty and Justice.”45 Another group of Massachusetts
“Friends of Industrial Reform” passed a resolution declaring that the Fugitive Act was not
“binding in law or conscience on the people, and ought to be resisted, if necessary, to death, by
every friend to our country, to humanity, and to justice,” and Elizur Wright and ten-hours leader
John C. Cluer both faced prosecution for resisting the law, Wright for aiding Shadrach Minkins
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to escape in 1851, and Cluer during the famed Anthony Burns case.46 In 1851 and again in 1852,
the New York City Industrial Congress reaffirmed its “hostility” to the Act and urged its repeal
(in the latter year the organization cited the case of Horace Preston, a fugitive from Baltimore
who had been apprehended in Williamsburg, Brooklyn that April, as an egregious example of the
Fugitive Act’s implications). In the latter year, Philadelphia iron monger John Sheddon,
Brotherhood of the Union leader George Lippard, and National Reformer August Duganne also
spoke out against the Fugitive Law.47 Somewhat more belatedly, in 1854, a group of signatories
in Greenpoint, Brooklyn, led by the NRA’s Lewis Masquerier, expressed remorse about the fact
that northern workers had “submitted to the degredation [sic] and meanness of becoming slave
catchers.” The rancor created by the Fugitive Act, the petition went on, only “proves that the
public conscience of the free states is outraged by the peculiar institution, and that the only
remedy of the evil, is its ultimate abolition.”48
In New York, the remaining core of the National Reform Association debated the best
course of action given the new political realities of the growing salience of slavery and the
continued acquiescence of the two major parties on issues of land and slaveholder expansion.
Much as they had in 1848, when National Reformers found themselves torn between the faint
promise of Gerrit Smith’s Liberty Party and the “sham free soil” of the Buffalo Free Soilers, in
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1852 the group found itself divided over the efficacy of supporting third-party candidates.49 In
some ways, the land reformers’ choice might have seemed obvious. After the passage of the
Compromise of 1850, elements of the old Free Soil Party had reorganized under the banner of
the Free Democratic Party, or Free Democracy, a name chosen to reflect its distinction from the
old Democratic Party, now widely seen as being captive to the Slave Power. The new party had
invited delegates from the Industrial Congress to its convention in Pittsburgh, and in New York,
a city convention of “Independent Democrats,” after passing the requisite resolution on land
reform, elected a delegation consisting of National Reformers William West, Lewis Masquerier,
and William J. Young to attend. At the Pittsburgh convention, land reformers rubbed shoulders
with abolitionists Joshua Giddings, Lewis Tappan, Frederick Douglass, Charles Francis Adams,
Owen Lovejoy, and Henry Wilson (the Massachusetts Senator known as the “Natick cobbler” for
his humble origins). Convening on August 11th, 1852, only a day after the Homestead bill’s
defeat in the Senate, the convention’s majority report added to resolutions denouncing slavery
and the 1850 Compromise a plank declaring that “the public lands of the United States belong to
the people, and should not be sold to individuals nor granted to corporations, but should be held
as a sacred trust... [and] granted in limited quantities, free of cost, to landless settlers.”50
But the majority report’s positions on both slavery and land reform failed to satisfy the
backers of the minority report, read by Gerrit Smith and National Reformer Young. Although,
unlike the 1848 Free Soil platform, the convention’s majority report did not deny the authority of
Federal Government to intervene in preventing the spread of slavery in the territories, neither did
it explicitly recognize the constitutional authority of Congress to do so. The minority report’s
49
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position went further, characterizing slavery as an “atrocious and abominable” form of “piracy”
and declaring it “entirely incapable of legislation”—that is to say, illegal. The Fugitive Law,
Smith and Young avowed, should not only be defied but should be “trample[d] under foot.” As
far as the public lands were concerned, the minority report pushed for the recognition that the
“right to the soil is the right of all men.” In the scrum of debate over the “legality” of slavery and
that followed, land reform emerged as the middle ground on which both sides could meet;
Sheldon of Pennsylvania thought it could serve as an “entering wedge” in bringing about the
demise of slavery. In the end, the convention adopted not only the majority report’s acceptance
of the three National Reform planks, but added a resolution submitted by Booth of Michigan
affirming a “natural right” to a portion of the soil, which was adopted almost unanimously. The
convention then nominated former Liberty Party candidate John P. Hale for president and a
relative newcomer, George W. Julian of Indiana, for vice president.51
Back in New York, however, National Reform support for the Free Democracy proved to
be far from a foregone conclusion. Convinced that they held the balance of power over the
decisive New York state vote in the upcoming election, the National Reformers held a public
meeting in Broadway’s Military Hall to debate strategies and weigh the merits of each new party
alignment.52 A year before, Tammany Hall had hosted a pro-land reform meeting which ended
with the nomination of Wisconsin Democrat I. P. Walker as the “Land Reform” candidate for
President in 1852. But strikingly, land reformers’ disdain for the actual Democratic nominee that
year, the New Hampshire proslavery “doughface,” Franklin Pierce, was unanimous at the August
18th meeting at Military Hall. Reporting back from Pittsburgh, William West declared the Free
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Democracy’s platform to be “perfect,” but its candidate, John P. Hale, was unsatisfactory
(although previously supported by Evans and others, Hale had never formally endorsed land
reform, let alone agreed to be the Free Democrats’ candidate). Persuaded by the adoption of land
reform by antislavery Whigs like Greeley, Salmon Chase, and William Seward, West explained
that he had attended the Pittsburgh conference mainly in the hopes of getting the Whig candidate,
General Winfield Scott, nominated on the national ticket. Guided by the highly-visible hand of
Horace Greeley’s Tribune, a small number of important Whigs had begun to voice cautious
acceptance of the homestead principle.53 But another Pittsburgh delegate, William Young,
protested, describing the Free Democrat’s platform as “one of the greatest that ever was,” and
insisting that land reformers had a “duty” to vote for them. A Mr. Crawley agreed, believing that
a vote for the new party would do more to damage the Democrats and expressing his fear that
support for the Whigs would alienate strongly-Democratic Irish and German immigrants. Evans,
meanwhile, counseled caution, insisting that “the wisest policy of all” would be to vote only for
candidates pledged to land reform. But the overall thrust of the meeting was in favor of support
for the Whigs—a startling turnaround for an organization with such solid roots in the party of
Jefferson and Jackson. Even to the staunchly Democratic Thomas Devyr, the northern
Democracy was now clearly operating “in collusion with the South.” Devyr favored throwing
National Reform votes to the Whigs in order to “fire a volley into the democrats, so that when
the smoke clears away they will not know where to find themselves.”54
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Even if it was largely strategic, the shift of land reform to support to the Whigs
represented a significant reversal of the political order that had obtained at least since the advent
of Jacksonian Democracy, one that betokened more significant realignments in the years to
come. Unlike the alliance between land reformers and the Liberty Party in 1848-49, however, a
formal political alliance between the National Reformers and the Free Democracy was not to be.
The Free Democratic Party itself would prove to be a short-lived phenomenon, with many of its
leading lights going into the new Republican Party, while others returned to the Democratic fold.
Coinciding roughly with the eclipse of National Reform as a political movement, the demise of
the Free Democracy after 1852 represented the last gasp of Free Soil as an organized third
party.55 But it was far from the last time that “free soil,” in both its radical and more moderate
guises, would make itself felt as a force to be reckoned with in American politics.
From Free Soil to Homestead: The Progress of Land Reform in National Legislation
Between 1848 and 1852, some eighteen states—more than half of those then in the
Union—passed homestead exemption laws, one of the National Reformers’ key demands. As
Paul Goodman has shown, the patchwork of exemption laws passed in the period “appeal[ed] to
different interests for different reasons, though all professed a desire to prevent the free play of
market forces from depriving families of their homes.”56 Ironically, given their national
representatives’ later opposition to homestead measures, southern states had led the way in
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passing exemption laws, beginning with Texas in 1839; southern politicians saw exempting
homesteads from seizure for debt as a way to cement unity between slaveholders and nonslaveholders by presenting a salve to white yeomen while insulating credit-dependent planters
from the uncertainties of the free market.57 In the North, however, homestead exemption laws
were largely the fruit of cooperation between Free Soilers and Whigs, with both groups prodded
on by working-class land reformers. In Massachusetts, for example, the Free Soil Jacksonian
Frederick Robinson was able to push an exemption bill through the legislature with the help of a
petition campaign organized by the NRA. In New York in 1847, a legislative “Select
Committee” on public lands was formed in part as a result of the National Reform petition
campaign, consisting of two Democrats who had taken the National Reform pledge, two Antirenters, and one Whig. The Select Committee adopted all three National Reform planks and used
language that mirrored exactly the phrases used in NRA tracts and pamphlets; the following
year, it quoted a speech made by Horace Greeley before a National Reform gathering. A Whig
governor signed the state’s exemption law in 1850, a move somewhat hyperbolically hailed by
Greeley as making manifest the principle of “Free Homes for ever!”58
The success of homestead exemption laws between the late 1840s and early 1850s
represented only the beginning of the process that led eventually to the passage of the Homestead
Act in 1862. The progress of homestead from the pet project of “agrarians” and “levellers” to
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one of the legislative pillars of a major political party represents one of the most remarkable
turnarounds in American political history, not to mention one of the most striking examples of
the “mainstreaming” of a formerly radical idea. When Rep. McConnell of New York presented a
National Reform memorial and announced his intention to introduce a bill to give a homestead to
every head of a family in 1845, he was nearly laughed out of the House. The year before, Rep.
Thomasson of Kentucky had denounced National Reform measures as “ultra-agrarian.”59 But as
it slowly made its way through Congress between 1850 and 1862, the homestead principle came
to involve some of the most famous names in mid-nineteenth century American politics. At one
time or another, homestead measures eventually came to enjoy support from a wide range of
political figures that included the conservative socialist Horace Greeley and the radical free
trader Gerrit Smith; representatives of southern yeomen like Sam Houston and Andrew Johnson;
widely-respected northern statesmen like Daniel Webster and Stephen Douglas; future
Republicans like Democrat Salmon P. Chase and Whig William H. Seward; and future Radicals
like George W. Julian, Benjamin Wade, and Galusha Grow.60 But just as the radicalism that had
originally undergirded concepts like “free labor” and “free soil” eventually became diluted as the
meaning of these terms was articulated, contested, and subjected to trial by fire by unforeseen
developments and political exigencies, the homestead policies that ultimately emerged were the
products of a political process shaped by the ongoing struggles over slavery and prevailing views
of political economy, the latter dominated by a free market ideology that could brook only so
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much interference in the values of the market or in the institution of private property. Ultimately,
the Homestead Act of 1862 would fail to satisfy the expectations of even many of its more
moderate supporters.
Nonetheless, the eventual triumph of Homestead was a testament to the persistent appeal
of ideas first enunciated in coherent form by the National Reformers, and if their more radical
version of homestead was not to be the form in which it ultimately emerged, the NRA and those
they had influenced nonetheless played an important role in shaping the debates over the
measure. On March 9, 1846, Representative Richard Platt Herrick, a Whig from the Anti-rent
county of Rensselaer, New York, introduced a homestead bill with the backing of the National
Reform Association. Although Horace Greeley felt that the bill was not sufficiently “speculative
proof,” it was deemed radical enough that the House refused to even print the proposed
measure.61 A few months after Herrick’s bid, however, Tennessee Democrat Andrew Johnson
proposed an amendment to the 1846 Graduation bill in the House, in which public lands be given
away free in quarter-sections to heads of families who could provide evidence of their poverty.
Supporters of the measure in Congress pointed to National Reform propaganda (specifically its
“Vote Yourself a Farm” slogan) as evidence that the passage of land reform was a necessary
stop-gap to head off an otherwise inevitable uprising of landless workers.62
Johnson’s amendment, however, failed to provide for either limitation or alienability, and
defined public land distribution in terms of charity, not as a natural right. Moreover, as the
dominant proposals for public land distribution before 1846, both “graduation” (the scaling of
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the price of government land according to quality) and “preëmption” (which allowed settlers on
land not yet surveyed or sold to purchase the land at the minimum price) failed to provide
adequate safeguards against speculation or satisfy believers in a “natural right to the soil.”
Similar schemes to provide land grant “bounties” to Mexican War veterans were opposed by
land reformers for the same reason. Just as importantly, these early bills mandated both the
retrocession of the public lands and the control over parceling out grants to the individual states,
rather than to individual settlers or to “the people” at large—a distinction with important
implications for parallel arguments, then still developing, over the fate of slavery in the
territories and the constitutional and legal nature of slavery as either a “national” or “local”
institution. After 1846, schemes for graduation became increasingly opposed to “Homestead”
measures, and southerners in Congress increasingly pushed the former as their hostility towards
the latter grew.63
In 1848, a vision of Homestead more amenable to National Reformers was proposed by
Horace Greeley. After a brief flirtation with the Free Soil Party that summer, Greeley’s Tribune
had returned to the fold by endorsing Whig candidate Zachary Taylor. Greeley’s reward from
New York Whig kingpin Thurlow Weed was a nomination on the ticket for an unexpired term in
Congress that year. Shortly after his election that November, Greeley announced his intention to
introduce a homestead bill. This he did on December 13th; but as the short session of Congress
was about to adjourn, Greeley’s bill was not taken up until February of the following year.64 In
response to a western congressman’s query about why a New Yorker would be interested in land
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reform, Greeley replied that “he represented more landless men than any other member” of the
House. Nonetheless, the bill was tabled, with only twenty members announcing support, and
Greeley would not be elected to a second term. Doubtless, Greeley’s other legislative efforts
during his short term in the House—which included a bill to abolish slavery in Washington,
D.C.—had done little to stir enthusiasm for his land reform legislation in Congress. Nonetheless,
he submitted several National Reform and other homestead petitions to Congress during his
tenure, and continued to serve as an effective mouthpiece for land reform, antislavery, and a host
of “radical” pro-labor measures in the pages of the Tribune.65 Homestead would have to await
the arrival of a political paradigm shift, as well as the emergence of a new cohort of political
sponsors, to have a chance at being written into law.
Isaac Pigeon Walker and the Strange Career of Homestead Reform in Congress
The efforts of a freshman Democratic Senator from the new state of Wisconsin met with
somewhat greater success. The Virginia-born I. P. (Isaac Pigeon) Walker had been a legal
colleague of Abraham Lincoln (whom he defeated for a position as a presidential elector on the
Free Soil ticket) in Springfield, Illinois before moving to Wisconsin, where he became a strong
supporter of the homestead exemption clause in the defeated 1846 state constitution. In 1848 he
was appointed by the state legislature to become one of the state’s first Senators. By that time,
Walker had already made a name for himself as a “Locofoco” (as radical Democrats in the state
were still sometimes called), railing against the abuses of English landlords in Ireland,
denouncing banks and paper money, and advocating the rights of women and immigrants. He
65
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championed a provision in the proposed state constitution which would have given married
women the right to control property, and supported the then-radical measures of direct election
of senators and direct taxation of personal property. As a Senator, he supported compensating the
Menominee and Creeks for lands unlawfully taken from them, and envisioned a homestead plan
for Native Americans not unlike the one he put forth for white farmers. Walker had supported
the Liberty Party in 1844, and on the eve of his election in 1848 had declared himself
“uncompromisingly opposed to the extension of chattel slavery into territory either now owned
or which may hereafter be acquired by the United States.”66
Nonetheless, Walker has sometimes been construed as a northern dupe to the Slave
Power—an impression shared by his colleagues in the Wisconsin state legislature, who voted to
censure him in 1849 and who replaced him in 1855 for what they perceived as his insufficient
commitment to antislavery. But a review of Walker’s record in the Senate suggests that he made
a more substantial contribution to the legal and constitutional effort to curb the Slave Power than
either contemporaries or later historians have acknowledged.67
In any event, it was as a champion of homestead rather than antislavery that first brought
Walker to attention on the national stage. After a relatively uneventful first term in the Thirtieth
Congress, Walker made formal contact with the local National Reform branch in Mukwonago,
Wisconsin.68 His re-election secured, Walker presented a resolution on December 24th, 1849,
providing for the cession of public lands to the states in which they were located, on the
condition that the states then transfer these lands in limited quantities to actual settlers at the cost
66
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of survey and transfer.69 Although this proposal, like those of Johnson, Houston, and Douglas,
violated the official National Reform position that “the people,” not the states, were the rightful
owners of the land, Walker’s plan added the crucial—and, to most, radical—measure of land
limitation. Citing statistics provided by the Cincinnati Industrial Congress, Walker insisted that
only his plan could protect the interests of western farmers against land speculators and of the
“working class” against “capitalists.”70 The resolution went nowhere, but in September 1850
Walker introduced an amendment to a House bill that would have made 160-acre grants of land
to settlers in the Oregon country permanent and inalienable, in accordance with National Reform
principles. After the Committee on Public Lands reported adversely on the amendment as
impracticable, Walker attacked its report in a two-day long speech that he framed as an effort “to
advocate the rights of labor” against an attempt by eastern capitalists and politicians to prevent
industrial workers from moving out of the crowded East in order to “FORCE THE WAGES OF
LABOR TO THE EUROPEAN STANDARD.” Although backed by William H. Seward and
Henry Dodge in the Senate and George W. Julian in the House, as well as petitions from
supporters of National Reform, the amendment failed.71
In the meantime, Walker had been attempting to stake out a careful stance on the various
measures comprising the “Omnibus bill” that eventually became known as the Compromise of
1850. But Walker’s efforts to carve out a nuanced position on the Compromise proved to be a
misstep, one for which he would eventually pay a heavy price. The Wisconsin state legislature
had instructed its senators to oppose the admission of California, New Mexico, or “any other
69
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Territory” into the Union without an explicit provision forever prohibiting the introduction of
slavery into these areas. But on February 20th, 1849, Walker submitted an amendment to a
general appropriation bill that extended Constitutional authority to California and New Mexico
without such a guarantee. Walker defended the procedure in terms of his understanding of the
Constitution and his fear of “disastrous” consequences for the Union if some kind of compromise
with southerners was not found. This, however, was not enough to appease the swelling tide of
antislavery sentiment at home or amongst abolitionist opinion-makers in New York; both
Sherman Booth’s Free Democrat and Greeley’s New-York Tribune decried Walker’s move, and
the Wisconsin legislature voted to censure him.72
Regardless of the actual depth or sincerity of Walker’s commitment to antislavery, he
played a significant role in the protracted debate over the Compromise, helping to outline legal
and constitutional arguments that would later prove useful to Republican antislavery politicians
and theorists, particularly Walker’s Senate colleagues Seward and Chase. In a published appeal
to Wisconsin voters that fall, Walker proclaimed himself undeserving of the legislature’s censure
and denied that he had ever proposed or voted for any measure that did not, in its spirit and
effect, provide an effective barrier to slavery in the territories. A few months later, during the
ongoing Senate debate, he introduced an amendment making the remarkable statement that
“slavery does not exist by law, but has been abolished and prohibited, together with the slave
trade and cannot... be introduced into any of the territory acquired by the United States from the
Republic of Mexico without positive enactments.”73 A dismayed southern senator complained
that such an amendment would “take away the whole ground at once that our people rest upon.”
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“Precisely so,” Walker replied. He went on to lay out what he believed to be the implications of
his argument, launching into an extended discourse that cited Mexican laws governing slavery as
binding precedents in the territories newly acquired by the United States. Mexico’s gradual
emancipation act of 1823; further acts passed in 1824 and 1837; President Vicente Guerrero’s
antislavery and equal-citizenship decree of 1829; and Mexico’s Constitution of 1843–44—all,
Walker argued, had not only abolished slavery completely within Mexico’s territorial bounds,
but had established the “free air” principle by which any claim to enslaved property brought into
formerly Mexican territory was automatically null and void.74
Walker thus drew on longstanding abolitionist theories as well as historic and legal
precedent in an effort to prevent slavery from expanding into the western territories acquired
from Mexico—a development that he and other land reformers realized would prove fatal to their
cherished hopes for their favored reform. As further proof of the illegality of slavery on Mexican
soil, Walker elucidated the principle then just beginning to become popularized under the rubric
of “Freedom National.” Responding to arguments by Senator Jefferson Davis of Mississippi on
the right to carry slave property into the territories, Walker insisted that no such right existed
outside of the states where slavery was made law: “I answer, that slavery is a purely local
institution; that it has no foundation in nature, or support in the laws of God; that it exists, and
can only exist, by virtue of the local laws of the States.” Finally, he turned to land reform
arguments against the extension of slavery. Citing a set of statistics about the amount of land still
unclaimed and unsettled in the existing slave states, he claimed that the amount of unoccupied
land in the existing slave states, could provide “equal to 160 acres... to be worked by every slave,
man, woman, and child, in the Republic.” Simultaneously, then, Walker’s vision of land reform
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undermined slaveholders’ arguments about the necessity of slavery’s expansion and drove home
well-established free soil arguments about the tendency of slave plantations to usurp large
amounts of land that could more beneficially be turned into productive small holdings farmed by
freemen.75
The Compromise of 1850 would nonetheless go on to passage, while Homestead became
stalled (Walker’s Homestead bill was eventually defeated, in January 1852). In the meantime,
however, Walker’s efforts had endeared him to land reformers in New York and New Jersey,
winning him the endorsement of the National Industrial Congress, which met in Trenton that
summer. Mass meetings in New York City in August 1850, comprised of “the workingmen of
the city,” featured a roster of speakers that included Walker, Evans, Horace Greeley, Thomas
Devyr, Mike Walsh, John Commerford, and the German revolutionary William Weitling. The
following year, perhaps in a belated bid to jump on the land reform bandwagon, Tammany Hall
extended an invitation to the New York City Industrial Congress to “all those in favor of Land
and other Industrial reform”; after a “spirited debate” within the NYCIC, the invitation was
accepted. The subsequent meeting at Tammany was a mixed affair; after being called to order by
John Keyser, the meeting passed resolutions recognizing Andrew Johnson, Stephen Douglas, and
George Julian for their support of land reform measures and nominated Walker for the
presidency. Little ultimately came, however, of the attempt by the City Democracy to attach
itself to the cause of land reform. As the National Era predicted, if Tammanyites stuck to the
pledge adopted at the meeting not to vote for any candidate not pledged to securing the freedom
of the soil, they would almost certainly be compelled to vote against the Democratic nominee in
1852, since the “Slaveholding Interest” would “encourage no system of measures tending to
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multiply free States, to enhance the rewards of free labor, or to convert the poorer classes of
white people in the slave States into small cultivators.” And indeed, Tammany stuck fast by the
nomination of Franklin Pierce that fall, bearing out the Tribune’s assertion that the meeting had
been an effort by “those professional politicians—Hunkers by instinct—who trim their sails for
every breeze suspected of blowing in a popular direction.”76
Nevertheless, a handful of politicians from both sides of the aisle, perhaps swayed by the
homestead petitions pouring in from their districts, continued to move towards an embrace of
Homestead. Over the next year and a half, the Industrial Congress stepped up its campaign to
distribute circulars to land reformers around the country and sent its own petitions to Congress,
praying that the measure “known as the homestead bill” then pending in the Senate would
become law. Congressman James of New York presented the NIC petition to the House, while
William H. Seward presented another NIC memorial against the contested policy of awarding
land grants as “bounties” to former soldiers.77 Salmon Chase presented nine pro-Homestead
petitions from the citizens of Ohio, and Walker fifteen from Wisconsin, along with others from
Indiana and New Jersey. Massachusetts sent some twenty-two petitions in favor of the bill, while
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others arrived from surviving Fourierist communities in Monmouth, New Jersey, and Ceresco,
Wisconsin.78
Meanwhile, land reform principles had made steady gains among the respectable news
outlets and thought leaders in the country. Not only Greeley’s Tribune, but even conservative
papers like the Courier and Enquirer now began to embrace moderate land reform as a sensible
and just alternative to militant trade unionism or European-style social unrest. The Jacksonian
Democratic Review, while insisting on adherence to free trade orthodoxy, admitted that “the
right of man to the soil, and the principles for which land reformers contend must be considered
mainly sound.” (James Gordon Bennett’s Herald, however, remained steadfast in its opposition
to land reform “buncombe,” although even it preferred Walker’s bill to the National Reformers’
“socialism”).79
Walker’s bill was defeated in early 1852. A second Homestead bill made it past the
House that May, only to be shot down by a coalition of southern slaveholders and northern
manufacturers in the Senate. In dissenting from the measure, J. S. Millson of Virginia
pronounced the notion of a right to the soil “a startling doctrine”; his fellow Virginian Thomas
H. Averett thought Homestead was an unconstitutional “effort to array the poor laborer against
the capitalist and the property holder.” John Allison, from the iron-manufacturing 20th District of
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Pennsylvania, accused the proponents of Homestead of “render[ing] useless and valueless
millions of capital” and “depreciat[ing the] value of real estate,” while John Sutherland, a
conservative Whig from New York, blamed the measure on “certain associations, called
‘Industrial Congresses’,” which he characterized as “offsprings of the German school of
socialism, and of the American school of ‘higher law’ transcendentalism,” a reference to
Seward’s antislavery “Higher Law” speech of 1850.80
In the meantime, however, a new generation of statesmen had emerged, many from the
plains and prairies of the West, who combined elements of the radical tradition of Jeffersonian
democracy and republican understandings of the right to the fruit of one’s labor with a more
militant antislavery and an insistence on mankind’s “right to the soil.” One of these was a young
Congressman who had been elected from David Wilmot’s district in Pennsylvania. In his second
speech in the House of Representatives (the first had been a ringing endorsement of Kossuth),
Galusha Grow “denied the position that the Government had any right to make the public lands a
source of revenue, and argued to prove that every citizen had as natural a right to the soil, as he
had to air and sunlight.” Arguing against Andrew Johnson’s paternalistic version of Homestead,
Grow insisted, in language that closely mirrored the rhetoric of the National Reformers, that
“each person had a right to so much of the earth’s surface as was necessary to his support,” and
demanded that land should be granted “in limited quantities to actual settlers, and that man
should have restored to him his natural right to the soil.”81
Another effective advocate of Homestead measures was a former schoolteacher and
antislavery congressman from Indiana, George Washington Julian. In a speech on the Homestead
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measure in the House of Representatives at the beginning of the previous year, Julian explicitly
outlined the connection between “the freedom of the public lands” and the antislavery cause.
Since slavery could only thrive “on extensive estates,” distributing the public lands “in limited
plantations, to actual settlers” would provide a “far more formidable barrier against the
introduction of slavery” than Daniel Webster’s notion of a natural limit to slavery in the arid
West, or even a political barrier like that provided by Jefferson’s Northwest Ordinance. Land
redistribution would fatally weaken slavery not only by preventing its physical spread, but by
demonstrating the superiority of free labor to slave labor and upholding the honor of the former,
reflecting the government’s commitment to upholding the laborer’s right to “the fruits of his own
labor,” and undermining chattel slavery by making “war upon its kindred system of wage
slavery.” Land reform, Julian concluded, was “therefore an anti-slavery measure.”82
If Julian appeared to at last square the circle by combining an attack on “wage slavery”
with an operational antislavery program, he also took pains to clarify that he was “no believer in
the doctrines of agrarianism, or socialism, as these terms are generally understood.” Land
reformers, Julian insisted, “claim no right to interfere with the laws of property of the several
States... They simply demand, that... Congress shall give its sanction to the natural right of the
landless citizen of the country to a home upon its soil.”83 But whether in its “agrarian” or more
moderate guise, Homestead continued to converge with the imperatives of antislavery restriction
over the remainder of the 1850s. Even those land reformers, who, like Thomas Devyr, remained
relatively unsympathetic to antislavery were aware of the ways in which the two reforms had
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become mutually dependent. As Devyr put it in a letter to Horace Greeley, the question was now
whether “the freedom of the Public Lands to actual settlers—forever limiting the farm to 160
acres—would this simple measure, or would it not, keep slavery out of the Territories?”84 Far
from diluting the dynamic force of either abolitionism or agrarianism, the intersection of
antislavery and homestead would prove to be, for a time at least, mutually reinforcing. Over the
next several years, the journey from Free Soil to Homestead, and the political realignment this
development prefigured, would come full circle with the rise of the Republican Party in the wake
of the Kansas-Nebraska Act. The eventual victory of the Republicans would usher in a new era
for both antislavery and Homestead.
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CHAPTER nine
Kansas-Nebraska, the Fight for Homestead, and the Rise of Republican Free Labor
Throughout 1855 and 1856, Parke Godwin penned an influential collection of essays for
Putnam’s Magazine. Later published under the title Political Essays, Godwin tackled such topics
as the fallout over the Kansas-Nebraska Act, the demise of the Second Party System, the rise of
Nativism, and the threat to free society posed by what he labeled the rise of southern
“despotism.” Like a growing number of former radicals and reformers in the North, Godwin now
saw slavery as “the fundamental and vital question,” “the rock on which, if any, we shall split.”
In an essay titled “Kansas Must Be Free,” Godwin blamed the “gigantic fraud... committed in the
name of slavery” for “the late outbreak of anti-slavery feeling, and particularly for its appearance
among those classes which have not heretofore manifested a strong tendency in that direction.”
Combining the emerging Republican doctrine of “freedom national” with an emphasis on the
superiority of free labor, Godwin lamented the substitution of ideals of democratic equality for
“a dogma about the natural superiority of certain races” and the tendency of the slaveholding
class “to defend the subjugation of labor as a just and normal condition.” The spread of slavery
to formerly free soil had precipitated an urgent crisis; for “if the American people do not now, on
the instant, rescue those lands to freedom, it is in vain that they will hereafter look to nature or
any other influences for their salvation.” Although he openly called only for a restoration of the
Missouri Compromise—along with the repeal of the Fugitive Slave Law and legislation
guaranteeing “THE HOMESTEAD FOR FREE MEN ON THE PUBLIC LANDS”—Godwin’s
essays made it clear that he, like William H. Seward, now viewed the conflict between slavery
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and freedom as irrepressible, and like Abraham Lincoln, that slavery should be placed “on the
path to extinction.”1
The similarities between the analysis of this former radical and soon-to-be-former
Democrat and those of prominent Republicans were not coincidental. In June, 1856, the same
year that the Essays were published, Godwin served as a clerk for the committee on platform at
the Republican Party’s first national convention in Philadelphia. Although the exact nature of his
contribution to the 1856 party platform remains unclear, at least one later chronicler noted that it
bore a significant resemblance to the principles laid out in Godwin’s Essays. George Haven
Putnam, the publisher of Putnam’s Magazine, would assign to Godwin much of the credit for
this first formulation of Republican Party principles.2
Throughout the Political Essays Godwin framed the essential contest as one between “the
two social systems of the North and South.” The controversy, Godwin explained, demonstrated
once again that “the fundamental and vital question” was between free labor and slavery; most
vitally, the issue of “whether the one or the other of these influences shall prevail in the
organization of new territories.” According to Godwin, the latter was not a question “of races,
nor of abstract theories of rights, nor even of religious convictions...but of actual facts.” As far as
Godwin was concerned, “the results of [the] two social experiments” were already in, and had
been demonstrated amply in favor of the former. Citing sources like Henry C. Carey’s Principles
of Political Economy, Frederick Law Olmsted’s The Seaboard Slave States, 1850 Census
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statistics on manufacturing and education, and James Henry Hammond’s own words about the
dependent condition of poor whites in South Carolina, Godwin attempted to prove that, in a slave
society, “the masses, with here and there an individual exception, cannot rise above the lowest
level.” The choice was ultimately a simple one: whether the territories, and the future of the
nation, would take their shape from “the pens and plantations of slavery, or from the factories
and free-schools of freedom.”3
Godwin leveraged his experience in radical circles to mount a cogent response to
southern depictions of the North as a hotbed of Fourierism, socialism, and other radical
movements. In a free society, Godwin explained, such “isms and vagaries” were “scarcely felt as
evils”; these “ferments” were merely the harmless “outlets of irritation that might otherwise be
deep and dangerous.” In a cunning reversal, Godwin now placed the onus of “radicalism” on the
South. It was in southern society that threats of personal and mob violence were manifested and
lawless schemes of filibustering were being carried out; in the South, “the threat of taking up
arms against the Union is a favorite method of discussion.” Likewise, in response to southern
charges about the crass money-worship of northern capitalism, Godwin blamed the decadence of
the slaveholding empire for the creation of a national descent into “gross materialism,” which
had gradually been substituted for “the grand and beautiful theory” at the center of the American
way of life: the “just and magnanimous recognition of the worth of every human being,” and an
“utter disdain” for “the spirit of caste.”4
If Godwin had largely eschewed the Fourierism and Loco-focoism of his youth in favor
of a more cautious brand of “free labor” by the mid-1850s, he never abandoned the hope
expressed by those movements for a more economically just and egalitarian society. One of the
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original signers of the call to create the Industrial Congress, Godwin had been a frequent
attendee at land reform and Fourierite events, including an 1847 National Reform Ball also
attended by William Lloyd Garrison.5 In 1854 Godwin was elected Vice President of the
Typographical Society, the union that represented typesetters and other print workers. If
Godwin’s background made him somewhat unusual in the new Republican Party, he was far
from alone. Although former Democrats like Salmon Chase, William H. Seward, and Francis P.
Blair were a minority in the new party, they played an outsized role in shaping its direction.
If few former Whigs shared Greeley’s history of advocating causes that most Whigs
found highly suspect, neither could many boast the influence wielded by Greeley’s Tribune. By
1860, the Tribune had grown to become the most widely-read paper in the country, with a
circulation of between 217,000 and 247,000, making it a highly effective vehicle for spreading
Republicanism, often tinged with support for land reform, abolitionism, and other ideas
considered too radical for publications that lacked the Tribune’s reputation.6
Whether Democrat or Whig, figures who were considered “radicals” either for their
abolitionism, advocacy of labor reform, or both—a cohort which included Horace Greeley of the
Tribune, Gamaliel Bailey of the National Era, Henry Wilson, Benjamin Wade, and Charles
Sumner—were among the first to call for the formation of a new party in the wake of the
Kansas-Nebraska Act.7 Others with yet more radical pedigrees played instrumental roles in the
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new party. Charles A. Dana, the Tribune’s assistant editor and a devotee of Fourier and
Proudhon, rose to become Assistant Secretary of War in the Lincoln administration. Although
Robert Dale Owen, son of Robert Owen, never relinquished his Democratic Party affiliation, he
prodded Lincoln to pursue a policy of emancipation, and later played a role in the Freedmen’s
Bureau and in drafting the Fourteenth Amendment. Gerrit Smith ran for President on both the
Land Reform and Radical Abolition tickets in 1856, but—after suffering a nervous breakdown in
the aftermath of John Brown’s raid on Harper’s Ferry, in which Smith was implicated as a
member of the “Secret Six” group of Brown’s backers—he re-emerged to become a staunch
supporter of the Republicans during the war. German immigrant radicals with roots in the 1848
revolutions who became Republicans included not only the well-known Union commanders Carl
Schurz and Franz Siegel but the Cincinnati abolitionist August Willich, publisher of the anticapitalist Cincinnati Republikaner, and Joseph Weydemeyer, publisher of Die Revolution and
founder of the American Worker’s League, or Arbeiterbund (both also served in the Union Army
during the war).8 And in Wisconsin, land reformers played a key role in the Republican Party’s
very formation. Sometime in the early 1850s, National Reform Association National Secretary
Alvan E. Bovay had traveled West to join the Wisconsin Phalanx at Ceresco, headed by Warren
B. Chase. After the Phalanx disbanded, the town was renamed Ripon, and in February 1854,
Bovay found himself chairing anti-Kansas-Nebraska meetings in the local schoolhouse and
Congregational Church. Meanwhile, in Milwaukee, abolitionist and land reformer Sherman
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Booth that passed a series of resolutions that were then adopted by other anti-Nebraska meetings
throughout the state, including one vowing to forgo former party affiliations and organize a new
party dedicated to the non-extension of slavery should the Kansas-Nebraska bill pass. Bovay’s
Ripon group approved this resolution at the village schoolhouse on March 20th—an event which
to which many historians trace the founding of the Republican Party. When questioned why he
had advocated calling the new party “Republican,” Bovay explained in terms that hearkened to
the egalitarian promise of the early nation: the name captured “the thing we wish to symbolize—
Respublica—the common weal.”9
In the meantime, urban workers, buffeted by an economic recession between 1855 and
1856 and then again by the Panic of 1857, continued to seek both redress for their grievances via
strikes, trades unions, and political activism, and escape from the over-competition of crowded
eastern cities via cooperative and communitarian ventures. A “Western Farm and Village
Association” organized by John Commerford and several others in New York sent National
Reformer Ransom Smith on a scouting mission to seek out potential sites for a National Reform
community during the winter of 1851–52; that May, several hundred workingmen made their
way to Minnesota City (now Rollingstone, Minnesota). Ohio’s Thomas Sutherland formed a
“Nebraska Emigration Association” with the goal of consolidating local land reform
organizations and establishing a free labor community in the territory that was soon to become
the subject of so much controversy. An in 1856, J.K. Ingalls’ new employer, the New York
manufacturer and inventor Thaddeus Hyatt, traveled to Kansas with a party of ninety ex-free
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soilers in order to “furnish them with useful employment” by organizing the free-labor
community of Hyattville in Anderson County. It was in “Bleeding Kansas” that Hyatt
encountered John Brown; he would later be jailed for refusing to offer testimony about his
possible involvement in planning Brown’s raid at Harper’s Ferry. Although the precise nature of
Hyatt’s involvement with Brown remains a mystery, as Ingalls put it, “many a squattor [sic] in
Kansas, and many a working man in New York” had cause to remember him.10 Brown himself,
of course, had lived for a time among the African-American community of Timbucto (North
Elba) on Gerrit Smith’s land in the Adirondacks, and his “Provisional Constitution” for the
interracial society he envisioned included a provision for the common ownership of all property
that was “the product of the labor of those belonging to this organization and their families.”11
One figure who would not live to see the unraveling of the Union that Brown’s raid
helped precipitate, nor the partial triumph of his ideals under the new Republican administration,
was George Henry Evans. Evans had left New York City for his farm in Granville, New Jersey at
the beginning of the decade, where, saddled by debts, he eked out a precarious existence and
traveled occasionally back to New York for National Reform activities. In 1855–56 he had been
involved with a fellow former labor agitator, William Heighton, in pressuring New Jersey
Republicans to adopt land reform measures. Caught in a snowstorm on his way back from a
speaking engagement, Evans took ill and succumbed to a “nervous fever” on February 2, 1856.
Leadership of the NRA, now officially known as the National Land Reform Association, would
10
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pass onto Ingalls and Commerford, and the organization would steadily lose influence over the
remainder of the decade.12
By that time, however, the momentous issues of land and slavery had re-entered the
national conversation in an unexpected and irreversible way. The passage of the KansasNebraska Act on May 30th, 1854 would cause an unprecedented reaction among large segments
of the northern population—one in which urban workingmen and their land reform allies would
play a significant but still largely unrecognized role—and lead directly to the formation of a
political party that embodied, if imperfectly, many of the ideals for which labor reformers and
abolitionists had so long struggled.
The Kansas-Nebraska Act: Northern Workers Respond
As historians have long understood, the passage of Kansas-Nebraska unleashed a new
antislavery militancy in the North. The brainchild of Illinois Democrat Stephen Douglas, who
cherished ambitions to drive a Pacific railroad from his home state of Illinois through the same
plains and valleys that land reformers cherished for homesteads, the act threatened to open to
slavery millions of acres of land not only in Kansas and Nebraska, but potentially in all
remaining territories on either side of the dividing line of 36°30’ established by the Missouri
Compromise. Congressman Salmon P. Chase, assisted by Charles Sumner, Joshua Giddings,
Edward Wade, Alexander De Witt, and Gerrit Smith, fired off the “Appeal of the Independent
Democrats in Congress to the People of the United States,” reviving the old Wilmot Proviso and
Free Soil arguments and injecting them with fresh outrage at the audacity of the “Slave Power,”
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and Smith made a passionate speech in which he elaborated his theory of slavery as an “outlaw”
institution.13
Although he did not sign the “Appeal,” Wisconsin’s Isaac Walker was one of only
thirteen Senators to vote against Kansas-Nebraska’s passage.14 Despite this fact—or perhaps
because of confusion surrounding whether Walker had in fact voted yes or no—the Wisconsin
legislature subsequently rejected him in favor of long-time Congressman Charles Durkee,
believed to be more staunchly antislavery. Although known as an abolitionist, Durkee’s land
reform credentials were scarcely less impeccable; while a sitting U.S. Congressman from
Wisconsin’s 1st District, Durkee had presided over the 1852 National Industrial Congress (NIC)
in Washington, D. C. It was one of many signs that northern public opinion had begun to
decidedly shift in favor of antislavery, and it heralded the even more dramatic political shake-up
to come.15
Reaction to Kansas-Nebraska percolated slowly among the general population in the
North at first, but when it emerged, labor organizations and labor-oriented newspapers like the
Tribune and the National Era were at the forefront of the opposition.16 Indeed, signs of northern
13
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laborers’ discontent over Kansas-Nebraska, and further portents of the political realignment this
heralded, were evident even before the bill became law. On Feburary 17th, the Tribune issued a
call, signed by a host of workingmen, their trades affixed next to their names, for a “People’s
Meeting” in opposition to the proposed legislation at the Broadway Tabernacle on the following
day. The Tribune specifically called on “the mechanics, artisans and laboring masses of this
metropolis” to voice their dissatisfaction. The next day, an “immense assembly” of what the
National Anti-Slavery Standard described as “the intelligent Workingmen of New York” met in
the Tabernacle to protest the pending effort “now making by corrupt politicians to throw down
the barriers created to prevent the extension of Slavery.” The workingmen loudly applauded a
speech by former Liberty Party candidate John P. Hale, who phrased the great question of the
day in terms of the threat it posed to the dwindling supply of free soil in the west, a much-needed
reservoir for populations displaced by “the wars and oppressions of the Old World.” If northern
workingmen and recent immigrants would only look to their interest in “free farms (enthusiastic
cheers),” and “free houses (loud cheers),” Hale explained, they would recognize that the
expansion of slavery threatened their ability to claim this rightful “inheritance.” In one of a
number of orations of the period that anticipated William Seward’s “irrepressible conflict”
speech four years later, the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher likewise characterized the conflict as one
between “Slavery and Liberty,” and reminded his audience that “it lies with you whether it shall
be a victory of Slavery or a victory of Liberty.”17
The following month, the German-American Arbeiterbund held a mass meeting in New
York which passed resolutions blaming the passage of Kansas-Nebraska on the triumph of
“capitalism and land speculation... at the expense of the mass of the people,” declaring its
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hostility to both black and “white” slavery, and branding supporters of the bill as “traitors[s]
against the people.”18 Two days later, an anti-Nebraska meeting organized by the Arbeiter Verein
drew a crowd of 2,000 to hear speakers at Washington Hall on Elizabeth Street. The GermanAmerican speakers scarcely hesitated to connect the Nebraska bill’s potential to nationalize
slavery with the cherished goal of homestead reform, then once again making its way through
Congress. Dr. Kellner, a refugee from Kassel who edited the Marx-inflected Reform, spoke of
“the interests which the laboring classes have in the question now before the meeting,” focusing
on the bill’s attempt “to exclude free labor from this soil in order to devote it to Slavery.” A Mr.
Rosenstein insisted that “there has never been a German, who really was a German, who desired
to be a slaveholder,” and prayed that the territories be kept free from “the curse of Slavery.”
Wilhelm Schlutter complained that the intractability of southern congressmen had resulted in the
current Homestead bill’s watered-down version of land reform; regardless, both Homestead and
more radical land reform had been undermined by the Nebraska legislation. Likening the bill’s
author, Democrat Stephen A. Douglas, to the monarchs and despots of Europe, Schlutter called
for “Revolution!” to cheers from the audience, before clarifying the kind of revolution he had in
mind: the election of men to Congress “that will dare to tell the slave-breeders to their faces who
they are.” Even George Dietz, the former editor of the Democratic and anti-abolitionist Staats
Zeitung, was forced to disavow his former southern and Democratic allies, blaming them for
bringing on “the storm that now shakes the very foundation of this Union.”19 In the weeks and
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months to come, German workingmen would continue to rally around the slogan “Kansas gehört
der Arbeit, nicht der Sklaverei.”20
The fallout over Kansas-Nebraska continued to reverberate in workingmen’s circles
throughout that summer. A Fourth of July “Memorial for the support of liberty,” penned by the
NRA’s Lewis Masquerier and signed by the “democratic citizens of Greenpoint and Bushwick”
in Brooklyn denounced Kansas-Nebraska’s “repeal of the Missouri restriction,” and demanded
the “instant repeal” of both it and the Fugitive Slave Act, as well as slavery’s “ultimate
abolition.”21 At the National Industrial Congress in Trenton, New Jersey, that June, the body was
forced to confront the now-unavoidable issue of slavery in the territories head-on. With
Yorkshire-born Philadelphia tailor John Sheddon in the chair, the Congress passed the usual
resolutions in favor of freedom of the public lands, alongside those protesting land giveaways to
railroads and supporting term limits and the direct election of Senators—the latter a clear sign of
dissatisfaction with the political ruling class in the wake of the Senate’s simultaneous failure to
pass homestead legislation and approval of Kansas-Nebraska.22
The most heated debate at the NIC that summer was reserved for resolutions that
responded directly to the so-called “Nebraska bill.” As New Jersey delegate and Trenton Daily
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News editor Franklin S. Mills explained, the delegates “were all agreed that Kansas and
Nebraska ought to be settled by free people.” But a series of strongly-worded resolutions
introduced by Philadelphian T.W. Braidwood and delegate Henderson of New York created
considerable rancor within the body. After a preamble that proclaimed that “the moral sense of
this nation is outraged, and the spirit of freedom... lies smothering beneath the suffocating grasp
of Slavery,” the resolutions demanded the immediate repeal of Kansas-Nebraska and the
Fugitive Slave Act and the resignation of those northern congressmen who had helped to pass
them, and insisted that all future state and national representatives pledge themselves “to resist
the aggression of the Southern Slave power.” Another resolution framed the fugitive issue in
terms of states’ rights—specifically, northern states’ rights, which Braidwood, in common with
many northerners, felt had been violated by the Fugitive Act. Another declared the body’s
sympathies, as “freemen,” with both the “oppressed” southern slave and the “fugitive freeman,”
“whom we swear to protect by the rights of our States and the strength of our arms.” A separate
resolution offered by Henderson proposed the formation of “Emigrant Associations” to resettle
newly-arrived immigrants from Ireland and Germany in Kansas and Nebraska, “as a preventative
to the extension of the piratical system of Slavery in those vast regions.”23
Reaction to the resolutions was swift, but far from unanimous. N.W. Brown of
Massachusetts was opposed to “any action upon such inflammatory resolutions,” while Franklin
Mills apparently “considered it injudicious in the Congress to mix itself up in the political broils
of the country.” Delaware’s S.G. Laws similarly felt that if the resolutions were passed as
worded, “this Congress would be resolving itself into an Abolition Society, under a false name.”
But New York’s David Marsh, citing the recent anti-Nebraska demonstration of German
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workingmen as proof that the tide of northern sentiment had turned against slavery, thought that
the Congress should be free to “give expression” to its anti-slavery impulses, “feeling as they all
should, that wherever Slavery was allowed free labor was degraded.” A Pennsylvania delegate
likewise overcame his initial reservations, and “now believed that the Congress would do best by
openly avowing its principles on the Slave question,” since “they could gain nothing by
temporizing with an institution that was inimical to all the rights of free labor.” George F.
Gordon of Philadelphia had what proved to be the last word. Any attempt to “engraft upon this
Congress the doctrines of the Abolitionists” would be voted down, he believed; but still, “it
seemed to him that the constitution of their body did not forbid the discussion of questions in
favor of universal freedom.” Moreover, “as Land Reformers,” the members of the Industrial
Congress “had more to do with Slavery than they might at first think.” The passage of KansasNebraska represented a direct threat to their interests, since “any State given over to the Slave
power was rendered unfit for free labor.”24
In the end, only the resolutions demanding Kansas-Nebraska’s repeal, framing the issue
in terms of states’ rights, and blaming immigrant voters for “sustaining Southern tyranny” were
passed, while a subsequent resolution censuring lawmakers for repealing the Missouri
Compromise was stripped of some of its more inflammatory language. But Henderson’s
resolution, although shorn of its politicized denunciation of “the trickery of Senators DOUGLAS
& CO.,” passed with additional language about rescuing Kansas and Nebraska from “the
machinations of the Slave power,” making clear that the NIC “consider[ed] the system of
involuntary servitude inimical to the interests of the laboring man.”25 A majority report by the
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Business Committee resolved to send the Congress’s compliments to William Seward, Salmon
Chase, Charles Sumner, Benjamin Wade, Gerrit Smith, and Andrew Johnson, prevailing over a
minority report that favored recognizing only Johnson. And the body chose to inscribe its banner
with a slogan similar to that of the Free Soilers in 1848 and the Republican party organizations
beginning to take shape in 1854, that read in part “Free Homes, Land Limitations, Free Schools,
Free Speech, [and] a Free Soil for Free Men...”26
Several factors, in addition to opposition by individual delegates, help explain why the
1854 Industrial Congress ultimately adopted a more cautious stance on Kansas-Nebraska than
that represented by Braidwood’s initial resolutions. For one, and most obviously, the leadership,
and even the rank-and-file delegates, of the Congress in 1854 was nearly completely different
from that of 1848 or even 1851. With the possible exception of Sheddon, labor leaders whose
roots lay in the workingmen’s movements of the 1820s and 30s, like Evans and John
Commerford, were entirely absent. Likewise missing were former Fourierists and social
reformers like L.W. Ryckman or Lewis Masquerier, and speakers or delegates with strong
abolitionist ties, like William H. Channing, Alvan Bovay, or Charles Durkee. Although several
delegates represented organizations, like the Brotherhood of the Union, that supported land
reform, only one represented the National Reform Association as such. Also significant is the
fact that the sponsor of the most stringent anti-Nebraska resolutions, T.W. Braidwood, was
known as a firm nativist. Whatever their pro-southern or anti-abolitionist prejudices,
Braidwood’s antagonists may have also feared further alienating their immigrant constituencies,
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already chary of abolitionism.27 Lastly, the Congress’s location in New Jersey, the last northern
state to abolish slavery, meant that delegates from the central and southern areas of that state, as
well as from slaveholding Delaware, wielded an outsize influence over the proceedings.28
In any event, the National Industrial Congress was nearly finished as a viable vehicle for
genuine reform. Perhaps in a rebuke to the anti-abolitionists at the Trenton Congress, the 1855
NIC in Cleveland featured a prominent local black leader, William H. Day, as one of three of the
meeting’s secretaries, along with Sheddon and agricultural reformer John H. Klippart. But
although the Congresses would straggle on until 1860—and would later be revived, albeit in
altered form, after the Civil War—by 1856 the NIC was a shadow of its former self; held in New
York that year, it attracted only eleven attendees.29
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Nor was the Industrial Congress was not the only entity to suffer a loss of credibility in
the aftermath of Kansas-Nebraska. Gerrit Smith had been elected to the House of
Representatives by a coalition of Democrats, Free Democrats, and antislavery Whigs in 1853.
Although Smith arguably owed his election to upstate New York businessmen who hoped that
Smith’s free trade orthodoxy would boost their prospects of trade with Canada, his election was
attended with high hopes among both abolitionists and land reformers. They would soon be
disappointed: Smith’s stubborn idealism, so inspiring to his supporters, served him poorly in
Congress. Although he gave a stirring speech on the Homestead bill and signed the “Appeal of
the Independent Democrats” in response to Kansas-Nebraska, Smith failed to be an effective
advocate for antislavery during his tenure in office. Stubbornly committed to abstract principles
regarding his own understanding of the democratic process, Smith refused to take part in a
procedural effort to table the Nebraska bill and prevent it from being voted on, infuriating other
antislavery Congressmen—including Horace Greeley, who then excoriated him in the pages of
the Tribune. In the confused aftermath of the vote, the Tribune first reported—inaccurately, as it
turned out—that Smith had voted for the measure, then that he had failed to vote at all. The paper
later corrected its statements, but the damage to Smith’s credibility had been done. The passage
of Kansas-Nebraska, and the ensuing debacle with the Tribune, proved to be a turning point for
Smith; he subsequently relinquished any remaining faith in the political system to bring about a
“bloodless termination of American slavery.” Smith resigned his seat shortly after President
Pierce signed the Kansas-Nebraska Act in May, and thereafter became what he termed a
“confessed revolutionist.”30
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Although a bare majority of northern “doughfaces” had caved in to southern pressure to
approve Kansas-Nebraska, pro-land reform Democrats like William H. Seward, Salmon Chase,
and Galusha Grow proved to be among the measure’s most strident antagonists.31 Although these
Democrats generally approved of the ostensibly democratic notion of popular sovereignty, many,
like Free Soiler Edward Wade, insisted that popular sovereignty should not override the right to
self-ownership.32 Neither, land reformers might have added, did it supersede the “right to the
soil.” Even doughface Democrats like the bill’s architect, Stephen Douglas, were uncomfortable
with the absolute right to slave property that southern representatives insisted Kansas-Nebraska
now sanctioned. For these Democrats, the democratic principles embodied by popular
sovereignty (which they strove to distinguish from mere “squatter sovereignty”) outweighed the
unconditional property rights demanded by southerners.33 In a speech on the bill a few months
after its passage, Galusha Grow outlined a powerful antislavery argument, predicated on the
same demand that individual property rights, under certain circumstances, must be subordinated
to the greater good—an argument that had long been made by land and labor reformers. The
territories, Grow maintained, were “the common property of the whole people,” but by agreeing
to be ruled under the Constitution, the people had agreed to place such property under the
authority of Congress, which served as a supervisory “board of direction.” Since Congress had
an obligation to promote settlement of the territories in such a way as best calculated to promote
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the general interest, settlers were obligated to “conform to the ‘rules and regulations’” it
established. But claims that the Federal Government was bound to recognize certain a “species
of property” carried into the territories—slave property—carried no such obligation. Since
national law did not recognize slavery, and since slavery could only exist where state and local
laws gave sanction to it, the Federal Government was only obligated to protect that property
which “the common law of the country recognizes as property, and nothing else, till there is local
legislation.” Since enslaved human beings were “an anomalous species of property, not
recognized by the common law,” slaveholders “must submit to whatever inconveniences are
incident to that species of property wherever you may take it.”34
Citing authorities from Prigg v Pennsylvania to Henry Clay to Lord Mansfield’s decision
in the famous Somerset case of 1772, the implications of Grow’s case against Kansas-Nebraska
was clear: no legal or constitutional right to carry slave property into the territories existed.
Instead of blaming the representatives of northern free labor for failing to uphold their
obligations under the Constitution, southern slaveholders “should rather blame nature, and
reason, and the common law of the land” for the groundswell of popular resistance to recognition
of an absolute and nationally-recognized right to slave property.35
Kansas-Nebraska may have also played a role in reorienting, temporarily at least, the
focus of white workingmen’s fears of “competition” with enslaved labor from the cities of the
North to the open spaces and free soil of the West. Competition between white and free African
American laborers continued and in some ways intensified in northern cities during the 1850s
and 60s, especially amongst dockworkers and other “unskilled” trades, and on the eve of
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Lincoln’s election, the New York Herald warned Irish and German workers that, should Lincoln
succeed, “you will have to compete with the labor of four million emancipated negroes... The
North will be flooded with free Negroes, and the labor of the white man will be depreciated and
degraded.”36 Nor were Republican or labor movement appeals to “free labor” and “free soil” free
from racial overtones or from outright racism.37 An anonymous 1856 pamphlet addressed to
workingmen in New Haven was typical in oscillating between claims about the superiority and
dignity of free labor and racially-charged warnings about the Nebraska bill’s alleged ulterior
motive to bring in “NEGROES to drive out free labor in the United States Territories,” thus
presenting the prospect of northern labor forced to “work side by side with negro slaves.” But
the same pamphlet also painted the issue in class terms, urging supporters of the “true
democracy” to spurn the efforts of “artful men” who “live mostly in handsome houses and wear
fine clothes,” but “care little how poor you may be, if they can only get you to vote away your
rich lands in the West to the slaveholders whom they serve.” The true policy, the New Haven
pamphlet affirmed, was that of the “honest Democrats”—by which it meant Republicans, if the
following invocation of a favorite Republican doctrine is any indication—“who... declare and
maintain that while Slavery is sectional, FREEDOM IS NATIONAL.”38
An “Address of the Working Men of Pittsburgh,” published the same year, likewise
prioritized class conflict over racial conflict. The several hundred Pittsburgh workingmen who
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signed the address were convinced alike both that “our interests as a class are seriously involved
in the present political struggle” and that the rights of free labor were “in great peril.” The South
lay in the hands of “a practical aristocracy, owning Labor... With them, Labor is servitude, and
Freedom is only compatible with mastership.” After this aristocracy had finished extending the
slave system over the territories and gained supreme control of the government, the Working
Men warned, “they will extend it over us.” In a passage that recalled the free-labor political
economists of the 1820s and 30s, the “Address” further warned that unchecked slaveholder
expansionism threatened to
cover thousands of acres with slave tillage, finding new lands again when those he holds are
desolated by this baneful system... the broad Western plains are to be taken from the free
workingman, although, with this refuge gone, low wages and dependence must be his portion.
Shut out from Slave Territories... his condition in the overcrowded Free States soon resembles
that of the workingman of Europe. Low wages for freeman that slavery may be profitable! Is
this equality?39
Slavery was now the “overshadowing issue, dwarfing all minor questions,” and demanding a
final settlement that required uniting with “the friends of Freedom of whatever name or party.”
To confront the danger, workingmen must turn away from both their “natural” inclinations
towards the Democratic Party, with its newfound doctrines of popular sovereignty and noninterference with slavery, as well as from Know-Nothing attempts to curry favor with nativeborn workingmen. Only the Republicans offered “the true platform”; one that combined a
democratic commitment to the rights of man with a republican pledge to secure the fruits of
labor. 40
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The Republican Appeal to Labor: Homestead, Land Grant Colleges, and the Protective Tariff
The course of the second Homestead bill to make its way through Congress was fatefully
linked to the passage of Kansas-Nebraska. By 1854, most southern senators had moved towards
implacable opposition to the bill, for obvious reasons: they feared that farmers and immigrants
from the North would overwhelmingly be the ones to take advantage of the bill’s provision for
the creation of small, 160-acre farms, to the exclusion of slave plantations.41 Other southerners
pointed to the disproportionate burden of the costs of giving away free land on the South; the
South’s underdeveloped manufacturing sector and import-dependent economy meant that it paid
more than its share of the revenue that would have funded the land giveaway, while the
homestead bill would drain southern population by luring away landless and non-slaveowning
farmers. Even those southerners who had supported homestead measures, like Robert Johnson of
Arkansas, refused to vote for the bill until after the Kansas-Nebraska Act had been passed, at
which point they assumed that Kansas-Nebraska’s sanction to slavery north of the 36°30’ line
provided a sufficient counterweight to the threat posed by free farms.42
In response to the failure of the 1854 bill—it passed the House, only to be stymied in the
Senate—Horace Greeley and other land reform supporters stepped up efforts to blame southern
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intransigence for the impasse, while prodding the newly-formed Republicans to incorporate
support for Homestead as an official party policy. Greeley’s earlier effort, described above, to
pass a Homestead bill during his brief tenure in Congress had failed, but he had continued to
serve as an effective and tenacious advocate of land reform in the pages of the Tribune. In 1855,
Greeley sat on the platform committee of the Republican state convention in Syracuse, New
York, where he penned a resolution that demanded free land for actual settlers. Greeley’s
resolution was defeated by the New York party, and although Homestead was absent from the
Republican national platform in 1856, the Philadelphia convention that year cemented opposition
to the further extension of slavery as the cornerstone of Republican policy. Furthermore, the
1856 convention upheld the constitutional authority of Congress over the territories, an important
prerequisite for both the proscription of slavery and the establishment of homesteads, and
nominated John C. Frémont, a figure popularly associated with free soil and the West.43
Four years later, in Chicago, Greeley and other pro-Homestead Republicans had more
success. Although Greeley’s precise role in writing the 1860 platform remains unclear, he
claimed shortly thereafter that the Homestead plank that it contained was “fixed exactly to my
own liking.”44 Without outlining a specific proposal, Article 12 made it clear that the party stood
“against any sale or alienation to others of the Public Lands held by actual settlers” and
demanded the passage of the latest version of the homestead bill, then pending in the Senate.
Although the 1860 platform failed to enshrine access to the soil as a natural right, it recalled the
dissent from earlier, more moderate homestead proposals by placing itself in opposition to “any
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view of the Homestead policy which regards the settlers as paupers or suppliants for public
bounty.”45
Greeley was also instrumental in effecting the Republican transformation of another
long-cherished measure into something the party hoped would prove palatable to workingmen.
Greeley had been prescient in his perception that the Whigs needed to modernize their economic
program in order to accommodate the changing economic realities of the growth of factory labor,
the influx of massive numbers of immigrants, and the shifting economic alliance between eastern
manufacturers and western consumers—a perception which fueled his support for land reform, a
departure from Whig orthodoxy for which he had nearly been read out of the party in the 1840s.
Both Greeley’s faith in the harmony of interests and his longstanding belief in an active role for
government in economic matters led him to push for the protective tariff, another keystone of
Republican national policy. But in doing so, Greeley challenged both the longstanding
Democratic hostility towards meddling with “free trade” and the traditional Whig pro-tariff
argument as a measure that benefitted employers and manufacturers in favor of one that pointed
out their benefits to labor. Building on the work of Whig political economist Henry Carey,
Greeley defended the tariff’s violation of laissez faire political economy, as he had with tenhours laws, land reform, other prolabor measures, by emphasizing its benefits to workers.46 To
Greeley, the protective tariff and Homestead measures were mutually reinforcing. Although he
freely admitted that “a protective tariff cannot redress all wrongs,” this, in Greeley’s view, made
the need for land reform measures, hours of labor laws, and others interventions into the regimes
of private property and the market were all the more apparent. To Greeley and other like-minded
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Republicans, free homesteads and protective tariffs represented not only a means to countermand
the Slave Power and strike a blow for free labor, but a just and relatively painless way to realize
a principle Greeley had long cherished, the notion of a “harmony of interests” between labor and
capital. Accordingly, the Tribune framed Homestead as flush with benefits for both the
propertied and propertyless: “We believe the passage of this bill would add tens of thousands
immediately, and hundreds of thousands ultimately, to the number of our producers of wealth,
subtracting from the number of our paupers and the famishing crowd vainly struggling for
employment in the great cities. There is not a merchant, a manufacturer, an owner of city
property, who would not ultimately share in the signal and enduring benefits which the passage
of the Homestead bill would secure to the Free Laboring Class of our whole country.”47 The
measures were mutually reinforcing, since Homestead would allow reform-minded politicians to
“appeal forcibly to the settler of the New States for Protection to the exposed Industry of their
Atlantic brethren by whom they have been dealt with generously.”48
The Panic of 1857, blamed by Greeley and other protectionists on the downward revision
of the Walker Tariff by congressional Democrats the previous March, furnished additional
ammunition for pro-tariff arguments aimed at workingmen. In Pennsylvania, where the Panic
had exacerbated the deleterious effects of Walker Tariff on the iron industry, Republicans held a
rally for “Protection to American Labor,” arguing that higher tariffs would lead to higher wages
and the “elevation of the masses”; in the Tribune, Greeley suggested that it would lead to the
employment of “thousands.” Such appeals appear to have met with some success, at least in
Pennsylvania, where the Republicans routed the Democrats in congressional elections in the fall
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of 1858, and in Ohio, where Rep. John Sherman was told that “three fifths of the laboring people
want land and a tariff.”49 The Republican Party’s 1860 platform emphasized the tariff’s mutual
advantages to employers and producers, and commended a foreign trade policy “which secures
to the working men liberal wages, to agriculture remunerating prices, to mechanics and
manufacturers an adequate reward for their skill, labor, and enterprise,” and the party gave its
policy of “Protection to American Industry” a prominent place alongside promises of “Free
Homes” and “Free Territory” in its broadsides and campaign material, often replete with “boneand-sinew” homilies to the workingman.50
A Homestead bill again made it through the House in 1859, only to be killed in the
Senate. Again, Greeley and other Republicans blamed the failure of Homestead squarely on the
Slave Power. The bill, which the Tribune had described as “a moderate and cautious one,” (it
provided for the sale of quarter sections of public land at $1.25 and acre, without limitation or
alienability), had passed by an overwhelming margin in the House, only to be defeated by
southern Senators who defeated a measure to take up the bill. As the Tribune observed, only two
southerners and only nine Democrats from either section had voted to take up the bill in the
Senate; twenty-three of the twenty-nine votes against consideration had come from southern
Senators. Although the Tribune remained confident that passage of Homestead was only a matter
of time, it suggested to readers that “if there be any one not yet convinced that Gov. Seward was
correct in affirming an ‘irrepressible conflict’ in this country between the Free Labor and Slave
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Labor systems... we beg him to study closely the history of the struggle for Land Reform.”51 The
following year, yet another Homestead bill finally made it past both houses, but was vetoed by
President Buchanan. A similar fate awaited the Morrill Act, which proposed setting aside a
portion of the public lands within each state for the establishment of colleges to provide
education in “such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts.” The
fruit of decades of agitation by workingmen, abolitionists, and others who advocated universal
education and “manual labor schools,” the Morrill Act, also known as the Land Grant College
Act, had been guided through both houses of Congress by Illinois’ Lyman Trumbull, only to face
Buchanan’s veto. Greeley claimed that both vetoes were the work of “Mr. Buchanan’s Southern
masters,” and contrasted the president’s lack of “sympathy with the poor” with the Republican
presidential candidate whose humble origins had already become the stuff of Republican mythmaking. “Does anybody suppose,” the Tribune rhetorically asked its readers, “that Abraham
Lincoln would ever veto such a bill?”52 Other Republican orators, like New Hampshire’s James
A. Briggs, attacked “Democrats who affect to be above all aristocratic notions, [and] sneer at
Lincoln, because he was a rail splitter,” and hinted to listeners that “Uncle Sam was rich enough
to give us all a farm but if he filled up his territories with servile hosts he crowds out freemen.”53
Greeley had Galusha Grow’s House speech on Homestead from that February printed up
in pamphlet form; the pamphlet’s introduction framed Grow’s oration as an example of “the
Republican policy of granting the Public Lands in limited tracts to actual settlers.” Over the next
several months, Greeley relentlessly pushed the party to publicize its position on land reform as a
means of getting Lincoln elected. The Tribune informed readers that “the best single step” that
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friends of the party could take to persuade northern farmers and laborers to vote Republican “is,
in our judgment, the circulation of documents which show just where the two great parties stand
on the vital question of LAND REFORM”; the Tribune recommended the publication of “One
Million copies” of an expanded tract on land reform, and Republican campaign organs like the
Rail Splitter published column after column emphasizing the Republicans’ commitment to
Homestead. An E. Smalley wrote to the Rail Splitter to identify himself as “one of the originators
of the ‘Land Reform Party’” in Chicago, and pronounced himself “fully satisfied that the passage
of a liberal Homestead Law would settle the question of slavery in the territories.” “There is not
a shoemaker’s shop in America, much less a machine-shop or foundry,” the Tribune claimed, “in
which that tract alone will not make votes for the Republican ticket, provided there be any voters
there who are not already Republicans... We can carry the Election on Land Reform alone, if we
shall only have made nearly every voter see and realize just what Land Reform is, and how the
two great parties respectively stand upon it.”54
Anecdotal evidence suggests that such appeals did have an impact, at least among leading
labor reformers. As with the Liberty Party and Free Soil Party defections of 1847–48, the
adoption of free soil and land reform principles by a mainstream political party was enough to
secure the support of most of the leading land and labor reformers, and to some extent, of the
organizations they represented. The remnants of the National Reform Association endorsed John
Frémont in 1856, and National Reformer Lewis Ryckman ran for state assembly as a Republican.
J.K. Ingalls and Lewis Masquerier also became stalwart Republicans, as did Ingalls’ employer,
John Keyser, who served as a delegate to the 1856 Republican National Convention.55 At the
final prewar Industrial Congress in 1860, the body’s acting president expressed his view that “it
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would not be wise to form a new and distinct political party in view of the success of the outside
pressure of the land reformers upon the republican party as to the Homestead bill.”56 The diehard Democrat Thomas Devyr campaigned for Gerrit Smith’s quixotic 1858 run for governor,
even as he urged Democrats to adopt homestead as a campaign issue. Perhaps the biggest coup
among New York labor radicals was the defection of John Commerford, one of the original
leaders of the New York Working Men’s revolt of 1829. In late 1859, Commerford had warned
Andrew Johnson that “in the next Presidential Contest, I shall have to cast my ballot for the
Republican Candidate.” The following year, he made good on that threat, and more: in October
1860 he won his district’s nomination as the Republican candidate for Congress. Although
Commerford lost the race, his campaign stirred up enthusiasm among New York’s radical
workingmen, with a torchlight procession featuring delegations from groups like the German
Kommunist Klub and the “Garibaldi Wide-Awakes.”57
The limited available evidence suggests, however, that Republican appeals to urban
workingmen were only partially effective. Party strategists, while never abandoning hope for
capturing the large cities, mostly agreed that the Republicans’ strength lay among “the farmers
and mechanics,—moral & religious men” in the “rural districts.”58 Lingering associations with
Nativism kept many Catholic immigrants away, and racist demagoguery by Democrats, who
relentlessly portrayed Lincoln as the candidate of the “Black Republican” party, were enough to
sway many urban workers. In New York City, the successful Democratic mayoral candidate
Fernando Wood combined hints that the city might secede from the Union with a public-works
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program largely co-opted from the city’s labor movement. Yet among certain groups of urban
workers, the Republicans made significant gains. In the border city of Cincinnati, the largest
percentages of both skilled laborers and those owning only modest amounts of property voted for
the Republicans by significant margins in 1856, a margin that probably increased in 1860.
German immigrant votes for Republicans increased substantially between 1856 and 1860, and
German-Americans, most of them skilled workers and small farmers, may have provided the
margin of victory in Indiana, Illinois, and Pennsylvania, as well as in border state cities like St.
Louis.59 Throughout 1860, pro-Republican mass meetings of “workingmen and mechanics” were
held in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Boston, Newark, Cincinnati, and Indianapolis, and even in
border-South cities like St. Louis, Richmond, Memphis, and Louisville, Kentucky.60
Another plank in the Republican Party’s platform, however, might help to explain why
the Republicans may have failed to attract propertyless urban wage workers in substantial
numbers, despite the defection of some of the most prominent labor leaders and reformers.
Although the party had yet to become the “party of business,” as it would be known after the
Civil War, its associations with former Whigs and pro-business conservatives were conspicuous
from the beginning. The 1856 and 1860 platforms both called for federal assistance to railroads,
and Republicans relentlessly pursued the passage of a bill to establish a transcontinental railroad,
enabled by grants to railroad companies of huge tracts of public lands [also funded by land
sales?]. The Pacific Railway Act, the Morrill Act, and the Homestead Act were all signed by
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Lincoln within months of one another in 1862. Doubtless, many western farmers and
workingmen welcomed the advent of a transcontinental railroad, which spurred development and
provided the West with access to vast new markets. But to the National Reformers and other
labor reformers who prioritized the establishment of a right to the soil and a safety-net of
individual homesteads over the spread of market relationships, the Republicans’ railroad
schemes were an ominous sign of what was to come. Just how ominous had been apparent at
least since the spring of 1848, when dry-goods merchant and entrepreneur Asa Whitney
attempted to hold a meeting “of the Bankers and Capitalists” to discuss his plan to fund the
transcontinental railroad through land sales at the Broadway Tabernacle. Land reformers stormed
the meeting and effected a hostile takeover, electing Lewis Ryckman to the chair. The reformers
then passed resolutions denouncing Whitney’s plan as “betraying a trust” by “endowing Railroad
Companies, or Syndicates with the inheritance of the people,” as Whitney and his fellow
entrepreneurs “left by the rear entrance.”61
The incident highlights important distinctions between the radical labor reform and
Republican interpretations of “free soil” and “free labor,” foreshadowing future fissures between
the postwar labor movement and the pro-business Republican establishment. Despite the
temporary setback dealt by the land reformers in 1848, Whitney’s vision of a transcontinental
railroad fired the imaginations of average citizens as well as entrepreneurs and politicians,
including Stephen Douglas, whose Kansas-Nebraska Act was motivated partly by his desire to
facilitate the construction of a Pacific railroad along a northwesterly route, a project Doulgas
believed could only be accomplished by resolving the sectional controversy by making
concessions to the slaveholding expansionists. Both Republican and Democratic platforms in
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1860 (including that of southern Democratic candidate John Bell) urged subsidizing the
construction of a Pacific railroad, but it was a Republican Administration and Congress that
would eventually oversee the completion of the Transcontinental Railroad in 1869—a feat made
possible by the 1862 Act’s issuance of government bonds and land grants and the power (and
capital) of corporations like the Union Pacific and Central Pacific railroad companies, both of
which exploited loopholes in the Homestead Act to accumulate yet more land.62
Doubtless many Republicans had been sincere in their desire to reserve the public lands
of the West for “free labor.” But the party’s Whiggish preference for utilizing the power of
government to spur national development, combined with the laissez-faire assumptions
embedded in its economic policies and its associations in the popular mind with nativism,
abolitionism, and a growing class of industrial capitalist elites, likely alienated many urban
workers. Ultimately, these same ideologies made their way into a fatally-compromised
Homestead Act and probably helped to guarantee that the ideals represented by the Pacific
Railroad Act would triumph over those represented by the Homestead in the postwar period.
Regardless, the Republican vision of free labor would do much to set the terms of the debate
over the role of land and labor in the nation’s political economy for decades to come.
The Republican Appeal to Labor: Free Labor
The Republican ideology of free labor has been analyzed and dissected by numerous
scholars since the publication of Eric Foner’s Free Soil, Free Labor, Free Men in 1970.63 As
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these studies have made clear, “free labor” was hardly invented from whole cloth by
Republicans; rather, Republican free labor was constructed from a range of ideas, arguments, and
rhetorical traditions, including several first developed and articulated by labor reformers. Nor
were Republican understandings of free labor monolithic; although they were broadly in
agreement about the superiority of northern non-slave labor and reiterated a few key points in
particular when appealing to ordinary northerners and defending the economic way of life in the
North, Republicans definitions of “free labor” were at least as varied, and sometimes as
paradoxical, as the criticisms and alternatives levied by free labor’s critics.
As we have seen, Republicans made the appeal to ordinary workers a central part of their
electoral strategy, and labor remained central to Republican thinking about social issues and
political economy. Republicans frequently emphasized the modest occupational backgrounds of
their candidates and their experience as manual laborers. The most famous exemplar of this was,
of course, Lincoln himself, whose humble origins as a common laborer on the Illinois frontier
were emphasized throughout the 1860 campaign via nicknames such as “the Rail Splitter” (not
coincidentally the name of a short-lived Republican newspaper that emphasized homestead and
other issues thought to appeal to laboring men). Lincoln’s running mate in 1860, Hannibal
Hamlin of Maine, had worked as a farm laborer, while former shoemaker Henry Wilson of
Massachusetts, known as “the Natick cobbler,” had once been an indentured servant.64
Most Republican arguments about the relationship between labor and capital were
predicated on a liberal individualist understanding of free labor which defined it as the freedom
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to compete in a market for wages governed by the law of supply and demand, given the essential
preconditions of equality under the law and the basic right of self-ownership.65 But at times,
Republicans articulated theories of free labor that were strikingly similar to those which had been
advanced by labor reformers since the days of Jefferson. In describing labor as “the source of all
our wealth, of all our progress, of all of our dignity and value,” New York Republican William
Evarts was unconsciously reiterating the labor theory of value. Others, like Israel Washburn,
updated the Locofoco attack on special privilege and built on the foundations created by Thomas
Morris and Charles Sumner by rhetorically connecting the “Money Power” to the “Slave Power.”
Lincoln echoed the language of labor reformers when he proclaimed that capital was “the fruit of
labor,” and even seemed to suggest that laborers had a right to take “the whole product” of labor
for themselves. And Frederick Douglass, despite his consistent denunciation of the “wage
slavery” thesis, agreed that competition with slave labor made the “white man almost as much a
slave as the slave himself... the white man is robbed by the slave system, of just results of his
labor, because he is flung into competition with a class of laborers who work without wages.”
Lincoln, Wilson, Wendell Phillips, and others also argued strongly in favor of universal
education for ordinary workers, recalling the demands of William Heighton and other labor
reformers of the 1820s and 30s and repudiating the long-held association between manual labor
and “degradation.”66
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Ironically, it was southern slaveholders and their apologists who re-introduced the
concept of “wage slavery” to the national conversation in the 1850s, and who arguably did the
most in the decade to underscore the contrast between a southern social system based on slavery
and a northern one based on free labor.67 Among the most notorious statements of the period was
that of South Carolina Senator (previously Governor and Congressman) James Henry Hammond,
who, in the same March 8, 1858 speech that helped to popularize the phrase “King Cotton,”
proclaimed his view of the proper relationship between labor and capital in the following way:
“In all social systems there must be a class to do the menial duties, to perform the drudgery of
life; a class requiring but a low order of intellect and little skill. This class constitutes the
mudsills of society, and of political government. The manual, hired laborers of the North, the
operatives, as they are called, are mere slaves.”68
Other southern politicians and spokesmen repudiated the Declaration of Independence,
denounced the very idea of free society as spurious, and hinted that slavery was the proper
condition for all laborers, regardless of race.69 Historians have often noted the similarity between
the critiques of the northern “wages system” made by southern slaveholders like Hammond and
George Fitzhugh and those made by northern reformers like George Henry Evans and Orestes
Brownson. But they have rarely paid sufficient attention to the timing or context in which such
statements were made. Hammond’s remarks, quoted above, were made in response to a speech
by William H. Seward trumpeting the “triumph of free labor,” and most southern critiques of
67
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northern wage labor did not emerge until the mid-1850s, after the eruption of the sectional crisis
and more than a decade after “wage slavery” arguments had been popularized by northern labor
agitators. Proslavery intellectuals like Fitzhugh were avid readers of abolitionist and labor reform
newspapers—Fitzhugh apparently read the Liberator, the National Era, and a land reform paper
published by Gerrit Smith, among others—and were well-versed in contemporary arguments
about political economy and European social developments, which they read and quoted from
selectively to demonstrate that free society was a misguided delusion. Fitzhugh specifically
repudiated the notion of a natural right to land and denounced the Homestead bill, which he
equated with an attack on property rights in his Sociology for the South (1854). Three years later,
in his Cannibals All!, he repeatedly identified “agrarianism” as the ideology that bound together
figures like Greeley, Garrison, Gerrit Smith, William H. Seward, and Gamaliel Bailey. As they
had during congressional debates over Homestead, southern politicians and proslavery
ideologues frequently cited land reform as a particularly insidious expression of the
“agrarianism” that they believed lurked behind a sinister conspiracy amongst abolitionists and
labor agitators. Speakers at the Virginia secession convention in 1861 identified “exemption and
homestead laws, and the cry of land for the landless” as among the ills that plagued northern
society, and a correspondent of Andrew Johnson’s from Alabama condemned Homestead as a
plan to “abolitionize” the West by encouraging the non-slaveowning followers of Hinton Helper
to migrate there.70
Republicans, perceiving an opportunity to defend the northern way of life and score
points with the ordinary workingmen whose votes they courted, pounced on such statements,
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sensing—correctly—that if many northern workers agreed with southern critics’ diagnosis of the
problems inherent in free labor society, they were appalled by the “cure” they proscribed—a
kind of “Slavery National” that threatened ultimately to enslave all who labored for a living.
Massachusetts Senator Henry Wilson was among the first to take up the gauntlet. In 1858, during
congressional debate over the proslavery Lecompton Constitution in Kansas, Wilson offered a
point-by-point rebuttal of the “mudsill” argument. Hurling the words of Hammond, Calhoun, and
other southern statesmen back in their faces, Wilson seized on their use of the term “hireling
labor” to underscore the rhetorical contrast between free and slave labor. To emphasize the
inherent dignity that Republicans believed resided in free labor relationships, Wilson pointed to
his own experience as both employee and employer to stress the “equality” and “manhood”
inherent in both positions (somewhat less plausibly, he also claimed that “an immense majority”
of northern wage workers owned property). Perhaps most persuasively, he cited reams of
statistics to demonstrate the North’s superior productivity and economic equality and to refute
what southerners believed to be their ace card, the idea that the North was dependent on “King
Cotton.” Only about one-seventeenth of northern manufacturing, Wilson pointed out, relied on
the supply of raw cotton; even in Massachusetts, the largest cotton manufacturer and Wilson’s
home state, only a value of some $26,000,000 out of Massachusetts’ estimated $350,000,000 of
manufactures—one-thirteenth of the total—had been in cotton. Quoting Hammond’s depiction of
the North as “our factors” and his threat that the South might “discharge” the North once its
services were no longer necessary, Wilson imagined a parallel scenario playing out on
Hammond’s plantation: “’Massa, you only sells de cotton! ‘Spose we discharge you...’” Northern
“mud-sills,” Wilson intimated, had already reached the same conclusion as Hammond’s slaves.71
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As Wilson’s example suggests, Republicans didn’t so much invent free labor ideology as
add various innovations and refinements in response to changing circumstances. Confronted with
the assertive expansionism and apparent profitability of the Cotton South, Republicans built on
the foundation of older free labor arguments, first articulated by Adam Smith and elaborated by
successive generations of abolitionists and labor reformers, about the inferiority of enslaved
labor. In an address delivered in Washington, D.C. in 1856, the Maine Republican and former
Democrat George M. Weston revisited Adam Smith’s arguments about slavery’s inefficiency,
but added a new twist: that “southern slavery reduces northern wages.” Far from being doomed
to die a natural death, slavery’s very “inferiority” posed a clear and present danger to the
interests of northern workers. As long as slavery had been relegated to southern climes and
restricted to producing staples, northern laborers had indirectly benefitted from slavery, sharing
in “the profits of a sin, without sharing either its guilt, or its dangers.” But, Weston warned,
Kansas-Nebraska’s repeal of the “Missouri restriction” and mounting evidence that slaves could
be used in factory work meant that slave owner and free laborers were now “direct competitors
with each other.” Conceding the old free labor arguments that the incentive of wages was “a
better stimulus to industry than the lash” and that free labor was ultimately cheaper than slave
labor, Weston argued that, once thrust into direct competition, slavery’s “system of reducing the
laborer to a bare subsistence” would force down the wages paid to free labor, thus resulting in a
degraded “free labor” that essentially resembled slavery—the very manifestation of the “wage
slavery” that proponents of that phrase had feared for decades. Slavery would win out, Weston
explained, “not merely by its own strength, but by weakening and deteriorating free labor.” Just
as it had heretofore determined the condition of the “non-property holding whites of the South,”
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the “true cost” of slavery may be that it would “hereafter regulate the wages of the workingmen
of the North and West.”72
As one of the clearest distillations of the Republican free labor argument, Lincoln’s 1859
“Address before the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society” has often been scrutinized for its freelabor content.73 But scholars have sometimes failed to take account of the context in which
Lincoln’s famous comparison between “free labor” and what he purposefully termed “the mudsill theory” was delivered. Most obviously, although the address was delivered in Milwaukee—a
growing Midwestern commercial center and hotbed of land limitation and pro-land reform
sentiment—his audience was a largely rural and agricultural one. Lincoln devoted more than half
of the Milwaukee address to singing the praises of agricultural life and hailing the advances in
technology and productivity that were then revolutionizing agriculture in the free states.74 Not
only was “free labor,” in Lincoln’s mind, predominantly agricultural, but his introduction of the
topic was prefaced by an attempt to frame the dispute over competing visions of free labor as an
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argument over “the best way of applying and controlling the labor element,” a formulation
seemingly designed to appeal to employers rather than to laborers themselves.75
Lincoln’s free labor argument in his “Address” was premised on the rejection of the
idea—long the bane and the jeremiad of labor reformers—that “hired laborers” were “fatally
fixed in that condition for life.” It was this assumption, predicated on the prior contention that
manual labor always had to be “induced” by the owners of capital, that had led to the erroneous
conclusion reached by proponents of the “wage slavery” thesis—that the free hired laborer’s
condition was “as bad as, or worse, than that of a slave.” Notably, however, although Lincoln’s
characterization might have applied equally to the arguments of both northern labor reformers
and southern slavery apologists, Lincoln associated it solely with the latter. By creating an
association between this view of northern society and the likes of James Henry Hammond’s
“mud-sill” epithet in the minds of his listeners, Lincoln cleverly helped to defuse whatever
credibility remained in the “wage slavery” thesis.
On a theoretical level, Lincoln agreed with labor reformers that “capital is the fruit of
labor”; since labor was “prior to, and independent of, capital,” the latter “could never have
existed without labor.” But for Lincoln, the “error” lay in assuming that “the whole labor of the
world exists within that relation” of dependent laborers and the owners of capital who employed
them. As proof, Lincoln pointed to the existence of a “mixed” class (farmers, artisans, and
manufacturers who both labored themselves and hired others), and further claimed that “a large
majority” in both the North and South who “neither work for others, nor have others working for
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them”; elsewhere, he estimated that perhaps only one-eighth of the northern population worked
for wages.
On this latter point, as Eric Foner has pointed out, Lincoln was on shaky ground;
although firm statistics are difficult to come by, most economic analyses have concluded that
between forty and sixty per cent of Americans worked for wages on the eve of the Civil War, a
percentage that would surely have been far greater in the free-labor North (and which does not
take into consideration the labor of free women and children, who enjoyed no legal ownership of
their wages).76 Somewhat harder to gainsay was Lincoln’s second point, that northern free labor
society offered unprecedented opportunities for social mobility. In a frequently-cited portion of
the address which embodied the crux of the argument at the heart of Republican free labor,
Lincoln recounted an oft-repeated scenario:
the prudent, penniless beginner in the world, labors for wages awhile, saves a surplus with
which to buy tools or land, for himself; then labors on his own account another while, and at
length hires another new beginner to help him. This, say its advocates, is free labor--the just
and generous, and prosperous system, which opens the way for all--gives hope to all, and
energy, and progress, and improvement of condition to all.77
It was a classic formulation of the American dream of up-by-the-bootstraps mobility, one that
doubtless resonated with his audience, many members of which, as Lincoln noted, had
“doubtless” once been hired laborers themselves. Unquestionably, from the colonial period to
Lincoln’s time, the United States had offered unprecedented opportunities for social and
economic advancement. It was this very promise of independence and mobility that labor
reformers feared was being lost, and that they sought to make manifest through the
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universalization of landed proprietorship and the substitution of cooperation for competition. But
not only were Lincoln’s assumptions about mobility based on a view of northern society that was
rapidly becoming anachronistic, his conclusions were drawn from an equally vaunted tradition:
that of denying that the plight of labor was connected to any inherent flaw in an unregulated
market economy, and pointing instead to the deficiencies of character or weaknesses of
individual workers. “If any continue through life in the condition of the hired laborer,” Lincoln
informed his listeners, “it is not the fault of the system, but because of either a dependent nature
which prefers it, or improvidence, folly, or singular misfortune.” Even as he reached back for the
republican language of “dependence” to explain individual failure, then, Lincoln simultaneously
recalled an even older vocabulary of moralistic individualism and looked forward to an era of
unbridled laissez-faire Social Darwinism.78
None of this is to say that Lincoln’s version of free labor did not contain radical
possibilities. During an 1860 speaking tour of New England, Lincoln gave his tacit approval to
the actions of striking shoemakers, seemingly endorsing their right to strike. Disclaiming any
direct knowledge of the circumstances surrounding the strike, Lincoln proclaimed that “I am
glad to see that a system of labor prevails in New England under which laborers CAN strike
when they want to,” and that he wished to see such a system “prevail everywhere.” A moment
later, however, Lincoln seemed to conflate the right to strike with the more basic right to quit,
and he framed both in essentially laissez-faire terms, describing as the ideal society that in which
each individual engaged in “the race of life” was “free to acquire property as fast as he can.”
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Lincoln’s few later statements on strikes, such as his message to striking machinists at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard, were similarly equivocal.79
Arguably, the most radical aspect of Lincoln’s vision of free labor was that it applied
equally to African Americans. In the same New Haven address on the shoemaker’s strike quoted
above, Lincoln explained that “I want every man to have the chance—and I believe a black man
is entitled to it—in which he can better his condition—when he may look forward and hope to be
a hired laborer this year and the next, work for himself afterward, and finally to hire men to work
for him!”80 Time and time again, during his 1857 speech on the Dred Scott decision and in the
course of his debates with Stephen Douglas, Lincoln insisted that African Americans were
entitled to a basic right to compensated labor and to equal participation in the market for that
labor. Much like the labor republicans who preceded him, Lincoln linked this right to the
guarantees of the Declaration: “In the right to eat the bread... which his own hand earns,” Lincoln
insisted, the black worker was “my equal and the equal of Judge Douglas, and the equal of every
living man.”81 Evidence suggests that free African Americans responded positively to the
incentive of wages and to the Republican articulation of freedom to compete in the marketplace
as the essential precondition of freedom. Despite his encounter with discrimination from ship
caulkers at New Bedford shipyards, Frederick Douglass recalled his early experiences with the
79
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free labor system of the North in glowing terms in his Narrative, and Henry Highland Garnet
depicted the self-ownership of poor laborers in Britain as line of demarcation between oppressed
white workers and enslaved “chattels personal.”82
Two months after Lincoln had made his comment about African Americans’ entitlement
to the fruits of their labor, he described the right to labor in even starker terms, as “the real
issue,” the “eternal struggle” between the principles of “the common right of humanity” and “the
divine right of kings.” No matter what form it took, “whether from the mouth of a king who
seeks to bestride the people of his own nation and live by the fruit of their labor, or from one race
of men as an apology for enslaving another race, it is the same tyrannical principle.” It was the
wage slavery argument, reconstituted and restated as an affirmation of basic equality in the face
of a conflict that was universal and perpetual.83
Republican free labor, then, contained elements of both the labor republicanism of the
land and labor reformers, previously embodied by the Democratic Party, and the liberal
individualism shared by abolitionists and Associationists, previously embodied by Whigs. Both
versions of free labor could be radical in their implications: in the hands of land reformers and
other labor republicans, it could imply the redistribution, or even abolition, of some kinds of
property; or it could mean simply the universalization of property rights and the ownership of
property. By contrast, “liberal” free labor, more often expressed by Republicans, could mean
simply the bare freedom of self-ownership, the right to compete in an unregulated market for
wages governed by laissez-faire. But it could also could mean the universalization of rights,
including the extension of the right to the “fruits of labor” to persons of all races and conditions
82
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of servitude. During Reconstruction, it would also come to include the application of political
means to guarantee those rights.
In the meantime, as Henry Wilson’s Senate speech suggests, Southern proslavery rhetoric
about “mudsills” made for excellent Republican and pro-Union propaganda. In the 1860 election,
workingmen carried banners reading “SMALL-FISTED FARMERS, MUDSILLS OF
SOCIETY, GREASY MECHANICS, FOR A. LINCOLN,” and during the war, abolitionists and
Republicans stepped up their efforts to identify the slaveholder rebellion as a war of capital
against labor.84 After the firing on Fort Sumter, a Union Army recruiting poster in New York
made similar hay out of Hammond’s infamous words. Calling attention to “Greasy Mechanics”
in bold, large-point type, the broadside urged “Machinists, Blacksmiths, Carpenters, Masons,
Boiler-Makers, Railroaders, Wagon-Makers, and Mechanics of all kinds” to form an “Engineers’
and Artisans’ regiment.” Enlistees were promised $.40 per day over regular infantry “when on
mechanical work,” and the broadside appealed to laborers in terms similar to Lincoln and
Wilson’s refutation of the “mud-sill theory,” framing the Confederate rebellion as an effort by
the “Southern Chivalry” to “degrade Honest Labor,” place the “‘NORTHERN MECHANIC’ on
the same grade as the ‘SOUTHERN SLAVE,’” and ultimately even “enslave our children.”85
Organized under Col. Edward Serrell at the Exchange Office at Chambers and Chatham Streets
in lower Manhattan, the 1st Engineer Regiment was mustered into service in October, 1861.86
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On December 14th, Companies A, B, C, D, and E of the Engineers and Artisans
Regiment, comprised of men from New York City, Newark, New Jersey, and smaller towns in
Pennsylvania and along the Hudson River Valley, sailed for James Henry Hammond’s home
state of South Carolina. It was to be a long war, during the course of which slavery would be
destroyed forever and free labor forever changed.
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epilogue
The Homestead Act signed by President Lincoln on May 20, 1862 failed to live up even
to the more modest hopes of its authors, let alone the millennial expectations long cherished by
radical land reformers. In its final form, the Homestead Act provided 160 acres of free land to
anyone twenty-one years of age or older, or the head of a family, who was a citizen of the United
States or who had declared an intention to become one. Potential homesteaders had simply to pay
a filing fee of $10 and live on and cultivate the land for five years to validate the claim;
alternatively, one could pay $1.25 an acre and validate the claim after occupancy of only six
months. With southerners out of Congress, the Act passed easily, by a vote of 107 to 16 in the
House and 33 to 7 in the Senate. Within nine months of the law’s passage, over 1,450,000 acres
of the public lands had been filed for; by 1934, over 1.6 million homestead applications had been
processed and more than 270 million acres, or 10 percent of all U.S. lands, had been doled out.1
But almost immediately, those with capital to spare and profit on their minds began the
process of exploiting the Homestead Act. To some extent this was the fault of loopholes created
by the legislation’s ambiguous language. One ploy, at least according to legend, was to take
advantage of the law’s failure to specify whether the “12-by-14 dwelling” that was required by
the law to be erected on the property was constructed in feet or inches. More frequently, land
speculators simply hired phony claimants to buy up the land, or paid the $1.25 per acre up front,
occupy it for six months, and then sell it back at a higher price (in violation of the National
1
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Reformers’ concept of “inalienability,” which would have forbidden such resale). As anticipated
by the National Reformers in their showdown with Asa Whitney at the Tabernacle, the new
railroad corporations were among the biggest beneficiaries of Homestead fraud. Of the 500
million acres dispersed by the General Land Office between 1862 and 1904, only 80 million
acres went to “actual settlers,” with the rest acquired by railroad companies, speculators, cattle
ranchers, mining corporations, and the other highly-capitalized interests that sprung up during
the Gilded Age. The underfunded and overburdened Land Office lacked the manpower to
investigate claims spread amid millions of acres and thousands of local land offices, and its
agents were often susceptible to bribes.2
Urban workers often lacked the start-up capital, as well as the agricultural skills, to
escape the crowded wage labor market of the eastern cities and take advantage of the Homestead
Act. But the disadvantages faced by northern wage workers and immigrants paled before those
faced by some four million newly-emancipated former slaves. Here, too, the land reformers’
warnings that emancipation without a concurrent distribution of land had proven prescient.
Throughout the Reconstruction South, former slaves expected and demanded access to the soil as
independent proprietors. As an Alabama freedmen’s convention put it in an a classic expression
of the labor theory of value, the property still concentrated in the hands of former slaveholders
and Confederates “was nearly all earned by the sweat of our brows.” But most freedmen not only
failed to receive the “forty acres and a mule” that many had believed promised to them by
General William Tecumseh Sherman’s Special Field Order No. 15, they ended up remaining on
the same land they had worked as slaves—not as proprietors, but as sharecroppers or in other
semi-dependent capacities. Headed by Robert Dale Owen and abolitionists James McKaye and
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Samuel Gridley Howe, the precursor to the Freedmen’s Bureau, the American Freedmen’s
Inquiry Commission, searched for ways to aid the process of the transition from slavery to
freedom. Howe traveled to Canada to visit communities formed by former slaves there, while
Owen insisted that, if treated justly and offered “temporary aid and supervision,” former slaves
would remain in the South and become good and loyal citizens.3 As it was initially devised by
Republican congressmen, the bill to re-charter the Freedmen’s Bureau in 1866 would have
allotted 3 million acres of public lands in the South for homesteading by African Americans.
During Congressional debate on the bill, Sen. Lyman Trumbull included a provision affirming
former slaves’ right to the lands in coastal South Carolina and Georgia set aside for them by
General Sherman, and Thaddeus Stevens added a clause turning the “forfeited estates of the
enemy” into potential land for black homesteaders. But even before President Johnson vetoed the
Freedman’s Bureau bill, Stevens’ clause was overwhelmingly defeated by the Republicandominated House. As Eric Foner has put it, “Republicans were quite willing to offer freedmen
the same opportunity to acquire land as whites already enjoyed under the Homestead Act of
1862, but not to interfere with planters’ property rights.” 4
The subsequent Southern Homestead Act, sponsored by George W. Julian and intended
to provide African Americans and loyal whites with access to public lands in the South, was
arguably an even bigger failure than the original. Slaveholding plantations had long since
monopolized the best lands, leaving swampy, barren, or mountainous soil; only 4,000 black
families applied for land under the Act’s provisions, and much of the land ended up in the hands
of white-owned timber companies. Although black landed proprietorship existed in the
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Reconstruction South, with success stories in Florida and South Carolina, where perhaps 10
percent of black families acquired land by the end of Reconstruction, land ownership remained
the exception.5 In 1869, Douglass proposed the formation of a “national land and loan company”
to enable freedmen to purchase land on easy credit terms, and in a few places, such as Colleton
County, South Carolina, and David Bend, Mississippi—the plantation formerly owned by
Confederate President Jefferson Davis’s Joseph Emory Davis, and managed by Davis’s formerly
enslaved foreman Benjamin T. Montgomery as a cooperative community into the 1880s, blacks
utilized cooperative labor schemes with some success.6 But such stories remained the exception,
with perhaps only one in twenty black families in the cotton states acquiring land by 1876, and
by the late 1870s, African American “Exodusters” and other migrants were seeking refuge in
Kansas and elsewhere in the North and West.7
Meanwhile, urban workingmen awaited what the Boston Labor Reform Association
called the reconstruction of the “whole Social System.” At the same time, in a perhaps
unintended emphasis on what would come to be referred to as “bread and butter” labor unionism,
the same Boston workingmen implied that, like the nation itself, “so must our dinner tables be
reconstructed.” As they had before the war, labor organizations would cooperate with
Republicans on legislative solutions to the problems faced by laborers and espoused cooperative
approaches and “worker’s control” to the increasing division of labor and mechanization
imposed by industrialization.8 But labor reformers faced a different world than the one they had
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confronted before 1860. Within a decade of the close of the war, both the free labor vision
espoused by Lincoln and the agrarian version championed by labor reformers had receded
irretrievably into the past. Between 1865 and 1873, industrial production increased 75 percent
from the end of the war, more miles of railroad track were laid than had existed in entire country
before the war, and by the latter year, the number of nonagricultural laborers exceeded that of
farmers for the first time in the country’s history. In the decade that followed, a series of panics
and depressions, the demise of the Radicals and emergence of the Liberal Republicans, and the
increasingly vicious suppression of strikes and other worker’s activities would drive many
workingmen into the arms of the Knights of Labor, the Greenback-Labor, and finally the
Socialist-Labor Party, just as rising land prices, issues of money supply and inflation, and advent
of large-scale mechanized agriculture and the crop-lien system, and the intervention of banks,
middlemen, and commodities brokers would propel southern and western farmers to the
Grangers, Farmers Alliance, Greenback, and People’s Parties. In 1880, the Greenback-Labor
platform, the product of a short-lived political alliance between southern and western farmers
and urban workingmen, declared that “land, air, and water are the grand gifts of nature to all
mankind, and the law or custom of society that allows any person to monopolize more of these
gifts of nature than he has a right to, we earnestly condemn and demand shall be abolished.”9
Out in California, a young journalist, Henry George, noted in 1871 that the state head
already become “not a country of farms,” but of large “plantations and estates,” often worked by
Chinese indentured servants and migrant Mexican workers. In his Progress and Poverty,
Slavery to Cooperative Commonwealth; Leon Fink, Workingmen’s Democracy: The Knights of Labor and American Politics
(Urbana, Chicago, and Springfield: University of Illinois Press, 1985).
9
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published eight years later, George proceeded from the same propositions that had actuated
National Reformers almost forty years earlier: that land, like other natural resources, was the
common inheritance of all and could not be legitimately the property of any individual or
corporation, but rather belonged to the public trust. George’s “single-tax” plan, which called for
a tax on land, but not on the improvements or revenue produced from it, became the basis of his
quixotic (but nearly successful) run for Mayor of New York City in 1886 as well as of a strain of
populist economic thought that motivated farmers, workingmen, and others throughout the
period.10
Such ideals also continued to inspire former abolitionists and their ideological (and
literal) descendants. In 1898, a compendium of George’s works was published that included an
overview of Gerrit Smith’s thoughts and writings on land monopoly; the introduction, written by
William Lloyd Garrison, Jr., imagined Smith as “a Forerunner of Henry George.” Other former
abolitionists, perhaps none more prominent than Wendell Phillips, also emerged as strong
advocates of the right to labor in the post-Civil War period. Whether or not Phillips had uttered
the words attributed to him in the 1840s, that “the great question of Labor, when it shall fully
come up, will be found paramount to all others,” his postwar activities largely bore out that
conclusion. Veterans of the workingmen’s struggles of the 1820s through 50s also reemerged to
champion their vision for the post-Emancipation United States. Ex-National Reformer William
V. Barr and former New England Workingmen’s Association leader John Orvis both ran for
office on joint Socialist Labor Party-Greenback-Populist tickets, and Union Army General James
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B. Weaver, who had been involved with land reform in Iowa and commanded Second Iowa
troops at Shiloh and elsewhere, ran for president on the Greenback-Labor and Populist tickets. 11
Before the end of the war, in February, 1865, the elderly former leader of the
Philadelphia Working Men, William Heighton, surfaced after decades of obscurity to pen a letter
to George L. Stearns, an abolitionist Radical Republican and supporter of John Brown.
Heighton’s letter was published in a pamphlet on The Equality of All Men before the Law,
Claimed and Defended, with contributions from Wendell Phillips, Frederick Douglass, Elizur
Wright, and Pennsylvania ironmonger and Republican William D. Kelley. Stearns had solicited
Heighton’s aid in helping, among other things, “to organize the anti-slavery men of the country,”
and to consider “the reconstruction of the social and political institutions of the Rebel States,”
including the “remodel[ing of] our financial system, in order to correct abuses growing out of
slavery.” Heighton, writing from the seclusion of rural New Jersey, professed ignorance of any
knowledge about the latter, but pledged to offer his assistance to “reconstruct the Rebel States,
and re-unite them upon the basis of liberty and equal rights.” Heighton’s recommendations for
Reconstruction emphasized “the Unity and Essential Equality of the Human Race,” which
included the “Equality of Rights,” not only to “life and liberty,” but the “right to property in the
common elements of nature,—light, air, water, and the land.”
Heighton’s other points stressed the “Responsibility of Government” to secure these
rights, attacked monopolies, and upheld the sanctity of the elective franchise. But Heighton felt
that his proposition about the right to property was “so important” that he spent much of the rest
of his letter elaborating on it. “Immense landed estates,” Heighton intoned, “are death to
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Democracy”; “even under republican forms,” they were capable of subverting the democratic
process and becoming “an element of jarring and perpetual discord.” “The landed estates,
therefore, of all the prominent and active rebels... should be confiscated and broken up.” After
the leading Confederates had been duly punished, their heirs who pledged an oath of allegiance
might be given “so much land as would constitute a moderate homestead,” but “an equal
homestead should be apportioned to each colored family.” “These,” Heighton concluded, “have
the first and highest right, since the cleaning and improvements have been done mainly by their
labor.”12
Like so much of what the pre-Civil War labor reformers had stood for, Heighton’s final
contribution to the public record serves more a reminder of what might have been than a
prediction of what came to pass. But by showing the way towards the alternate routes that fed
into the main path of history, Heighton and others like him may have helped to alter its course at
a critical fork in the road and point the way for future generations of radicals and reformers.
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